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INTRODUCTION

This Specialists Meeting was organized by IAEA in its efforts to

promote worldwide exchange of information in the area of reactor safety

research, an activity which is guided by the Technical Committee on Thermal

Reactor Safety Research (TC-SR). The meeting was hosted by the Central

Research Institute for Physics (KFKI) of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.

The workshop-style meeting emphasized experimental aspects and was

Structured in two main parts: INTEGRAL, COMBINED AND SEPARATE EFFECT TESTS

and CODE DEVELOPMENT, VERIFICATION AND APPLICATION. Among the 64

participants were experts from 9 OECD countries and 9 non-OECD countries.

The meeting's purposes were to provide a forum for experts from a wide range

of countries, and to bring together experts working experimentally and those

working analytically on LOCA phenomena. Both purposes were fully achieved

and appreciated.'

Towards the end of the meeting two Working Groups were formed to

discuss status and trends of experimental and analytical activities,

respectively, and to derive conclusions and recommendations.

Conclusions and recommendations of the two Working Groups

The Working Group on status and trends of experimental activities

agreed that, for each type of reactor, system effects experiments are of

importance for the assessment of computer codes. For such experiments

scaled-down test facilities can be used. For validating the applicability

of the codes to NPPs, separate effect tests of large scale are desirable.

Although areas for future investigations of the separate effect type

have to be determined through comparisons between analytical predictions and

system effects experimental data, the participants identified the following

topics as important:

- flow regimes in pipes and components under low flow conditions

(loop-seal clearance, separation, counter current flow)

mixing and stratification of fluids (pressurized thermal shock)

jsn_



mixture level transients in the core and in components

reflux condensation and counter current flow

effects of non-condensible gases

- fundamental experiments to improve the models in codes on a

physical basis

The above topics also necessitate the development of more advanced

instrumentation.

It was also stated that for countries operating nuclear power plants,

component testing is of importance.

The Working Group on status and trends of analytical activities felt

that, among others, the following experimental studies would be very useful

for development and assessment of current computer codes:

- water quality impact on flashing

effect of the non-condensibles on condensation heat transfer

pump performance in 2-phase flow

cold water injection into 2-phase flow

The Working Group considered some small-break LOCA phenomena to be

inadequately modelled in existing computer codes and consequently needing

more work:

mixture level tracking in pressuriser and core

reflux condensation

stratification in tubes (flow regime maps generally)

geometry dependence of models, in particular for flow regime

maps

pressure drop in counter current flow

critical heatflux at low velocities
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A SYNOPSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL ACTIVITIES ON
SMALL-BREAK LOCA

D. IIEIN
Kraftwerk Union AG,
Erlangen, Federal Republic of Germany

Absliicl

Through reactor safety studies like WASH 1400 or the

"Deutsche Rlslko-Studle" the attention has turned from

large break loss of coolant accidents to small breaks

because of the high contribution of this type of accidents

to core meltdown. But only after the TMI-2 accident were

also the main activities in the experimental fields shifted

world-wide to the small break LOCAs. Since TMI numerous

research programs have either been finished or are underway.

This review paper presents

- a classification of the various types of transients

according to break size,

- a discussion of major physical phenomena associated with

a small break LOCA, and

- a description of a few selected research programs and the

most important results achieved.

I. Introduction

The identification of potential problems and the .

resulting main effort in the field of licensing of

nuclear power plants were influenced within the last

few years by the changing state of knowledge as well



as by certain special events. Fig. 1 shows the

significant changes that have taken place since 1965.

At that point in time the basic question was whether

after a loss of coolant accidenta (LOCA), there will

be enough coolant present In the core to guarantee

sufficient cooling capability. The so called "steam

binding" problem, exhibited first in experiments In

Idaho, fuelled vigorous discussions. In 1971 guide-

lines (Appendix K, RSK-Leitllnlen) established limits

for the maximum admissible fuel rod temperatures and

in the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) the maximum

admissible "scope of core damage" was established.

The main question concerning the handling of loss of

coolant accident in licensing procedures was no longer

merely the amount of water in the core but also Its

distribution within the whole primary system as this

influenced the hydraulics and consequently the flow

through and coolablllty of the core.

It Is worth noting that In FRG already since the

construction of the power plant Blblis A In 1975 the

small break accidents were dealt with in licencing

procedures.

Following the accident at TMI-2 the licencing bodies

and consequently experimental efforts paid special

attention to small size breaks. Even prior to the

event Itself attention was focused to small break

accidents by safety studies - "Safety Report WASH 1100"

ni In the USA and "Deutsche Rlaikostudle" 121 In FRG.

These reports portrayed very impressively that it was

not the large breaks on which most of the attention had

been focused on so far, but the small breaks with their

higher probability of taking place and thus contributing

to a hypothetical core meltdown. The reason la to be seen

in the number of smaller pipes (Fig. 2) attached to the

primary system and above all to the pressurlzer. There

are six times as many pipes with a cross sectional area

smaller than 100 cm3 than those with larger cross sectional

area.

After the TMI accident the problem area concerning transients

with and without a break shifted towards material stress

caused by thermal shocks and release of radioactive fission

products. The work In the field of small breaks in which

flow separation effects play an important role made It

necessary to first develop and then include two fluid

models in computer simulation codes.

2. Classes of Small Break LOCA Transients

Accidents caused by small breaks of various sizes lead

to a variety of transients. The reasons for this are

firstly different types of flow resulting In different

transport mechanisms by which the energy Is carried out

of the system. Secondly, the transients are also influenced

by the actions taken e.g. by hand or automatically depending

on whether emergency core cooling criteria within the

reactor protection system are tripped or not. Thirdly,

there Is a dependence on saTety systems required

to contain the accident.

On the basis of a detailed analysis the transient behaviour

of the system in case of a small break LOCA can be

subdivided into 5 typical groups /3/ according to table 1:

For very small breaks the mass Inventory in the primary

system can be maintained by the safety injection pumps

or even by the volume control system so that the primary



system remains mostly subcooled and energy Is transported

by single-phase natural circulation. With Increasing

break size the voiding or the system Increases so that

energy transport to the secondary side occurs by two-

phase natural circulation and - with depleted steam

generator primary sides - by reflux condensation. With

increasing break sizes the heat transfer In the steam

generators will reverse and the primary side fluid will

be evaporated or even steam will be superheated. A

countercurrent flow situation Is not to be expected

during reversal heat transfer.

Depending on the break size and the systems available

for the compensation of the loss of coolant different

thermohydraulic situations will occur on the primary side.

Single-phase natural circulation turns Into two-phase

natural circulation and eventually countercurrent and

/or cocurrent flow is reached. By replenishing the inventory

the flow reverts back to two-phase natural circulation

and to single-phase natural circulation If the system

can be refilled again in the lower pressure region.

The pressure and swell level for various break sizes as

a function of time following a small break LOCA are

shown in Fig. 3. These data apply to a KWU type of PWR

In which special measures are taken during all loss of

coolant accidents. These include an automatic cooldown

by 100 K/h of the steam generators thus ensuring that

the secondary side functions as a heat sink at all' times.

Over a wide range of smallest to small breaks the secondary

side temperature and therefore the pressure are below the

primary side temperature Indicating a heat transfer from

the primary to secondary side. Only for breaks greater

than approximately 50 cm2 through part of the transient

the energy removed by the break flow and compensated

by the heating of the injected cold water is great

enough to depressurize the primary side faster than

can be achieved by the secondary side cooldown. In the

lower pressure region the energy release by the break

flow and potential heating up of the Injected water

decrease so that a further cooldown of the primary side

has to be achieved again via the secondary side. Only

for medium size breaks no cooling by the secondary side

is needed to reach the low pressure conditions.

If in the case of smaller breaks the primary system can

be refilled again completely the pressure rises until

injection rate and break flow rate are equal. In this

case low pressure can only be reached by shutting off the

high pressure injection pump. Due to the secondary side

cooldown the primary side is highly subcooled at this

point in time. The energy is removed by single-phase

natural circulation.

3.

When the steam generator cooldown is not initiated-

this is the case in most types of PWRs - the type of

accident in which the steam generator secondary side

acts a heat source Instead of the desired heat sink

includes more of the small cross sectional breaks

than it otherwise would. Consequently the pressure

remains high for longer periods of time and the Inventory

Ios3 is larger.

Discussion of Physical Phenomena and Definition of

Problem Areas '

The problems resulting from large break loss of coolant

accidents differ significantly form small break ones:

large break LOCAs are characterized by rapid loss of

coolant. An effort has to be made to reflood the core



to as soon aa possible in order to prevent damage to the

core caused by inadequate heat transfer. In the case

ol° small break LOCAs it Is the phase separation effects

and heat transfer mechanisms which are significant /I,5/.

Table 2 shows problem areas for simple components and

for the behaviour of the entire system.

Of main concern are:

- system behaviour

- steam generators function as a heat sink

- phenomena taking place in the primary loops which

influence energy transport

- cooling conditions in core, particulary in partly

uncovered core.

However, before dealing with some of the above problems

in details the course of an accident and the physical

phenomena associated with will be discussed.

Just before the occurance of a break the coolant is in

a subcooled state. Immediately after the rupture the

reactor coolant pumps are tripped and the ensuing

energy transport from the core to the break and steam

generators takes place by means of single-phase natural

circulation (Fig. 4).

If boiling takes place as a result of decreased subcooling

at the core inlet, the steam bubbles at first collect

In the upper plenum above the primary loops. As at this

stage no steam flows to the steam generators via the

hot legs the natural circulation increases only

insignificantly (Fig. 5). When the upper plenum is

filled with steam down to the upper edge of the hot

Ieg3 the steam bubbles enter the hot legs thus Increasing

the fluid density difference between the hot and cold

legs which in turn causes a significant Increase

in the natural circulation flow rate: two-phase flow

natural circulation takes place (Fig. 6).

The steam bubbles condense within the first few meters

of the steam generators U-tùbes transferring their energy

to the secondary side in the process.

A decrease in coolant inventory causes steam to separate

and collect at the highest point of the steam generators

U-tubes (Fig. 7). This leads to transition from two-

phase natural circulation to reflux condensation

as shown in Fig. 8. This mode of energy transport is

extremely efficient and is similar to that taking

place in heat pipes. The steam rises from the core via the

hot legs into the steam generators where it condenses.

The condensate flows in the form of a thin film via

both the hot and cold legs back into the core. The

quantity of water taking part in this process is almost

negligible.

As long as the system water inventory is large enough

to cover the core with two-phase mixture (the

reat of the system being full of steam) the cladding

temperatures barely exceed the prevailing saturation

temperatures. Only when the swell level (the upper

bound of the two-phase mixture) recedes far enough

to uncover the upper part of the fuel elements do the

fuel rod temperatures rise due to insufficient cooling

by steam. This increase in temperature depends on the

local dissipation of decay heat which in turn is a

function of position and time.

These phenomena are further complicated by the possibility

of fission gases being entrained into the steam generators

where they influence energy transport as well as heat

transfer /6/ .
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'I, Experimental Programs

The vast number of experiments carried out alnce the

TMI accident can be classified from different pointa

of view. Experiments oan Declassified according to

Uieir objectives;

- experiments designed bo enhance the understanding

of particular phenomena or a sequence of éventa,

- experiments whioh provide a data base for code

development and oode assessment,

- tests which show the effectivness of measures taken,

- tests with the purpose of developing either

instrumentation for use In reactors capable of

providing set points Initiating safety measures or

instrumentation that provides the reactor operator

with better quality Information about the state of

the plant.

The oourse of an accident caused by a small break as

opposed to a large break Is Influenced to a much greater

extent by the system outlay, emergency core cooling

system design and specific counter-measures taken.

It follows that all design features of a test facility

simulating a certain type of a reactor are of great

significance which was not always the case for large

break LOCAs.

However, inapite of possible different time histories

of small break accidents the physical phenomena taking

place are more or less Identical. For this reason

separate effects for the most part obey known similarity

Iaw3 whereas system effects can be extrapolated only

by using generalized computer codes.

At the time the TMI accident occurred there were

already Integral teat facilities In existence which

could be used to simulate small break LOCAs either

straight away or after being only slightly modified.

Today, transient tests are generally considered as an

Important topic and consequently new test facilities

are under construction to supplement the existing ones.

A list of Integral test facilities which are suitable

for Investigation of small break LOCAs is given In

Table 3. LOFT is the only nuclear test facility among

them. Semiscale and LOBI having been designed to

investigate blowdown are capable of the full system

pressure I.e. 160 bar. PKL, FLECHT and CCTF can operate

at pressures of MO bar, 10 bar and 10 bar respectively.

LSTF and BETIISY are under construction. The test facility

GERDA takes Into account the special features of once-

through steam generators.

The following outline describes the most important test

facilities, their respective test programs and achieved

results. The first systematic Investigation of energy

transport as a function of Inventory, influence of non-

condenslble gases and the time history of transients,

although at reduced pressure of 30 bar were carried

out in PKL test facility in 1979/80 /3,4,7/. The PKL

test facility has three independent loops and is

suitable for simulating unbalanced loop effects.

The most significant results are the relationship

between the water inventory versus circulation mass

flow and the heat transfer in steam generators as

shown in Fig. 1).



12 With single-phase natural circulation, the mass flow

rate Is nearly constant for different degrees of

suDooollng. When saturation temperature in the core

Is reached boiling starts. While this vapour is being

collected In the upper dome of the reactor pressure

vessel, natural circulation remains unchanged.Vapour

flowing to the steam generators results in additional

driving force for natural circulation and the flow

rate increases. With further loss of water inventory

phase-seperation occurs at the top of the U-tubes and

the flow circulation slows down significantly appearing

to be nonexistent at about On % water inventory.

While with single-phase natural circulation a 17 K

difference between the primary and secondary side is

needed to transfer 365 kW of heat this temperature

difference is down to about 5 K with two-phase natural

circulation and to only 2 K with reflux condensation

(no more natural circulation). The effect of noncondensible

gas on the heat transfer In a steam generator operating

in the reflux condenser mode has also been investigated

in the PKL-facillty along with separate effects tests

111. It could be demonstrated (Fig. 12) that the gas

is first deposited in the SG outlet plenum and does not

affect heat transfer. With more gas added a passive

zone builds up in the U-tube exit preventing condensation

thereby reducing the available heat transfer area and

thus increasing the required temperature difference in

the rest of the steam generator.

The amount of coolant lost during depressurizatlon

depends on the relative positions of the break and

injection locations. When the break is located in

the cold leg and the ECC water is injected into the

hot leg the loss of inventory is of the order of 5

to 20 %. In case of cold leg break with cold leg

injection a loss of coolant up to 50 % was measured (Fig.13).

On the basis of these experiments the US NRC instructed

all operators of PWRs in the US to trip their reactor

By means of these transient tests It could be shown

that the phenomena taking place were the same as

those observed during steady state tests and that

no additional effects took place during the transition

from one mode of energy transport to another.

At the same time the effectiveness of the special

KWU measure of cooling down the steam generators by 100 K/h

was demonstrated for all types of loss of coolant

accidents.

When dealing with energy transport one Is Interested

in how much energy has to be removed, where it comes

from and how this energy leaves the system. Tig. 11

shows that during pressure reduction from 30 to 10 bar

the main share comes from the change in energy stored

in the fluid. In this particular test approximately

half of the energy leaves through the break (15 %) the

other half is removed via the steam generators (53 % ) .

On the right, an energy flow diagram depicts which

fraction originates on the primary and which on secondary

side and which part is transferred in the steam generator.

The PKL test results have been confirmed by extensive

experimental series carried out In SEMISCALE (Fig. 15),

extended to high pressures and supplemented by tests

investigating system behaviour during compound failure

of equipment /3,9,10/.

SEMISCALE was also a forerunner for all tests carried

out in the world's only nuclear test facility LOFT

/8,11 .12/ (Fig. 16). One of the most important test

series In the LOFT program was to answer the question

whether or not to switch off the reactor coolant pumps

following a small break LOCA.

Japanese ROSA IV program (Fig. 21) with 1080 electrically

heated rods should be completed in 1984 /18/. The French

test facility BETIISY (Fig. 22) with Its 3 loops should



On the basis of these experiments the US NftC Instructed

all operators of PWfls in the US to trip their reactor

coolant pumps as a safety measure early In the transient

/12,13/. This, incidentally lias been KWU's policy from

the very beginning. As ahown in Fig.17 the primary coolant

loss is significantly smaller with pumps off than with

pumps on. The temporarily improved oore cooling by

homogenized flou does not outweigh the risk to the core

of either siezed pumps or the possibility of having

to trip the pumps at a later point In the transient.

Another test program FLECIIT-SEASET (Fig. 18) has been

completed only recently /It/. It concentrated, among

other things, on secondary side transients.

The LOBI project /15,16/ (Fig. 19) Is carried out at

the Ispra Establishment of EURATOM under a contract

rrom FRG and EC. While a large number of large break

tests have already been run the small break program is

In preparation at this time while the test facility

is being modified. Several scoping tests have been run

so far.

All test facilities discussed so far simulate pressurized

water reactors with steam generators which posaes

U-tubes. GERDA /17,48/ on the other hand is a test

facility simulating a PWD with once-through steam

generators (Fig. 20). Heat transfer, energy transport

in this type of steam generator and the effectiveness

of a special emergency core cooling system with vent

valves Is currently being investigated within an extensive

test program. The test results will be published shortly.

At the moment there are two new large scale test facilities

|3 under construction: Large Scale Test Facility within the

Japanese ROSA IV program (Fig. 21) with 1080 electrically

heated rods should be completed In 1984 /18/, The French

test facility BETIISY (Fig. 22) with its 3 loops should

start operation In 1986 /19/.

.2 Separate Effects Tests

It is almost impossible to present a complete summary

on separate effects test which have been carried out

to Increase the understanding of a small break LOCA

or for model development. Therefore for each of

the components listed In Table 2, at least one typical

experimental program is addressed.

Boil-off tests have been carried out in order to

investigate core thermal hydraulic response to core

uncovery In a SB-LOCA /20,2!,22,23,2f,25,26,27,28/.

For example on the NEPTUN test facility /29/ at the EIR

In Switzerland the mixture level decrease and resulting

fuel rod heat up above the mixture level were investigated.

Each of the 33 heater rods of the NEPTUN bundle had

dimensions similar to the LOFT nuclear fuel rods as this

experiment was run as a contribution to the LOFT program.

The thermal hydraulic conditions within the reactor

pressure vessel, the hold up of water in the upper

plenum, the breakthrough and fallback are of Importance

for the water Inventory within the core. In these

phenomena 3-dlmensional effects play an important role.

They are addressed by experiments like SIROCCO /30/ or

PERICLES /31/ in France, SCTF /32/ and ESTA /33/'program

in Japan or the forthcoming UPTF /31/ in Germany.

Great effort Is being made to investigate separation

effects in horizontal pipes and near the break position.



The baalo phenomena are investigated or. small scale

/35, 36i 37/. But as the actual diameter may Influence

the results also larger facilities are under construction.

One is the Two-Phase Flow Test Facility (TPTF) within

the ROSA IV - program /38/ in which two-phase flow

patterns will be investigated In pipes up to 180 mm ID.

The MARVIKEN tests on critical mass flows form an

excelent basis Tor code assessment and verification

of correlations as the data originate from full scale

tests. Also the influence of stratification and separation

on mass flow through the break /<tO,l)7/ is important in

determining the loss of inventory of the primary system.

The pump behaviour during a loss of coolant accident was

already studied for the large break case. However, these

tests with different scaled-down model pumps Investigating

head and torque In the three quadrants of Interest are

appllcabel also to SB-LOCAs. An Important result of the

KWU/C-E testa for example, was the effect of pressure on

the head and torque with increasing void /Ml/.

By deciding to trip the pumps early in small break

accidents the pump behaviour haa become of second order

importance.

Due to the Importance of the steam generator secondary

side as a heat sink needed to depressurlze the system,

a great number of separate effects tests have been run

to investigate the thermal hydraulics and heat transfer:

for example the FLECHT-Seaset program /11/ in USA, the

PATRICIA experiment IkZI In France and also work at

MIT /13/ and other institutes /t'W addresses this topic.

Well instrumented Integral test facilities supply

Information on the behaviour of all these components.

Nevertheless, there arc also some separate effects

tests addressing the system behaviour; an example for

auch expérimenta are studies or loop seal effecta /15, Hbl

5. Areas of Understanding, Areas for Future Work

Looking at the extensive work done In the experimental

field since the TMI-aceident an impressive progress

in understanding of small break transients has been

achieved.

From my point of view a nearly complete picture exists

in the following areas:

- transient characteristics

- energy transport mechanisms with different

water inventories

. single- and two-phase natural circulation

. reflux condensation

- effect of nonoondensible gas on energy transport and

heat transfer

- heat transfer and hydraulics within core and steam

generator

Future efforts should concentrate on the following

topics:

- asymmetric conditions In loops, especially

within the steam generators

- effect of stratification or mixing on break flow

- countermeasures to be taken to overcome the pressure

induced thermal shock problem

- stratification or mixing In horizontal pipes under

low flow conditions



A critical appraisal of what has been achieved so far

cannot be made without looking at the analytical side

with Its new generation of system oodes like TRAC and

RELAP 5. From this corner the demand may come Tor

additional, more detailed experiments.

On the whole, a fairly comprehensive picture of small

break LOCAs exists. There is also a substantial data

base for model verification and improvement as well

as for code developement and assessment. It is expected

that In the near future the emphasis will shift towards

special transients with and without loss of coolant.
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L0HIM0D2 SMALL BREAK AND
SPECIAL TRANSIENTS RESEARCH

U, WORTH, II. STADTKE, W.L. RIEBOLD
LOI31 Project,
Euratom Joint Research Centre,
Ispra Establishment,
Commission ol' the European Communities,
Ispra (Vurese)

Abilncl

The present paper describes the LOBI-MOD2 Test Facility together with the
experimental and analytical programmes. The M0D2 configuration was de-
signed specifically to satisfy various simulation requirements originat-
ing from small break and special transients research objectives. These
general objectives are identified, and the methods used to meet them are
described.

1. INTHODUCTION

This paper outlines the forthcoming research programme to experiment-
ally investigate small-break and special transients with the L0BI-H0D2
Test Facllty. Various phenomenological problems of current interest
are Identified, and experimental methods used to Investigate such
phenomena are described. The experimental programme provides data
which Is used to assess the prediction capability of various advanced
computer codes such as RELAP4, RELAP5, TRAC, DRUFAN, ALMOD and others.
This paper discusses modelling aspects related to various expected
thermohydraulic phenomena, using an in-house version of RELAP5 MODI
Cycle 19, converted to run on the Ispra Amdahl 470/V8 computer.

The LOBI project Is being conducted in the I&pra Establishment of the
EURATOM Joint Research Centra (J.R.C.) of the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities (C.E.C.) in the framework of an R&D contract between
the Bundeaminister fUr Forschung und Technologie (BHFT) Bonn, Federal
Republic of Germany, and the Commission of the E.C. This project re-
presents an important effort in the Reactor Safety Research Programme
of both contract partners.

At present, the LOBI test facility is the only high pressure integral
system test facility currently operating within the European
Community. Having successfully completed the large break test pro-
gramme in June 1982, together with some small break scoping tests

performed In 1980, the teat facility io presently undergoing modifica-
tions before starting ttio small break tuât programme now scheduled for
late 1903 or the beginning of 1904.

2. DESCRIPTION OF LOBI-MODZ

The LOBI high-pressure integral system test facility is designed to
simulate the essential thermohydraulic characteristics of a typical
pressurised-water-reactor (PWR) cooling system during steady-state and
off-normal transients conditions. These conditions may represent a
hypothesized loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) or other special tran-
sient cases which the PWR's engineered safety systems have to protect
against.

For the large-break test programme, which started in December 1979 and
terminated In June 1982, the LOBI-HOD1 configuration /I/ provided
experimental data from a total of 28 testa. Of specific interest dur-
ing this test period was the system behaviour during the biowdown
phase of a LOCA transient with respect to break size 12/ and position,
downcomer gap width /3/, and mode of injection /4/ of emergency-core-
cooling (ECC) water.

This range of Interest will be extended for the forthcoming small-
break test programme, and for the following special transients test
programme, by extensive modifications incorporated into the L0BI-H0D2
configuration /5/.

2.1 Test Facility

The LOBI test facility was conceived au a scaled down (1/712) model
of a 4-loop 1300 HWe PWR primary cooling system of KWU design, result-
ing In an essentially one-dimensional representation of the full-Bize
plant. Two primary loops, each containing a main coolant pump (HCP)
and steam generator (SG) are connected in parallel to the reactor
pressure vessel (RPV) model, Fig.l. The intact loop represents three
of the four loops of a PWR and so has three times the capacity, in
terms of water volume and mass flow, of the other single, or broken,
loop. Contained within the RPV is an electrically heated rod bundle
simulating the core, with a 64 rod (3 x 8) arrangement and a heated
length of 3.9 m. Nominal heating power is up to 5.3 MW, with fine
control in the low power range, 0 to 450 kW, to within -10%f to pro-
vide good simulation of decay power curves. The primary cooling system
is designed for normal PWR operating conditions of 155 bar pressure
and temperatures of 290/325°C. Pipe ruptures of various sizes, ranging
from double-ended large breaks to single-ended small leaks, can be
simulated at three different locations within the broken loop (hot
leg, cold leg, loop seal). Other possible rupture locations are in the



lower plenum of the RPV, and in the steam generator U-tubes. Heat
removal from the primary circuit is via the two steam generators to an
active secondary cooling circuit, Fig.2, containing two condensers and
a cooler, representing the turbines and condensers In the real plant.
Water is returned to each SO by means of either the main feedwatar
system or an auxiliary feedwater system. Nominal operating conditions
for the secondary cooling circuit are 54-100 bar and 270-310°C.

2.2 Recent modifications

Three small-break scoping tests performed during the large-break ex-
perimental programme Identified several deficiencies In the MOD-1
system configuration which had to be removed to satisfy the require-
ments of the new small break programme objectives. Following a review
in March 1979 which addressed the adequacy of the existing MOD-1 hard-
ware for small break test capabilities, major modifications were
scheduled for incorporation into the MOD-2 facility. These now com-
prias:-

(i) Two new steam generators of inverted U-tube design, rigorously
scaled and with an adjustable throttle device to allow the
setting of recirculation ratio to match the real plant SGs.
Extensive instrumentation Includes 91 measurement locations (44
primary side, 47 secondary side) for pressure, temperature,
differential pressure and fluid velocity.

(il) Addition of the auxiliary feedwater system (AFS) to the second-
ary cooling circuits comprising two auxiliary feedwater pumps,
one for each loop, a water storage tank and control system.

(Hi) Installation of the high pressure injection Byatem (HPIS) within
the primary cooling circuit, coupled to the injection lines of
the existing accummulator injection system. Various ECC injec-
tion modeB can be simulated; cold leg only, hot leg only, or
combined hot and cold leg ECC injection. HP IS water is supplied
by means of a positive displacement pump driven by a variable
speed motor. A control system provides appropriate head and
delivery variation to match the expected injection rate perform-
ance of the HPIS in the reference plant.

(lv) A new reactor pressure vessel incorporating 17 instrumentation
nozzles for differential pressure measurements in the core re-
gion and the downcomer region, to provide information on col-
lapsed fluid levels and possibly on void distribution. An annu-
lar downcomer between the core barrel tube and the inside of the
pressure vessel Is set to gap width of 12 mm by means of a
honeycomb filler structure. Tests can be performed with gap
widths of 12 mm and 50 mm (filler structure removed).

MODI, historically: Loop Blowdown Investigations
M0D2: J.PWR Off-normal Behaviour Investigations

(v) Adaptation of ttiB measurement system to a lower measuring range
better suited to low pressures and mass flowrates expected in
small break LOCA's. The number of channels was increased by 300
to total of 700 channels; it includes differential pressure
measurements over all vertical regions, full flow turbines, flow
diection Indicators and additional mass flow measurement devices
in steam and feed lines.

(vi) Modifications to data acquisition system to allow a signal re-
cording time for all channels of 2 to 4 hours depending on the
signal scanning rate. The scanning rate, variable between 20 and
1000 samples per second, is under software control from a com-
puter controlled disk system, which monitors and records all the
main thermohydraulic parameters prior to and during each test.

(vli) Improved thermal insulation of the primary loop system, together
with a general reduction of all heat losses associated with pump
and instrumentation cooling. Heat loss tests will be performed
to help quantify the magnitude and sources of all significant
heat losses to the environment, in order to maintain as near as
possible reactor-typical conditions in the loop, and for code
input purposes.

Many control sequences, which were manually activated in MOD-1, now
form part of a more centralised control system. Small process com-
puters will control electrical power to the bundle, speed of pumps
(main coolant pumps, main feedwater and auxiliary feedwater pumps, and
HPIS pump) and provide feedback control of SG liquid levels. Schematic
diagrams of the primary and secondary control systems are shown in
Figs.3 A 4.

In addition to the above modifications, major changes have been made
to loop pipework and components. The seals of the main coolant pumps
have been modified to reduce the required seal water flow. Steam line
Isolation valves, and SG relief and safety valves have been incor-
porated. Additional measurement Inserts in the secondary steam and
feed lines have been fitted. All secondary loop pipework has been
upgraded to allow operation up to 100 bar. The small break assembly,
comprising main orifice, ball valve, measurement section, and an exit
orifice will be installed in the concrete containment bunker.

2.3 Scaling Criteria

A scaling factor of 712 has been applied to the power input, coolant
mass flow and coolant volume of the primary cooling system, leading to
the following values:

5.3 MW electrical power supplied to the 64 (B x 8) heater rod
bundle of a 1:1 PWR design, i.e. equal rod diameter and spacing.

21 kg/s and 7 kg/s coolant mass flow for the intact and broken
•.•.._,.. _.=..i ,.(„„ i n „. P 7 1 ka/s c o r e m a s s f i o w w l t h

2.3.1 Simulation of nuclear fuel rod behaviour. The behaviour of the
reference plant nuclear fuel rods is scaled according to an estab-
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21 kg/s and 7 kg/a coolant mass flow for the Intact and broken
loop respectively, resulting In c. 27.1 kg/B core mass flow with
0,9 kg/s bypass.

c. 0.6 m' coolant volume within the primary loop system, including
the pressuriser.

In an attempt to maintain thermohydraulic similarity, as nearly as
possible, between rig and reference plant, the following parameters
have been preserved with a scale-factor of 1.0:-

(1) Geometric similarity of all pipework crosB-sections.

(2) Pressure end temperature distribution along all the loop flow
paths.

(3) Ratio of power to volume.

(<t) Height, and relative heights (elevations) of all components, in-
cluding heat transfer surfaces in core and SG U-tubes.

(5) natio of volumes of various components and pipework sections to
each other.

(6) Ratio of break area to PCS volume.

Parameters (1) and (2) imply that, for horizontal pipe sections, equal
void fractions between rig and reference jviant will result. However, a
scaling distortion results /6/ when geometry-scaling 1B combined with
power-to-volume scaling, parameter (3), which cannot readily be re-
moved. This scaling distortion directly affects the flow transition
from one flow regime to another, i.e., a transition from, say, separ-
ated to slug flow in the reference plant may not occur at the same
time or under similar flow conditions in the rig. These scale distor-
tions for the LODI facility, however, are not considered to impose
serlouB limitations on the reactor-typicality of the rig /7/. Para-
meter (3) preserves overall thermal time-response of the system with
respect to coolant temperature-time history, and, combined with para-
meters (4) and (5), between primary-secondary heat transfer. These
parameters, together with (6), provide similar depressurisation
characteristics of the primary system as a whole during the LOCA
transient.

One exception to these scaling criteria Is the annular shaped down-
comer. Since no general scaling concept for the downcomer gap size is
available at present, the L0BI-M0D2 system has a downcomer of 12 mm
gap width. This is a compromise between volume scaled downcomer, 7 mm
gap width (which will tend to impede the penetration of ECC water
because the ratio of heat transfer area to downcomer water volume is
too large, and a pressure drop scaled downcomer, of 25 mm gap width
(which provides too large a volume of water available for atypical
reflood).

2.3.1 Simulation of nuclear fuel rod behaviour. The behaviour of the
reference plant nuclear fuel rods Is scaled according to an estab-
lished method which allows the simulation of correct surface tempera-
ture and heat flux In the LODI heater rod bundle as in the reactor
core. The nuclear fuel rods in the reference reactor are simulated in
LOB I by a full length electrical heater rod bundle. These rods simu-
late the cosine-shaped axial power profile of an average channel by
means of five different wall thicknesses within the core region, and
provide a homogeneous radial power profile. In order to simulate the
heat release from nuclear fuel roda (i.e. fission power from delayed
neutrons, decay power and release of stored energy) an appropriate
power versuB time curve must be applied to the electrically heated rod
bundle In the test facility.

This power curve is calculated from a code prediction which makes use
of 'Ideal-scaled' component models to simulate the nuclear fuel rod
model and also the main coolant pumps of the reference reactor plant.

The ideal-scaled nuclear fuel rod model, (described in detail in /B/),
assumes that the fuel rod outer diameter, active length and axial
power distribution are the same as for the electrically heated rods.
All other data are related to the nuclear fuel rod and neutron point
kinetics models obtained from best estimate reference plant design
information. Fuel rod surface temperatures and heat fluxes for differ-
ent axial sections, obtained from the simulation calculation, are used
as boundary conditions for the LOBI electrically heated rods. By means
of a thermal analysis of the heater rods, an electrical power curve
is calculated for each axial section. The total calculated power input
to the bundle is then the sum of the electrical power curves of the
different axial sections. Thia calculated electrical power' curve is
further simplified, to take Into account the constraints of the I.OBI
power supply and control system to produce the specified power curve
for the test.

2.3.2 Simulation of Main Coolant Pump Behaviour. The main coolant
pumps of a KWU-PWR reference reactor plant differ from the LOBI pumps
in their hydraulic characteristics and operating behaviour under both
steady-state and transient conditions. Control of the LOBI pump speeds
in large break tests has been based on two different approaches:

(1) Matching LOBI pump speeds to those predicted in a reactor simula-
tion calculation.

(2) Matching LOBI pump speed to give similar pump pressure different-
ial behaviour as predicted in the simulation calculation.

Each method yields different results in terms of mass flow around the
loops. The first method is more straightforward to implement, but the
pressure drop across the pump does not scale the pressure drop charac-
teristics of the reactor pump. Within the operational limitations of
the LOBI pumps, the second method produces more reactor-typical tran-
sient behaviour in relation to coolant mass flow. Both methods make



26 use of an Ideal-Scaled Reactor Pump (ISHP) model, described in detail
in /9/. This model is based on the actual characteristic data of the
reactor pump, corrected to allow Tor the different pressure distribu-
tion around the LCDI loops compared with that of the reference plant.
With large and intermediate break-si*o loss-of-coolant experiments
(LOCEa), the loop pressure reduces by about an order of magnitude in
the first minute, so the control and subsequent behaviour of the LOB I
pumps have a strong Influence on the muss flows around the loops. In
such short term transients, the pressure drop across the major compo-
nents of the loop is large, and the pumps Influence the mass flow by
offering a variable flow resistance which should match, as nearly as
possible, the resistance of the equivalent reactor pump under similar
hydraulic conditions.

With small break LOCEa, transient predictions are considerably longer
with correspondingly lower depressurlsation rates and mass flow rates
around the loops. In general, the total pressure drop around each of
the two LOBI loopa differs from that in the reactor. These differen-
ces, due to compromises in scaling down from the full-size plant geo-
metry, occur mainly at SG and RPV inlets and outlets, and pump im-
pellers in the locked-rotor situation. For small break tests, correct
simulation of the locked-rotor pressure differential will be im-
portant. The locked-rotor resistance of the LOBI pump is much less
than the scaled equivalent reactor pump, so in order to compensate, it
is proposed to lnstal a suitable flow resistance device in each cold
leg. This device has to be scaled in size and located so as to main-
tain the essential characteristics of the two-phase flow in passing
through. When the pump rotor has decelerated sufficiently it will be
locked at zero speed to stabilise the hydraulic resistance.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME AND PHYSICAL PHENOMENA TO BE INVESTIGATED

The research programme is divided into two separate programmes:-

- Programme A, which included nominal 60 tests to investigate the
influence of rupture size and location, downcomer gap width, pump
operation, power input, steam generator secondary-side pressure,
pressuriser connection, and ECC water injection mode on the blow-
down. This was further subdivided as follows:-

. Test Matrix Al. Thirty tests defined by, and available exclusively
to the BMFT-Bonn. The first part of the Al-test period concerned
with large break LOCA tests was completed in June 1982 after
performing 28 successful tests.

. Test Matrix A2. Remaining 30 testa defined by the BMFT-Bonn taking
into account suggestions from Member Countries of the E.C.; re-
sults freely available to the latter.

- Programme B, to include nominally 30 tests to be defined jointly by
and freely available to the Member Countries of the E.C.; considers

different reactor types with investigation of the Influence of geo-
metrical shape and elevation of some PCS components on the course of
the blowdown,

3,1 Review of Large Break Tests

Of the tests completed so far, there were 18 Al-Tests (including 3
Reference Tests), 5 Interim Tests (3 A2; 2 B), 3 Small Break Scoping
Tests, 2 B-Tests.

Table I summarises the 25 large break testa according to the four main
test parameters. In addition to the three small break scoping tests,
10 of the large break tests are available to the Community Member
States.

The following parameter, ranges were covered:

- Break size and Geometry:

. 17 Double-ended break tests: 2 x 100% (14), 2 x 50» (3)

. 11 Single-ended break tests: 100% (3), 50% (2), 25% (3), 10% (1),
1% (1), 0.4% (1).

- Break position:

. Cold leg (23)

. Hot leg (4)

. Pump suction pipe (1)

- Downcomer gap width:

. SO mm (14)

. 12 mm (14)

- ECC injection mode:

. None (1)

. Cold leg (13)

. Combined hot and cold leg (14).

Tentative conclusions drawn from these blowdown experiments are summa-
rised thus:-

. Size of break has a direct effect on the coupling between fluid flow
and heat transfer in the bundle, leading to an early ONB over the
whole heated length oi" the bundle for 2 x 100% and 1 x 100% break
size tests. For 1 x 50% break tests, DNB was localised in the upper
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bundle elevation. For the 1 x 25% break teat, no DND occurred.
Following an Initial rewet caused by a re-established positive core
flow, dry out was measured only for the 2 x 100% and 1 x 100% break
size blowdown tests /2/.

. The Influence of downcomer volume and gap width became significant
only during the saturated blowdown and refill period. A larger down-
comer, with an Increased amount of coolant, led to a slower de-
prasBiirlsation of the loop, and provided enhanced cooling of the
heater rod bundle during the late blowdown and refill period by a
rapid filling cf the lower plenum. This in turn had the tendency to
ensure a positive maas flow through the core. Conversely, a Bmaller
downcomer width tended to inhibit ECC water penetration and refill
of the pressure vessel due to increased heat transfer from the down-
comer walls and consequent voiding, but gave a more reactor-typical
distribution of mass in the circuit and hence realistic thermo-
hydraulic behaviour /3/,

. Evaluation of results regarding the influence of different ECC in-
jection modes on blowdown has shown that combined injection led to a
much more efficient core cooling, with complete rewetting of the
core occurring very early (I.e. 70a) Into the transient, /4/.

3.2 Small Break Test Programme

The changes to the facility hardware, described in section 2.2, to
satisfy the objectives of the small break programme have been based on
the results of three scoping tests performed in 1980. A preliminary
evaluation of these test results has been reported in 1101. These rig
modifications will allow the main thermohydraulic phenomena expected
In the small break LOCAs to be simulated, measured and recorded for
subsequent analysis.

Small break LOCA can be classified into three major types depending on
break size /ll/,

(1) Breaks that are large enough to dépressurise the primary system to
the injection trip pressure of the accumulators.

(2) Smaller breaks that lead to a quasi-steady pressure plateau.

(3) Even smaller breaks that lead to repressurisation of the primary
system due to injection of HPIS water.

These three classes of incident will be covered in the 1983-1984 small
break test programme by performing a total of 16 tests:-

I Al-large break test (link test to the L0BI-M0D1 LB-LOCA tests)

II Al-small break teats

3 A2-small break tests

1 B-small break test.

The small break experiments will cover a break size spectrum of 10%,
2%, 1% and 0.4% (a IX break corresponds to 44.2 cm rupture of the KWU
Reference Plant). Tetts already defined are shown in Table II in terms
of break Bize and location, IIPIS configuration and mode of accumulator
injection, For each of these tests, a secondary-side cooldown rate of
100 "C/hour will be established in both SGs, except for one test (0.4%
cold leg break, 4/4 HP IS pump configuration) in which an asymmetric
cooldown rate using only the intact loop SG will be performed.

Following commissioning of the LOBI -MODH facility, which will include
steady-state pressure drop measurement tests and one or more heat loss
tests, the first test in the M0D2 programme will be a "link test" to
evaluate reproducibllity with the old MODI facility. The link test, to
be performed in early 1984, will be a 2 x 100% cold leg break which is
basically the same as a previous large break test (Al-72, Table I).
The link test differs from Al-72 only with respect to the new steam
generators and a reduced core bypass flow (reduced from about 8% to 2%
in H0D2).

Two quasi-steady state tests without rupture simulation are planned to
follow the link test. In these, forced convection (pump on) and natur-
al convection (pumps off) effects will be investigated, together with
transitions from single to two phase flow conditions in the primary
loops.

From the current LOB I A small break programme, including link test,
results from 3 tests will be available to the E.C. Member States, as
A-2 tests. These include (a) the natural circulation (intaot circuit,
pumps off) test, with cooling of the primary system down to 75 bar;
(b) the 1% cold leg break test, 2/4 HPIS injection into cold leg only,
accumulators off (this test has also been designated for OECD
International Standard Problem No.18); and (c), a third test not yet
decided, but provisionally an intact circuit test with assymetrlc
cooldown. In addition, results from the MODI reference test Al-72 and
the M0D2 link test (Al-75) may be made available to the E.C. Member
States. The one B-test of the current programme has still to be de-
fined by the Member States. •

The fourth test of the small break series (1% cold leg break) is to be
used as a double blind International Standard Problem (ISP IB). All
participants have been sent a full set of manufacturing drawings of
the rig, from which computer code input data can be prepared. Addi-
tional Information concerning steady-state pressure drop, and possibly
environmental heat losses, will be sent to participants for input data
preparation.

3.3 Special Transients Programme

L0BI-M0D2 will be used to investigate whole plant behaviour resulting
from the class of intact circuit faults referred to as Special
Transients /12/. Recent modifications include the addition of scaled
safety and relief valves, improved thermal insulation and an increase
in the secondary-side design pressure to 100 bar. These make L0BI-M0D2
well placed for a variety of special transients.



™ in particular, the simulation of nuclear-thermohydraullc feedback can
be achieved using open-loop control of the bundle heating power. For
large and small break LOCA predictions, a calculation Is first per-
formed assuming a Bcaled nuclear fuel rod model, from which an appro-
priate electrical power curve is determined /B/. Thus, accurate repre-
sentation of decay heat and fuel stored heat for any transient can be
applied In the experiment and in the code predictions.

Similarly, the correct behaviour of the reactor main coolant pumps can
be simulated by precise control of the LOB I pump speeds. Again, the
experiment Is preceded by calculations which determine the correct
pump speed-time curves for an experiment so that pressura drop and
muss flow scaling can be preserved, /9/.

It is clear that LOBI will not be suitable for all transients, but is
well suited for the simulation of many important transients because of
itn overall scaling concepts.

A preliminary special transients test programme will consist of 11
experiments:

6 short-term transients (e.g. early phase of Station Blackout
ATWS)

. 5 long-tern transients (e.g. Losa-of-Feedwater).

Emphasis will be placed on the simulation of key phenomena, and code
prediction work is currently under way to identify Important aspects
of these transients.

Three scoping tests have been defined so far for possible inclusion
into the Al-part of the small break programme.

- Station Blackout anticipated transient without scram (ATWS).

- Loss-of-Feedwater transient (with emphasis on SG behaviour).

- Cooldown with one Isolated SG giving asymmetric behaviour of the
plant.

For the first two of these,, common sets of boundary conditions have
been agreed for a "reference reactor" taking account of different
reactor designs within the E.C. It remains to translata these condi-
tions into a suitable experimental specification for LOB I so as to
enable investigation of the expected phenomena within the limits
available. The ATWS case for.example must start from a reduced Initial
pressure.

Current proposals are to perform two scoping tests by mid-1984, allow-
ing final test matrix definition by the end of 1964, and with execu-
tion of the main special transients programme from mid-1985 to 1987.

3.4 Physical Phenomena to be Investigated

Three primary objectives for the small-break test programme have been
recognised:-

(1) Experimental and analytical investigation of the natural cir-
culation characteristics of the primary loop system resulting
from heat transport between 'reactor' and steam generators, under
single- and two-phase flow conditions. The effects of disturbing
forces on the stability of natural circulation will also be
studied, such as pump operation, break Isolation or from the
presence of non-condenslble gases.

(2) Investigation of core cooling capability following the establish-
ment of phase-separated mixture levels in the system. A study of
the behaviour of such mixture levels as a function of break loca-
tion and size, of pump operation mode, and of the presence of
non-condensible gasea, will be undertaken.

(3) Investigation of performance and heat removal characteristics of
the steam generators and secondary cooling system following dif-
ferent modes of operation depending on type of reactor plant and
safety measures applied.

The experiments defined so far aim to study a number of different
physical phenomena.

Following coast-down of the main coolant pumps, core cooling will be
maintained by, initially, single-phase natural convection. The effect-
iveness of this means of cooling Is dependent on temperature differen-
ces, and hence density differences in the hot and cold legs, and the
elevation differences between heat source and sink. Variation of ele-
vation differences between major components such as SGs and RPV is
clearly not a practical proposition, but the strength of heat source
and sink can be varied easily, to simulate different decay heat curves
and secondary-side operation. This mode of cooling will occur in the
early phase of all small-break LOCA before saturation temperature is
reached In the hot lega. A transition to two-phase natural circulation
will then take place with the eventual formation of mixture levels in
the SG U-tubes and horizontal pipework. Voiding in the top of the SG
U-tubes causes a breakdown in the main natural circulation loop, and
subsequent cooling in the 'reflux condenser' mode is to be expected.
Vapour rising from the core and entering the cooler SG U-tubes will
condense and flow back along the hot leg to return to the core,
setting up a counter-current flow situation in the hot leg pipework.
The main thermohydraulic behaviour of this sequence of events will be
investigated initially in the natural circulation experiments which
precede the small break LOCA tests.

The primary concern in any small-break LOCA is that of maintaining
adequate cooling of the core over a long period of sustained high
pressure. Large breaks, by contrast, are characterised by rapid void-
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Ing and depressurlsation of the primary system, followed by subsequent
fast refloodlng of the core by the accumulator ECCS. Heat removal from
the system through the small break mass flow may be Insufficient to
dissipate heat from the core, and usually an additional heat sink Is
required to prevent overheating of the fuel rods.

Break sizes in the range 0.4 - 10% will cover most of the expected
scenarios of the small break transient.

For the 2% and IPX break size expérimentât the break flow will be
large enough to offset almost all the decay heat, and the primary
system pressure is expected to fall to the initiation pressure of the
accumulator Injection ayatern. The HPIS flow should have little or no
effect, in fact the injection of cooler HPIS water may promote con-
densation and contribute to the depreBsurisation rate. Once accumu-
lator injection occurs (combined mode in all Al testa), however, the
pressure will fall at a much lower rate, or even start to rise with
the SG water mass providing any additional heat sink requirements.
Auxiliary feedwater in these 'larger' small breaks will be available
but not essential. Single-phase natural circulation will be estab-
lished after pump coastdown, giving way to reflux condensation heat
transfer when saturation conditions are reached. During this period,
primary circuit pressure is governed by the loss of mass from the
break flow, and the rate of condensation in the SG U-tubes. Accurate
code prediction of this period therefore requires a good condensation
model, critical flow model, and a two fluid velocity (or CCFL) model.
Primary pressure will continue to fall until the HPIS flow (dependent
on dp) exceeds the break flow, and loop re-pressuriaatlon begins.
Partial uncovery of the core is to be expected, depending on size of
break, but level recovery by accumulator water injection should be
fast enough to prevent overheating of the heater rods. Main coolant
pumps will be tripped off by either low pressuriser level (< 2.28m) or
low primary circuit pressure (< 110 bar), whichever occurs first.
(Scram will have occurred on low pressure trip of 132 bar.) For cold
leg breaks however, keeping pumps running can have a beneficial effect
by pressurising the downcomer and increasing the mixture level in a
partially uncovered core, whereas switching pumps off leads to more
uncovery. Current test proposals for the Al matrix are with pumps off
so this effect may not be Investigated experimentally for the time
being.

For the IX break slza experiments, the break flow will probably be too
low early in the transient to remove all decay heat, so the SGs and
HPIS play important roles. IIPIS flow is essential in providing make-up
to offset the break flow, and the two LOBI experiments, Table 2, will
assume only 2 of the 4 HPIS punps will be available (2/4 configura-
tion). The SGs must be fully operative with main feed active until the
core decay heat has fallen below the break flow enthalpy. Primary
pressure should remain above the accumulator injection pressure, so
the accumulators will be disconnected in the LOBI tests. The primary
pressure should settle out Just above the secondary side pressure
whilst the SGs maintain the specified cooldown rate of 100°C/hour.

Natural circulation should give way to reflux condenser mode, and
possibly a return to natural circulation later in the transient. This
second transition depends on the natural circulation driving pressure
differential and on the presence of non-condensible gases; however,
the Influence of non-condensible gases Is not an experimental variable
in the current test matrix. Partial core uncovery may occur depending
on secondary-aide operation, but cladding temperatures should not rise
significantly above saturation temperatures.

The 0.4% break size represents the smallest practical leak size in the
LOBI experiments, equivalent to an orifice throat diameter of 1.9 mm.
Three LOBI teats are scheduled in the Al matrix to investigate the
Influence of break location (cold leg or pressuriBer relief valve) and
HPIS operation (all hot leg injection with 2/4 or 4/4 HPIS configura-
tion). The mass flow from a 0.4% break Is approximately equal to the
flow from HPIS with a 2/4 pump configuration. Therefore, the de-
preBsurisation of the primary circuit will be very slow, and as the
pressure falls, the HPIS flow will Increase until the system
approaches a 'solid' system. Then the sy3tem pressure will increase
rapidly to the shut-off pressure of the HPIS pumps, or the lift
pressure of the pressuriser relief valves. Loss of heat sink from the
SGs or isolation of the break, will cause an increase in system
pressure reducing the time to reach a 'solid' system, so the SGs must
provide an adequate heat sink to remove decay heat. If main feed is
lost, auxiliary feedwater should be available In order to maintain
core cooling. Heat removal by long-term natural circulation may per-
sist without transition to reflux condensation if the net loss of mass
from the circuit is low enough. Core uncovery will depend to a large
extent on the availability of a secondary-side heat sink.

Physical phenomena resulting from LOCA events not included in the Al
Test Matrix will form part of the A2- or B-Matrix. Other break types
and locations have to be considered, for example a split-type break In
the lower plenum of the RPV, or a steam generator U-tube break . The
pressuriser relief valve failure-to-reclose incident Is a combined
small-break LOCA and special transients experiment, which requires a
loss-of-heat sink initiating event in order to set up correct initial
conditions for the experiments. This may be done in the future special
transients programme following the station-blackout ATWS and losa-of-
feedwater experiments. The 0.4% break in the pressuriser relief valve
discharge line, in the Al test matrix (Table II) will be initiated
from nominal operating conditions (1S5 bar), and will represent a
normal breach of primary pressure boundary.

When non-condensible gases collect in the upper plenum or SG U-tubes,
flow blockage can occur which may result in a breakdown of the natural
circulation flowpath and hence impede the flow of coolant through the
core. These gases may originate as fission gas or hydrogen released to

A single U-tube break in the SG of the reference reactor represents a
2 x 0.06% break, which in LOBI corresponds to 2 x 0.735 mm diameter
holes, or a single hole of 1.04 mm diameter.



32 the coolant:, or ao nitrogen from the accumulators. Experimental
investigation of this phenomena by the injection of small amounts of
inert gas into the loops could be undertaken in L0BI-M0D2 but is not
planned however for the immediate test programme.

Loop seal formation and clearance ia an Important phenomenon to be
considered in the safety analysis of all small breeU transients. This
phenomena may occur during later periods of the transient when con-
siderable voiding In the hot and cold legs has taken place. It refers
to a build-up of liquid in the loop seal pipework which ia the low-
point of the horizontal pipework. As vapour Is generated within the
core, a slight overpressure results in the upper plenum and hot leg
which forces tha loop seal water into the pump suction leg, against
gravity, and tha overpressure simultaneously bears down on the mixture
level in the core. The core swell level may thus be depressed until
partial core uncovery occurs before the loop seal blockage is pushed
into the cold leg and pressure equalisation allows the swell level to
recover. Loop seal blockage may develop as condensed steam from the SG
U-tubes runs down the cold leg pipework. The extent to which the form-
ation and subsequent blowout of this slug of water influences mixture
level behaviour in the core will be investigated in some detail. Fluid
temperatures In the upper and lower half of the horizontal pipework
sections, as well as comprehensive density and void fraction measure-
ments, should provide all necessary data to observe and analyse this
type of phenomena.

4. ANALYTICAL PROGRAMME AND PROCEDURES

4.1 Current Status

The LOBI Analysis Group makeB extensive use of whole-system codes,
such as RELAP, for test predictions and rig design purposes.
RELAP4/MOD6 provided the main calculational basis for the large-break
test programme. However, calculational requirements of longer-running
experiments need faster advanced system codes like RELAP5 and TRAC.

For small break and special transient analyses, RELAPS/MODl/Cycle 19
will be used initially for pre- and post-test prediction exercises.
The original EG4G version of RELAP5 was converted to run on the Amdahl
470/V8 computer at JRC, Ispra. RELAP5/M0D2 will similarly be installed
on the JRC computer when it is released in 19B4.

Input data set3 have been developed for LOBI-MOD1 and -M0D2 and are
currently being used for pre-test predictions and parametric survey
calculations for large and small break LOCEs, as well as special tran-
sient experiments. These data sets contain comprehensive models of all
components including all major heat structures, on both primary and
secondary sides. In addition, they include various control systems to
represent the functional aspects of the LOBI control and regulation
systems, making extensive use of trip logic.

Some additional support will come from external organisations using
the codes DRUFAN and ALMOD.

4.2 Modelling Aspects.

A comprehensive nodalisation of the primary and secondary systems of
L0BI-MOD2 is necessary in order to make valid comparisons between cods
predictions and experimental menaurements at discrete positions in the
loops. Moreover, the model must be sufficiently general to allow easy
incorporation of data changea resulting from heat-loss and shake-down
teats, as well as different break configurations.

Because of the need to maintain confidentiality for the forthcoming
International Standard Problem exercise, specific details of system
nodalisation are not Included here. However, the essential features of
L0BI-M0D2 require In excess of 100 volumes in order to adequately
describe the primary and secondary side pipework and ancilllary equip-
ment. A comprehensive distribution of all significant heat sources and
heat sinks requires in excess of ISO heat structure components, com-
prising more than 1000 mesh points. These represent the electrical
heater rod bundle in the core region, the SG U-tubes, conduction paths
between Internal components, heat losses from the structure to the
atmosphere, and cooling to pumps and instrumentation adaptors.

Control variables are used in conjunction with variable and logical
trips to achieve the correct sequence of events and actions required
of the ancilllary equipment. The control system for the High Pressure
Injection System, for example, ensures normal trip on low system
pressure and correct flowrate versus pressure characteristics for the
HPIS pumps. Heat removal from the secondary side during the transient
makes extensive use of trip logic and control variables to achieve the
required cooldown rate of 100 K/hour. SG pressure (and hence
saturation temperature) is controlled by discharging steam to the
containment via a set of vent valves, which are modelled to simulate
system ana/or operator action during an experiment.

4.3 Initial and Boundary Conditions

It is particularly important In small-break predictions to ensure that
a true steady-state has been obtained before commencing the transient.
The lack of a steady-state initialisation routine in RELAP5/M0D1 means
that to obtain stable nominal conditions in the code input, it may be
necessary to perform several calculations using RELAP5 which make
extensive use of the code's control system capability.

The main system parameters to stabilise at nominal system operating
conditions are:

(a) total heating power

(b) system pressure, upper plenum

(c) primary mass flowrates, intact and broken loops

(d) cold leg temperatures, RPV inlet, intact and broken loops



(s) SG secondary-aide downcomer liquid level

(r) SG secondary-side recirculation ratio

Parameters (a), (b) and (c) affectively determine the hot leg temp-
erature. The correct cold leg temperature is achieved if the power
removed by each SG, i.e., the steam discharge rate, is controlled.
This can be calculated approximately from a simple enthalpy balance,
primary-to-secondary, but this will not include system heat loss
effects. Therefore, a control system Is required to vary Bteam dis-
charge rata until the correct cold leg temperature is obtained. Also,
because the system pressure drop versus flowrata characteristic may
not be known, the speed of each pump roiJBt be controlled so as to ob-
tain the desired mass flowrate in each loop.

On the secondary-side, It is required to match the main feedwater flow
to the steam flow in each SG, at the same time controlling the liquid
level in the SO downcomer region to a desired value. Finally, the LOBI
SGa incorporate an adjustable aleeve-valve between the lower downcomer
and riser section which will be set to obtain a recirculation ratio
(downcomer flowrate/steam flowrate) between 3 and 4 to match the SG of
the reference plant.

4.4. Transient conditions.

The steady-state control systems can be used to establish stable
conditions in the primary and secondary systems prior to Initiation of
the leak in a small break LOCE. It is possible to switch off these
control systems, using trip logic, so that a smooth transition is
maintained between steady-state and the transient. This can be
achieved with RELAPS using, for instance, trip delays and unit trips,
which give a true/false status to the control function. A servovalve
may be controlled during both steady-state and used during the
transient, for example, in achieving a specified cooldown rate on the
secondary side. It is straightforward to make use of a complex control
function for which only sub-parts of the function are true (and
therefore active) at certain times. The other false sub-parts can be
Set to zero, or disabled, by use of the unit trip control variable.
For control functions such as valve stem-position, it may be necessary
to hold a steady-state value in the transient. This is achieved by
disabling the differential term at the required trip time, leaving
only the integral term, which will then remain constant, to control
the valve.
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It is sometimes more desirable, however, to generate a transient input
deck into which all the stable end-of-ateady- state conditions are
transferred manually. This allows further checking on the pre-tran-
sient stability of the system, but the input data initial conditions
may require up-dating if further component changes are made which
alter the nominal conditions.

4.5 Problem Areas

4.5.1 Code Hunnlng Time. Small break LOCEs are slow, long-term tran-
sients requiring a fast-running code and/or considerable CPU usage.
Improvements in running time can be achieved by 'smoothing' processes
which remove certain discontinuities in state properties (e.g. speci-
fic volume) and critical flow transitions (sub-cooled to saturated).
In many situations encountered in LOCA transients, phase change pheno-
mena are not adequately modelled, leading to calculational difficul-
ties.

Particular problems have been experienced when the vapour content
within a volume containing a very low quality mixture Is Just on the
point of disappearing. This nay be during a period of ECC injection,
the adjoining volume being completely water-filled. Some development
work la under way to alleviate code running problems in such situa-
tions, particularly with regard to vaporisation and evaporation rates
when the phase change is almost complete. The original RELAP5/M0D1
condensation model sets the equilibrium quality, Xe (and the corres-
ponding state derivative expressions) to zero if it calculates a neg-
ative Xe, for example when highly subcooled water and steam co-exist
in a volume. This forces the condensation rate to zero as the static
quality tends to zero, whereas the condensation rate should still be
finite due to the strong driving force still present. Thus the orig-
inal model would calculate a condensation rate which is independent of
the degree of subcoollng of the water. By suitable changes to the code
logic (and corresponding partial derivatives for state relationships),
this temperature dependency can be accounted for.

In very small leak situations, a check on the code calculated mass-
error should be made and compared to the accumulated mass flowing from
the break. The mass-error term effectively sets the lower limit to the
smallest practical break size that can be modelled.

4.5.2 Heat Losses. As discussed previously, the depressurisation rate
in small-break LOCAs depends only on the net energy removed from the
system. Environmental heat losses contribute a significant amount to
the total energy loss and must be properly accounted for. lit the ex-
treme, these heat losses determine the limitations of the test faci-
lity in being able to maintain reactor-similarity. For code validation
work these limitations do not apply, and all that is necessary is to
model the system, including heat losses, as realistically as possible.

4.5.3 Upper head simulator and bypass. Correct modelling of the upper
plenum, upper head and interconnecting flow paths is essential in
order to adequately predict the break mass flowrate, and hence coolant
inventory and system depressurisation. The potential for core bypass
is clearly dependent on reactor-type, and LOBI-MOD2 attempts to model
specific pathways of the KWU reference reactor. In steady-state, pump
pressure.produces a bypass flow from downcomer upper annulus to upper
plenum. The importance of modelling correctly this area of the plant,
however, lies in the ability of the upper head water to drain away



during deprassurisation. Following the formation of liquid seals In
the pump suction legs, the slight overpressure In the upper plenum
region causes a preferential drainage of upper head water into the
downcomer upper annulus and into the cold leg pipework. For a cold leg
small break, the fluid conditions upstream of the break are determined
essentially by this bypass flow, and hence have a direct influence on
the critical break maBS flowrate.

When the preasure differential between upper plenum and downcomer Is
sufficient to depress the pump suotlon level to its lowest elevation,
the liquid seal is blown out, and pressure equalisation occurs. The
characteristics of the bypass flow then change and more upper head
water drains to the upper plenum. Fluid quality upstream of the break
also Increases causing steam to be discharged. Although the break mass
flux decreases, the volumetric flowrate and Internal energy both in-
crease significantly leading to a further Increase in system de-
pressurisation rate.

A sufficiently detailed nodaliaation of the upper head, upper plenum,
downcomer inlet annulus, and bypass flowpaths is therefore necessary
to describe the long term transient behaviour of the system.
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COMPARISONS OF ANALYSIS ON ROSA-III
RUN 912 TEST
A BWR small break LOCA simulation

K, TASAKA, Y. KOIZUMI, Y. ANODA,
II. KUMAMARU, M. SIIIUA
Department or Nuclear Sufety Research,
Tokai Research Establishment,
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Tokai, Japan

Abstract

A r e l a t i v e l y sniti 11 number of system e l f e c l experiments are a v a i l a b l e
fur thu l'vuIuni iun of UWK I.OCA/EEC computer codes as compared lo I'WK
UIGA/ECC endes. The ROSA - 111 programme 1B on« ul the few experimental
programmes which provide the system t rans ient data needed tor such
éva luat ion* In L 982 u utandiird problem van proposed by I lie Juprinese
Atomic Energy Ri'BL'.iri 11 I n s t i t u t e (JAEHI) Lo predict. Ihormal-hydraul ic
I r iuiblcii is mid compare th« u n a l y t l c n l resu l ts w i th experimental d n l a .
Eight research groups Irom .lap.in and abroad p a r t i c i p a t e d In t i l ls e x e r c i s e ,
using TRAC-RDI, REUM/H0I16, RE1,AI'5/HOU5 and KELAP't/MUDo/U/ja.

The pnper describes I he ROSA I I I l e s t i a c i l l t y des ign, the experimental
procedures used find the data achieved from Hun 912, and discusses the
resu l ts of the analyses performed by (he various p a r t i c i p a n t s .

1. Introduction

ROSA-III program la an experimental program to conduct

the system effect experiments concerning the response of a

boil ing water reactor during the loss-of-coolant accident

with the emergency core cooling Injection. The program has

been carried out since J978 at Japan Atomic Energy Research

Institute with the various experimental conditions Including

small break of the primary system piping.

One of the major objectives of the system effect

experiment Is the evaluation of ttio predictabil ity of

computer codes developed for the analysis of LOCA/ECC

phenomena In a BWR. Various computer codes have been

developed to predict the thermal-hydraulic behavior of the

BWR system during the IJOCA/ECC by various research

organizations In the world. However, re la t ive ly less number

of the system effect experiments arc avai lable for BWR

LOCA/ECC computor codes In comparisons with PWR LOCA/

ECC codes. ROSA-III program i s one of a few research

programs providing the system transient data needed fot the

evaluation.

The small break LOCA became an Important problem in the

light water reactor safety after TMI. Accordingly, number

of experiments on the small break LOCA were planned and

conducted In the program. It should be pointed out that the

ROSA-III experimental f a c i l i t y Is able to simulate

the thermal-hydraulic behavior of a large BUR well since

r e l a t i v e height of j e t pump to the core i s taken in the

f a c i l i t y the same as in a large BWR.

Last year in 1982, a standard problem was proposed by

JAERI with the experimental data of Run 912 of ROSA-III

program. Eight research groups both foreign and domestic

participated In the problem and the thermal-hydraulic

transients were predicted and compared with the experimental

data.



40 In this presentation, 1 will first describe the ROSA-

III facility design, the experimental procedures and the

data of Run 912 and, then, compare and discuss the results

of the analysis that each participant had performed,

2. The Experimental Facility

Figs. 1 and 2 show the flow diagram of the ROSA-III

experimental facility. The ROSA-III facility is a

volumetrlcally scaled BWK system with an electrically heated

core.

The experimental facility consists of Cour major

subsystems which have been Instrumented such that thermal-

hydraulic parameters can be measured and recorded during

LOCK (Loss of Coolant Experiment) transients. These

subsystems are: (a) the pressure vessel, (b) the steam

line and the feedwater line, (c) the coolant recirculation

system and (d) the ECCS. The major components and the

pressure vessel Internal structures are shown schematically.

The pressure vessel simulates that of a BWR. It has

the simulated core, the lower plenum, the upper plenum, the

annular downcomer, the steam separator, the simulated steam

dryer plate and the steam dome. The core Is composed of

four half-length simulated fuel assemblies and a control rod

simulator. Each fuel assembly centaines 62 fuel rods and

two water rods which are spaced and supported In a square (8

x 8) array by lower and upper tie plates. The simulated

fuel rod Is heated electrically with a chopped cosine axial

power distribution. The effective heated length Is 1880 mm,

a half of the active length of a BUR fuel rod. An orifice

plate assembly at the core Inlet simulates the flow

resistance of a nuclear core.

The steam line and the feedwater line simulate those of

a BWR. Steam Is discharged into the atmosphere through the

steam line connected to the steam dome.

The coolant recirculation system simulates the BWR

recirculation loop. The system consists of two loops, each

provided with a recirculation pump and two Jet pumps. One

is an Intact loop which simulates the unbroken loop of a BWK

and the other Is a broken loop which simulates the broken

loop of a BWR. The broken loop has two break simulators and

a quick shutoff valve to simulate a double-ended shear break

or a split break. Each break simulator consists of a flow

nozzle or a sharp edged orifice which determines the break

area, and a quick opening blowdown valve. The break type,

position, and area are experimental variables. The standard

condition Is a 200% double-ended shear break at the

recirculation pump inlet side with a nozzle diameter of 26.2

mm.

The ECCS of ROSA-III facility simulates that of a BWR.

The ECC systems include IIPCS, LPCS, LPCI and ADS. The spray

systems, the HPCS and the LPCS, spray emergency cooling

water on the top of the core. The LPCI system supplies

emergency cooling water into the core-shroud directly. Each

ECCS is provided with a tank, a pump, a valve and a control

system to control a valve trip delay, a valve opening speed, The core power was not changed in the first 8.8 s after

«fl-oruariis In



system to control a valve trip delay, a valve opening speed,

and a flow rate.

The number oE Instruments are Installed at various

locations of the expérimental facility to measure the fluid

pressure, the fluid temperature, the liquid level, the flow

rate and the cladding temperature of the heater rod.

3. The Experimental Condition

The experimental conditions of Run 912 are summarized

in the Tab. 1. Run 912 simulated a 51 break condition of

the cross sectional area of the piping at the pump suction

in the recirculation line. The break area was determined by

Inserting an orifice with the diameter of 5.9 mm.

The Initial fluid conditions of Run 912 before the

break initiation were as follows. The steam dome pressure

was 7>35 MPo. The fluid temperature in the lower plenum was

551.8 K and the degree o£ subcoollng was 10.5 K. The

electric power supplied to the core was 3969 kw correspon-

ding to 441 of the core power if the power/volume ratio were

taken the same in the ROSA-III core as In a BWR core.

However, the maximum linear heat generation rate of the

simulated fuel rods in the core was 16.7 kW/ra which is the

same value existing in the large BWR core. The core inlet

flow rate is 16.0 kg/8 and the estimated steam quality at

the outlet of the core is 13.5% assuming that 5% of the

coolant flowing into the lower plenum bypassed the core.

The core power was not changed in the first 8.8 s after

the break initiation and was decreased afterwards in

accordance with the decay curve of the stored heat release

and the heat generation rate after the reactor scram. The

axial power distributions in the core were maintained the

same throughout the transient as in the steady state.

The experiment was initiated by opening a quick

opening valve located downstream of the orifice at the pump

suction to blow off steam and water from the break. The

main recirculation pumps were tripped at the break.

Initiation. A control valve, CV-130, Installed In the stsom

line was opened and closed to simulate the steam flow

through the break, the main steam line, end the ADS line.

Closure of the feed water line was initiated at 2.0 s and

completed at 3.1 s after the break Initiation.

The automatic depressurizatlon system was actuated at

158 a after the break. The low pressure core spray system

and the low pressure core injection system were started at

2.38 MPa and 1.81 M Pa at 318 s and 406 a after the break

respectively. The 11PCS was assesmed to fall in the

experiment.

4. The Computor Codes Used

Eight participants submitted the results of the

predictions of Run 912 although some of them did not predict

the cladding temperature transient of the heater rods and

some of them terminated the calculation before the transient

was completed.



42 The Tab. 2 compares the nuiueu and the features of the

computer codes used In the predictions. The participant A

used TKAC-BD1, the participant H and I) used REL.AP4/MOD6, the

participant the participant C and II used RELAP5/MOD1, and

the participant E and G used RELAP4/MOD6/U/J3. One

dimensional treatment Is used In these computer codes.

Advanced treatment on the balance of the mass, the

momentum and the energy la Incorporated In TRAC-BD1 and

RELAP5/MOD1 using the equations of the balance for both

phases. Simplified treatment of the balance of the mass,

the moraentnum, and the energy la Incorporated In

RELAP4/MOD6.

The discharge flow model and the bubble slip model In

vertical and horizontal directions dlfferred from code to

code as shown In the slide. The heat transfer model for

each phase of the transient were developed and In corporated

Into the codes.

The predicted transients and the running time were

sensitive to the number of the nodes and the Junction

assumed In the predictions. The participants divided the

system Into 20 to 120 volumes. The running was 1 to 10

hours with one exception of 10 hours.

5. The Pressure Transient

The Fig. 3 compares the predicted and the measured

system pressure transient. The pressure was maintained

somewhat constant value In an earlier portion of the

experiment and decreased quickly ofter the ADS was actuated

at 158 s after the break Initiation to blow-off steam.

The prediction A with TRAC-BD1 gave slightly higher

pressure than the system pressure transient data before and

after the ADS actuation. It gave an excellent agreement

with steam flow rate data through the break, the main steam

line, the safety reflief valve, and the ADS line. Tile

predicted pressure began to decrease after the l.PCI

actuation giving power value than the data.

The predictions B and D with RELAP4/MOD6 showed

continuous increase of the pressure after the main steam

line isolation valve closure since the steam flow rate

through the safety relief valve was not properly predicted.

The predictions C and II with RELAP5/M0D1 gave the

slightly higher pressure before the ADS actuation and the

lower pressure after the ADS actuation than the experimental

data.

The predictions E and F gave slightly higher pressure

than the data before the ADS actuation. The predictions E

and F gave a very good agreement with the data after the

ADS actuation. The prediction E, however, gave higher flow

rate through the ADS line than the data and the higher steam

generation rate In the core. The effects of the ADS flow

and the steam generation in the core on the system pressure

transient were compensated in the prediction E giving an

agreement between the prediction and the data. The

prediction F agreed with the data very well after the ADS



actuatLoti but showed oacllatlon In a later portion of the

transient which was not observed In the experiment.

The prediction G agreed with the data before the ADS

actuation but gave the higher pressure after the ADS

actuation since the steam generation rate was predicted

higher due to delay of the core uncovery In the prediction.
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6. he Mixture Level Transient

Fig. A shows the mixture level transient.

The prediction A gave different trend of the mixture

level transient In the core transient. It gave earlier

decrease of the mixture level and slower recovery and

decrease during the lower plenum flashing period. It did

not give the whole core uncovery observed In the experiment.

The prediction B gave earlier decrease of the mixture

level In the core than the data. The mixture level reached

to the mldplance of the core at the start of the LPF In the

prediction. The recovery of the level due to the LPF was

under predicted and decrease of the level after the LPF was

slower. The mixture level was not reached to the mldplane

of the core after the LPF before the calculation was

terminated at 328 s.

The prediction E followed the overall trend of the

mixture level transient In the core observed In the

experiment. However, It gave the whole core uncovery little

later than the experiment. The prediction E gave fast

reflood of the core after the LPCI was actuated at 406 s.

The mixture level was decreased again after 433 s In the

prediction due to Improper provisions Incorporated In the

code to model the CCFL phenomena at the top of the core.

Improvement has to be made on this.

The prediction F with THYDE-Bl followed the overall

trend of the mixture level transient data In the core. It

gave good agreement with the data before and at the start of

the LPF. The recovery of the mixture level In the core was

underpredlcted. The decrease of the mixture level In the

core after the LPF and the start of the whole core uncovery

was well predicted giving an excellent agreement with the

data. The mixture level was oscillated In the recovery

phase after the LPCI actuation.

The prediction H followed the overall trend o£ the

mixture level transient In the core observed In the

experiment. The recovery of the mixture level due to the

LPF was predicted wel 1 but top portion of the core was

remained uncovered In the prediction. An excellent

agreement was obtained between the prediction and the data

on the mixture level decrease after the LPF and the recovery

of the mixture level after the LPCI actuation.

7. he Cladding Temperature Transient

Transient of the heater rod cladding temperature Is

closely Interrelated to the mixture level transient In the

core. Fig. S Bhows the measured and the predicted transient

of the heater rod cladding temperature at the top of the core.



The temperature Is started to In crease almost at the

same time at the various locations of the same elevation oC

the heater rod assembly. However, rewet of the surface does

not occur at the same time at the same elevation of the

assembly. The hatched region In the slide la the region

that the heater rod cladding Is rewetted at Position 1. Not

all of the eight participants submitted the prediction of

the cladding temperature. The prediction A gave an earlier

cladding temperature rise and higher te loading temperature

than the data almost all through the transient until the

cladding was rewetted at about 400 a.

The predictions E and H gave somewhat better agreement

with the data In terms of the cladding temperature rise and

decrease. These predictions gave and excellent agreement

between the prediction and the data concerning the Incipient

and the time rate of the cladding temperature rise.

This slide shows the Measured and the predicted

cladding temperature transient at Position 4 located at the

mldplance of the high powez bundle.

Transient behavior of the heater rod cladding

temperature Is closely related to the liquid level history

In the core during the experiment as well as In the

calculations.

This figure shows the comparison of the measured and

predicted heater rod cladding temperatures at the top part

of the high power channel for which the local peaking factor

was 1.1. The shadowed area In the figure shows the

distribution of the experimental data.

The measured liquid level In the core decreased

temporarily In the upper part of the core before Initiation

oE the lower plenum flashing. As the lower plenum flashing

mitigated the liquid level In the core began to decrease to

the bottom of the core. In this figure, the measured

cladding temperature of the heater rod Increased temporarly

before the Initiation of the lower plenum flashing at 159 s.

The cladding temperature began to Increase as the liquid

level In the upper core decreased.

The cladding temperatures calculated by JINS and JAERI-

K agreed well with the measurements but the US results

showed early dryout due to high void fraction In the upper

core. The liquid level In the core In the prediction A

began to decrease much earlier than In the experiment and

fell below the mldplane of the core before the lower plenum

began to flash. The liquid level never rose to the top of

the core again after the lower plenum flashing occurred.

Therefore, the predicted cladding temperature didn't quench

In the prediction A. The prediction E results show that the

top-dawn quench was lnltltated Immediately after the LPCS

actuation at 309 s. The top-down quench was based on the

spray heat transfer model In RELAP4/MOD6/U4/J3.

In Fig. 6, the heater rod cladding temperatures at the

mldplane of the core are shown. The Initiation of the

dryout predicted In the predictions E and II agreed well with

the data. But the rate surface temperature a little after

the dryout Initiation rate was too large In the prediction
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E'B results and too small in the prediction II. This was

becnuae the heat transfer coefficients calculated by

RELAP4/MOD5 and RELAP5/MOD1 heat transfer correlation

packages, were lower In the prediction E and higher In the

prediction 11, respectively In comparison with the data.

Peak cladding temperature (PCX) was 839 K In RUM 912, which

was obtained at the mldplane of the core as shown In this

figure. On the other hand, the highest temperature was

predicted to occur In other parts of the core. The

prediction E'B results show the temperature rise after the

top-down quench because the heat transfer coefficient used

for bottom-reflood was much smaller than that used for spray

cooling. The prediction A's results show that the liquid

level decrease due to mitigation of the lower plenum

floshing was very show and the dryout Initiation after the

lower plenum flashing was too late compared with the

experimental results*

Fig» 7 shows the cladding temperatures at the bottom

part of the heater rod. The dryout and quench behavior of

the the prediction ll'a results agreed well with the

experimental results. The cladding temperature predicted In

the prediction E rose higher than the experimental results

but the beginning of the bottom-up quench agreed well with

that of the experimental results. In the prediction A, the

llquled level In the core never decreased to the bottom of

the core and therfore the bottom part of the heater rod

didn't dryout.

8. The Conclusion

The results of comparisons between the predicted and

the measured transients of Run 912 of KOSA-III program have

been Introduced. From these comparisons, we have learned

how to Improve the computor codes and Input Information to

acquire better agreement between the prediction and the

data. It Is clear that code application study to the system

effect experiment Is very Important to the valldatlor of

LOCA/ECC codes.

Relatively good agreement was obtained between the

prediction and the data on the system pressure transient.

Agreement between the prediction and the data on the mixture

level and the cladding temperature ws rather poor at least

at this stage. However, these comparisons would tell to us

the Improvement of the predictability of the mixture level

la necessary to achieve better agreement.
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Table ] Teat Conditions of Run 912 Table 2 List of Contributors

Parameter

Break Condition)
Location
Type
Break Orlflc« Diameter (mm)

Initial System Conditions
Stem Dome Pressure (MPa)
Lower Plenua Temperature (K)
Lower Plenum Subcooling (K)
Core Inlet Flow Rate (kg/s)
Core Outlet Quality ( t )
Power Level (kW)
HaxiBum Liniar Heat Rate (kW/m)

Channel A P.F.-1.1
P.F.-l.O

P.F.-O.875
Ch. B.C.O P.F.- l . l

P.F.-l.O
P.F.-0.87S

Hater Level in PV« (o)

Feed Water Conditions
Temperature (K)
Flow Rate (kf/s)
Initiation of Line Closure (s)

Steam Discharge Conditions
Steady1 State Flow Rate (kg/s)
Transient Flow Rate (kg/s)
Orifice Oianeter (m)
Initiation of Line Closure (s)
SRV Setting Pressure (MPa)

Specified Value

MRP Suction
Split

S.9

7.35
551.7

10.5
16.0
13.B"

1260 * 2700

16.65

15.11
13.24
11.89
10.81
9.46
5 .0

489

2.39
2 .0

2.39
keep sti'udy value

18.0
L2 »3(s)

8.24 < P < 8.34

Measured Value

MRP Suction
Split

5.9

7.35
551.8

10.S
16.0
13.5*«

1262 • 2707

16.67
15.16

13.26

11.92
10.84
9.48
5 .0

489

2.0

2.04

18.0
24.0

8.40 < r < 8.47

Note ; * L3 Level for Scraa

*• not include core bypass flow

core bypass flow is assumed to be 0.8 kg/s

P a r t i c i p a n t Computer Code Running Time
[ s )

A
B

C

D

E

F
G

H

TRAC-BD1
RELAP4/MOD6
RELAP5/M0D1
(cyc le 014)

RELAP4/MOD6

RELAP4/MOD6/U4/J3
(modified)

THYDE-B1
RELAP4/MPD6/U4/J3
RELAP5/M0D1
(cycle 001)

0 ~ 500
0 ~ 32B
0 - 285

-2«~ 166
0 ~ 472

0 .. 396
0 « 469
0 ~ 372
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MODELLING ASPECTS AND THE
RESEARCH PROGRAMME OF THE PMK-NVII
TEST FACILITY

L. SZABADOS, I. TÔTH, I. TROSZTEL
Central Research Institute for Physics,
Budapest, Hungary

Abstract

Model liny aspects, system description and the preliminary

research programme of the PMK-NVII integral type test facility

are discussed.

The PMK-NVII Is a scaled model of the primary circuit of the

Paks Nuclear Power Station.

1. Introduction

Several test facilities of integral type have been constructed

or are under construction in the world In order to perform ex-

periments in the field of nuclear reactor safety. These equip-

ments are more or less models of nuclear power plant*». Obvious-

ly, facilities designed with emphasis on a particular transient

may have distortions if used for other kind of transients. For

this reason the design of the scaled system should take into

account basic phenomena thought to be most important in the re-

ference system. This is the case for the PMK-NVII test facility,

too. In order to make a comparison between PMK-NVII and other

loops, the most important parameters of a few experimental fa-

cilities are shown in Table 1. |l] .

The LOFT and SKMJSCAI.IJ [2, 3, 4, 5, b\ are the integral type

facilities of the USA for PWRs. The LOFT was dusigncd to scale

the significant features of a four-loop PWR and to simulate typi-



ci) HysLcm transient, responses to a LOCA. The current configu-

ration of SKMISCAMÎ Is the MOU 2A, which has been used Tor small

btcuk studies above: all. It iB shown In Table 1. that there are

significant differences between the two systems. Despite of this

fact, following TMI accident the LOW and EliMISCALE research

programmes were closely integrated and counterpart tests were

conducted. These testa indicated that data from SEMISCALE expe-

riments provided a tjood prediction of the subsequent LOFT ex-

perimental results, it means that results were not significantly

effected by the differences in geometry and scale In the case

of the experiments in question.

The PKL test facility was designed to simulate the behaviour of

the entire primary system during the refill and reflood phase

of a I.OCA [a, 9, loj . A wide range of thermohydraulics is co-

vered for small break LOCA.

The LOU I facility can simulate small, intermediate and large

breaks. The LODI, PKL and the Soviet large break facilities are

the systems for PWR simulation in Europe.

Three other test loops as ROSA-IV, I.OBI-2 and DET11SY are under

construction. The ROSA-IV is a large scale facility designed

for SBLOCA tests. The LOBI-2 will be a new loop for small break

and transient tests, while the BET1ISY will be used for the inves-

tigation of the operator action in transient mitigation and code

assessment.

SI

T»ie PMK-NVII test loop is designed for a WWER-44O type NPP.Thiu

is the Paks Nuclear Power Station, where four units are under

construction and all beeing equipped with a WWER-type pressur-

ized water reactor. Such reactors are slightly different to

PWRs of usual design. The unique features are as follows:

6-loop primary circuit, horizontal steam generators, loop sea'

in hot am) cold legs, safety Injection tank set-point pressure

higher than secondary pressure.

The scheduled istart-up of the i'MK-NVII system is 1904. The fa-

cility is financed by a government sponsored Safety Analysis

Programme.

A preliminary research programme and design features are dis-

cussed in the paper. General and special modelling aspects and

scaling criteria are presented and a comparison is made with

the HEM1SCALE facility.

2. Research programme and design features;

2.1 Research programme

In the framework of a government-sponsored Safety Analysis

Programme, the thermohydraullc aspects of the experimental

activities are based on the PMK-NVH test facility [ll,12,13j .

The facility is designed mainly to investigate processes

- both in steady-state and transient conditions - following

a small break in the primary circuit, but it was conceived

In a way that allows simulation of a variety of plant dyna-

mical processes.

A small break is felt to be Important since relatively few re-

sults have been published on small-break process of the

Soviet PWR-type plant. Because of the loop seals the natural

circulation behaviour Is also Important. A planned test matrix

is presented in Table 2. The aim of the steady-state natural

circulation measurements is to study the effect of primary

circuit mixture level, while the transient tests will model

the entire small-break process. System transients involve se-

condary perturbations, above all. The noise techniques will be

used as a tool for the diagnostics of the tliermohydraullc pro-

cesses, in principle, I he facility can be applied to walei

chemistry measurements, too.

As it was reported in a former paper [13J the PMK-NVII prog-

ramme can support the Nl'P safe operation in a direct way. He-



52 units can lio obtained of timing of different Lrunslent. [» ucemi-

OS'and accident scenarios and they can be used by plant opera-

tors in recognizing the type of the accident. This helps l.ho

operators to assess alternative corrective actions, as well a»

aucli not yet allowed at the Nl'P.

Experimental evidence may result in propositions for

plant instrumentation ensuring safer plant operation.

add! I. Ion,i

of volumes and power are 1:2070. A corn model of 19 rods Js

used. The 6 loops of the M'P are modelled by a single loop.

The cross section ratios of the cold and hot legs are 1:116.

The pressure drop in the model is approximately the same as

in the plant. Access or missing volumes are lumped Into the:

volumes of the lower- and upper plenum and steam generator

collectors. On the secondary side of the steam generator the

steam volume ratio is kept.

2.2 Design features

The PMK-NVII facility is a model of the primary circuit of tin;

Palis NPP. A schematic vertical drawing of the PC is shown in

F'iy.l. The G-loop PC is equipped with a WWER-440 type reactor

and a horizontal steam generators in each loop. Four safety in-

jection tanks /SIT/, three parallel high pressure injection uyu

terns /IIPIS/ and parallel low pressure injection systems /LIMS/

are connected to the PC. 1IP1E systems are activated by low sys-

tem pressure or low water level in the pressurizer. The SIT

set-point pressure is 6O bar, higher than the secondary pres-

sure of 46 bar. 1.P1S systems are activated at a system pressure

of 10 bar. The active length of the core is 2.5 m and the number

of fuel rods is "- 40.OO0. Fuel assemblies consist of 127 rods

and they have a closed shroud.

The inlet and outlet coolant temperatures are 267 and 297 C,

respectively, while the operating pressure is 123 bnr. The i»<

minal value of the core thermal power is 1375 MW.

The scaled PMK-NVil model consists of the same components as II

is shown in Fig. 2. The operating pressure and temperature ri I

the model are 160 bar and 35O °C, respectively. Because of

the importance of gravity dominated processes in small break

LOCA the elevations are the same as in the plant, with the

exception of the lower plenum and pressurizer. Scaling ratios

The PMK loop is connected to the NVI1 loop as it Is shown in

Fig.3. The NVIl loop is the secondary circuit of the 1'MK, re-

sulting in the PMK-NVII facility. Basic geometrical parameters

are shown in Table 3.

3. Modelling aspects, scaling criteria

3.1 General considerations

It is evident that nuclear reactor safety related experiments

have several different types of transients. The transient two-

phase flow processes as vapour production due to depressuriza-

tion, boiling heat transfer phenomena, critical flow charac-

teristics, flow separation, etc. are the most important pheno-

mena. As it was mentioned above, facilities designed for a

particular transient may have distortions for other types of

transients. It means that the design of a multi-purpose fa-

cility is a compromise between the strict scaling criteria and

the practical and experimental requirements.

For the PMK-NVH loop the volume scaling criteria were select-

ed for the design. Proper scaling would require the maintenance

of the length, elevation, area, volume and pressure drop relation-

ships. However it is impossible to maintain these simultaneously.

Particular attention was given to satisfying the volume distri-

bution requirement in the system, the flow area relationships In

the core and the steam generator, elevations and pressure drops.
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.1.1.1 Modolli-iic) of the primary loop»

It Is a basic ijuncition in the design oC Integral typo tosh fa-

cilities, how the 3/ 4 /or 6 In our cane/ primary loops should

be modelled. Usually, they ara built lining one of the Collowiny

Holutlons:

1 broken loop + 1 intact loop, the latter represents

all the Intact loopsi

1 broken loop 4 2 intact loops, one representing a

Blncjle intact loop, the other being a lumped model

of the remaining intact loops.

In both cases the broken loop can either be active or inactive,

depending on whether It contains a pump and a steam generator

or not.

A different approach was adopted at the PMK-NV1I test facility,

where all 6 loops of the reactor are lumped Into a single, active

lops and the break is modelled by orifices of suitable size in

the upper plenum and downcomer, i.e. at hot- and cold-leg ele-

vations, respectively. This solution was chosen for the tollow-

iri'j reasons:

From the volumetric scaling ration Is2070 a broken loop

diameter of about 10 mm would have been resulted.

This value is surely too small to reproduce stratifi-

cation phenomena encountered in the reactor loop.

Active pump and steam generator was not available Tor

the broken loop. However, in the case of a smalJ break,

broken loop behaviour is determined in the early stages

of the transient by pump performance, while the steam

generator plays an importait role with reduced coolant

inventory, thus an inactive loop would not be of any

benefice.

The present solution in the PMK-NVII facility ausurec tin reason-

able loop diameters as well as the correct flow rale through

the core during pump cast down. The proper amount of break flow

can be adjusted by appropriate orificelntj at the hot leg level.

Later flow reversal in the cold leg, caused by a larger break

can be simulated by a delayed opening of a second "break" on

the downcomer at a given instant of the transient. One major

drowback of the present break simulation is that the effect of

break position is not taken into account.

3.1.2 Surface area and volume distribution

In a reduced scale system the surface area to volume ratios are

larger than those in the reference system. Differences IjeLwccn

ratios will result in different structural heat transfer during

a transient.

The heat losses in the model system will be larger than in the

NPP. The heat loss for the PMK should be kept as low as 2,5 kW.

ileat losses from tubings and components can be minimized by

appropriate insulation, however experience with similar loops

shows that instrumentation penetrations and structural supporLs

are sources of much higher losses thcit are very difficult, to

evaluate beforehand. In order to mitigate the consequences of

the latter, additional heating has to be applied in areas where

the losses are important. This method was used at the SEMISCALE-

M0D3 system £l3j . As an example, surface area to .ooOlant /volume

ratios lor the SEM1SCALE M0D3-PWR and PMK-WVII - Paks HPP are

presented in Table 4. IL can be seen, that the two systems give

similar vnlues.

The time history of the transients is effected by Die axial

volume distribution. A comparison was made again between

S13MISCALE-PWR and PMK-NVIl-Paks NPP, as it is shown in Fiy.4.



It can bu observed that the ayroement between 1'WM and Sk'MISCJAMi!

Js ijuJtu good near the olevallon of the cold leg c-enU.-r) inu only,

while the I'MK-NVll and Lho Paks NPP practically give a complote

agiouincnt fur the whole elevation range.

3.2 Similarity Criteria

Small break PMK tests are conducted from nominal initial con-

ditions, tluiB similarity of thermohydraulic processes should be

ensured both during pumps cant down and in the natural circu-

lation i>krloâ either single- or two-phase.

Basic agreement In nominal operational conditions between the

Paks NI'l' and PMK is achieved by using water at the same para-

meters in the PMK loop as in the plant. The power ratio is the

same as the volume ratio and BO is the mass Clow rate ratio as

well. Important components affecting similarity In the early

parts of the transient are the cote, steamgenorator and pump.

These components will be delt with in chapter 3.3.

It is an important feature of the Paks NPP that reactor coolant

pumps are automatically tripped on low system pressure signal at

about 95 bars, consequently for most of the small break cases

they will Btop before two-phase conditions are reached in the

cold legs. Thus there is no need in PMK to model pump behaviour

in two-phase flow.

Similarity criteria for a natural circulation system can be

obtained from the integral effects of local balance equations

along the entire loop. Doth for singLe- and two-phase flow

similarity criteria have been presented in [li] using balance

equations in one-dlmenslonal approximation. Ratios of simi-

larity criteria for the model and the plant are given in Table 5.

Data for the core are' equal to 1 excepting Blot and Time

Ratio numbers. Differences are related to I.he different struc-

ture of the fuel elements in the reactor and the model system.

The same similarity can't bo produced in the steam ijuncrator

on account of the différences In Heynoltis No., tiitiu diameter,

tube wall thickness, and cooalant velocity.

A set of the ratios of the; similarity groups for two-plume

flow natural circulation la presented in Table 6. in this

order: Phase Change No., Siibcooling Mo., fronde No., nrifl

Flux No. and Density Ratio.

Almost complete agreement eiin be observed between the model

and the reference system. The difference in Froude No. ratio

for the steam generator is caused by the different coolant

velocity and tube length.

3.3 Special Aspects of PMK-NVH Component Modelling

As it is shown in Fig. 2 the reactor model consists of a down-

comer model, lower plenum model, core model and upper plenum

model.

The downcomer in the PMK-NVH system is modelled by a volume

scaled annulus, its hydraulic resistance agrees with that of

the Paks Nl'P.

For the upper plenum volume scaling, length and elevation is

kept, while the lower plenum has the I:2o7o ratio only.

The core model consists of 19 rods. Core length, ulev.il Inn,

flow area are the same as in the l'aks NI'l1.

In Table 5. we have seen that the UloL and Time ratio numbers

were different far the core in the model and reference systems.

This is due to the geometrical difference between the indirectly

heated heater rods and the fuel rods that will, of course,

Influence core heat transfer, especially in rapid transients.

Fortunately, the only phase when this effect is likely to have

an important role is a relatively short period just afler scram:

the resulting difference in core heat flux will be counterbalanced

by changing power to the PMK facility in an appropriate manner.

V
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be desianed in a wav that permits to install dl I feront Jooi:



In tlio modelling of the steam generator primary side, the tuba

dlamater, length und number were determined by the requirement of

keeplay the I:2o7o ratio of the product of the overall heat

transfer coefficient and the equivalent heat transfer area. The

elevations of tube rows and the axial surface distribution of

tubes are the same as in the reference system. On the secondary

side the water level and the steam to water volume ratio is kept.

The temperature and pressure is the same aB in the NPP.

It can be seen from Tables 5 and 6 that the similarity groups

describing heat transfer in single- and two-phase natural

circulation are different in the model and reference system.

In order to assess this effect calculations were performed using

typical coolant conditions from RELAP 4 |l2] , [l5J : results

have shown that difference between power transferred in PMK and

the NPP is less than lo %. The maximum deviation is obtained

when temperature difference between primary and secondary sides

is already small, thus the effect could be counterbalanced by

a slight modification of secondary pressure.

The horizontal design of the WWER steam generators affects the

primary circuit behaviour during a small break LOCA in quite a

different way as usual vertical steam generators do. Pre-test

calculations for the PNK-NVII facility £l5| have shown that the

portion of the steam generator collectors above the tubings

'should be modelled as well in order to account for its effect

on the pressure evolution.

Cold find hot legs are volume .senled and enrp was taken Lo

reproduce the correct elevations of the loop Reals in bol li

the cold and the hot legs. However, pre-tust calculât Ions

have pointed out that loop Real clearing is not correctly

niudelled if loop suaj olev,i' ions are mainl ainpd. This is a

consequence of the relatively small tubcj iliamot nrs in I'MK

that significantly influences y I earn passage l.hrouçih the? loop

seal. These phenomena are dell with in detail in anothcii paper

fl5] , the Jesuits have led to the conclusion tlwit I'MK should

bo denlynod in a way that permits to install (III forent loop

seal geometries.

('old and hot ley cross sectional areas if modelled ,iccrir<llmi

to volume scaling principle!; would liavu produced much loo hli|h

pressure drops. Since, for practical iciisons, lenytliH could

not be maintained 1:1, relatively lnrge crons ;;et:l Ions have

been chosen for the I'MK loop. On the one hand Mil» rosultn

in smaller cold and hot leg fricl.ionnl pressure drops; than In

the NPPr on the other hand, however, it Improves t.lio relatively

high surface to volume ratio of the I'MK tubings. As to the loimei

effect, it is expected that the small IiicLlonal pressure tliop

of the PMK cold and hot legs will have a I'ogl lyiMe effect on

small-break processes. In the I'aks HPP of the total prlnwiry

circuit pressure drop of somewhat over A bar at nominal

conditions,only about 12 % is caused by the hot and cold legs,

the rest being produced in the reactor vessel and the steam

generator. In the first period of a small-break LOCK, until

natural circulation is established total primary circuit presume

drop vlll be lower, but that is not expected to have important

influence on the whole process. In natural circulation gravi I al i<ui;il

heads arc one or two order of magnitude higher than frlctional

losses.

For the pressuriser the volume scaling, the water to steam

volume ratio and the elevation of the water level is kept. For

practical reasons the diameter and length ratios can't be realized.

The pressurizer is connected to the same poiut. of the hot le«i

as in the reference system, electrical heaters are installed in

the model and the solution of the spray rnolinq is similar to

that of Paks NPP.

For the hydroacciimulatorn, the volume scalinq and elevel ion is

kept, it iti connected to the downcomer and upper plenum similarly

to that of the reference system. The four hyclroacctiinulat ors of

the Paks NPP «ru modelled by two wcssels. In order to keep I. lie



Nt.'c<!»rwiry piusniiru ii|ion the water lnvnj a nJIrnijnn Byiilcm Id

ii|i|)liuO. For Hid atjtJvul ion of the liyclrancmimulnkorK control

Viilvoa am «mad. Pru-fcust calculations have pointed oui Llio Im-

portance of a|]|>i'oj>rinL«ly modellud pressura drop of Ilia (II Hclwiriju

linos: thane will he adjust, ml In Llic I'MK-NVII by BiiJ t ahlo orifices.

The III»IS system is modelled by controlling the coolant flow rate

In thu IIP1S lint' hy a power operated val vu. The flow charac-

teristics of this M U S pumps measured during the start-up period

of the Paks NI'P will be used to control the valves.

The main circulating pump of the PMK will serve to produce the

nominal operating conditions corresponding to that of the NPP

prior to break initiation as well as to simulate the flow cast

down following pump trip early in the transient. For this reason

the pump is accomodated in a by-pass line /Fig. 3./ and steady-

stale flow rate will be adjusted by proper orificing. Flow cast

down la modelled by closing a control valve in an appropriate

manner and if flow rate is reduced to that of natural circulation

Lhe valve /closed so far/ in the by-passed cold leg part is

opened while the pump line is simultaneously closed. The pump is

not designed to be used in two-phase conditions, but - as it was

mentioned earlier - this is not necessary for WWEH small break

modelling.

4. Conclusions

Vlio paper assessed the modelling capability of the I'MK-NVII loop

as far as transients following a small break I.OCA are concerned.

One way to judge similarity of the model and the reference system

is to deduce similarity groups from the balace equations. The

similarity groups proposed by Ishli and Kataoka [.14J have been

evaluated for the PMK and the NPP. However, it should be stated

that the values of similarity group ratios are difficult to trans-

pose into terms of process similarity» therefore, in this paper,

they are used to focus the attenetlon to points where modelling

problems may arise. The results show that discrepancies can be

expected in steam generator heat transfer, first of all. These

differences will play a role in relatively fast dynamic process-

es, such as perturbations, coming from the primary circuit and il

is anticipated that slow processes of email-break I.OCA will not be

significantly falsified.

Another aim was to compare modelling capability of PMK-NVII to

that of smiscale Mod-3, a facility that has shown a good per-

formance in predicting processes for LOFT and PWRs.From the re-

sults of this comparison it can be inferred that PMK may be ex-

pected to model WWER processes sufficiently well.

Weakest point of modelling turned out to be the steam generator,

aspecially in faBt transients. Special studies will have to be

performed to check Its performance In other transients than small

break LOCA, e.g. plant dynamics. Excessive heat losses may cause

considerable trouble, If they are not-compensated: final solutions

will be found during the shake-down tests. Another limitation is

the lack of modelling two-phase pump performance that might occur

with larger small break LOCAs.
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Fluid heat capacity

Solid heat capacity

Hydraulic diameter

Friction factor

Gravity

lient transfer coefficient

Conductivity of solid

Orifice coefficient

Length

Void fraction

Solid thermal dlffuslvlty

Thermal expansion coefficient

Conduction thickness

Characteristic temperature rise

Latent heat

"sub Subco°iing

Aç Density difference

^ Density of liquid

Ç Density of solid

Subscripts

o Reference constant /heated section/

s Solid

g Vapor
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Table 1.

Comparison of Experimental Facilities

Name
Test

Facility

LOFT

ROSA-IV

LOB I

BETHSY

Semiscale
2A

PKL-I./II

PMK-NVH

Facil ity
Completion
Date

1975

1984

1979

19B5

1980

1976/82

1983

Location

USA

Japan

Italy

France

USA

FRG

Hungary

Type
Facility

Integral

Integral

Integral

Integral

Integral

Integral

Integral

Type
Reactor
Simulated

PWR

PWR

PWR

PUR

PWR

PWR 1

WWER

V O l .
Scale

1.45

1:48

1:700

1:100

1:1705

:135/145

1:2070

Elev.
Scale

1:2

1 , 1

1:1

1:1

1:1

1:1

1:1

Type
Core

Nuclear

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Power
/MW/

55

10

5 . 3

3

2

1.5

2

Number
of rods

1300

1184

64

419

25

340

19

System
Pressure
/HPa/

15

17.3

15

17

15

3/4

16

System
Taip.

600

616

600

673

600

573

623



Tablu 2.

Tim Scope of InvciBtlijatloiiH un the PMK TuBt Faci l i ty

Types

Ef fOL'lS

Core
ui powe r
n
j Primary

level

^ Secon-
dary

S luvol
4 Non-
4 condun-

m sillies
Break
size +
location
No.of
ill's I
pumps
No. of
SIT

*
« SIT
B set|X>int
» pressure
3 SG
^ cool-
3 down
g Feed
H +

bleed
No. of
LPSI
pumps
Secondât}
pertur-
bât ton

Natural
circu-
lation

/I-ami
2-phnse/

0 - 0,1

*

0 - 0 , 1

*

1-20 perc
IIL, CL
SG, PR

0 - 3

3 - 4*

K

+

+

-

+

Primary
circuit

dynamics

-

-

-

-

-

O - 3

-

+

-

-

+

ECO
systcun
el I Eds

-

-

-

-

IIL.CL

- .

M
3 - 4

+

-

0 - 3

+

Toii ipr. '
acoustic
noise

0 - 1,0

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Water
chemis-
try

0 - 1,0

+

-

+

-

-

-

-

-

-

llamnrks

Fraction of
ncini. Tin 1
pownr

Fran noiTOil
to initially
coviiml «ire
Fraction "1
nominal
lcv<;l

«Effnct in
SG, UP
and corci
IIL - hoi leg
CL - cold leg
PR - prenFurlzer

Connected
to UP and
downcomer
Nominal
and
reduced

< tests planned

no tests planned

Table

Il-inin (inomiitrinal Paramntern

for WHEH-1'IO anil PHK

Fuel rod

diameter, nun
length. mm

pi tch , mm
number of rods

lydraulic clJaineler

Steam generator

inner diameter

wal l thickness

average length
tubes.

number of tuben

mm

nun

nun

o f

mm

wwuit-440

9 . 1

-J'ino.o

12.2

J9Î12

11.47

13.2

1.4

D020
6 » 5536

Surface roughness , ,uin 3 . 2

I'MK

'I. I
<"><>o.ci

IZ.Z

I'l

B.K)

7. h

1.2

.4^40

72

3.2



Surface area to coolant volume ratios

Table 4.

Primary Circuit

Components
i

Core

Hot leg

Intact loop

Broken loop

Cold leg

Intact loop

Broken loop

Steam generator primary

Intact loop

Srokec loop

PWR

4-loop/

301.9

S.6

5.6

5.74

5.74

203.4

203.4

Semiscale1

MOD-3

i
295.3 {

i
!60.0 1

117.5

60.0

117.5

390.4

203.4

Senuscale

PWR

0.9S

10.7

21.0

10.S

20.5

1.9
1.0

KWER-440

Paks

410.7

a.i

8.1

303.0

t

1

PMK-NVH

431.0

87.0

87.0

•

526.3

PMK-NVH

WWEK-440

1.04

10.7

10.7

1.7

Similarity groups for single-phase natural circulation
Table S.

Similarity group

Richardson number

Friction nunber

Modified Stanton number

Time Ratio number

Biot number

Heat Source number

Physical meaning

i
i

:
Buoyancy

Inertia Force

Friction

Inercia Force

Wall Convection

Axial Convection

Transport Time

Conduction Time

Hall Convection

Conduction

Heat source

Axial Energy change

Similarity

"model
Nreferenc

Core

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.13

2.1

1.0

group ratio

— system
B

Steam-
oenerator

0.76

1.0

0.81

0.74

0.70

0.31

1



Similarity groups for two-phase natural circulation
Table 6.

Similarity group

?haae Change number

Subcooling number

Froude number

Drift Flux number

Densitv Ratio number

•• 4

Physical meaning

Flux due to Phase Change

Inlet Flux

Subcooling

Latent Heat

Inertia

Gravity Force

Void Quality aelation

Similarity group ratio
Nmodel

reference

Core

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Steam-
qenerator

i

0.94

1.0

1.31

1.0

1.0

A scnemc".;: ;rswinc o< the PC 3' a wv."EP-ii; olanî
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rig. 2

A schematic drawing of PC of the PMK-NVH experimental facility

Fig. 3.

A scheme of PMK-NVH facility
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EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL STUDIES OF
LOOP SEAL EFFECTS ON THE PRIMARY CIRCUIT

H. TUOMISTO
Iinatran VoiinaOy,
Helsinki, Finland

Abstract

The loop seals formed by bunds In primary circuit loops may have an
Import ant effect on the water level In the reactor core during small
and large LOCAS in a cold leg. The loop seal behaviour Is not satisfactorily
predicted by large computer codes applied to LOCA-analysls. That Is
why a 1 : 6.25 scaled primary circuit model was built to study different
loop seal effects for the LOV11SA VVER-MO reactor. The tests have been
carried out In the Hydraulic Laboratory of Imatran Voima Oy (lraalra Power
Co Ltd). The results of these experiments performed In air-water mixture
at atmospheric pressure are presented. Some of these tests were already
referred to In papers presented liL\meel ings.

An analytical modd of the reactor core water level is also briefly

discussed. This model was developed In the Technical Research Centre

of Finland in otUer to make extensive studies of different parameters

affecting the water level during an accident.

1
INTRODUCTION

63
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Fig. 4. Comparison ol liquid volume distribution

in model ond reference systems

The loop seals formed by bends in primacy loops may have an
important effect on the water level in the reactor core durin<]
small and biq LOCAS in cold leq. The loop seal behaviour is
not satisfactorily predicted by large computer codes applied to
LOCA-analysls. That is why a 1 : 6.25 scaled primary circuit
model was built to study different loop seal effects for the
LOVIISA VVER-440 reactor. The tests have been carried out in
Hydraulic Laboratory of Imatran Voima Oy (Imatra Power Co Ltd)
/4/. Results of these experiments performed in air-water mix-
ture at atmospheric pressure are presented in this paper. Some
of these tests were already referred to in papers presented in
public meetinqs /I, 2/.

An analytical model of reactor core water level will also be
briefly discussed. This model was developed in the Technical
Research Centre of Finland /If in order to make extensive
studies of different parameters affectinq durinq accident.
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2
TEST ARRANGEMENTS

The main facility consisted of the reactor vessel and six pri-
mary loops in scale 1 t 6.25 (Fiq. 1). The scaling was per-
formed according to the Froudo scaling law. In order to vis-
ualize phenomena, the essential parts were made of plexiglass.
Steam generators were scaled to have a proper pressure loss
value for flow conditions.

Pressure differences were measured separately across the first
loop seal and both loop seals. The air velocity was measured
in the primary loop.

To study effects of injected water, the possibility of feed-
ing loop seals bv cold water was built.

To qet information on average void fraction In the loop seal,
separate pipe bend models (scalinq 1 : 6.25 and
1 : 2.89) were used.

Las located

TEST RESULTS

3.1
Parallel loop seals

First the tests were carried out to investigate behaviour of
parallel loop seals. Loop seals in all six loops were filled
with water. Air was blown slowly to the reactor vessel until
air bubble penetrated loop seals. After this some of the
loop seals started oscillating and air continued to flow
through one loop only, even though the air flow was increas-
ed. When the test was repeated several times, air flow
always made its way through one loop only, hut this loop was
not the same one in all tests. Only after air flow is in-
creased to so high values that dynamic pressure losses are
essential when compared with static head of loop seal mix-
ture, air is able to flow through other loops, too.

As a conclusion, steam generation in reactor being prooor-
tional to decay heat, as is the case during SBLOCA, steam
flows throuqh one loop only. All six loops would be opened
only in case of an intensive steam generation.

3.2
Pressure loss in one loop seal

In order to investigate the time behaviour of one loop, dif-
ferent test series were carried out. We began with measuring
pressure losses in one loop seal as a function of time.

As mentioned above, the loop seal is oscillating strongly
during measurement. While the resulting pressure curves are
not very illustrative, the pressure lines are drawn as their
average values accordinq to Fiq. 2.

The pressure histories of one loop seal are presented in
Fiq. 3 for different air velocities. It is to be noted that
values are given in reactor scale. The scaling laws used to
transform the measured results can be read in fiqures.

In Fig. 4 the maximum values of the pressure peak and the
loop seal blowout times are presented as a function of air
velocity. The pressure peak has higher values for qrowing
velocities. Blowout time has clear minimum for velocities
around 4 m/s.

3.3
Pressure losses in two successive
loop seals with different injection
water rates

Pressure histories for two successive loop seals were
measured. In Fiq. 5 pressure differences across the first
and both loop seals are presented for air velocity v =
0.5 m/s.

The effect of make-up and safety Injection water on pressure
losses were studied for different flow rates. These injec-
tions were made straight to loop seals. Pressure losses in
two successive loop seals with different water injection
rates can be seen in Fiq. 6 for air velocity v = 2 m/s.

All the tests and results that we have discussed until now
have been valuable in considering the loop seal behaviour.
However, we have not used these results to give any quanti-
tative correlation for analytical studies.

3.4
Void fraction

For void fraction measurements, steam generator was replaced
by vertical pipe. In this pipe the mixture level could be
measured and the pipe prevented water from spillinq from the
loop seal.

The air flowinq throuqh water seal mixed with water and the
air-water mixture was formed in vertical pipe. By measuring
the height of this mixture pillar, void fraction can be
defined. Again strong oscillations disturbed measurements.
That is why results are presented in the form of estimated
average heights of pillars. The effect of scaling was
studied by two different models, one being in scale 1 : 6.25



and the other 1 > 2.B9. Plenty of measurements were also
made with Inclined pipes, instead oC vertical pipe.

As a result, the correlation for averaqe void fractions in
loop seal was worked out /2/ havinq the form proposed by
Nlckltn et al. /3/ •
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1.2 v + Q.5« gl)

but makinq use of coefficient 0.5, Instead of the oriqlnal
value 0.35. Here, v is air velocity in open pipe and D is
pipe diameter.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH OF INITIALLY SUOCOOLED
LIQUID FLOW FROM PRESSURE VESSELS

M. S U C H A N E K , J. BARTAK
Nutionul Research Institute Tor Machine Design,
Prague, Czechoslovakia

Abstract

This paper prcuonLa tha résulta of an uxporlinentnl research
program of initlu31y nubcoolcd liquid flow through channels and
oriflcoa from pressure vessels of different volumes (0.2 a? and
1.0 or) and from a scaled model of the WWER-4 10 type reactor
(scale factor 1:B), Soveral types of scalod reactor internals of
an increasing complexity were used in the nodal• The initial
coolant parameters wore 12 MPfl and 300 °C. Typical time behavloui-3
of tho muln measured parameters (pressure, temperature, internals
displacements, forces) are presented with emphauia on the initial
period of coolant discharge affected by propagation of the
doprossurizution rarefaction wave. The effect of several moat
important parameters (discharge channel or orifice inner diameter,
rupture of the inlet or outlet pipe etc.) on the investigated
phenomena is discussed. The experimental ncults are compared
with the recuits obtained with the uoe of simplified mathematical
modelii describing the different phenomena during discharge:
rarefaction wave propagation, noncoui] ibrluin phase change,
critical two-phase flow.

Introduction

The construction of In re G nuclear flower plontu in the
nolghboui'hood nl' industrial centers with a high density of
pupulntion résulta in higher requirements on their uafety.
Einphnuis iu put purticulurly on «oeuring thn integrity or .lie
syalcin so thut tlio roleoao of radioactivity to tha environment
would lie precluded and the affect of an accident on the
components of the prlmnry. circuit he minimized.

In tho field of nuclcur oafnty attention all over the
world iu focuiicd on various kinds of the so called I/OCA (Luao
Of Coolant Accident) which takes place of lor a breach of the
primary circuit piping und which may roault in a nevere
damnfto of the wholo atulion.

The LOCA research is carried out in two directions.
Tho first one can bo specified as integral• Hero the transient

'Is treated no a wholo and the m.iin goul la to determine the
responuo of the entire system to a upeclfled accident. The
second direction denls with Depurate of foe to of the tiannlcnt
Which significantly influence the general behaviour of tho
system. Deep understanding of theso effects is therefore
essential.

In connection with the construction and production of
components for nuclcnr power plants with light-water VW/EH-type
reactors in QSSIl, the I.OCA problems are investigated in our
country as well. In cooperation with the manufacturer of I/W3
pressure vessels ZES Skoda Plzen (CSSR) ebd tho chief designer
of the WWEH reactors OKD Qidroprcaa i'odolak (USSR), the HRIXI)
in Prague - BEctvovlce participates in this research program.

lîxiirrlmçiiia nnd tf.st fnclllty

The fX|)ci'iinc!iilal ruocarch in IIRIT.'T) deals with separate ..
cfTucti) of n IiOCA. The cinphunle in put on tho iiivuotipnticin
of tha ht!li:ivii.ur fjf tho pj'niisurn vnnno] mid it.-. .Internul
ntruotiu'ca dni-jnc the i'Jrnt otogen of thn accident. After
a postulated rupture of a LV.'ll primury pipu the pressure in the
ayatem decrenacs rapidly. Aa a result, a rurcfuclion wove
prûp:ift<ite3 from the rupture into the vcaael. This rarefaction
wave cuuaca large anymiuotrlc loads on the vessel internals.
All this can result in aefere damage of the renctor internals.
When the prcnuure in the system is well bnlow the naturation
prujsure vapour generation occurs nnd rriticul flov; in the
dIscliarge cross section is cntnlillohed. Great reactive forcca
nrn nxertoc on the vcauel in this time pnriod and the amount
of coolant inside the VDUSDI decreases rapidly. The NRIMD
research program is not concerned in the luter stages of a LOCA
when the liCCti and the heat accumulated In the core pluy u signi-
ficant roln.

/
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The cix|>orlincntal program wua planned In a way to carry out
uiiiiplo experiments with simple vooaels without internals In tlio
beginning and consequently lo uhlft to scolod models of the WiVEIt
I'onctor» with intornalu of increasing complexity. Tim main goal
of UIQ first tost scries was the mouaurouient of ulowor transients
durinfi the two-phase critical diachnrco. Those measurements wncu

• connaqucntly supplemented with prossuro fl.'ifioa, diuplocemunt
uinuaurlng devices mid u larger number of .thermocouples for
measuring thn faat transients Including tho rurefaction v/ave
propagation insido the vessel»

The flrnt critical two-phase discharge tests were conducted
with the use of two pressuré vasoles with u volume of 0,2 m and
1 nr, respectively / l . , 2 / . Tho technical data of these fac i l i t i e s
together vilth a rovluw of the measured variables are p'resentnd in
tnble I. The diuchorcc orifice wns located In the lower part of '
the vessels. The dlnchnrce elements used in thaeo tests were lonj
tubes, nozzles with a shurp or rounded inlet edge and orifice pistes
with 10, 20, 32,9 and 64 mm in.inr diameters. With tho auxiliary
procsurizinj? find hnntlng aynlen tho Inltlnl coolnnt conditions
could be net to a value corresponding to the real OTEH renetnr
condition», I.e. 12 KPn nnd .100 °U. The Ry.pcriir.entn were liiltJM.pd
wllh Hit! asy of n i'^.|>l.nr'p-;li;jc (i-'i.'fti'iUl.v locntoti at tlie end nl.'
tho discharge channel* ThS.o nsneiiibly consists of two ruptura
illr.cu with u circulur no ok in/;. The prennure between the discs
is held oquul to half the proouuro inside tho vesael. A fnat

' rclnuse or increosc of the pressure between tho discs cauccs
tho rupturi» of thn inner or outer disc, respectively.

In the following otu(ies of the fflltt'D experimental program
attuntion vmc concentr.iled on the Investigation of dopressuri-
zntlon rarefaction vmve propagation lnnlde the scaled model of
a d'ER-type reaotorl'The model of the reactor pressure veaael / 3 /
had u 445 mm Inner diameter, its height was about 2 m.
The linoar scale-fuctor of tho mod DA coiupured to the W',VER-44O
renotor wns 1:8. Two nozzlea modelling the inlet nnd outlet
pl|>E3 of the primary circuit and u large number of small sleeves
for Inserting tho measurement devices were welded to the vessol.
After removing the top cover of the vessel, Insertion of different
inodojs of reactor Internals was possible» At first a simple
cylindrlcal model of tho core barrel was used / 3 / . Its inner

TnlOo 1: Tunisien! ilutn of the prosuuro vessels

l'arninctar

ISyi;luis liquid volutnn lit 20 C

Pr«?!ioure vonnr.l hol(',ht

Prunuurc votinol innar dlumcter

vhunnol i .d.

Distance from voa.iol bottom
to dlschur^o chuimol
Maximum preuauro

Mnximum tcinpcruturo

Huabcr of nicnaui'einont locations

Kouaured varinblcs

lloiiting

Maximum discharge orifice l .d.

Location of the rupture-disc
assembly

Arrangement of \the tost
facility

Vuustel 1

0.190 cr*

5.OHO m

0.223 m

0.070 m

1.000 m

12 MPa

preosuro, tem-
peruturc, mono
decrease, reac-
tive force

Intoi'nal.
36 Ml

0.035 m

behind the
dlachurfio
element

hanged on a
dynrnnometer

Vcoiiol II

0.916 m3

9.013 m

0.4 49 m

0.110 m

0.522 m

12.5 tii'a

320 °C

11

pressure, tcci-
peruture, aiusu
deci'euao, reac-
tive force, le-
vel motion

external,
2 x ju H

0.070 m

before and
behind the
discharge
element

seated on a
dynamometer,
free movement
in axial direc-
tion



)0 diurne tor was 114 mm, wall thickness 8 mm and tho height of the
liarrol was 1300 mm {see Fig . l ) . The modal hod an olmoot flxsd
clamping at the upper flangu. The lower part of the barre] was
either free or four radial bumpers woro ottncliotl to tho core
barrel with B aero clanrenco but we en tho bumpers and tho pressure
vcnsiol. Thus radinl boom displacements wore precluriod. 1-uter
tuato wore carried out with a soaled modal of tho WWEH 440 core
burral without model line the umso und hydrodynamlo reslstenca
of the nuclear core / 4 / . At present preparation of a new teat
séries Is in progress» In these testa modelling of the nuclear
core mass and hydrodynanilc reaiatence will be Included.

Measured vnrlnbles.

Taking Into account the'fact that the vharncteriatic
duration tinea of tho two phenomena undur investigation ( i . e .
the rarefaction wavn propagation on one hand und tho crit ical
two-phase discharge on the otlior hand) 3 If fer very largely, two
Independent data acquisition methods hud to be developed.

Tho time dépendance of pressures end températures (luring
thu two-phase critical discharge WHS measured directly by a
111' 305 2 A Duta Acquisition System. To achieve double control
und immediate vlmiulisut ion of the vurlnblen behaviour the most
lni)iurtnnt devices v/ern alao connected to a multichannel OBCIIO-
f.i'.'iph. .Inductive proasuire transducers with temperature compcnsntlon
tmtl IUCr-IIi thcrmocouplea vitirc viaed in these roensurcmenta. The
runotivc* force oxerluil on the veaucl during dinchnrge find the
force net ing in the vortical vosuel axis v;ero mcaaured nu well.
After cvaluuting tho lutter the dec-enac of the mass of the coolant
innido the vessel could he achieved, in some of the teats volu-
CK't.i-ic unes f]ux ut the inlet to tin; discharge channel and the
ln-vossul wntor lcvol were mciuaurud.

The troiiBlentu during the depreasurization rarefaction wnve
propugution period were roglstorod with the uac of nnalog tape
l'cccirdnrs. The recorded dutu wore tl.en measured, digitized and
evaluated off-line usine the IIP .iOrj2l\ Dnta Acquisition !3yatco.
For this purpose the tape speed wna decreased ocveral times.
Thin way of dnta ac<|iiisition in applicable for frequencies as
tiif,Vi ns AO kHz. The fast prouaurc transients were measured by

piezoelectric prcnuuru gagen KJiitl'ir 6001. The reacttve force
acting on the vcuscl v/us ul:io mensurud In this period of the
trunsiont. In addition, relative diaiilaceir.enta of the core
liuri'Ol were muauured ualne in.hictlve dinpluccmnnt mo us ur ing
devices developed In OKB Gldroprcos Ituccntly we began to make
incanurcmonto of the dynamic .louding at different locntionu of
the core barrel.

Experimental résulta

The measured two-phase critical discharga trunalents from
pressure vessels without internals were found to conslot of
aevnrul charucteriutlc stages (sec Fig.2). After flashing, the
void fraction increases rapidly and on olrao, t uniform oxiul
temperature field la eatnbllahed in the vesi.nl. A l i t t l e later
a liquid level la formed. It then decrejoea non-uniformely to
the discharce nozzle level . After this momsnt only vapour with
entrained droplets of water la bolrits discharged. Duration of
the different discharge stagor, deponda on the croas-uectional
area of the discharges nozzle related tc the system liquid volume,
r.xclurline thn lnitiiil piinuu of diochar^o before the esl.ul<lisliin(!nl.
of iiniforiii uy.iul tempcrutiiro l'iuld luaidc the vcsucl, the
dt:;cl>!iPi-ed tv.-o-phunn mixturn was found to be in theruiodynamic
«uniaibriuu. In the lulur plinaua of hlowdonu the proceua v/no
oflcclcil by the he al ncviinui] ntcid ir. thu prcaaure vcusel ntruc-
tiu-uu. Thci Iv/o-plinac- dinchur^n rron. tho scaled muOcl of the
W.'/iîit renctoi- with inl.crnulo v/ua quclltntlvely tilmilar to the
one clo&crlbed (ace F1(;.J).

The experimental results were used for coiuinirison and for
verification of a simple lumpod-purumrt«r code developed In
Mi!Fh.n. In tliiu code thu phiuiB uep.irntinn insido the vessel
iiuu iiiùdellcd (ind differont models of c / i t lcal tv/u-phase flow
could be choucn. The ende predicted our cxpurimcntiil results
q'jito well. On thu buoiu of tin unalysic of the corretipondanuo
botween the code predictions und experimental results several
conclusions were Hindu:

- Diuchui-£i: from a vesuul without Internal structures can
be described with sufficient precision with the am: of
a one-zone model;



- The lioiniicennuu two-pliu«o critical flow model describes
Ihn invunllçulctl pheuomunu a^nnunloly, only for lone
iUiioliûi'i',0 tvilioB with B iioioll inner dlowotov;

- In nil the other cnuea model'] luklnj; into account tho
phunii volooltl.cn allp fiove botter results. To nchiovo
(jood nuroomont with meuaured data tlia mechanical non-
cqullkhriuin muilcla had to be "tuned" by moons of nn
adoquoto choice of tho critical mnss flow ruto correction
factor, ^tila factor vma found to bu dependent on the type
of tho dlBchurge channel and Dri the relotlva area of tho
diachuruo nozzle. The critical two-[!iaso 11 ow of Moody
gimi tho best renultu;

— Trunnionts inside the prusuuve veaue.l wex*e modelled
adequately only whan phniis aepu.vut.'on wus tukon into
account. This effect or phuae aupurntion wua more important
for umull discharge crouu-aeotlonul urona.

The OKperlmuntul tnvonticotion of transients In the init ial
pm-iod of depreoiufritntion rarefaction wnvo propagation detected
tli.it thti inltlnl pressure decrease (preyeuro undorslioot) in the
lijeiwilo.ïn IIDV.ZJ» inl'iicDiiced strongly tho subséquent blowdown
process. Tho relevunt fuctorn âetei-mining the umplitudc of the
pi'iinuure uii'lnralioot below saturution pressure wore found to bo
the bountUuy conditions at the dlsil'iuruo iiuzzlt- (l.e'. the geo-
muti'ic oonfiguratlou of tho dischaice nozzle und the tlua
dnpendiwcc of the diuuu rupture) and the init ial conditions
In the dlucliarun nozzle, particularly the init ial temperature.
The way how the inuthod of blowdown initiation affects the
pressure undershoot Is sliovm on Fig.1. Most of the tests were
sturtnd by incroauln;j the pressure between the rupture discs.
'Vlth this method, the pressure response of the system was more
cimpie and similar to u real pipo rupture. The init ial pressure
disturbance then propaQutcd insido the vessel (seo Flu.5).
Tho amplitude of the rarefaction wave and the rate of depressuri-
znlion cradually decreased, onpeclally when penetrating into
larger volumes of lic)uid (e.g. from the discharge channel into
th«! preaoure vonscl). The experimental data indicuted that tho
way of fixing of tha core barrel in i ts lower part did not
offect niflnlflcnntly the prosaure transients inside the vessel.

Couipurison of the prasauro transients for dlschargo from
thu Inlet and outlet plpo of the flcnled model chowed that lurger
dynamic land Ings acting on the Internal structures occur In t)io
cnan of inlet pipe rupture. In Die eaae of outlet plpo rupture
tho rarefaction wave was attenuated as i t expanded into the
lorse inner volume of the core barrel» The prensure-time history
in the diwnuoitier for the case of lnlot pipe rupture i s presented
on Fig.5. It wtta observed that the deprosaurizatlon rarefaction
wave velocity differs greatly in the uxlul and circuraferentinl
directions. The discharge nozzle dismetrir does not have a

significant qualitative influence on thd bl.omtown procooo. It

only affect» in some degree the initial rot,) of dcpressurlzatlon.

llowevor, these conclusions are not valid for very email breaks.

In this ense the pressure decrease in the discharge channel v/as

much smaller arid did not even reach tho saturation pressure.

We assume thut this la due to energy dissipation as the rarefaction

wave expands from the ainall diameter of the discharge orifice

pinte to tho full dininater of the discharge channel. OaiD|i.-jrison

of datu obtained on the moâul with a eiini'lified cylindrical core

barrel with those from the teats with a aValed core barrel

modal did not show, significant difference» in pressure-time

histories. Certain differences were observed only in the

measured core barrel displacements. This can be explained by

different dynamic characteristics of. both models.

Tho measured pressure undershoot in the discharge orifice

was compared with o correlation derived from the homogenous

nucleotlon theory /!>/•

fe

where ps is the saturation pressure correspond ing. ta the
init ia l temperature To in the discharge orifice, pm;n i s the
minimum pressure at which the pressure undershoot is halted,

/v*L and <Vg are the specific volumes of saturated liquid and
saturated vnpour, respectively, at init ial temperature To ,
V is the Bollzumnn" 3 constant, Cf is the surface tension "'

/



butween liquid und vu,iour, • Guia tho Olbba number onU if la
tlio holcroGonity fuutor including non-homogenous nualoot.lon.
An eiiipirincl correlation for <j> wua dorlved in / 6 / . This
correlation f i t s woll to our experimental data» The hotorogonity
fuctor depontJs on the in i t i a l tomporature To and on the depre-
ssurizatlon rato. In our testu the deprossurization rute altered
Troin 6,000 MI'n.o"1 to 40,000 MPu.o"1. An analysis of tht measurod
data showed the vota of doprosourizotlon to be a function of
inUlnl wuter conditions, discharge orifice lnnor diameter and
inniis of tho reîcnsod rupture dlac» Figure 6 doctimento a food,
uiirccmsnt between the measured and calculated rusu l t s . The affect
of dopreaaurlssniliiii rate on the pressure undershoot it» much
smaller them tha ai'Ccct of in i t i a l temperature.

A simple code '/«us developed for the analysis of rarefaction
v/nvo propagation» th i s code was baaed on the waterhammor theory
using the n.ettibd of transmission and reflection f no t o r s . The -
dovmcomer wnu substituted by a plane gap of constant thickness'.
I t was nanumud that the pressure disturbances propagate in a l l
direction» with n uniform velocity. This assumption docs not.
correspond to the measured non-uniform velocities in different
directional With the use of this code the integral force
exerted on tho core barrel was calculated. Tho comparison of
th is calimlutod foi-ce with the integral force obtained by
cubic-upline interpolation of measured pressure data is pre-
uuntad on J'lg.7. Wo can see that the culculatod force depends
upon the chosen value of the i n i t i a l depressurizution rate and
i t s deviation from the force obtained by measured dnta interpo-
lation raur.hcB 40 per cent. Such big errors in the f i r s t moments '
of the blowdown process might be due to a rapid expansion of the
rarefuction wavo in the circumferential direction as a resul t
of non-uniform wave propagation velocit ies in différant di rect ions .

Conclusion
The main soul of the THIIMD reseurch program was the invest i-

gation of the rnspunua of PWR internal structures to a LOCA
during tho f i r s t stu^js .of the blowdown process when i t is not
affected by the EiXS. Thn experimental research was carried out

on slmplo las t fac l l i t lus und consequently more complex pressure
vessels with internals worn uned. In the ln.it perlnd a acnleil
model of tho WWEH reactor Including a simplified enra mock-up
will bo used.

The experimental results showed that c r i t i ca l two-phnso
discharge t-an.tlent constats of BRVorul stages depending upon
the internal presoure veouol configuration and the locution and
dimensions of the discharge element. Excluding the in i t i a l otage,
the b)ov)down process is characterlood by thcrmodynamlc equilibrium
und I t can be described v/lth sufficient precision hy a mu) ti-'/.om-
lumped parameter.1) model taking into account.vapour separation
inside the vessel and using cither the homogenous or the Moody •-
cr i t i ca l two-pluise flow model»

During the pertod of depressurlzatlon rarefaction, wave pro-
pagation bigger pressure differences acting on the Internal
structures wers measured in the case of inlet pipe break. In
th is case different rarefaction wove velocit ies in the axial and
circumferential directions weru meusured» The amplitude and
form of the depressuritsuticn rarefaction wuve were influenced by
the method of start ing the experiment by .a ruplure-diac as flea!»!, y •
During tho propajjutiosi or the rarof'action wave through the vesut-l
iin amplitude and depresfiurizntion ratn we.-a gradually attenuated,
particularly at locations where the wave entered into a large
liquid volume. The moaaured pressure undershoots correlated well
with the calculation boned on homogenous nucleation theory.

The hitherto curried out experiments demonstrated the ne-
cessity of further I'euunrch of separate phenomena connected >vlth
a IiOCA and showed some interesting aopocts and daviations from
formerly used theoretical assumptions» The HRIMD LOCA resenich
program will continue with e new tes t fac i l i ty - a sculcd picdeU
of the 'TOI1-1OOO reactor. The tes t s will be supplemented by
now measurements, particularly by the measurements of dynamic
characterist ics of the internal structures»

'
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FLOW BEHAVIOUR IN A CANDU HORIZONTAL
FUEL CHANNEL FROM STAGNANT SUBCOOLED
INITIAL CONDITIONS

M.Z. CAPLAN, P. GULSHANI, R.W. HOLMES,
A.C.D. WRIGHT
CANDU Operations,
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited,
Sheridan Park Research Community,
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada

Abstract

The flow behaviour in a CANDU primary system with horizontal fuel

channels 1B described following a small inlet header break. With the primary

pumps running, emergency coolant injection 1B in the forward direction BO

that the channel outlet feeders remain warmer than the inlet thereby promoting

forward natural circulation. However, the break force opposes the forward

driving force. Should the primary pumps rundown after the circuit has refilled,

there is a break sice for which the natural circulation force is balanced by

the break force and channels could, theoretically, stagnate.

Result of visualization and of full-size channel tests on channel

flow behaviour from an initially stagnant channel condition are discussed.

After a channel stagnation, the decay power heats the coolant

to saturation. Steam is then formed and the coolant stratifies. The steam

expands into the subcooled water in the end fitting in a chugging type

of flow regime due to steam condensation. After the end fitting reaches the

saturation temperature, steam Is able to penetrate Into the vertical feeder thereby

initiating a large buoyancy induced flow which refills the channel. The duration

of stagnation Is shown to be sensitive to small asymétries in the initial

conditions. A «mall Initial flow can signficiantly shorten the occurrence and/or

duration of boiling as has been confined by reactor experience.

INTRODUCTION

Certain event sequences, postulated for CANDU reactor accident

analysis, give rise to the need for • prediction of heat removal from the

reactor core at decay power levels without forced circulation. .A simple example

Is the loss of electrical power to the primary heat transport system (PUTS) pumps,

tinder such circumstances, the flow continues in the nominal forward

direction driven by density differences between the hot and cold legs, i.e.,

it thermosyphonB. Thernosyphoning flows are lower than the nominal pumped flow

(typically 5 - 151), but more than adequate for heat removal at decay

power (typically less than 3* full power).

For the case of a small break in the reactor inlet header (RIM),

(Figure 1) thermalhydraulic computer codes predict that the flow in fuel channels

may stagnate after refilling, followed by cyclic periods of flow. This flow

stagnation in a channel Is caused by a balance between the break and thermos/phoning

forces, resulting in a prolonged period of very low channel pressure drop.

Code predictions Indicate the fluid in the channel heats to saturation

temperature. Steam is then formed in the channel and transported to the end

fitting. After the end-fitting reaches saturation temperature, the steam is

able to penetrate the feeder initiating a large buoyancy induced flow which

refills the channel. Whilst qualitatively correct it leads to a physically

incorrect representation of fuel cooling by representing the stratified channel

conditions by a superheated steam driven piston model. The temperatures predicted

by such a model are conservative.

A rigorous test program was initiated to Investigate this predicted

phenomenon. This consisted of three series of full scale tests at the Cold

Hater Injection Test (CHIT) facility located at Hestlnghouse Canada

Incorporated as well as a flow visualization test at the AECL Sheridan park

Engineering Laboratory (SPEL). All of these tests contribute to an understanding

of the phenomena by which flow In a stagnant subcooled channel is initiated.

More recently during commissioning at Point Lspreau G.S., a transient

occurred with conditions similar to those of the standing start tests. Since

/ '
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7B it provides additional information on the effect of Initial conditions In the

xeal multiple channel system, it Is described in detail.

These various tests are all important pieces of the ptocess of

forming a good understanding of the phenomena Involved when starting with a

stagnant subcooled channel. They have led to the construction of an analytical

model to predict fuel heat up times and temperatures.

Following vsntlng and refilling, the flow pattern established in the

channel nay be steady single phase or the break nay again cancel the buoyancy

force across the channel, and the above phenomenon nay be repeated.

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATION

Flow Visualization Tests

Small Inlet Header Breaks without Forced Circulation

Analysis has Indicated that for a range of small inlet header breaks

flow nay stagnate after ECCS (emergency core cooling system) refilling

of the PUTS. This results from a balancing of the forces across one reactor

pass that leads to a near-zero pressure drop.

This balancing occurs when the break opposes the direction of ECCS

refilling. For small Inlet header breaks (<5« Rill)*, refilling Is in the

forward direction, so that the outlet end of the channel, and the outlet feeder

is warmer than the inlet. This would normally promote a forward natural

circulation but the break at the inlet side opposes this. Thus one can find

break sises for which groups of channels are predicted to have nearly zero

flow after refill.

For larger Inlet header breaks (̂  5» RIH), the refill is In the reverse

direction towards the break, so that the natural circulation and break

forces reinforce each other.

The flow visualization tests were performed at the AECL Engineering

Laboratory as part of Hydro Quebec's program to investigate the standing start

phenomena.

Figure 2 shows the channel flow visualization facility. This

facility consists of a full scale half channel and end fitting. The channel

is made of 9.5 mm thick acrylic. InBlde the channel are seven fuel bundles.

The end. fitting contains a shield plug and liner tube and Is connected to a

Bmall length of feeder piping which can be adjusted to simulate the various

angles of the feeder to end fitting connections.

Power is simulated by injecting steam through holes in the bottom of

the channel at the centre of each of the first six bundles from the end fitting.

Fluid temperature measurements are made using 12 thermocouples located

as shown in Figure 2.

In the absence of flow, boiling in the core and fluid stratification

occurs. Borne fuel pins are steam cooled and heat up. This flow stagnation

and fuel haat-up period lasts until one end of the channel reaches

•aturation. At that point, steam reaches the vertical part of the feeder

pipe and is vented out of the channel. Total refilling of the channel follows.

••5% RIH" means > break whose area Is 5% of twice the reactor inlet header
cross-sectional area.

Test Procedure

The water In the channel was lnitally stagnant and at a uniform

temperature of about 40°C.

Steam was then injected into the channel uniformly through all six

Injection points. The power distribution was uniform and the power level was

varied from test to test.
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As the water in the channel heated to laturation tamparature some

non-cond«nalble gauas ware raleaaed. These were blad from the system at the

location noted in Figure 1 so they could not affect the channel flow behaviour.

Upon reaching saturation température boiling would occur in the

channel and the phases would separate and stratify with the staom migrating

to the subcooled end fitting where it would condense, rejecting latent heat.

The test was terminated after the end fitting had heated to saturation and

the steam reached the feeder connection.

Tests were done with the feeders connected to the channel both vertically

and horizontally. Host tests were done at full steam flow (power) and an

Initial temperature of 40°C. However* some tests were done at different powers

and subcoolings.

Results

The general phenomena observed were consistent from test to test

and can be explained as follows) the steam entering the channel would Initially

heat up the channel to saturation temperature. This was followed by steam

formation at the top of the channel in the form of a large bubble. This bubble

would extend along the channel to within about one bundle from the end fitting.

With bubble growth, the water level in the channel would tend to drop

to an approximate steady state prior to the bubble entering the end fitting

and in a time Interval usually ahort compared to the time interval needed to

heat up the end fitting, i.e., the water level in the centre of the

channel would approach Its final level before any significant amount of steam

could penetrate to the end fitting.

This steam bubble then expanded in the axial direction Into the

still subcooled end fitting in a chugging type of flow regime. This consisted

of the bubble expanding axially into the end fitting where a portion of It was

torn off and condensed releasing latent heat followed by a partial bubble collapse

and water flowing back Into the channel. This process was than repeated, with

steam penetrating farther into the and fitting. The period of the

chugging Was in the order of • few seconde. The overall subcooling of the end

fitting was then reduced for the following two reasons:

1) Upon condensing in the end fitting, the steam released latent

heat. Fluid nixing was better circumferentially than axially.

2) The continued growth of the steam bubble displaced an an agual

volume of the subcooled water from the end fitting.

After all of the end fitting (fluid and metal) was heated

to saturation temperature, the steam uncovered the feeder connection. The

teat terminated at this point. Due to the one-dimensional heat propagation

through the and fitting during its heat-up, it is only just before the venting time

that feeder orientation can have any effect. The level in the end fitting must drop

for the horizontal feeder connection to be uncovered. The large volume of steam

injected into the channel forces the level down rapidly; thus feeder position

(over the range studied) has little effect on the channel venting time.

Full-scale Tests

These instrumented tests were performed at Westinghouse Canada Incorporated

(WECAN) as part of the AECL/Ontario Hydro CANDEV Program.

A schematic diagram of the facility (CWIT) is shown in Figure 3. The

test loop has a header-to-header configuration typical of a CANDU reactor

horizontal fuel channel. The headers are connected to two horizontal channels

at S m (top channel) and 10 m (bottom channel) below the header elevation.

Each horizontal channel In the test loop consists of an insulated Zr-2 pressure

tube containing 37 electrically and indirectly heated rods, 6 m long. To allow

for the power supply connections to the rods, aach end-fitting simulator is

connected to the channel side-by-side, rather than end-to-end as in a reactor

by a pipe as Indicated in Figure 3. The end-fitting simulator is geometrically

atypical of à reactor end-fitting but has similar thermal heat capacity. The

cold uater Injection line from the injection tank discharge is connected to the

headers and is provided with orifices giving the desired flow resistance as well

•s measuring flow» The break discharge lineB with orifices connect the

headers to a common catch tank whose pressure is controlled by venting to

atmosphere.



Figure 4 shows the location of the thermocouples on the channel

rods and Figure 3 shows the remaining loop instrumentation. Thermocouples are

located on the outside surface of the pressure tube, on the inside of each of

the two pipes connecting the channel and the end-fittings and on the inlet and

outlet feeder pipes. Feeder pipes are also provided with gamma densitometers to

measure the presence of void. The pressure drop across the channel and absolute

pressures at the channel ends are measured UBing pressure transducers. The

pressure drop across the headers is alBO measured.

Test Procedure and Initial Conditions

The teBts were all conducted in a similar manner. The power

was set at xero. The loop was then brought to a desired, steady-state,

subcooled condition in temperature and pressure by circulating water .

Equal break discharge from both headers into the blowdown tank maintained nearly

equal, constant header pressures. The objective was to achieve channel

inlet and outlet conditions aa symmetric as possible and thereby have minimal

initial channel flows. The axially uniform power was then ramped to a constant,

preset value. The test was discontinued when periodic steam venting cycles or

a steady flow was observed or when heater pin Bheath temperatures exceeded 800°C.

Tests were done both with and without 13.3 mm orifices In the injection lines

to vary the degree of initial symmetry. Some tests had 25.4 nm flow measuring

orifices in the feeders.

The initial conditions ranged aa follows: header pressure - 0.1 to

1.0 MPa, channel power - 50 to 200 kw, and coolant temperature - 30 and 100°C.

Test Results

Figures 5 to B show measurements from a typical test (1911) with the

initial conditions as follows:

Power - 200 kW, Header Fressure - 0.S KPa, Coolant Temperature - 100°C. This,

test exhibited periodic behaviour although some tests, because of their

particular boundary conditions) exhibited steady flow after the first channel

refill. This difference is discussed in more detail later. M l tests

exhibited the following common features.

Initially) the channel water heated up to saturation temperature while

the temperatures at the channel inlet and outlet (see Figure 3) remained

subcooled. A temperature excursion above saturation temperature in the top

heater rod (see Figure 6) Indicated the start of the formation of steam in the

channel and is seen in Figure 5 to coincide with the rise in the temperature

of the water at the channel inlet and outlet.

AB more steam was produced, the channel water level dropped and the

lower pins became successively uncovered and started to heat up. The channel

inlet and outlet temperatures continued rising and reached saturation temperature

at about the same time that a middle pin became uncovered giving an indication

of channel water level at this time. Eventually, the steam from the channel

expanded into the inlet and outlet connecting pipes (see Figure 5) as the level

dropped to its final position. The pins, which did not heat up above saturation,

are assumed to be below the water level. For most of the tests the steam from

the channel expanded into both end-fittings where it condensed releasing latent

heat. Eventually, the steam reached the outlet feeder (see Figure 7). This

established a buoyancy head sufficient to start a flow thereby refilling the

channel with the cold injection water, and cooling the pins (see Figure 6). of

particular interest is the duration of channel stagnation which results in fuel

heat up. The sequence of aventB leading to the refilling of an Initially

stagnant and subcooled channel is depicted schematically in Figure 9. Generally,

the upper pins continued heating up slightly after venting began and then

flattened before rewetting.

Prior to venting the channel inlet and outlet pressures always remained

nearly equal. At the time of venting, a positive pressure drop is set up

•cross the test section (see Figure B). The inlet-to-outlet header pressure

drop, which had been hovering around the xero value before venting, decreases

sharply to a negative value as a result, in most tests, of the arrival of void

in the outlet feeder (see Figure 7). For most tests, the first channel

stagnation-refilling cycle was followed by similar cycles as can be seen in

Figures S to 8. The subsequent cycles, however, were of a shorter duration and

thus exhibited lower sheath temperatures. At the end of the first cycle, the

outlet end fitting and feeder remained relatively hot and thus a small buoyancy

induced flow persisted through the channel whereas the initial condition for



the first cycle was lero flow. Because of this flow, only this hotter end-fitting

needs to be heated to saturation temperature (Figure 5) before venting again,

thus leading to shorter venting times.

Figure 5 shows the temperature histories in the pipes connecting the

channel inlet and outlet to the end-fittings. The arrival of steam from the

channel at theBO positions is signalled by a rise in the temperature above

saturation indicating that the steam is superheated. After a relatively short

period, the temperatures at these locations are seen to drop back to saturation

value. This temperature fluctuation is then repeated with a cycle of about 10

seconds. It nay be concluded from this observation that the steam repeatedly

expands from the channel into the connecting pipes and then collapses due to

condensation. Such a steam chugging phenomenon was found to be characteristic of

all tests and consistent with the SPEL visualisation tests discussed above.

flow pattern significantly. For a given power, high «ubcoollng tests exhibit

steady-single phase flow, medium subcooling tests exhibit oscillatory flow and

low subculing test exhibit steady two-phase flow. Effect of power appears to

be weak.

The final fractional water level is deduced from the measured pin

temperatures to be about 0.2 by counting the number of pins that remain at

or below the saturation temperature. The final water level does not appear to be

sensitive to the initial channel conditions for the range of conditions tested.

This is an important observation because as the level drops, the power

available for 6team production is decreased thereby increasing the time required

to heat the end-fitting and start venting.

Symmetry Effects

Bl

Parametric Trends

The overall trends can be seen in Figures 10 to 12 which show plots

Df maximum pin temperatures and deration of stagnation versus power, and a map

of flow pattern following the first cycle in aubcooling/power space for all

single channel tests. The data show a large scatter and this is attributed

to the difficulties in achieving perfect symmetry. As discussed below, the

more symmetric tests show increased duration of stagnation and higher sheath

temperature.

Because of this scatter, the curves in Figures 10 and 11 are drawn

as upper bounds to the data at particular subcoollngs. Curves a n not

given at subcoollngs for which only a few data points are available. The

curves show that the general trends «re, for • given power, the higher

the sub-cooling the longer la the duration of stagnation and the higher

the (top) fuel pin surface temperature. For a given •ubcooling, the higher the

power the shorter is the duration of the stagnation, but the higher the

(top) fuel pin surface température.

Figure 12 shows the flow pattern following venting. The three flou

patterns observed were steady-single phase flow (51), steady two-phase

(S2) and oscillating flow (0). The channel pressure does not influence the

An attempt was made in theBe tests to achieve a high degree of

symmetry which would result in a stagnated channel. However, even thougli

the CHIT facility is well controlled, the test results have indicated a

sensitivity to small Bystem asymmetries.

The sources of asymmetry that were identified follow:

1) Slowdown lines - The blowdown line from the inlet header (IH) to

the blowcJown tank is considerably longer with more bends than that

from the outlet header (OH).

Even though these art 200 mm lines compared to the 49.2 nm loop

piping, this asymmetry will result in a non-zero header-to-header

pressure drop. This has a significant effect on the test initial

conditions in the form of a small initial flow through the channel.

Adding 13.3 mm orifices to the injection lines (R in Figure 13)

substantially reduced the effect of this asynmetry (i.e., smaller

initial flow from IH to OH) since the resistance of the 200 ran lines

becomes considerably smaller compared to the overall rig resistance.

Flow measuring orifices (25.4 mm) in the feeders for some

tests would also tend to reduce the initial channel flow.



J2 These orifices add a substantial amount of feeder resistance

which is very unrepresentative of the reactor. However, since these

orifices are in the feeder their effect oC symmetry is quite snail.

Tests hava been done with and without orifices in the rig thus varying

the effect of the symmetry.

test 933 the two heat-up rates are very similar. Tests 933 and 1004 are similar

in behaviour. Test 1004 vents slight before test 933 due to the slightly less

severe header boundary conditions resulting from the parallel channel configuration.

Point faapreau G.S. Commissioning Test - Thermoayphoning Flow Reversal

2) Tharnal Asymmetries - In the tests with the 50 mn connecting pipe,

electrical leakage from the power supply to the heaters resulted in a

small non-tero power as the initial conditions were being established.

This, coupled with the Bmall initial flow due to asymmetry would

create a thermal asymmetry where the outlet end-fitting would start

off slightly warmer than the inlet. This was alleviated in later

tests as the power is now exactly xero at the start of every test.

3) Single Channel/Parallel Channel - Even with perfectly symmetric Initial

conditions, t.ie header-to-header pressure drop is not easily maintained

at zero in a single channel configuration. Channel venting causes a

small negative header-to-header pressure drop during the test which

in turn opposes the venting process. In the more representative

parallel channel configuration, the other channel will respond to this

change in header conditions thus returning the header-to-header pressure

drop to zero. This results in slightly more favourable

conditions for channel venting. Oriflcing above the headers causes

a stronger negative response in header-to-header pressure

drop.

Adding orifices can diminish the effect of asymmetry thus providing

more symmetric initial conditions for the tests, but unfortunately, impeding

the flow. The following focuses on three tests all done at similar conditions

(ISO kU, 0.2 MPa, 30°C Initial water temperature). Test 94B is a single

channel test and has no orifices) test 933 has injection orifices, and test 1004

is a parallel channel test with injection orifices.

Figure 14 shows the channel inlet and outlet fluid temperatures and the

times to venting. This figure shows a great increase in symmetry from test 948

to test 933. For test 94B the outlet heats much faster than the inlet while for

Sequence of Events

A themosyphoning test at Point Lepreau G.S. Involved reactor conditions

with some characteristics similar to those of a Hestinghouse standing Start test.

This test is used here to aid in the overall understandinging of the standing

start phenomena. The event sequence as interpreted in Table 1 is first described

in detail, and then supported by referring to the measurements and a relevant

standing start test.

The transient was initiated by a reactor trip on low boiler level

while thermosyphoning at 0.9% full power (FP). The reactor initial conditions

at the time of trip are listed in Table 2.

Approximately IS minutes after the trip when forward thermosyphoning

flow had reduced to a low level, the reactor was return to 0.9 FP.

The return to power caused the coolant in the core to begin to

warm up. This did not affect the residual themosyphoning flow immediately

because of the transit time needed to transport the warmer coolant through

the and fittings to the vertical feeders. The bottom channels in the core

generally have long horizontal feeder sections attached to the end fittings,

whereaB the feeder-end fitting connection is inclined for the top channels.

Therefore, warmer coolant reached the vertical sections of the top channels

first (about 4 minutes after core power was established) and began to establish

an increasing head in these channels (Figure 15(a)).

This increased flow to the outlet header was accommodated by an

increase in boiler flow and a reduction in the flow of the bottom channels.

Because the bottom channel flows were low at this time, only a small flow

reduction was needed to cause them to reverse (Figure 15 (b) ) . Since the bottom

Test 967, as in Point Lepreau, has a slight flow as its initial



channels have a greater buoyancy head than the top channels, their flowB become

larger than the top channel flows. Therefore, the overall circuit flow reversed.

I'lgure 16 shows measured flows and outlet feeder temperatures in 3

Instrumented channels. A few minutes after the return to power the measured

flow in two of the three instrumented channels became zero implying stagnation and/or

flow reversal (Figure 16 middle and bottom). The remaining monitored channel

continued to show forward flow (Figure 16 top).

Figure 17 shows the outlet feeder temperature measurements as a function

of channel height. There are two distinct temperature groupings depicting

both reverse and forward channel flows as discussed above.

Note that some of the lowest channels continued to flow forwards. This

Is because these channels have the highest elevations which resulted in a large

enough initial flow to overcome the small negative header-to-header pressure drop.

Due to a lack of individual channel measurements it is not possible

to determine if the flows remained zero for a finite tine as they changed

direction for the channels exhibiting reverse flow. However, It is known that

all flows did resume shortly after stopping. This is noted by observing the feeder

and header temperatures over this period. The feeder temperatures are increasing

at the some rate as the temperature in the headers indicating flow in all

channels. In addition all feeder temperatures were very subcooled at all times

indicating that no boiling occurred in any forward flowing channel. Because

of the reversed boiler flow, bottom channels with reversed flow experienced cooler

upBtream conditions. Therefore, they were IBBS likely to boil than the forward

flowing channels.

Comparison with Standing Start Test 1967

The channel behaviour seen In the event at Point Lepresu is very

similar to Hestinghouse Standing Start Test 1967. This is a parallel channel

test at 50 kW power per test section which corresponds to about 1 percent reactor

power. The pressure is 200 kPa at the headers which is an order of magnitude
Du

less than the pressure in Point Lepreau.

Test 967, as in Point Zepreau, has a slight flow as Its initial

condition. This flow is smaller than that in the reactor and thus Test 967

shows a small amount of boiling. However, the bubble stays small and the end

fitting heats up without being penetrated by the steam, resulting In a steady

single phase flow.

Figure IB shows the bottom channel void measurement and Figure 19

shows the flow measured at the flow measuring orifice in the inlet feeder. At

about BOO s, the small void bubble Is ejected (Figure IB) corresponding to

the flow Increase in Figure 19 at this tine. The flow then drops as the void

disappears. The channel is now in • conditions very similar to the top group

of channels In Point Lepreaui single phase, low flow. The flow behaviour

from 900 • on In Figure 19 is very similar to that in Figure 16 (top). As the

flow increases the header-to-header pressure drop becomes negative driving

the top channel flow in the reverse direction. Figure 20 shows the temperature

at the top of the outlet feeder. Again this is qualitatively similar to that

shown in Figure 16.

This teat it • good example of the single phase fluid behaviour that can

occur when Initial channel flows are snail, power is low and the subcooling is high.

DISCUSSIOW AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

The experimental results have shown that an Initially stagnant,

subcooled channel will always develop a flow. When boiling occurs the two

phases stratify but the steam produced in the stagnant channel will saturate

the end-fitting and will eventually reach the vertical feeder. This generates

sufficient buoyancy head to induce a flow in the channel. Of major interest Is

the duration of the stagnation after the channel reaches saturation temperature

since during this time the fuel rods are exposed to steam thus allowing them to

heat up. The flow visualization tests performed at EPEL permit a qualitative

understanding of the nature of the Bteam/water flow pattern under standing

start channel conditions. These tests revealed that the steam chugs as it

flows to the end-fittings. This observation made it possible to interpret the

CHIT standing start test measurements in terms of the phenomenon of steam chugging.



The measurements showed that the «team chugging phenomenon was a cannon featujo

o( all the standing «tart teats consistent with the observed behaviour at SPEL

In spite of differences in geometry and means of steam production in the two

facilities. The CWIT test results establish the trends over a range of conditions

and thus allow applications to reactor conditions.

The flow reversal transient at Point Lepreau G.E. is discussed in this

report because it involved conditions resembling those in tha standing start

tests. This Allowed study of the standing start behaviour In tha real system with

multiple channels. Even though the system behaviour was similar, the lack of

the stagnant initial condition accounts for the differences. As a

result, the point Lepreau channel flows started without any evidence of steam

venting.

The transient at Point Lepreau demonstrates that in a standing start type

of scenario the group Df channelB that flow first will affect the header

conditions influencing the behaviour in the other channels. It is unlikely

that any channel can remain stagnant for a long period of tine as constant

header boundary conditions are rarely encountered as in the standing

start tests. In Point Lepreau, Increased flow In the channels resulted in changing

header conditions which forced increased flow in all the other channels as well.

At CHIT, the header conditions were fixed, and if other asymmetries

were conscientiously avoided, the possibility of flow without venting was

precluded. Such tests aided in understanding of the venting phenomena under

the most conservative situation. These tests also established the magnitude

of the asymmetry needed to considerably reduce the tine of stagnation and these

have turned out to be small indeed.
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TABLE I

EVENT SEQUENCE TOR UHPB0CRWB1ED EVENT

Time
(Minutes)
0

2

3

6

5 - B

8 - 15

IB - 21

31 onward

Event

- reactor on medium boiler cooldown, 0.9\. r.P.

- spurious low boiler level trip

- cold feedwater injection begins

- thermosyphoning flow begins to increase

- feedwater injection ends

- thermosyphoning flow drops
- ID temperatures recover

- thermosyphoning flow steady

- IH temperature steady

- outlet feeders, headers cooling slowly

- power returns to 0.9?, r.P.

- channel flows increase or reverse

- outlet headers rapidly cool

- inlet headers warm

- most top channels thermosyphon forward

- most bottom channels flow in reverse direction

- overall loop flows reversed

TABLE 2

Point Lepreau System Status at the Trip Time

PHT Pressure

MM Temperature
(Average)

RCH Temperature
(Average)

Boiler Pressure

Boiler Cooldown

9.B6 HPa

197°C

222°C

1.530 MPa(g)

Medium (l.B°C/min)
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EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL STUDIES
PERTAINING TO SMALL-BREAK LOCA IN
PRESSURISED HEAVY WATER REACTORS
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S.K. MEHTA
Reactor Engineering Division,
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Bombay, India

Abstract

The email-break LOCA has been a topic of worldwide
discussion In the recent past. Such on aooldent assumes
greater algnlfloanoe In Pressurised Heavy Hater Reactors
because of Its higher probability. Studies are in progress
pertaining to oerialn aspecte of the blowdown and the
emergency oore ooollng phases. Theoo inolude development
of inotrumentatlon, experimental and analytical studies on
blowdown, emergency coolant flow distribution and revetting
of hot horizontal ohonnels. These are disoussed in this
paper.

1. IHTBODOCTIOH

The defenoe In depth strategy adopted In the design of
nuolear power plants calls for the designer to provide
adequate protection against such unlikely events as ruptures
in the primary coolant pressure boundary. While In the
recent past the small-break LOCA has cornered considerable
attention, a universally accepted definition of email-break
LOCA Is yet to be arrived at. The thermodynomio behaviour
during a small-break M C A nay be vary different from tunt
during a large-break. Depending on the conditions, the core
flow and henoe the cooling may be controlled not by the
dlsoharge through the break, but by natural convection in the
primary loops. A wide range of break alzea is oovered under
small-break LOCA and the designer is required to ouloulate



M and demonstrate the adequacy of tho Engineered Safety
Features over this wldu x«nge of break aizee.

For prod lot lag the reaotor cora bohavlour during LOCA,
V. la neoeaaary to oaloulate the blowdown flow rates from
high pressure systems and evaluate tho system behaviour
during the Xtaargenoy Oore Cooling phoee. In the oaae of
Pressurised Heavy Water Reaotors (FHWRs), the phenomena
involved inolude both suboooled and saturated blowdovn from
horizontal tube geometry, distribution of the injected
emergency ooolant between a number of parallel channels
connected to a common header, rewettlng of hot oladdlng sur-
faoea in tho horizontal ooolant ohannel eto. With a view to
generate the data required to analyse the safety oapeota of
PlIWRa during a small-break LOCA, a program of both separate
effeato teota aa wall aa integral system studies has been
initiated. Under separate effeota teato, a aeries of experi-
ments are being conducted in a phoned manner on both the
blowdown and the emergency cooling phaaoo of LOCA. These
along with the theoretical atudiaa in progress are discussed
in this paper.

2. BIOWDOWN STUDIES

Both analytical and experimental studies are in progress
In this area, the aim being to develop a properly validated
analytical model for blowdown analysis.

2.1 Analytical Studies

A number of analytical models for calculating blowdown
flowratea are available in literature. Their oultaMllty for
the prediction of blowdown flow ratea in the core and piping
configuration of PHYflte is to te ootabliouad. In PHVffta the
possibility of stratification of the two phases in the hori-
zontal ohonnels exista. Thoae stratification effects may

affect tho oore behaviour slgniflountly duriiifi a a;aa 11-break
I/OCA. In order to attDonu the various critical flow moduli),
a oomputor oode package has beon dovelox>ed [1]. To start
with, the various ateeuu water propertiou required for tlio
caloulatlona were programmed, l'or this purposo the ISC 19&7
formulation has boon used with appropriate modifications to
oaloulate the various properties and their derivatives with
on acouraoy of better than 0.1 percent. The critical flow
models that have been progrnwDed into the computer oodo
Include models for both aubcooled as well as saturated blow-
down. Tho suboooled blowdown modol le due to Burnell. Tho
saturated blowdown models Include tho Homogon'Jouu Equlllbriua
Model and the models due to Fauake, Levy, Moody (with and
without friotion effoots) and llonry-Fauake. fhe predictions
of the coda have been found to ogroa well with the predictions
of tho models aa given in the original papers. Presently
work la on hand to test the predlotiono of the modela with
expérimental data available in literature. Comparison done
so far with limited number of data points leads to the follow-
ing conclusions. Burnell's model highly over-predicts
critical flow under suboooled conditions. The predlotlon
aocuraoy is Improved oonalderably when the correlation for
the empirical oonetaat in the equation la modified suitably.
Amongst the thermodynamlo equilibrium models for saturated
blowdovm, It was found that the Homogeneous Equilibrium Model
highly underpredloto, whereas the ftouako end Levy models are
In reasonably good agreement with the experimental duta. Ths
predlotlon aoour»oy of the Moody modol with friotloa way
found to be ntuoh better than the one which does not Include
friotion effeota. The above oonoluslunn are baaed on couipari-
aoa with limited number of data points. Further work on
evaluation of these models with published data is in progress.
Subsequently these models will be tested agalnut experimental
data to be generated by ua.

'



Work on the development of a computer programme to cal-
culate transient two-phase flow and heat transfer during
blowdoun from plpaa, starting with euboooled conditions and
with heat addition 1B in progress. Slnoe tho oocuraoy of
predictions depends on the modelling of the physics of two-

phaae flow ae well aa the numerical aoheme uaed, it la
proposed to examine both. The work will bo carried out In
otagen. To start with the Ilomogonooua Equilibrium Model la
being tried with a displaced moan finite difference method.
Subsequently other modela and nuioorloal aohemeo will be
tried.

2.2 Experimental Investigations

The experimental investigations ore almod at generating
the data required for validating tho computer oodea for blow-
down analysis. These expérimenta on blowdown from horizon-
tal plpea and pressure tube geometries are planned to be
oarrled out in a phased manner. The first phaae consists of
separate effeota expérimenta whoso objectives are to study
the baaio transient two-phase flow phenomena Involved.
Subsequently expérimenta to study Integrated system effeota
are to be oarried out. The experiments planned under the
first phaae Involve generation of data that will enable a
better understanding of the phenomenon of blowdown from
horizontal plpea of different alzea. To atart with, expéri-
menta will be oarrled out on horizontal tubes and pipes, of
different sizes, without any additional flow resistances.
Moat of tho piping In PlWne falls within the size range of
leas than 100 mm diameter. Accordingly expérimenta will be
carried out on pipes of diameters of 25, 50 and 100 mm.
Those experiments will be followed by expérimenta with addi-
tional flow reelstanoea simulating fuel clusters, finally
expérimenta will bo oarrled out with heatod teat aeotlona.

The blowdown phenomenon being extremely fast and
complex, apodal instruments are required for the expéri-
menta. Considerable development work is Involved In respeot
of some of these Instruments. One such problem area Is the
Instrument for flow measurement. A technique has beon-
developed for measuring blowdown dleohargo rute from high
pressure systems by condensing the discharge in a pool of
water In a vesaol and measuring the rate of change of weight
of the vessel using load cells. It la observed that thla
method oon be used satisfactorily for discharge through very
small breaks. However, the suitability of this teolmique
for bigger breako la doubtful. Baaed on a review of litera-
ture, It has been deolded to try drag disc and turbine meter
in oonjunotion with a gamma-ray denaltometer for this
purpose. Work on the development of an Instrument for
measuring void fraction by gamma-ray attenuation technique
la in an advanoed atage and calibration teats with maohlned
Incite rods are in progress. Drag disc and turbine meter in
conjunction with gamma-ray denoltomoter are to bo tested for
their suitability in an experimental facility which is being
set up for thla purpose.

3. STUDIES OH EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM

The design of ECCS In ÏHVffiB has evolved with time keep-
ing In step with the ohanglng requirements. The ECCtf for
FIflffifl being newly built in India Incorporates a relatively
high pressuro lnjeotlon device In addition to a low pressure
injeotlon-cum-rcolroulation dovloc. The-following areas of
oonoern pertaining to tho ECC3 have been identified.

(i) Problems caused by the Injection of cold emergency
coolant In the voided header such aa condensation induced
flow oscillations.

(11) Plow distribution between parallel channolo under ECC
conditions.

96 (ill) Rewetting of hot horizontal channels.

Work in the first area has been initiated recently. Work in
progress in the remaining two areas io dlscuaaed further.

nnPlow Distribution Between

3.2 Studies on Rewetting of Hot Horizontal Channels

The Injected emergency coolant diotribates and flows
into the various channels where tho cladding will be at a
temperature much higher than the sputtering temperature.
The rewetting behaviour of those channels is governed by e.



(Ill) Rewetting of bot horizontal channels.

Work in the firat area has teen Initiated recently. Work in
progress in the remaining two ereaa is disousned further.

3.1 Experimental Investigations onflow Distribution Between
parallel channels Under ECO Conditions

In tlia PHURa the emergenoy coolant injected Into the
ooolant header la to be distributed between a large number
of parallel ohannela. At the time or einergonoy ooolant
lnjeotlon the fuel clodding would huve roaohod températures
muoh higher than the eputtoring temperature. Expérimenta
on remitting of hot ourfnoea indioatu that at temperatures
au.ffloiently hlghor than the sputtorltig touporutura the
Injected ooolant preferentially fluv/ri towards the low
temperature regions. Thus It in likely that tho distribu-
tion of the injected ooolant between the various fuel
ohannela in parallel is not governed by ohcnnel hydraulloa
alone. In addition the dlatribution of the temporature of
tho clodding In various ohannela may aloo Influence the
flow distribution between tho parallel channels, with the
emergenoy ooolant flowing preferentially towards the
ohannela where tho cladding temporaturt» in lower. This is
contrary to the actual requirement. Scale model studies
have been planned to Investigate the severity of thin pheno-
menon. In this modal the hydxu'ilio resistances of the
maximum-rated and the minimum-rated channels of the P1IWU
core ore simulated. The remaining ohannels are lumped Into
ont> equivalent chunnel. The flow distribution between these
channels will be measured under cold conditions na well aa
under hot conditions with the aurfrioos of the different
channels maintained at different teuporatureu before initiat-
ing the flow. Fabrication of the experimental set up is In
progress and the experiments are to begin shortly.

3,2 Studies on Revetting of Hot Horizontal Cluuinalu

The injected emergency coolant dlotrlbutes and flows
into the various channels where tho cladding will be at a
temporature muoh higher than tho sputtering temperature.
The rewettlng behaviour of those channels is governed by a
number of factors aunh as the ooolant flow rate, Initial
wall temperature, channel orientation etc. A phased
programme of analytical and experimental i»rk on the revet-
ting of hot horizontal ohennela has been planned and is in
progress. The development of a computer code for conduction
controlled rewettlng analysis is noarlng completion. This
will be tested against experimental data and further modi-
fied suitably, if required. The experimental work in
progress la discussed further.

To start with, experiments were carried out, at atmoo-
pherlo pressurei on horizontal exposed surface and reotangu-
lar duote to gain an understanding of the basic mechanisms
involved in the rewetting of hot horizontal surfaces [2].
In these experiments the initial surface temperature was
varied upto 500° 0. Both visual observations as well as
rewettlng velocity measurements have been carried out. It
waa found that nuoleate boiling occurs in the temperature
range of 120 io 190° C, the Intensity of boiling being more
at higher values of initial surface temperature. The sput-
tering temperature was observed to be about 200* C. These
experiments Indicate that the rewctting behaviour ie affeot-
ed by the initial aurfaea temperature, the ooolant flow rate,
whether the surface is exposed or not etc. A transition in
the rewettlng behaviour is observed when the initial surface
temperature is around 350°0 (Leldenfrost temperature).
Different flow regimes such as slug flow regime, diapersed
flow regime etc have been observed depending on the initial
conditions. The rewettlng velocity increases as the flow

"

affect beii at louer values of for while modelling refilling and rewetting in hot horizontal
. - . - T, _ _ , + f c - n»«,Hflml nature of the flow, film
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rate increases, the effect being more at lower values of
initial surface temperature. The rewettlng veloolty has been
found to lnoreaae as the Initial wall temperature is reduced.
Below about 350°0 this increase la rather ohexp. The observa-
tions made in these experiments also Indloate that the clad-
ding in tha minimum gap region in the nuoloar fuel bundle ia
likely to rewet later than the regions where the gap between
tliu cladding 1B more.

Subsequent to the abovemontionod experiments, expéri-
menta on the rewet tliig of hot horizontal annular channels
have been oarried out [3]. Theao experiments have been
carried out on stainless steol tost sections with the inner
tube heated to initial surface temperature values of upto
600°0. The flow range oovered Is upto 9.5 kg/mln. In these
experiments significant stratification waa observed. At
higher values of initial surface temperature, it was noted
that the temperature along the top of the Inner tube at
different axial locations falla in spurtB with amall sharp
dropB interspersed between periods of nearly constant tempe-
rature or very gradual temperature dropo oa shown in figure 1.
This continues till the temperature at different locations
dnps sharply to leaa than the sputtering temperature.
Considerable oooIllation of the preaauro drop with Intermit-
tent peaking 1B noted. The flow trace alao shows correspond-
ing oooillations. Visual observations also lndloated
considerable flow chugging. At lower values of initial
surface temperature these oscillations are much less. It waa
noted that the bottom locations rewet much earlier than the
top locations thus indioating that the revetting front ia
inclined, with the tips of the wet front at tha bottom and
top of the inner tube being separated by approximately 250 to
500 mm depending on the experimental conditions. The refil-
ling front has been observed to move ahead of the rewetting
front. From the above observations It may be noted that flow
stratlfloatlon and wet front inclination are to be accounted

for while modelling refilling and rewettlng In hot horizontal
channels. Because of the stratified nature of the flow, film
boiling ahead of the wet front is likely to occur in the
lower portions of the channel only. At initial wall tempera-
tures greater than 300°C considerable bowing of the inner
tube occurred, thus indicating large circumferential tempera-
ture gradients. With axlally peaked distribution of the
temperature of the inner tube, downstream locations at lower
temperature were found to rowot earlier than the upstream
looatlons at higher temperature.

At a given axial looatlon the bottom of tha inner tube
waa found to rewet first, the mldslde next and the top last.
Experiments presently under way indloate that, depending on
the initial conditions, there oan be connlderable differences
between the rewettlng veloolties along the bottom, mldslde
and top looations of the Inner tube of the annulus. At
higher values of initial wall température, say greater than
400*0, the rewettlng velooity can be oonaldered to be reason-
ably uniform along the length of the test section. The
ravetting velooity along the top of the inner tube la plotted
in figure 2 against the flow rate. As the flow rate Increases
the rewettlng veloolty increases, with the effeot being more
at lower values of initial wall temperature. As the initial
aurfaoe temperature ia reduced the rewettlng veloolty
inoreaaea, the increase being more sharp below a certain
temperature in the range of 300 to 400°c as can be seen from
figure 3.

4. STUDIES OH INTEGRAI SYSTEM EFFECTS

Some of the separate affects studies In progress have
been discussed In the previous seotlona. These will enable
the development of validated analytical models for the
analysis of various aapecta of XOCA. These have to bo inte-
grated Into a aystem code - wherein interactions between the

-FIRST lEITER DEFERS 10 AXIAl LOCATION
OF THERMOCOUPLES Wllll 'A ' STARTING
FROM THE INIET END



different aubsyatems and oomponenta are aooounted for - which
1B capable of analysing and predicting ayatom behaviour
during 100/1. The predlotlona of thla code have to be vali-
dated against integral System Behaviour Experiments. These
experiments are planned to bo oarried out in a high pressure,
high temperature facility for heat transfer expérimenta which
Is presently under construction. It ia propound to Incor-
porate around six simulated PIMR fuel ohunnelB, with electri-
cally heated rod clusters, In this faollity. This gives a
scaling faotor of about 1»50 whloh oompares favourably with
similar experiments being oarried out elsewhere. The rest of
the oyaten will be soaled dowa aooordingly.
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Abstract

To provide Information on two-phase natural circulation in a
CANDU-type circuit geometry a series of tests has been performed in the
R0-1Z loop at Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment. R0-12 Is a 10-MI'a
(iressurized-water loop containing two active boilers, two pumps, and two or
four heated horizontal channels arranged In a symmetrical figure-of-eight
configuration characterizing the CANDU, primary heat-transport system. In
the tests, single-phase natural circulation was first established in the
loop, and void was then Introduced by controlled draining with the surge
tank (pressurizer) valved out of the system.

The experiments Indicate that a stable, two-phase, natural
circulation flow can usually be established. However, as the void in the
loop is increased, large-amplitude flow oscillations can occur. Initially
the flow oscillations in the two halves of the loop are usually very nearly
180" out-of-phase. However, as the loop Inventory is decreased, an in-phase
oscillation component is observed. In tests with two parallel heated
channels in each half loop, oscillations associated with mass transfer
between the channel pairs are also observed.

Although the flow oscillations can lead to intermittent dry-out of
the upper elements of the heater-rod assembles in the horizontal channels,
the natural circulation cooling appears to be effective until about 50

Attached from AECL C A N D U Operations.



percent of the loop Inventory Is drained; sustained flow stratification then
occurs In the heated channels, leading to heater temperature excursions.

The paper reviews the experimental results obtained and describes
the evolution of natural circulation flow in particular cases as voidage Is
progressively increased. The stability behaviour Is discussed briefly with
reference to a simple stability model.
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NOTATION

Zuber drift parameter
acceleration due to gravity (in/s )
enthalpy (J/kg)
subeooling number - (h,sftT - h ( 1) V /(h^Vj)
hot-leg heat loss coefficient (V/°C)
pressure (N/m )
power input/heated channel (U)

dlmenstonless power Input » q^.j/thgt"^)

dimensionless vapour generation rate in hot-leg
[see Equation (3)]
time (s)
temperature (°C)
specific volume (m3/kg)
steady thermos 1 phoning flow rate
mean voidage In hot-leg
oscillation period
single-phase transit time in hot-leg (s)
elevation change between heater exit and boiler inlet (m)

heater Inlet
liquid phase
steam phase
secondary side
saturation property
property of ambient air

1. INTRODUCTION

In some postulated, small break, loss-of-coolant accidents and
intact circuit faults in CANDU nuclear reactors, the primary pumps are
assumed to be unavailable to maintain forced circulation. Under these
conditions, a possible mode of decay-heat removal from the core is by
natural circulation (thermosiphoning) of the coolant in the Primary Heal
Transport System (PUTS) [1, 2]. In some cases of loss of forced
circulation, the PUTS remains liquid filled, and natural circulation occurs
under single-phase conditions. In other cases, voidage appears in the
primary loop because of coolant leakage or coolant shrinkage caused by
cool down, and natural circulation occurs 1n a two-phase mode.

To provide Information on the nature of two-phase natural
circulation in a CANUU-PHTS type geometry and data for code verification, a
series of tests has been carried out in the RD-1Z loop at the Hhiteshell
Nuclear Reseach Establishment. RD-12 is a 10-MPa pressurized-water loop
consisting of two pumps, two boilers, and either two or four horizontal
heated channels containing electrically heated, fuel element simulators.
The components are arranged in the symmetrical figure-of-eight geometry
characteristic of the CANDU-PHTS. The tests were performed by first
establishing single-phase natural circulation in the loop and then gradually
introducing voidage by controlled draining, with the heat Input and
secondary-side (boiler) pressure held conttant.

Natural circulation tests were carried out with either two or four
heated channels in the loop. Tests were also performed with fuel element
simulators heated either directly or indirectly, to study the effect of the
thermal capacity of the heater element on natural circulation behaviour.

In this paper, experimental results from a large number of tests
are reviewed. Octal Is of the development of two-phase natural circulation
in the loop are described with reference to a particular experiment in which
the loop inventory was gradually reduced to a very low value.



The periodic behaviour of flow is discussed with reference to
predictions of a linear stability model [3].

Z. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

Figure 1 Is a schematic diagram of the RD-12 loop, which Is
described In detail in reference [4]. The loop, which has a maximum
operating pressure of 10 HPa, consists of two or four horizontal heated
sections representing fuel channels, two active U-tube type boilers, two
pumps and four headers. The components are arranged in a symmetrical
figure-of-eight configuration characteristic of the CANDU PUTS. Geometrical
details and specifications of the major loop components are listed in
Table 1.

The RD-12 heated sections are 4 m long and each contains a
suven-element assembly of heater elements representing fuel rods. In early
experiments, these heater elements consisted of thin-walled Inconel tubes,
which were directly and uniformly heated by the passage of electrical
current and had a negligible heat capacity. Subsequently, these "direct"
heaters were replaced by "indirect" heaters that consisted of powder-packed
stainless-steel tubes, which were heated Indirectly by a central,
conducting, core tube. The Indirect heaters had a linear heat capacity
close to that of CANDU reactor fuel. Heating was again uniform except over
short, unheated zones at a 50-cin spacing that simulated the unheated regions
at the end plates of reactor fuel-bundles. Cross-sections of RD-12 heated
channels showing the two types of heating elements are shown In Figure 2.

Natural circulation cooling tests were performed with the loop in
a single-channel or parallel-channel configuration. In the single-channel
configuration, one heated channel was in each half loop (MSI and HS2 in
Figure 1). In the parallel-channel configuration, two identical channels
(MSI and MS3, I1S2 and MS4) were connected in parallel between the headers in
each half loop. In all cases, the elevation of all heated channels was the
same.

IEADERS HEADERS

HEATED SECTIONS

USt

IIS2

IIS1

1 ' \

IIS 3

OUTLET FEEDERS

INLET FEEDERS

FIGURE 1: RD-12 Loop Schematic Diagram
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Rl)-17 FUEL ELEWFHT S1MII1AÏÏ1R CROSS-SECTION TABLE 1

RO-12 LOOP CHARACTERISTICS

HI MIIUUS
Si. Sit, Wl/lncniu TO
MtAllfl TUBE ,

(a) directly heated element

iifAl CAPACiry

Figure 2: Heated Channel Cross Section

(b) indirectly heated
element CB«REU:*_

Operating Pressure

Loop Volume

Loop piping (l.D.)

Msated Sections:

Length
Rod Diameter
Flow Tube Diameter

Pumps:

Rated flow
Rated head
Specific speed

Boilers:

Number of tubes
Tube diameter

Secondary volume
Primary volume

Elevation of major components
above from heated sections:

Headers 1.52 m
Boiler Inlet 6.07 m
Top of Boiler Tubes 4.90 in
Pumps 4.90 m

Length of Pipework:

Heated Section to
Outlet-Header 12.97 m

Header-to-Boi1er Inlet 4.2â m

Boiler outlet to
heated section inlet 33.30 m

10 HPa

0.34 m, (single-channel configuration)
0.48 m (parallel channel configuration)

0.054 m

7-Rod Bundle Heaters

4 m
0.0152 m
0.052 m

Single Stage Centrifugal

6 kg/s
140 in
319 s

Redrcuiating U-tube

42
0.0127 m

0.243 m,
0.019 m

tho flnu rat-** with in Out
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Loop Instrumentation consisted of three-beam gamma densitometers
for fluid density measurements [5], differential and gauge pressure
transducers, thermocouples, and resistance temperature detectors. Flow
muasuremonts were made with either turbine flow meters or orifice meters.
Tim signals from the Instruments, after proper conditioning, were logged
using a PDP-11 minicomputer.

3. TEST PROCEDURE

The basic test procedure was to establish single-phase, natural
circulation cooling In the loop with the surge tank Isolated. The power to
the heated section was then adjusted to a desired value and void was
introduced In the loop by controlled draining of the primary fluid from the
outlet of heated Section 2, with the secondary-side (boiler) pressure and
heater power held constant. In most tests, oscillations In the
thurmosiphoning flow commenced when a threshold, loop mass Inventory was
reached. Tests were normally terminated soon after the flow oscillations
began. In some cases, draining was continued beyond the oscillation
threshold, to investigate natural circulation behaviour at very low loop
inventories.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As noted above, the tests were performed with the loop In either a
simjle-channel configuration (one heated channel In each half loop) or a
parallel-channel configuration (two channels in each half loop). Results
from experiments using the two loop configurations, are described separately
In Sections 4.1 and 4.2.

4.1 SINGLE CHANNEL TESTS

In all tests, stable natural circulation could be achieved under
single-phase conditions. Figure 3 shows the single-phase, natural
circulation flow rate as a function of input power for tests at different

secondary-side pressures. As expected, the flow rate increases with input
power.

As voids were Introduced into the loop by draining, stable
therwosiphoning continued to be maintained for a time. However, when a
threshold mass inventory was reached (corresponding to an Inventory loss of
between 2 and 10%) the loop flow rate began to oscillate. This behaviour is
Illustrated in Figure 4, which shows the liquid flow rate In the two half
loops as draining proceeded in a typical test. (Flow measurements were made
by turbine maters at the pump outlets where subcooled liquid flow existed.)
Oscillations began * 1100 s into the test, after about 4.7X of the mass
Inventory was drained. The oscillations were characterized by a dominant,
low-frequency mode (period 60 - 225 s).

In mast cases, the low-frequency flow oscillations in the two
half loops were out-of-phase by almost exactly 180°, as in the example shown
in Figure 4. However, in a few tests at the lowest boiler pressure
investigated (0.2 MPa), a low-frequency In-phase oscillation was observed.
In some tests, a high-frequency oscillation mode (period 5 - 20 s) was also
seen., superimposed on the low-frequency oscillation.

Figures 5 and 6 show the primary pressure and the subcooled liquid
flow rate at the oscillation threshold. The data are for secondary-side
pressures of 1.1, 0.6 and 0.2 MPa.

4.1.1 Effect of Heater Element Thermal Capacity

As mentioned earlier, tests were conducted with both low heat
capacity, directly heated and high heat capacity, indirectly heated
fuel-element rod simulators. This change In heater design did not affect
loop conditions at oscillation threshold (pressure, flow rate, threshold
mass inventory, etc.), however the period of the flow rate oscillations
increased considerably in tests with the indirect heater elements, as shown
in Figure /. The increase in the period in Lhe presence of the indirect
hoaters is believed to be caused by heat storage dynamics (see Section 5
liel ow).
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106 4.1.2 Effect of Dissolved Case»

All tusts wore preceded by a period of forced liquid circulation

In which air trapped In the loop was removed throuyh a vent line connected

to the top of the surge tank. Midway through the test program, the diameter

of the vent line was Increased, resulting In more effective degassing.

Evidence that the volume of trapped air had been significantly reduced was

provided by the fact that with the new degassing procedure, the loop

pressure (with the surye tank Isolated) Increased much more quickly In

rosponse to an Increase in power Input.

A number of tests were repeated with the new degassing procedure,

to study the effect of trapped and dissolved gases on the natural

circulation behaviour. It was found that the reduction in permanent gas

content did not Influence the loop pressure or the flow rate at the onset of

oscillations; however, the mass of fluid drained at the oscillation

threshold was considerably lower with the Improved degassing procedure, as

shown in Figure 8. It Is evident that the voidage contribution of the

permanent gases has a stabilizing effect on the flow rate.

The densltometers and fluid thermocouples Indicated that, at the

oscillation threshold, the void was confined to the "hot-leg" portion of the

loop (between the heater outlets and boiler inlets). The void distribution

changed noticeably in tests wtth the new degassing procedure, as might be

expected. Figure 9 shows the void distribution in the hot-leg at the

oscillation threshold in two typical cases. (Measurements were made using

densitometers located on horizontal pipe sections). The void first

decreased between the heater exit and the outlet header, and then Increased

in approaching the boiler. The complex distribution is believed caused by

the competing effects of condensation Induced by pipework heat losses, and

flashing caused by elevation changes. The high value of the void fraction

at the boiler Inlet In the test with the old degassing procedure was

probably caused by the accumulation of permanent gases In the horizontal

boiler inlet 1ine.
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4.1.3 Natural Circulation Behaviour at Low Inventory

To investigate the nature of natural circulation cooling at very
low loop inventories, the loop was drained until a breakdown of cooling
caused a power trip because of high heater-element sheath temperatures.
(These tests were carried out only with the high heat capacity, fuel element
simulators). Figure 10 shows the primary flow rate, heater-element sheath
temperature (measured on a top element at the heated-channel outlet),
primary pressure and pressure drop across one of the boilers In a typical
experiment (Initial conditions: 2.1 MPa primary pressure, 26 kU power per
channel, secondary pressure controlled at 0.6 HPa). In this test, the power
was raised to t)2 kW per channel at t • 10 s and then held constant.
Draining began at t » 190 s.

As can be seen In Figure 10, the initial power increase resulted
in an increase In hnater-element sheath temperature and primary pressure.
The primary pressure began to fall it t * 190 s when draining began. H o w
oscillations commenced at t » 106S s when 3.11 of the loop Inventory was
drained. As draining continued the flow oscillations increased In
amplitude, and short periods of flow reversal occurred.

ftt t = 2000 s, oscillations In the heater-element shiiath
temperature commenced, Indicating that the flow oscillations were causing
dry-out and rewetting of the top elements of the heater-element assemblies,
presumably because of horizontal flow stratification. At about the same
time, oscillations in the system pressure and the boiler differential
pressure also became discernable. The latter probably indicate that voidage
was beginning to penetrate into the boiler U-tubes.

At t= 4000 s (^20* of Inventory drained), .i high-frequency flow
oscillation began to appear, and the amplitude of the low-frequency
oscillation decreased. The amplitude of the heater temperature excursions
also decreases.

After t = 7000 s, when J-40% of the loop Inventory was drained, the
low frequency oscillations were no longer discernable and the heater
temperature excursions became Irregular. The flow-rate trace Indicates that
a net thermoslphoning flow was still maintained. By this time, the primary
and secondary systems were close to thermal equilibrium, implying that only
a small amount of heat was now being transferred through the boiler. The
pump outlet thermocouples, on the other hand, still showed subcooled liquid
conditions and it appears likely that the pumps (which were still being
cooled by seal cooling and pedestal cooling systems) now formed the major
heat sinks in the loop. The head of subcooled liquid between the pumps and
heated sections (4.91 m elevation difference) appears to be responsible for
maintaining the residual thermoslphoning flow. This interpretation is
consistent with the observed, steady differential pressure across the boiler
for t > 7000 s, which Is thought to be caused by the flow of high-quality
ste.un that was condensing in the pump.
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At t « 8300 s, the heater-element sheath temperature showed an
excursion that terminated the experiment. Figure 11 shows the location of
thu dry-out front (steam/water Interface) In the heated section at tills
time. The shape of the dry-out front Indicates that there was still a not
positive flow In the heated section but that the magnitude had become
Insufficient to prevent stratification and a consequent breakdown of cooling
at the channel exit.

.4.2 PAKAUEL-CIIANNEL TESTS

As described above, tests were carried out with two parallel
channels In each half loop. The channels were identical and connected in
pairs by Individual feeder pipes to the headers. Turbine flow-meters were
Instil led in the inlet feeder of each channel to measure the liquid flow
Into the individual channels. As In previous tests, turbina meters were
also placed between the pumps and inlet headers to monitor the combined flow
into the inlet headers.

The parallel-channel tests were all conducted with the high heat
ciipaclty, Indirectly heated fuel-element simulators, using the modified
dey.issing procedure (see Section 4.1 above). Individual channel powers were
kept the same In a given test.

1.2.1 Stability Behaviour

The stability behaviour was very similar to that in the single-
channel tests. The stability threshold, as a function of mass of fluid
drained, secondary pressure, primary flow rate and pressure, and input power
per test section pair, agreed closely with that 1n the single-channel tests
carried out with the modified degassing procedure.

One unique feature of the parallel-channel tests was that
oscillations were seen in the flow In the Individual channels as well as In
thu entire loop. Typical behaviour Is Illustrated in Figure 12, which shows
the flow rate at a pump outlet and in the inlet feeders of the two channels
in the same half loop. Beyond the stability threshold (reached at
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Figure 12: Flow Rate Transients In Parallel Channel Thetmnsjphoning.

t = 1150 s), the feeder flow rates show a high-frequency oscillation (period

>19 s) superimposed on the loop flow oscillations (period «180 s). The

"channel flow oscillations" were 180° out-of-phase In each channel pair.

Indicating that the oscillations were associated with the transfer of fluid

biick and forth between the two channels. Generally, as draining continued,

On; channel oscillations died away, leaving only the loop flow oscillations.

Periods of the loop flow oscillations measured in the parallel-

channel tests are plotted in Figure .'. The periods are consistent with

those in the single-channel tests conducted with the high heat capacity,

indirect heaters.

5. DISCUSSION

The tests described above show that two-phase, natural circulation

In RU-12 Is an effective mode of heat removal until the loop inventory is

reduced by 'SOX. Breakdown of cooling eventually occurs when the thenno-

siphoning flow rate becomes so small that flow stratification occurs in the

heated channels, leading to uncovering of the upper elements of the heater-

element assemblies. Before sustained stratification occurs, flow

oscillations are observed that can lead to periodic uncovering of the top

elements of the element assemblies, and consequent temperature excursions.

The amplitude of these temperature excursions is expected , in general, to

depend on the period of the flow oscillation and on the heater element

power.

The origin of the RD-12 loop flow oscillations can be determined

by linear stability analyses. Such an analysis was performed by Ardron and

Krishnan [3] using a representation of the loop in which the heaters and

boilers were treated as point heat sources and sinks connected by

single-phase and two-phase lines (cold-legs and hot-legs). The analysis

predicted that low-frequency out-of-phase oscillations would occur beyond a

certain threshold condition, as a result of the progagation of void fraction

disturbances (density waves) in the two-phase lines. It further predicted
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that the stability threshold could be expressed In terms of three
d linens I onl ess groups, (Jp Ja and Q2, representing the electrical power
Input, heater Inlet subcooling and vapour volumetric generation rate In the
hot-legs, respectively. Numerical solution of the system characteristic
equation showed that the stability threshold for 5 < Ja < 50 could be
represented approximately by the analytical function:

- Ja » -q2 + O.25Ja [1 - exp (0.25Q2)] (1)

The period of the fundamental oscillation mode was found to be very nearly

equal to the transit time of vapour In the hot-leg, i.e.

t - (1 - <-> C o V g t/V g) ,sp (2)

where tsp Is the hot-leg transit time In the single-phase limit.

According to equation (1), instability will occur for all two-
phase operating conditions (Qj > Ja) If there Is a net generation of vapour
in the hot-leg caused by flashing (Q2 > 0). If there Is net hot-leg
condensation (Q2 < 0) the system will be stable until a threshold void
fraction is attained. Ardron and Krishnan calculated Q,, for the RD-12
system by summing contributions to the vapour source term from pipework heat
losses and elevation change, obtaining the expression:

"2 " " k <T SAf

v g t 4y (dhI/dP)SAT/(v1 (3)

Using equation (3) and loop data at the stability thresholds, values of Tj,
q,, and Ja were calculated at the stability threshold for a large number of
cases. In Figure 13, these experimental values are compared with the
theoretical stability limit given by equation (1). Agreement between theory
and data is seen to be reasonable.

Equation (2) was used to calculate the oscillation periods for all
III the experimental cases described In Section 4. Predictions are compared
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Figure 13: Stability thresholds: Comparison with data. Curves
are predictions of Equation (1).

with data in Figure 14. Agreement for the low heat capacity, direct heaters
is quite reasonable; however, a systematic underprediction in the periods is
obtained for tests with the indirect heaters. The longer oscillation
periods found in these cases are almost certainly due to effects of
transient heat storage In the heater elements which are not included in the
model.

The linerafseil analysis is useful for Indicating the physical
origin of the loop flow oscillations but is obviously limited to the
calculation of the threshold condition. A nonlinear analysis is required to
predict the amplitude of the oscillation cycle and the effect on channel
heat removal.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

gases trapped in the loop. In general, the flow oscillations had a
dominant., low-frequency mode that was out-of-phase by 180° in the two
half loops. In tests with two parallel channels In each half loop a high-
frcquency flow oscillation was also observed, apparently associated with
fluid transfer between the individual channels of each pair.

The period of the dominant, low frequency oscillations was 60 to
230 s In the tests. The periods were significantly longer 1n tests In which
the fuel elements were simulated by indirect heaters than in tests where
direct heaters were used. The Increased period Is attributed to dynamic,
heat-storage effects Induced by the higher heat capacity of the indirect
heaters.

In some tests the flow oscillations caused intermittent dry-out of
the upper elements of the channel heater element assemblies, leading to
periodic temperature excursions. However, even under oscillatory
conditions, thermos 1 phoning removed heat effectively until the loop
Inventory was reduced by more than 50X. After this, the thermos 1 phoning
flow became so small that flow stratification occurred in the heated
channels, leading to sustained uncovering of the upper elements of the
element assemblies.

For most cases, the instability threshold and oscillation periods
were in reasonable agreement with a simple linear stability model. The
correspondence between the data and the prediction of the theoretical model
indicates that the oscillations are probably caused by a density wave
instability.

Two-phase, natural circulation (thermosiphoning) experiments have
been performed In the RD-12 pressurized water loop, which has a
configuration similar to the CANDU, primary heat-transport system.

The thermos 1 phoning flow was found to oscillate when the mean loop

' voidage exceeded a threshold value. The threshold voidage depended on the

input power, the secondary side pressure and also the volume of permanent
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With reference to Loss of Coolanl Arci louts In I.WH's, anil

particularly Small-break LOCAs, .1 >lfl..ii IH.I picture of the

Issuing two-phase jets Is <)ivcn.

Experimental data concerninc) critical flows of subcooleii

and saturated liquid, together with saturated -jtaaa data

are shown.

The analysis refers to tha jets external shape (obtained

by means oE photographia devices) and to the Internal

pressure distribution (obtained by means of a movable

gauqu travelling Inside the issuing je t ) .
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3-Beam, Gamma Densitometer 2-Phase Flow Regime and Density
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The present work refers to a wider research, still in

progress at Heat Transfer Laboratory, IÎNIÏA, Casaccia,

devoted to the improvement of the Knowledge in the field

of critical two-phase flows, particularly from the view-

point of flow pattern, thfirmal-f luiil-ilynamic behaviuor

and jet flow analysis. (1,5)

The object of this paper deals with the analysis of the

issuing jet due to a small break in a preisariied systen.

The Eull vessel blowdown has been examined:

- two-phase jets of initially subcooled rf.iter:

- two-phase jets of saturated water;

- single-phase jets of saturated steam.



'l'Ile issuing Jists havti been Investigated In their external

shape, by means of photographic devices, and Inside theme

by measuring the pressure profiles both radially and

axlally by means of a movable pitoL.

THE EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

A schematic representation of the employed'experimental

apparatus Is drawn In fig. 1. The capacity of each of

the two vessels Is about 100 litres and a maximum power

of 10 KW.

In the case of Initially subcooled liquid the presence

of the vessel S2 allows the direct critical mass flowrate

measurement by means of a turbine flowmeter placed on the

feed water cold leg connection to the main vessel, S1.

In the other oases the critical mass fXowrate 1B obtained

by collecting the Issuing jet by means of a container

filled with ice, and by weighing the fluid discharged

in a given time.

All that is possible because of the little quantity of the

discharged fluid (less than 0,1 Kg/3) so that each test

can be watched like a steady-state discharge with constant

inlet conditions, rather than like a blowdown experience.

The employed test sections consist simply of circular

tubes instrumented with pressure taps and thermocouples

(fig. 2). Their geometry varies both in immer diameter

(D = 1.63 mm and 4.61 mm) and in L/DdO, 100, 300).

Since the main test sections are connected to the vessel,

S. by means of a bigger tube (D 19.2 mm), practically

we scale a small break, referred to the 19.2 mm tube.

The flowrate depends on the area of the break and its

variation is obtained by changing the length of the di-

scharging channel. In such way it is possible to give

the parameters of the simulated break in order to reproduce

the test with great accuracy.

The transversal pressure profiles within the emerging

jots have been obtained by means of an "ad hoc" designed

movable pitot (Fig. 3).

The (a) pressure '|aa<|Q (a Utin, flattened, 1-mm-dlnm

tube) Is connected to (hi) a Dell & down 11 pressure

transducer, type HIIL-410J,1 both arc installed on (c)

,i travelling equipment over (d) a slide moved by (e)

a J.c. electronically controlled motor. The cnl-lre

piece ol equipment moves transversally to the vertical

(downflow) jet, with a velocity connected to a Watanabe

MO 6601 graphic recorder. The jet lota I pressure is

locally transmitted to the movable pressure <jmiqc , U10

transmission channel Is water fed through a tap (f) .

TWO-PHASE JETS OF INITIALLY SUBCOOt-ED WATKK

Visual observations on the two-phase jets shape, as well

as information about the pressure distribution within

the issuing jets, may be of some help in understanding

the flow regimes and mechanisms.

The analysis of the issuing two-phase jet shapes has

been particularly aimed at the study of the influence

of the inlet subcooling and of the discharging channel

geometry on the jets width and shape.

Some results are shown In fig. 4, where the non-dimen-

sional jet's width (S/°) Is plotted versus inlet sub-

cooling for different geometries.

As it clearly appears, starting from the saturated condition

increasing the subcooling,the jet first enlarges up to a

maximum width around /jTsub as 50°C (at PQ = 24 bar) , then

becomes tighter and tighter, at values smaller than those

corresponding to saturation conditions.

The presence of a maximum width around 50° C of inlet

subcooling, is a general trend of the experimental re-

sults. An explanation of this behaviour may be attempted

taking into account the radial component of the velocity
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in the issuing two-phase jet, that Is essentially due to

the vaporization taking place because o£ the superheated

Liquid as referred to the atmospheric pressure.

Obviously the emerging fluid particles, having a higher

enthalpy than that corresponding to saturation condition

at the external, ambient pressure, undergo a strong vapo-

rization which accelerates both radially and axially the

particles themaolvea.

A rough estimation of the order of magnitude of radial

and axial velocity components in the issuing jet is pro-

vided by the sketch in fig. 5, in which it appears that

the radial velocity component may axceod the axial one.

The maximum in the jet external width versus inlet

subcooling may be construed bearing in mind that,

decreasing the inlet subcooling, the thermal energy

spent in the discharge channel owing to vaporization

Lncreases according to a more than linear trend, as

it can be seen from the outlet steam lu.ility versus

Lnlet subcooling (fig. 6).

That substracts thermal energy Lo the emerging two-

phase jet, so to reduce the radial component of the

velocity approaching the saturation condition.

The two opposite trends could give place to the maximum.

I'ii2 picture drawn in fig. 7 may be a confirmation to

this interpretation. As it can be seen, for short test

sections in v;hicti very little or no vaporization ta-

kes place, the trend of the jet external width versus

inlet subcooling is more regular, without the maximum

typical of the longer test sections.

As far as the channel geometry influence is concerned,

the effect of the channel length (fig. 4) seems to be

negligible, while the channel inner diameter seems

to exhibit a greater influence.

The peak jalaps of the transversal pressure profiles

i/ithLn the jet at different inlet subcoolings and .

different distances from the outlet section of the

discharge channel show a trend which is reorosented

in fig. B.

A representation of typical, profiles within the jetn

is reported in Ele|. 9, together wiLli the external wiill.li

of the jets, as measured from jets' shape profile!!;. '

Fig. 10 shows a schematic and meaningful picture of pres-

sure profiles and jet's shape, for a particular test,

.at different distances from the channel. ouLlcL sr-clion.

As it appears, only a fraction oC Urn jel t.otnl area

(close to one half) contributes to il |ul forci: against

uxtcrnal jiosalblu t.nqi'lH.

TWO-PHASE JETS Of SATURATED WATER

The two-phase jet of saturated water 13 analyzed in the

figs. 11 through 19. In fig. 11 is reported a typical

picture of a saturated liquid jet. The size of the jet

width depends, of course, on the stagnation pressure.

In the following figs. 12 and 13 a representation of

pressure and temperature profiles within the jet at se-

veral distances from the outlst section is drawn. To

complete the L/D = 300 (I) = 4.6 mm) test section analysis,

in Elys. 14 and 15 the peak (maximum) pressure and

temperature decay measured on the jet axis, is shown.

The analysis of the L/D = 1 0 (D = 4.6 mm) test section is

reported in figs. 16 through 19. In figs. 16 and 17

typical pressure and temperature profiles within the

issuing jet are plotted.

The peak pressure and temperature decay measured on

the jet axis is reported in figs. 18 and 19. The pressura

and temperature values are higher than those of the

L/D = 300 test section because of the higher mass flowrate

and the higher outlet temperature.
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ï'ha behaviour of the issuing jets of saturated steam

Is shown in the figs. 20 through 20. In fit). 20 i typical

picture of n saturated steam jet is reported. It is

possible to notice that the saturated steam jet dons not

exhibit the strong enlargement typical of the two-ph.iso

jets. Such behaviour in essentially due to the -luick

vaporization taking place as soon as the two-phasu jet

comes out from the break.

The figs, 21 and 22 show the trend of the pressure and

temperature profiles within the jet for the L/D = 300

(i) = 4.6 nun) test section. Although the presence of

two lateral peaks is not easily explainable, it can

be said that such behaviour seems to be typical of 'jas

jets. The trends of pressure and temperature decay

measured on the jet axis (fig. 23 and 24) are very similar

to those of experimental data carried out at the Aeronautical

Research Associates of Princiton, NU (6).

In figs. 25 through 28 the L/D = 10 (l> = 4 . 6 nun) test

section results are reported.

The pressure and temperature profiles within the jet

(figs. 25 and 26)confirm the L/D = 300 test section trend

as well as tne jet axis pressure and temperature decay.
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Fig. 7 - Jet external width versus inlet eubcooling:

the behaviour of shorter test sections.
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Fig. 1 0 - Schematic pressure profile! at different distances from the channel outlet section.
FIG. U - Picture of a saturated liquid jet.
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FEATURES OF TRANSIENTS FOLLOWING
LOSS-OF-Ç0OLANT ACCIDENTS AND !

EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS IN
PRESSURE-TUBE ROILING WATER REACTORS

V.P. VOLKOV, A.Ya. KRAMCROV, G.I. SAVVATIMSKY
I.V. Kurchatov Atomic Energy Institute,
Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract i
i

The paper presents the characteristics «f a gnipliile modemi ud pressure
Lube boiling water reactor (PTBWR) of the RBMK I (mo type during 1.0CA
witii large and small l>ri>,ik sizes. It discusses relnird Ihcrmoliydnuil 1c
phenomena investigated experimentally and analyt lei I ly, refers to I li<<
t'lleclB of ECUS inodlf icaLions, and outlines wliere .idili I inniil
investlgaLlpns are needed. ' i

I . IHTRODUCTIOH i !

lloat works concerning loea-of-coolant aocldento (LOCAa) In
water-cooled reactors Involve preasurlzed-water reactors (FWRs)
of the pressure-vessel type. These works can be used only to a
small extent to study LOOAs in pressure-tube boiling water reac-
tors (PTBWRs) where the LOCA processes ofter proceed under essen-
tial ly other thermophyaucal conditions.

The PXBWRs of the RBMK type alongside with PWRs ere known
to be a basis of the Soviet nuclear power engineering. The PTBWR
features affect strongly the XOCA course as well as the require-
ments to emerganoy core cooling systems (EOCSB) and deserve con-
sideration that coula be also useful for PWRs in some respects.
The scheme of the RBMK reaotors and their BCCSa were described
elsewhere / I i 2 / and can be a reference below.

Without deciding upon the concrete details of the RBMK re-
actor design principles we shall present our understanding of
the PTËVR problems including the design basio accident (DBA) and
small-size breaks.
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The speoitiolty of LOCAa In FTBWRs (when compared with PVRs)

is determined by graphite moderator, large volumes of steam end

saturated water (about 0.4 v? per kilogram of ateam generated for

a aeoond), core height (5-7 m), fuel element diameters and time

constants (12-15 mm» 10-20B), dominant flow résistance of the

channel seatlon of the circuit (about 9OJ8 of the total value) and,

finally, branched channel lines /I,2/.

This leads to a slower deollne of neutron, thermal power and

particularly pressure (slower than 0.1 MPa/a), to high initial

flow rate of the BCOS water (comparable with the steam-generating

oapacity) and to abort permissible delay of the E0C3 water injec-

tion following a LOOA (several seoonds for the nnn ). The BOOS must

all the time contain water at higher pressure than that in the

reactor oircuit, therefore the BOOS must be connected with the

circuit not only through passive check valves (CVs) (contrary to

PWRB).

In contrast to PWRs the high flow resistance of the channel

increases (up to 70-9036) the fraction of water which discharges

through the break without reaching the core. This led to on im-

portant decision to introduce OVs in the reactor oircuit mounting

them at the distribution group headers (DGHs) downstream the head

section of the olroult and upBtream the bottom water lines (BWLB)

of the channels with injecting the ECCS water downstream the CVs

For a -large-size break In the head section of the circuit with a

leakage larger than the capacity of the primary circulation pumps

(PCPa) the CVs would dose and the whole of the ECCS water would

go through the core.

ThlB principal decision asks, of course, for especially high

guarantee of the ECCS water injection Immediately after closing

the OT which stops the water flow through the DGH (as a rule,

some water flow, if only OBCillationB, remains). In return, the

difficult to predict, complicated, Insufficiently definite situ-

ation following a LOCA of large scale with-reversal of circula-

tion and with water redistribution among the'core and bypass way

remains only for partial breaks In DGUa that feed the channels

groupB containing two-three peroent of the total number of chan-

nels. This situation is,' of course, much less hazardous.

The LOCA course is seen to depend on break location, leaka-

ge size and aooident phase. It is convenient to divide'IiOCAs by

the following thresholds when passing through which the LOCA

course changes.

(1) By break looatiom

(a) upstream and downstream the CVs;

(b) upstream and downstream the core. The latter breaks

Initially (when the FOPs operate) do not reduce the flow rate

through the oore, i.e. they are less hazardous than breaks up-

stream the oore.

(2) By leakage size:

(a) larger and smaller than a leakage con be compensated, 0CJ

(b) larger and smaller than some "balanced" leakage Gb when

the flow rate downstream the break is small as pressure in the vi-

cinity of the leakage approaches that in the steam drums (SDs) and

both stagnation and reversal of circulations start.

In case of a lekage C^ > C^ upstream the CVs the latter close.

In so doing G • is comparable with cavitatlon cbpacity of the FCFs

(at zero head)| the corresponding break area Is about 1O-2OJ6 of

the circuit loop cross-Beotion (at

(3) By phases:

The first short phase involves fast processes of dewatering,

dryout, cladding superheating and recovery of cooling against a

background of decreasing power, flow rate, pressure and leakage.

At this phase a large (probably decreasing) flow rata of ECCS water

needs to be injected. For a leakage that can be compensated this

phase Is degenerated.

The second prolonged phase Involves qunai-atntionnrj decrease

in power and pressure with the reduced leakage being compensated.

II. THERMOUYDRAULIC DURING A LOCA.

The specific features of the HBMK reactors /2,3/ affect to a

considerable extent the theiuohydrodynamio situation In the core

during a LOCA. This situation in principle differs from that expec-

ted in case of the FWIc circuit depressurization. It required to

carry out experimental and theoretical studies as well as calcula-

tions within a new range of regime (high pressures, heat fluxes

J36 and mass flow rates) and geometric (system of parallel channels with

long lines) parameters.

It follows from (1) at X*p =1 that

J" (2)
data 74-7/ on moment of on-



J3B and mass flow rates) and geometric (system of parallel channels with

long lines) parameters»

Fig»1 gives the schematic diagram of the BOOS for the 'RBUK-

1000 reactor /2/« In oase of large-olze breaks la the head section

of the forced circulation oirouit (POO) with a leakage larger than

the PCP oapaoity the thermodydraulios in the oore is characterized

by the chain of fast processes under unusual bydrodynamia conditi-

onal dewatering of the oore accompanied by water level "falldown"

in the high-power channels, dryout and superheating of the fuel

claddings, refloodlng of the oore by EOCS water with subsequent re-

wetting of the heat transfer surface.

The large series of expérimental investigations with the model

and large-scale test rigs were carried out» They made it possible,

in general, to verify and to adjust the methods of analysing and

calculating these unusual processes, and to obtain the basic data

described ia part analytically /4-7/.

When the water feed stops, the void fraction abruptly Increa-

ses with time and along the fuel rod bundle (FRB) height»

In case of the complete stop of coolant flow rate jo «O accep-

ting that the initial state la steady at a coolant flow rate ja0
an inlet underheating it H and an energy release *J, constant In

height we shall obtain the following expressions for the moss

quality ( X ) and masB flow rate (^W) transients in the absence

of Bteam slip (simultaneous solution of mass and energy conser-

vation equations)!

It follows from (1) at «1 that

where Too

Here f,Cr)i tf>T and -f are the coolant density, heat

capacity and latent heat of evaporation, heated perimeter and

flow section, respectively.

The dewatering time of steam-generating channel '*? is a time

interval during which the coolant Inlet quality reaohes unity af-

ter loss of coolant flow rate. The whole process of dewatering

proceeds in two stages: the coolant heating up to saturation tem-

perature and the subsequent water ejection by generated steam.

Pig.3 presents the experimental data /4-7/ on moment of on-

set of dryout (minus the heating time) and the calculated (from

equation (2)) valves for coolant ejection time versus a quantity

<*/&i •?'//" ) proportional to heat load. The comparison bet-

ween these experimental and calculated data shows that this mo-

del describes fairly well the experimental material available on

dewatering of steam-generating channel after stopping the water

feed into It at large heat loads,At small heat loads the effect

of steam slip with respect to water is significant. Analysis of

dewatering with allowance for steam slip proportional to the

steam-water mixture velocity yields a satisfactory fit of the

experimental and calculated data also at small heat loads»

She moment of onset of dryout in the course of dewatering

agrees well with the experimental data on critical loads obtained

under steady-state bonditIons. The effect of dryout on dewate-

ring In the pipes is small as the critical void fraction la close

to unity (the mass flow ra-e 1B small). In the ring and in the bun-

dle this effect is significant as the dryout occurs at lower void

fraction due to presence of water on the unheated surfaces.

During dewatering after the abrupt reduction' of water flow rate

the pressure differenoe across the channel Is determined by amount

of generated steam and grows with decreasing the economizer secti-

on and with increasing the amount of generated steam. Then the pres-

sure difference declines due to decrease In coolant density. In

the system of parallel channels the pressure differences across

the channels are equal. So the coolant ejection from the high-power

channels will proceed not only upstream to the dD side, but also

downstream to the DGH. This will lead to a falldown of saturated

water level in these channels (the cross-section where the balance

quality is equal to zero). The level falldown will proceed until

the high-power channel la dewatered to such a degree (up to

close to unity) that because of decrease In coolant density its

pressure will be equal to that In the medium-power channel regar-

dless of lower Bteam generation in the latter. She pressure drop

will be even more drastic when in the medium-power channel the
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dryout starts and the steam generation deoreases» The water level

falldown oaa amount to several meters (In terms of the FRB oroes-

eeotlon). Then the refloodlng of the high-power oha&nele starts

at the coat of water from the low-power channels prior to their

dewatering and so on. However, the water level In the high-power

channels will rise only in part. Thus, the water level falldown

In the channel leads to its faster dewatering and to some d.elay in

its refloodlng after Injecting the BOOS water»

During dewatering, and saturated water level falldown and rise

a substantial stratification of steam-water flow ooours. A refloa-

dlng front appears with no fluid above It (If it follows dewatering)

i.e. there is a density jump at the front* After the' EOOS water

is injected, the reflooding front goes up &l<rag the channel and

the void fraotlon increases behind the front. Its veloolty Is af-

fected by both the ECC3 water flow rs.Se and the heat received by

the coolant after the reflooding front had passed; the flow ia

almost homogeneous.

It is eventually seen that the dewatering and reflooding

problem was solved with a number of simplifications which did not

yield a strong disagreement with the experiment and can be refined

by performing the rest of calculations with a computer basing on

the known steady-state closing dependences for dryout, slip and

friction.

She most Important parameters determining the fuel cladding

temperature transient during a LOOA are the cladding-to-ooolant

heat transfer coefficient (determines the temperature level) as

well as the place of rewetting front formation and its velocity

(determines the time period during which the cladding Is at high

temperature).

In the oourse of dewatering before onset of dryout the heat

transfer coefficient and'the oladdlng temperature are close to the

rated values. After onset of dryout before the reflooding front

comes the heat transfer coefficient is email, determined mainly by

complete evaporation of fluid in the region of the countercurrent

flows of water end steam, and amounts to 100 W/m .deg in the high-

power PRBa, which is practically equivalent to heat removal In-

terruption. The neutron power In case of the positive steam reac-

tivity coefficient during dewatering somewhat grows and then decre-

ases suppressed by the control rods. In several seconds the power

of fission fragment decay only remains (residual heat release).

The thermal power is close to the rated one for 5-10 s because of

a great amount of heat stored in the fuel before the accident.

This causes the oladdlng temperature to increase as fast as several

hundreds degrees per second after onset of dryout before the ref-

loodlng front passes. After the refloodlng front comes through,

the cladding temperature level is determined by post dryout heat

transfer coefficient.

The experimental data on post dryout heat transfer are.presen-

ted in Pig.3. The post dryout heat transfer coefficient decreases

with growth of the wall temperature (within the transient region

of boiling) and then depends on it weakly (within the region of

steady-state film boiling).

The post dryout heat transfer is substantially affected by

coolant flow-regime. In the Inverse slug regime the beat transfer

coefficient is markedly (about by a factor of two) lower than

' that in the disperse regime, particularly, due to rather smaller

surface of lnterphase heat exchange. As a consequence because of

instability of regime boundaries the heat tranfer can be considerab-

ly different at praotloally similar regime and geometric parame-

ters. ThiB fact confirmes necessity of conservative choice of va-

lue for heat transfer coefficient In calculating the accident regi-

mes.

The experimental data in the region of steady-ntate film

boiline at the slug regime of coolant flow are generalized by

the following dependence: . /• • \0.2. 3

oC = /525 X { ~rj^~) r*w (3)
Here oi (W/m2.deE) la the heat transfer coefficient determi-

ned as the ratio of local heat flux density to difference between

the wall and coolant temperatures which is calculated from heat

balance equation; G(kg/s) io the inlet coolant flow rate;

and F(m ) are the flow diameter and the flow croos-section area, res-

pectively; A (W/m2.deg) and y*< 'are the thermal conductivity and

dynamic viscosity of saturated steam, respectively; Pf'w io the



frondtl number for steam at wall temperature. The formula has a

conservative nature and was obtained for a mass flow rate of 400-

2100 ke/m2s, a relative enthalpy of - 0.07 - 0.1, a heat flux

density of 0.2-0.8 mW/m for the annular and seven pin channels.

The heat transfer level in a pipe without any spaoers Is lower

by about 100 W/m .dog. Therefore the channel geometry affects wea-

kly the heat transfer coefficient.

The weak dependenoe of heat transfer upon mass flow rate (the

index of power is 0.2 against 0.8 for single-phase oonvectlve heat

transfer) deserves attention, i.e. in order to improve appreciably

the core oooling it is necessary to increase considerably the BCCS

water flow rate.

The period when the cladding in cooled under post dryout

conditions is dependent on .formation place and velocity of rewet-

tlng front where the heat flux becomes smaller than a critical one

determined by hydrodynamics: steam being generated tears fluid

away from hot surface.

It should be noted that the velocity of rewetting front is

insignificantly affected by channel geometry and depends on pres-

sure as does the critical heat load (under steady-state conditions).

At small mass qualities (0-0.1) the front velocity amounts to se-

veral centimeters per second. Under conditions of sufficiently

fast «flooding the spacers are heated to a lesser degree than

the claddings. Therefore, after the reflooding front passes, the

rewetting fronts appear practically at every spacer. In this case

the velocity of rewetting front against the flow is Bmaller at

least by an order of magnitude than that with the flow. This evi~

denies once again that the rewetting front has a hydradynamic

origin and a small extent in length.

Fig.4 shows the transients of characteristic parameters

during the DBA or similar accidento, i.e. at breaks causing the

CVo in the DG11S to close. The major growth of fuel cladding tem-

perature takes place from the moment of onset of dryout to the

passing of the refloading front. The faster the core refloading,

i.e. the shorter the delay time before the ECCS water injection,

the lower the cladding temperature. If there is no delay of v/ater

injection, the cladding temperature decreases significantly, an

in this case (i.e. in reducing the flow rate to the emergency va-

lue) the level falldown is suppressed, the core is dewutorod in-

completely, the post dryout heat transfer coefficient is as a rule

appreciable, the velocity of rewetting front is considerable due

to relatively low temperature of fuel cladding.

We considered above a LOOA of the DBA type with closing of

GVs. This LOCA dictates requirements to reliability, speed of

response and capacity of the ECO3 of the first stage.

When a leakage 0, from the head section upstream the CVs is

smaller than maximum capacity of all POPs, the CVa do not close

and the direct flow remains. This flow is sufficient for residual

heat removal, anyhow, with allowanoe for the ECCS water injection.

This water head can cause the CVs to close (at small direct flow

through them) or join to the direct flow. In all these cases the-

re is no interruption of water feed in the core end the situation

is rather easier than in the above case (at G^ > G b ) .

In case of breakB downstream the CVa (i.e. breaks in the

DGH , BWL or fuel channel) it is possible to determine by 1jhe

conventional methods what direct flow of coolant remains (at

G, < 0b) or a reverse flow from the SD into the break appears

(at G > Gb2) and on this basis to find the leakage range G ^ C ^

<Gt.2,beyond which the sufficient removal of residual heat is ensu-

red, which excludes any appreciable depressurization or fuel element

melting.

This range, of course, depends on location of multipurpose

valves in the inlet side of the BWLs, the KCQS operation and capa-

bility to maintain the water level in the SD higher than the fit-

ting-in level of the steam-water lines (SWLo) etc.

The calculation shows <;hat the corresponding breaks fall in

the range between 1% and 10& of the total pipe cross-section (for

the BWLs and DGIIs, respectively) and their areas exceed,

by several ordero of magnitude the urea of a critical crack giving

rise to a large-scale failure. Therefore, the probability of hit-

ting in this range is small. Nevertheless, it is of principle Im-

portance that there is such a range of breaks wherein pressures at

the channel inlet and outlet are comparable and the conventional

calculation of conventive heat transfer does not yield adequate re-

sults.
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Actually It does not mean that thoro will be a prolong stagna-

tion and residual heat release will result In impermissible over-

heating of the PHBo. Some ooolant osolllations (of "putting" type,

whon the mechanism of downward water transfer opposite the steam

flow works) may arise upstream the leakage; the meohnnlsms of ener-

gy removal by natural circulation (NO) and of flow rate Variations

through the parallel channels .eup'pllei} from'.the emergency Mil take

plane» and jfhe equilibrium between the pressure dlfferenoe and

coolant oolumn weight may be upset due to variations in the exter-

nal conditions suoh as power, pressure, leakages.

Unfortunately, no reliable methods for estimating such heat

discharge mechanisms are available in the world practice so far.

Not muoh better seem to be the oaBes of estimation of heat

discharge in some other situations far from the one-dlmenBlonal

homogeneous model. In general, the greatest difficultlea of des-

cription of the thermal physios and of the two-phase system move-

ment arise in the region of low mass flow rates or pressures, yiae-

re the processes of separation and slipping of the light phase and

its accumulation as well as formation of periodic heterogeneous

structures of "slug" type are essential, particularly, in the com-

plicated oircuites with V - and U-shaped sections of large dia-

meters.

The natural circulation, due to great gravitation pressure dif-

ferences 1B a powerful source of oore cooling in the PC oircult if

the downcomer system is not steamed because of pressure drop in

SD. Even at average void fractions of about 0.4-0.6 NC upset, loss

of head because of spring flow in the PC circuit downcomer is pos-

sible. The steam evacuation from the downcomer section and NO res-

toration; after stabilization of the pressure) continues for a few

minutes. In the oourse of the NO restoration the cladding tempera-

ture may essentially rise.

Bubbling in FC oircult (compensation for evaporated water with

the SDmter) at which no rise of the cladding temperature occurs. tu-

kea plan at a power of about one percent because of high hydraulic

reslBtoBe both of the core and water lines. At high powers the

"putting" regime begins when the heating surfaces ore gradually dried

partleJJj. All the "puffing" cycle (liquid forcing-out and return

and stem phase growth) takes a few minutes. The cladding temporatuni

in the tried sections may exceed the maximum permissible one. However

at a paer ••* lower than 5% the maximum cladding temperature does

not exend dangerous values»

IBLOOA the flow rate reduction proceeds first faster In many

oases, than power decrease. This leads to an essential rise of the

ratio «T the pressure differences on the steam and aqueous sections

and appBuranoe of interohannel pulsations. In the conditions of ?C

circuit the instability arises at the steam exit quality of 0.3-

0.7 (sail inlet subheatlng) with a pulsation period of about a few

seoonda. The flow rate pulsations, developing in time, may reach

high oioçlitudes, which leads periodically to dryout and essential

claddlag temperature variations with gradual rise of their average

and mmfimim temperatures, even near the Instability boundary. However

in the equilibrium rupture the flow rate pulsations reduoe essenti-

ally tls cladding temperature.

fm determination of the maximum emergency water flow rates the

Investigations must be continued on KO in belling of the downcomer

coolant; on the "puffing" regime leading to a local short dryout

of the claddings| on instability of the ooolant flow resulting

in the «aset of the dryout.

In any LOCA and immediate suppression of the neutron power the

reactor channels (RC) are significantly cooled even in the hypothe-

tic CM» of the complete ceasing of the flow rate through RC (the

hypothetical case of the ideal equilibrium rupture). In this case,

in thefcitial period of the accident, the claddings are qulokly

heatedn after fuel rod bundle (FRB) dewaterlng, mainly by the

heat aaamulated In the fuel prior to the accident, and transfer the

heat̂ tfct pressure tube. The rate of the RO heatup is not high be-

cause * haat rejection to the graphite having a high accumulating

capability. At the residual power of about 5% of nominal RC Is

filled with the water from SD and is oooled in the "puffing" regi-

me. In the absence of the SD water (which is possible within a few

minutes after the beginning of the accident when the residual power

is several peroents of nominal) RC is cooled by the heat sink through

the graphite to other RC.



Thus a significant experimental and theoretical material line

been accumulated, permlsslng the main thermodynamio LOOA situation to

be predioted qualitatively! and In some oases quantitatively, the

practical sufficiency of some approximations to be estimated and the

most aotual problems for future study to be specified.

III. B003

According to "Oeueral BPP Safety Regulations'* /B/ BOOS is to

prevent mass loss of the fuel rod oladdlng tightness and channel fa-

ilures to eliminate dangerous radiation consequences of accidents

rolating to any ruptures of the reactor olrouit pipes and lnopera-

billty of any aotlve EGOS component.

In addition to special compulsory aotlve measures for heat re-

moval, E0C3 employs the natural circulation over the olose olrouits

and bubbling-type make up In the opposite motion of the phases» This

particularly relates to the second prolonged stage of the process

at reduced power, pressure and with leakage compensated by makeup

from the external water storages and return of. the oolleoted leaka-

ge water. .

In this stage the ECCS operation Is practically reduced to the

following! the BG03 pumps of medium oapaolty (15-20% of the reactor

steam output) energized from the dlesel-generator plant compensate

continuously for the leakage and water evaporation in the reactor,

delivering water into SOU (or lato SD if DOH is leaking) from the

air-pressure water storage reservoirs where the water, leaking from

the circuit, finally comes, too.

In the first stage ECOS.adopted for the RBMK-1OO0unlte provides

water supply through the system of series-parallel oonneoted quick-

acting valves (QAV) after the check valve (OV) set on Mil from two

subsystems of high-pressure tanks sad irom the feed pumps. Though

it is rather bulky and with Inevitable short Interval in water de-

livery to the reactor after dosing the check valve (for the time

the signal is generated and QAV is opened) it meeta on the whole,

the directive requirements of the "General KPP Safety Regulations"

and does not effect the normal operation systems (see Pig.1a).

BCCs is described at length in /2/ and may serve the banls for

other PTBWR. It can be Improved and modified, in the following direc-

tions.

First, reduction in the flow rate through the l'lijiluru in l)li/><

This problem may be solved on account of "splitting" the VC circuit

into a great number of sufficiently omull wator-autonoinouo cooling

loops (of the size of one Oil), each having several small KJl's.

The extremely large loops and pumps,oharaoteriotic of WiSH

(where they correspond to the whole reactor vessel) comply with the

common tendency toward enlargement of the power equipment and, the-

refore, are also adopted for RBUK. For PTBR, however, another direc-

tion is not excluded in prinoiple, that is baaed on application of

sufficiently small POPs (for example, embedded into SD of the steam

turbopumps /10/) in small water autonomous cooling loops. They per-

mit the thermal compensation of the circuit volume and DBA consequences

the oircult and DBA consequences >to be reduced /2/.

The second problem, elimination of the Interval in the cooling

water delivery, depends, in many aspects, on the soheme of the

normal feed of the channels and on the way the ECCS water is connec-

ted downstream OV.

For example, each DOII can be normally supplied via CV from two

different water autonomous pumps (oooling loops). Then in any ruptu-

re before CV the water is delivered from the unruptured loop (Fig.1b)

This method results in some complication of the soheme and arrange-

ment of the normal operation system.

Each UGH can be normally fed via OV by PCPa from the FC loop

header and from the feed pumps. A small fraction of the feed water

is then delivered to the suction side of PCPa for coolant subcoollng

preventing PCP cavitation in the transient conditions. This method

also complicates insignificantly the soheme of normal operation.as

one of its systems (the feed pump system) muBt meet the requirements.

Imposed on the emergency systems. In particular, the feed pumps must

be provided with the turbo-drive mechanism and, together with the

deaerators, divided into autonomous groups to avoid loss of more

than one group of the feed pumps. Moreover their head must bo higher

by an order of magnitude than thnt of PCP and the separator level

monitoring system must operate with the feed water delivery to two

points: to the PCP suction side to the separators, and to the PCF

pressure Into DGII.
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Finally, all the feed water may be normally delivered to the

POP auction through a epeoial jet flow rate switch (JFRS, Flg.io)

which when the pressure in DBH dropa, automatically without any

interval changes over all feed water flow rate downstream CV to

to D3I1 (in the absence of the switch a fraction of the wuter would

continue comiiiG to the PCI" suctions). The disadvantage of thia me-

thod is loss of 5—1056 of the fued pump head on the switch and un-

wanted delivery of the feed water to DGII (In POP trip or leakage in

1XHI).

Tho check valves divided the FC circuit into a part before this

valve, where tho leakage is Isolated by automatical closing of CV

and a part after the valve where the "quaslequilibrlum" leakage

may occur with its Inherent uncertainties.

Therefore the third problem is reduced to choice of the site

for OVi the nearer the valve to the core, the smaller the diameter

and length of the line after the vtlve, more complicated their

strapping(but more effiolent ECCS.

At the UGH Inlet CV isolates the common part of the circuit

with the pipes of maximum diameters where leakage might lead to a

dangerously small water flow rate via the oore.

Setting of OV an BWL leads to signifloant Increase In the

number of CV welds and pipes for the ECCS water supply, which may

essentially reduce the normal operation reliability. The length

of the ECCS pipes can be reduced if the ECCS water would be deli-

vered only downstream CV to DGH and eaoh DGH Is connected with two

BWL through Its small OV. The expedienoe of CV in DQH depends on

the reliability of their design; on the other hand, it depends

on conséquences of the leakage Qfter OV set only In DGH, which may

be harmful.

At this point we has arrived at the final problem, that of

deliberate upset of the pressure equilibrium In the leakage cross

section and in SO. The methods for this are available but they lead

to complication of the normal operation conditions. For example,

closing of the quiok-aotlng valve (QAV) of the DGH Inlet jifter

the site and intenolty of the DGII leakage have been detected

(by the relation of the pressure differences between DGII, pressure

header and SDi

To avoid harmful consequenoes of unanticipated pt operation of

such a QAV. after it has been closed.an open flow section is left,

which permits a water flow rate sufficient for removal of the re-

sidual heat release, while closing of QAV results in automatic

shutdown of the reactor*

In conclusion we can say that any improvement of ECCS are reached

after all at the prioe of complication of the normal operation scheme.

The actual benefit of such ECCS modifications depends, to a great ex-

tent, on the reliability of new special equipment (CV,JFKS,QAV) re-

quired for this purpose.

In the case of equilibrium leakages in BWL the consequenoes are

localized, and thé probability of ruptures of the dangerous range is

small. The looetl danger may be avoided by delivering the water to

ECCS by the tube reliably separated from the rest of the circuit com-

ponents Into each fuel rod bundle, with the water distributed In its

height (similarly to SOHWH E0C3). However, this would require appro-

priate complication of the design which, together with reduction In

reliability, growing with Increase in the number of the channels, is

hardly justified.

An Important safety oondltion at small leakages is a fast sup-

pression of the reaction. At big leakages Increase in the pressure,

humidity and activity in the building serves as a reliable and quick

signal for emergency protection. However at the equilibrium leakages

in BWIJ the identifloation of the leakage and reactor shutdown may

take some time while spontaneous upset of the equilibrium induced

by variations of the coolant parameters is practically absent. There-

fore It Is Important to detect quickly a leakage of one-to-three

nominal flow rates through one channel and trip the reactor, which

will upset the equilibrium and the process will proceed in such a

way that the SD water delivery to the channel will provide removal of

the residual heat.

CONCLUSION

1. The specific character of the PTBWR design justifies use of

the check valves in DGH if a most reliable supply of ECCS water is

provided downstream CV. In this case equilibrium of the inlet and

outlet pressures and temporary stagnation in the core ,bscause of a



iio partial equilibrium leakage,nill toko plane only in few,ohannela (In

one oltannel or in 156 of the number of the ohannels). 0003 with the

automatlo water supply through the Bystem of quick-acting valves,

adopted for RBUK-IOO^unltB, though having the inevitable Interval

in water supply to the reaotor, meets the basic requirements of "Ge-

neral HPP safety regulations.../8/"and does not alter the normal

operation conditions.

2. iiiore or IBBB- radios!? Improvements may be introduoed to this

K005, such as reduotion of the water supply intervals, level of the

'maximum cladding temperatures, decrease in the coolant discharge

in DBA and equilibrium leakages etc. whioh entail, however, vario-

us changes (and sometimes "oomplloation") of the normal operation

aoheme and conditions. Their real expedience depends on the level

ot reliability of new equipment required.

3. She experimental and theoretical investigations performed

permit to prediot the thermohydraulio situation for MK3A of DBA-type

(with OV olosod)and, for most other LOOAa, to estimate sufficiency

of varlouB approximations in their description, to state the problem

for further investigations.

It may be particularly stated!

3.1. The oondltions of LOOA development are mainly thermodyna-

mioally equilibrium. Deviations are observed in the initial aooustio

stage of the process; downstream the looal resistances and near

the critical outflow cross sections; under the oonditiona of film

boiling heat exchange. The aoouotic stage in the presence of the

vapor phase usually is not of great importance.

3.2. In the main the étages of dewateringtdryout(reflooding

and rewetting in LOOA, the two-phase flow may be described (as

far as final results are concerned) in terms of the one-dimensional

homogeneous approximation with allowance for slipping in the frame-

work of simple drift models.

4. She above approach is insufficient In the oases when the

meohonloal non-equilibrium (slipping,separation of phases) are

important,idest In film flow, at small mass flow rates and pressu-

res, at the channel bottom in the end of dewaterlng, in boiling

in the circuit under the natural circulation conditions, in coun-

ter-current flow of phases, in "equilibrium" of the inlet and out-

let pressures in the channels.

For future better understanding of the DBA-type accident.deve-

lopment appropriate stationary relations for slipping.dryout and

two-phase flow friction should be oheoked for possibility of be-

ing used for adequate description of the processes of dewuterlng ,

dryout, refloodlng and rewetting.

The greatest difficulties arise In description of two-phase

flows in the region of low nass flow rates or pressures where

separation, slipping and accumulation of the light phase are essen-

tial. So far no adequate description of these proossses has been

known. Therefore there are no convincing estimates of heat removal

under the oondltions close to the equilibrium of the inlet and out-

let pressures in the channel groups.

Therefore of primary importance is study of maximum heat removal

in "equilibrium11 leakages arising from spontaneous upsets of equilibri-

um of the inlet-outlet pressures in the channels (due to power, pressu-

re and leakage, variations, natural circulation and oscillations of

the flow rate through the channels having different powers, bubblingo

etc). It is also important

- to estimate the probability of a partial rupture with the area

(20-3036) corresponding to the "equilibrium" of the pressures and sig-

nificantly exoeeding the area of the critical crack leading to brit-

tle destruotioni

- develop engineering methods for calculation of the series

seotionss

a) in outflow through a long line with looal resistances;

b) In opposite motion of the phases in a channel of complicated

geometry and with water supply from the top (determine the maximum

power of "chocklr.g"\

- develop models (an* adjust them in the standard experiments)

for the adequate description of the two-phase flow motion in typical

modes of the circulation circuit at low rates and in boiling caused

by the pressure fall;

- to be able to estimate the regions of dangerous flow rate

oscillations (causing quick failure of the claddings).

5. Until no such models and methods are available. Intensive

boiling in the downcomer at the pressure drop should be avoided as

well as the reaotor operation in the region of oscillation Instability

with onset of dryout.



fiaXhere are grounds to believe that, with the alarm signal produ-

oed In proper tine, all the leakage, including the "equilibrium" ones,

would not oause destruction temperatures and strains In the channels

due to spontaneous upset of the pressure equilibrium» Even la the oaae

of a very unlikely equilibrium leakage in the BWIi when the spontane-

ous upsets of the equilibrium are weak, the channel will not rupture

due to residual heat removal to the neighbour onannels via the gra-

phite»

At this point the main problem is to identify the leakage and

shutdown the reactor»

FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Fig.1. Block-diagram of the reactor emergency cooling system.

1 - steam drum| 2 - Intake headeri 3 - pressure header;

4 - primary circulating pumpi 5 - check valve; 6 - group

headeri 7 - bottom water lines; 8 * fuel rod bundle; 9 -

BCCS header; 10 - electrical feed pump; 11 - qulok-eotlng

valves 12 - baloon GCOS; 13 - feed turbine pump; 14 -

jet flow rated switch»

Fig.2. Dependence of the ooolant discharge time on the Inverse

oaloulatlon valve.

1 - pipe, L m 5m 2 - annular, 3 - fuel rod bundle

4 - parallel channel system; 5 - pipe, L-2 m»

Fig.3» Relative variation cf some parameters during the accident

1 - neutron power S *> tfaèuBa^pmov 2 ~ water level

3 - rewettlng front *f - refloodlng front § - heat trans-

fer coefficient É - cladding temperature»

Fig.4» Dependence of the heat transfer on the difference In the

wall temperature and saturation temperature

p B 7 MPa, j>W a 7O0kg/m2e 1 - annular 2 - seven pin

channel 3 - calculation by formula 3.
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Abstract

In each transient analysis there nre weaknesses, created by lack of
Fundamental experimental data specific to Hint transient., which cause
uncertainties in the analytical result. Each code developer has taken
a difEerenL approach to dealing with those uncertainties, Including
correlation to special effects tesLs, generally conservative modelling,
and conservative overall analysis. In addition to the uncertainties
associated wiLh models, there is an Interaction between the models anil
the nodalization selection which can significantly alter the analytical
results. This paper presents an overview of selected current uncer-
tainties as they relate to Small Breack Loss of Coulant Accidents (SBLOCA),
and suggests potential areas for future development and verification
efforts.

INTRODUCTION

The newest versions of RELAP5/MOD1.5 and TRAC PF1 are currently being
utilized by Argonne National Laboratory staff to investigate a wide spectrum
of PWR and BUR transients and accidents, ranging from examination of the
ability of a Babcock & Milcox (DSW) plant to achieve cold shutdown natural
circulation. Investigating the benefit to Combustion Engineering (C-E) plants
of POHVs during a Steam Generator Tube Rupture ISGTR) event, generic studies
of Small Break Loss of Coolant Accident (SBLOCA) In Hestinghouse and C-E
plants, and investigation of hydrogen generation In BUR SBLOCAs. Each of
these studies has Involved extensive examination of both the vendor's own
computations and any experimental basis for the codes, models and computa-
tions. In each transient analysis there are weaknesses, created by lack of
fundamental experimental data specific to that transient, which cause uncer-
tainties in the analytical result. Each code developer has taken a different
approach to dealing with those uncertainties, Including; correlation to



IJC special effects tests, generally conservative modeling, and conservative

overall analysis. In addition to the uncertainties associated with models,

there is an Interaction between the models and the nodalIzation selection

which can significantly alter the analytical results. In this paper we

present an overview of selected current uncertainties as they relate to

SRLOCAs, and suggust potential areas for future development and verification

efforts.

The semtscale S-UT series of tests has focused upon the behavior of

primary loop Inventory distribution during SBLOCAs In Uestinghouse Upper Head

Injection (UH1) plants. During analysis of the early portions of this series

of experiments, it became clear' that one could obtain reasonably good agree-

ment between analysis and experiment for global parameters, such as primary

pressure (Fig. 1). However, It became equally clear that significant

TEST i-ur-i

UPPER PLENUM PRESSURES FOR
B.7. 6.IS. 4.35 IN EQUIVALENT BREAKS

SEUISCAIE DAM ( * 0.44 UPa)
MIAPS POSTIEST

-wo o wo aoD loo 4oo soo too 700 goo too woo
HUE AFTER RUP1URE (1)

Figure 1.

deviations existed between analytical and experimental results for some of the

Important details of the transient, such as core collapsed liquid level (Fig.2).

(ESI OAIA
- - - RELAPB
1-105. It -601.1

• m <M

Figure 2. Core collapsed liquid level.

. The latest test in the S-UT series, S-UT-8, indicated2 that primary loop

Inventory could be retained In the steam generator U-tube uphill legs (F1g. 3)

causing less inventory to be available to the core for cooling. However, this

redistribution of coolant inventory had only a small effect on the global

parameters such as primary pressure (Fig. 41. The Division of Systems

Integration of the U.S.N.R.C. has suggested3 that vendor codes be reviewed to

see if they adequately model liquid storage 1n the U-tubes, since computed

consequences of a SBLOCA might be more severe when this effect is included.

In the course of performing a series of audit computations on

Uestinghouse computer codes, ANL pursued a brief nodaiization sensitivity

study to determine the impact of nodalization upon the degree of conserva-

tism. Me found that nodalization does indeed impact the degree of liquid

retention in the steam generator tubes prior to loop seal clearance, and that

finer nodalizatian yields the most conservative results.
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MODEL DESCRIPTION

Two nodal configurations of the Westinghousc RESAR plant were developed
for the ANL study with RELAPS: one with 10 nodes (coarse nod Ing) and the
other with 18 nodes (fine nodlng) In the steam generator primary side (Fig.
5). The nodlng configurations far the remainder of the system of the plant
were Identical for the two cases.

A cold leg break spectrum study was performed encompassing equivalent
break diameters from 1" to 6" for the fine nodlng plant model, and Z" to 5"
for coarse nodlng plant model.

Figure 5. Coarse nodlng configuration.



Figure 6 summarizes the peak cladding surfac temperature (PCT) with
respect to break size, while Table 1 Indicates the cladding heatup duration as
a function of break size. We note that the fine nodlng configuration consis-
tently yielded higher PCTs and longer duration of cladding heatup than the
coarse nodlng configuration.

ANALYTICAL DISCUSSION J

The global behavior, such as the time of trip and activation of various
mitigation features resulting from the two nodings for each break size were
very close (Fig. 7,8). Furthermore, onset of core heatup consistently
occurred when the primary Inventory reached between 200,000 and 230,000 1b,
i.e., when the primary lost 55-601 of Its Initial Inventory. However the core
uncovery and/or recovery times were quite different. To understand the
differences, we examined, Inter alia, pressures, void 'fractions on the primary
and secondary sides, and primary Inventory, liquid retention In steam genera-
tors, flow rates, etc.

Table 1. Fuel Cladding Heatup duration
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The peak clad temperatures are controlled by the onset time of cladding

heatup, the duration of heatup (I.e., the time that one of the loop seals Is

cleared so that vapor can be vented through the break) and the depth of core

uncovery.

A. Loop Seal Clearance

Cladding heatup durations were very different between the two nodings

(particularly in the 2" break) despite the fact that the heatup pnset times

were almost identical for each break size. These differences are affected by

the differences In loop seal clearance times. When clearance occurred in the

break-side loop seal, the liquid at the bottom of the cold leg U-bend was

forced through the uphill side and out of the break. In the case of clearance

of the Intact loop, loop seal flow went Into the core and/or flowed around the

vessel downcomer to the broken loop and out of the break. This creates one

potential source of discrepancy between analysis and experiment. Some

analysts have approached this uncertainty by arbitrarily forcing the clearance

of the breakside loop sea),to provide a conservative analytical result.

This difference in clearance of loop seal causes corresponding differ-

ences in the recovery of the core evident in the core collapsed liquid level

(Fig. 9) and therefore in the peak cladding temperatures (Figs. 10 and 11).

B. Steam Generator Nodalization

Because the steam generator nodalIzation influences both the heat trans-

fer (condensation) rate and the flow regimes, the net liquid flow returning to

the core by countercurrent flow 1s strongly affected by nodalIzation (Fig.

12). This phenomenon is not singularly due to nodaiization, but represents

the interplay between tlte flow regime maps, the heat transfer regime maps and

nodalization. Therefore the effect we discuss here is not unique to RELAP5.
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|52 Hot only 1s the flow returning via the hot leg different but, as ex-
pected, the amount of Inventory retained In the uphill stde of the steam
generators Is similarly Impacted by nodalization (Fig. 13). As a direct
result of these two phenomena, the cold leg loop seals clear at very different
times In the two nodaiizations (Figs. 14 and 15). This analytical result was
also seen In the S-UT series of experiments.

CORE NODALI2AT1ON

Another Interesting Impact of the nodalUation, is that because we
modeled the core as a single channel, liquid computed to be running back the
hot leg toward the core quenches all of the core. However, In a real reactor
one would expect this flow to run only into the outer fuel assemblies (i-"i.
16). Thus the fuel heatup is probably underpredicted by a one dimensional
core model when countercurrent flow Is permitted In the hot legs.

LIQUID

, _

STEAM

In a parallel study to the nodalIzation study discussed above, AtlL per-
formed an extensive parametric study examining the impact of Installation of
PORVs on the degree core uncovery in a C-E plant if It underwent a total loss
of feedwater. Under such conditions, the plant could be cooled down in a feed
and bleed mode. This is essentially a SDLOCA scenario.

Each computer code used for this sort of analysis has a family of flow
regime "maps" in which the drag between liquid and vapor flow Is computed.
The state of the art of modeling flow regimes is weak, and these analyses,
performed with RELAP5 reflect this weakness. When RELAPS Indicates that flow
changes from bubbly flow (bubbles rising due to density differences) in which
the drag is very high and the slip between phases small, to a high slip flow
regime (such as annular flow), the flow pattern changes markedly. Similarly,
the stratified flow In horizontal pipes changes rather sharply as a function
of local vapor fraction and vapor and liquid mass fluxes.

These maps dominate the computed behavior 1n the core. The vapor frac-
tions in the core region tend to hang up in the 25-301 range for the entire
axial extent of the core for extended periods of time (Fig. 17). When core
uncovery 1s computed to occur (Fig. 18), it frequently takes place in such a

M

• I

1.1

Figure 16. Expected 3-D behavior of returning condensate. Figure 17. Void fraction in top three nodes of care.
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manner that the local vapor f rac t ion Increases from - .3 to 1.0 over a very

br ie f time In te rva l . This Is purely a resul t of the flow regime maps.

In point of fac t , there Is very l i t t l e data on vapor d is t r ibu t ions In

core bundles during the quasi -s tat ic b o i l o f f condit ions charc te r is t i c of a

.small break LQCA — which 1s the s i tua t ion during the transients computed

here. Every computer code has some model for Us vapor/1Iquid drag and that

model almost singular ly governs the mixture level in the core during core

uncovery. Host of these models are based upon data gathered at re la t i ve l y

high flow rates character is t ic of conditions on the secondary side of the

steam generators, since that Is of major Importance and Is relevant to most

transients of In teres t . Another large body of data exists for Large Break

LOCA conditions of extremely rapid core draining and ref looding because of

extensive concern over that accident in the past. Unfortunately p r io r to the

accident at TMJ-2, v i r t u a l l y no data existed for the quasi -s tat ic b o i l o f f

condit ions — and very l i t t l e new data has been generated since that acc i -

dent. Furthermore, In general, systems code developers have not paid pa r t i cu -

l a r l y strong at tent ion to the low mass f lux condi t ions.

Thus s ign i f i can t uncertainty exists In the predict ion of core mixture

l e v e l , and therefore in the predict ion of the speci f ic time of onset of core

uncovery. For computations which border on uncovery or uncover only s l i g h t l y ,

i t i s not possible to state wi th any confidence that those si tuat ions would or

would not cause core uncovery. This is an area where further research would

be quite f r u i t f u l •

CONCLUSIONS

SBLOCA analysis Is strongly influenced by the retent ion of water (loop

seals) in the cold legs at the pump i n l e t s . Loop seal formation tends to

Isolate the break from the core ou t l e t , and therefore from vapor venting and

the accompanying depressurization. Thus, i t s formation is a dominant factor

in early core uncovery, and I t s destruct ion terminates that early uncovery.

The rate and degree of pre-ioop-seal-dearance core uncovery Is contro l led by

how much primary Inventory reaches the core region, which i s in turn con-

t r o l l e d by how much primary f l u i d condensation takes place In the steam

generators and whether that condensed f l u i d returns to the core to provide

cool ing. These l a t t e r two phenomena are, expectably, dominated by the

computer code's models for heat t ransfer and flow regimes respect ively. I f ,

for example, hor izontal s t r a t i f i e d countercurrent flow was predicted to occur

easi ly i n the hot legs, then steam generated in the core could s l i p by the

l i q u i d , be condensed In the steam generator tubes, and return down the hot

legs toward the core. Conversely, 1f the flow regime maps of the code tend to

proh ib i t countercurrent horizontal s t r a t i f i e d f low, then primary inventory

tends to hang up 1n the steam generators aggravating core uncovery. These are

expected resul ts of the code developers' methods of implementing flow regime

maps. The surpr is ing resu l t in our analysis was the strength of the Interac-

t ion between the flow regime maps and the nodal izat ion and Us Important

impact upon the predicted severi ty of core uncovery. In add i t ion , modeling

the core region as a single channel undoubtedly underpredicts core heatup

because i t permits counter-current condensed f l u i d to quench the ent i re core

instead of merely quenching the outer assemblies as one might physical ly

expect.

-He selected, as our base :ase, the standardized nodal izat ion suggested by

EG4G for LOFT analys is, which has four v e r t i c a l l y stacked secondary side



154 balling regions In the U-tube region and the corresponding B nodes In the ti-

tubes (4 uphill and 4 downhill). Far comparison we doubled the number of

nodes In the steam generators, keeping the rest of the plant model Identi-

cal . The transient behaviors of the global parameters such as primary pres-

sure and net Inventory were nearly Identical between the two nodaltzations.

Similarly, we found the secondary side behavior to be nominally Identical,

I . e . , similar void distributions vs time, similar pressure and temperature

history. However, the similarities ended here.

Once the primary loop natural circulation was Interrupted (by ~ 800

seconds for a 2" break), substantial differences began to appear In the pre-

dicted hot leg fiowrates between the two nodalIzations. In the coarse

(standardized) noding a substantial fiowrate of condensed liquid back toward

the core was predicted to occur for a period of more than 200 seconds, while

tills phenomena was only predicted to occur for roughly 40 seconds In the fine

noding. This difference was eventually traced to the computed behavior of the

flow In the uphill legs of the U-tubes. The fine noding predicted more resis-

tance to countercurrent flow and therefore greater retention of l iquid, re-

sulting In less condensed f luid returning to the core. This resulted In more

extensive pre-1oop-seal-clearance core uncovery.

One would not expect these results to be unique to the RELAP5 computer

code, and we recommend that analysts performing SBLOCA analysis examine their

code and results for similar sensit ivity. Analysts should not be misled by

lack of sensitivity In global parameters such as primary Inventory or pres-

sure: even in our analyses these were Insensitive, although the core uncovery

was highly sensitive to nodalization in the steam generators.

Future near term research can f ru i t fu l ly concentrate on careful delinea-

tion of the flow regime maps. For SBLOCA analysis, these efforts should focus

uponthe countercurrent condensing flow phenomena which occur In the uphill

legs of U-tube steam generators, upon accurate definition of boll up In the

core during very low flow conditions, and upon adequate modeling of the multi -

dimensional aspects of core flows.
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Abstract

Several versions of the RELAP5/M0D1 computer code have been

used at VTT since January, 1981. It has proved to be a

valuable tool in SBLOCA studies and analyses. However, a

number of deficiencies and limitations have been detected.

In this paper some comparisons between calculated and

experimental data are made, deficiencies and limitations

discussed and user guidelines suggested.

1. INTRODUCTION

The first version (cycle 1) of the RELAP5/MOD1 computer code

waB implemented on VTT1s CDC Cyber 173 computer in January,

1981. Since then four additional versions (cycles 6, 14, 18

and 19) of the code have already been in use at VTT.

In the beginning the main practical problems were related to

the non-LCM-feature (LCM = Large Core Memory) of VTT'a

computer, but the problems were not serious. In addition the

important restart option and the plot package of the code

were not operable. Luckily these problems could be solved

rather quickly and the assessment activities started.

The assessment work of RELAPS has mainly been carried out as.

part of a co-operative Nordic project and as part of the

OECD/NEA/CSNI ISP-program (ISP=International Standard

|55 Problem). In the Nordic project the aim is to calculate

several SBLOCA test cases with codes like RELAPS and TRAC-PF

and to compare the performance of the codes.

Some specific features of RELAP5, like the heat transfer

model and the phase separation characteristics, have been

studied by calculating some rather simple separate effects

tests. These studies have proved very useful.

The code has also been applied in real rei.-tijr cases. These

applications, in fact, have also contributed significantly to

the actual assessment work.

2. COMPARISONS WITH SBLOCA EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The integral test cases calculated with RELAP5 so far are the

LOFT experiments L3-6 (calculated twice), L3-5, L2-5 (LBLOCA)

and the FIX-II test no. 1 (BWR intermediate size LOCA).

Calculation of the LOBI SBLOCA test SD-SL-03 is under way.

The main objective of the LOFT experiments L3-6 and L3-5 was

to'investigate the sensitivity of a 2,5 % small break PWR

LOCA to primary coolant pump operation. In L3-6 the pumps

were left running until the end of the experiment, while in

L3-5 the pumps were tripped at 0.8 seconds after opening the

break valve. An offset shear of a fi 100 mm pipe connected to

the cold leg of a 4-loop PWR was simulated.

Figure 1 shows the nodalization diagram, which was used in

the LOFT SBLOCA test calculations. In the first analysis of

L3-6 the nodalization of the steam generator secondary side

was slightly different. The whole model consists of 58

volumes, 61 junctions and 52 heat structures. This is

significantly less than is normally used in the U.S.A. due

to limited computer resources.



The first attempt to calculate L3-6 was made with the code

version cycle 6, but that version turned out to contain many

errors and run too slowly. The first rather successful

analysis of L3-6 was performed with cycle 14. However,

serious code performance problems were experienced and the

calculation had to be stopped at about 9S0 seconds, when the

primary and secondary pressures were almost equal. The main

problems concerned steam generator simulation. At steady

state RELAP5 tends to underestimate the heat transfer with a

given temperature difference, which, in turn, tends to lead

to too low temperatures and pressures in the secondary side.

During the closure of the steam control valve the calculated

secondary pressure rises too much, which is probably due to

an incapability to calculate the condensing heat transfer

correctly. The calculated secondary pressure history (fig.

2) is generally too high and has several fast unrealistic

changes, which are caused by subcooled water oscillations.

The densities in the "broken loop" (fig. 3 and 4) were the i

most poorly predicted. The "broken loop" comprises twoY3ead-

end pipes and a one-dimensional code has generally

difficulties in calculating mixing and draining at the open

ends correctly. Otherwise the calculated results agreed

quite well with the experimental data (fig. 5-7).

The recalculation of L3-6 was performed with the code version

cycle 18 with a special update to smooth changes in the

interfacial drag calculation. This time the test was

calculated up to about 1350 seconds without any code

performance problems. However, the results were generally

only slightly better than in the first calculation with cycle

14. The decrease of the calculated secondary side pressure

(fig. 8) clearly under the measured curve indicates

overestimation of the steam generator heat transfer after the

primary pressure has reached the secondary pressure at about

950 seconds. Figures 9-13 show some other comparisons with

the experimental data.

Also the calculation of L3-5 was made with cycle IB. In

order to allow the liquid flow out of the loops into the

pressure vessel when the liquid level sinks below the loop

levels the loop volumes near the vessel were very slightly

tilted towards the pressure vessel. This probably improved

the density predictions of the "broken loops" (fig. 14 and

15). Concerning the secondary side pressure history (fig.

16) the same comments as for the L3-6 calculation apply. A H

in all the results are rather satisfactory. Figures 17 - 19

show some other comparisons with the test data.

The too slow decrease of the primary pressure especially

after about 700 seconds (fig. 17) is probably mainly due to

the too low calculated energy flow through the break.

Although the mass flow rate is close to the test data, the

density in the break volume is clearly overpredicted (fig.

20).

In all of these LOFT SBLOCA analyses the average CPU/real

time-ratios have been close to 7.

3. DEFICIENCIES AND LIMITATIONS

As shown above the RELAP5/MOD1 computer code is capable of

producing generally rather satisfactory results when used in

SBLOCA analyses. However, as a result of all the experience

gained in using the code for about 2 1/2 years and through

échange of information with other users and the code

developers a number.of deficiencies and limitations have been

identified. Some of the most important ones are discussed

here.

Generally it seems that the code has too strong tendency

towards thermohydraulic equilibrium and homogeneity.
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Excessive entrainment was calculated e.q. in the LOFT L2-5

LBLOCA test. At VTT a top blowdown vessel experiment

performed at the Battelle institute in Frankfurt was used as

a test case to study the ability of RELAP5/MOD1 to calculate

a mixture level in a vertical vessel. It was found out, that

a satisfactory modeling required a very dense nodalization of

the vessel (about 50 nodes). In practical applications this

is usually impossible. In TMI-type SBLOCAS, where coolant is

lost through the pressuriser relief valve, accurate mixture

level tracking in the preasurizer is very important.

The fuel model in the code 1B too simple for many

applications, although it is not a major problem in SBLOCAS

as long as the core remains covered with water. But it is

difficult e.g. to get the initial stored energy correct.

The (equilibrium) heat transfer package has been taken from

RELAP4, although RELAP5 is a non-equilibrium code.

Consequently there is an inconsistency. For example, RELAPS

calculates both actual and equilibrium quality. Which should

be used? Also the assumption that the least massive phase is

always saturated is sometimes inadequate, e.g. the code

cannot predict subcooled wall bailing.

There are quifce many small, and some larger, discontinuities

in the code. These take place when different models are

switched on or off or within models when fluid conditions

change. One example can be seen in fig. 18. The break mass

flow rate suddenly increased unrealistically at about 550

seconds. This happened because the code switched off the

slip model once the break volume was calculated to become

stratified. It means that the vapor and liquid were given

equal velocities so that the mass flux was suddenly increased

(multiplied by the slip ratio). Another example of a

discontinuity can be seen in Fig. 21. There was a large

discontinuity when a critical heat flux correlation was

changed to another. Often there is also a discontinuous

change in the interphase friction at flow reversals due to

the change in the orientation of the junction (it is always

given the same orientatior as the upstream volume). At such

flow reversals or if only one of the phases reverses there

are even several other possibilities for discontinuities.

In quite many applications the mass error (mass is not

conservedl) increases too much. Decreasing the time steps

helps, but computer costs increase rapidly. Even if the

mass error is acceptable, the use of the code in long SBLOCA

calculations is limited, due to high computer costs. That is

why VTT has developed Its own fast running SBLOCA code,

SMABRE, for extensive parametric studies. RELAP5 is applied

in rather few selected cases. It has also been noticed, that

the time step control does not work very well.

4. SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR USER GUIDELINES

When performing the steady state calculation computer time

can be saved by first dividing the whole system into

submodels and doing the steady state runs for them separately

using time dependent volumes, which should be located between

actual system control volumes (in the middle of junctions).

The proper steady state for the whole system is then easily

acieved by combining the subsystems. Concern should be paid

e.g. to junction connections and flows in order to make sure

that during the course of the steady state run the known

initial temperature distribution throughout the system is not

disturbed. Figure 22, shows an example of a junction

connection system, which cools the upper head and a part of

the upper plenum continuously during the steady state

calculation as a result of a small leak from the downcomer to

the upper head.



In order to (at least) partly overcome the limitations of a

one dimensional code like RELAP5 it is often possible to

modify the nodalization model and get better results. It was

already mentioned, that, for example, by tilting the volumes

slightly towards the pressure vessel it was possible to model

the small gravity effects inside the horizontal pipes

(calculation of the LOFT L.3-5 test). Sometimes it is

necessary to "split" the downcomer to account for unsymmetric

flow behavior. Sometimes the core should be modeled using

two or more parallel "channels" to allow for some 3D-effects

or more details. If , for uxample, there is a lot of water

accumulated in the upper plenum, parallel channels makes it

possible for the water to flow down through one channel

without cooling the whole core. Also, modeling of T-junctions

using only two junctions between the three volumes involved

is sometimes inadequate. Using three junctions so that there

is a junction between every volume may be a better

alternative in order to improve the "information exchange"

between the volumes and to balance the momentum fluxes. For

example, strange behavior in the pressurizer surge line

connection has often been noticed when using the simpler

model. Also voiding of the cold leg is usually delayed, if

the cold leg is connected to the downcomer by only one

junction (fig. 23).

The behaviour of steam separators, especially if they

experience major water surges from below, is very difficult

to model. RELAP5/MOD1 has a separator component, which

behaves as an "ideal" separator. It means that it allows

only steam flow through its "steam junction" if there is any

vapor in the separator control volume. If that volume is

full of liquid, pure liquid will flow through the "steam

junction". This separator component has therefore an

unrealistic tendency to accumulate liquid, and after it has

become full of liquid for the first time, pure liquid and

pure steam may flow alternately through the "steam junction"

thus producing heavy oscillations. Consequently, very

careful use of the separator component is recommended. A

combination of "steam" and "normal" junctions may help a bit.

Especially placing a separator on top of a stack of volumes

is risky.

5. CONCLUSION

Although a number of deficiencies and limitations of the

RELAP5/MOD1 computer code have been detected, the code is

still a very useful tool e.g. in the analysis of SBLOCAS.

However, it is very important to know these limitations in

order to be able to use the code properly or to make

necessary modifications in the code.
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Fig.2 Pressure in the steam generator secondary side.
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Fig. 3 Density in the broken loop cold leg.
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Fig. 4 Density in the broken loop hot leg.
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Fig. 6 Mass flow through the break.
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Fig. 8 Pressure in the steam generator secondary side.
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DEMANDS ON SMALL-BREAK LOCA CODES
FROM THE LICENSING POINT OF VIEW

J. HOHN
Staatliches Amt fur Atoinsicherheit und

Strahlenschutz der DDR,
Berlin, German Democratic Republic

Abstract

The use of approved computer codes for safety analysis
is required in order to increase the confidence level in
licensing statements. For this purpose the regulatory body
of the GSR has embarked on a programme to authorize computer
codes. The different steps will be discussed for LOCA-codes
suitable for the small pipe break evaluation. In a country
constructing and operating nuclear power plants on the basis
of imported design documents and main components specific
aspects concerning the requirements on small-break LOCA-
codes have to be taken into account. Among others, the prob-
lems connected with .the modelling of the typical design
features of the plant and the available computer effi-
ciencies speak well for an own code development.

1. Introduction

The applicant/licensee has to prove to the regulatory

body that his responsibility for ensuring safety in the sit-

ing, construction, commissioning and operation of a nuclear

power plant, including changes in design or reconstruction,

has been and will be fulfilled. Central part of the Safety

Documentation is the incident/accident analysis in order to

demonstrate the extent to which the plant behaviour is safe

during anticipated operational occurrences as well as under

accident conditions. Therefore, the review and assessment

efforts of the regulatory body are mainly directed to the

incident/accident analysis and their consequences for the

staff, the public, and the plant itself. In this context com-

puter codes play a central role and the regulatory body has

to draw conclusions concerning the adequacy of the models,

essumptions and data used in safety analysis.
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In order to achieve this goal, a long-term programme for ap-

proving computer codes used in the licensing process has

been started in the GBR. In Budapest in December last year

we presented "Common Criteria for Code Authorization" which

are valid for all types of codes /1/. At the next step these

methodological criteria should be more specified for code

classes governed by similar physical phenomena. Starting

from the requirements in the licensing process, the codes

for small pipe break investigations shall be diacusaed.

2. Necessity of SBLOCA-inveatiKatlon

Also countries which construct and operate plants on the

basis of imported design documents and main components need

an own system of computer codes for safety analyses. These

codes should be well tested, efficient, and accepted for li-

censing tasks. This is due to the requirement to operate the

plant Bafely during its whole life time. That means one has

to cope with abnormal or accidental conditions and to realize

changes in design or reconstructions. One of the two major

groups of accidents which may lead to an imbalance between

heat production and heat removal from the reactor core is

given by LOCA. Lessons learned from risk studies emphasize

the investigations of SBLOCAs because the greatest contribu-

tion to the frequency of core meltdown is made by the uncon-

trolled small break in a reactor coolant pipe. From our point

of view the need for own SBLOCA-codes is the following:

- SBLOCA-codes like transient codes have to be used

very often in siting, erection, and operation.

- The number of small pipe breaks (characterized by

break size and location) which initiate different

accident sequences is approximately ten times larger

than that of large pipe breaks.

- The possible number of event sequences following

snail break with and without functioning of the

nuclear safety systems is enormously large.

- The control of the small break is greatly Influenced

by manual intervention which, in this case, involves

a relatively great probability of failure of the re-

quired systems.

But just'for governing SBLOCA numerous systems on the pri-

mary and secondary side are necessary, and their failures

may be important for the sequence. In order to reduce oper-

ator errors, it is Important for the staff to be very famil-

iar with the plant and its behaviour during accidents.

3. Demands on SBLOCA-codes in safety analyses for licensing

In the various stages of the licensing process investiga-

tions have to be done which are connected with SBLOCA-analy-

ses. From our experience the following problems are met:

i) For licensing the site of a plant the radiation

exposure of the environment following LOCAs has

to be estimated. The radioactive release is in-

fluenced by the pressure conditions in the sealed

rooms of the compartment system, which are related

to the mass release from the primary circuit.

ii) The applicant/licensee has to demonstrate that

the reactor will not suffer any appreciable

damage and that there will be no radiation ex-

posure in the environment during an SBLOCA

with functioning nuclear safety systems in order

to get the licence for construction.

iii) Furthermore, detailed investigations are necess-

ary to evaluate the plant behaviour and possible

consequences caused by failures of nuclear safety

systems, especially emergency core cooling systems.

iv) Fluid-dynamics and thermodynamics parameters have

to be available to the operator for reliable de-

scription of the status of the plant and to serve

as a useful basis for decision-making during an

accident.

!
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v) In connection with changes in design or reconstruc-

tions Bjratein upgrading measures have to lie tested

and licensed.

vi) For simulators used to qualify the staff suitable

< SBLOCA-codes are necessary.

In order to solve these problems for licensing, one needs

SBliOOA-codes of different efficiency and accuracy. In com-

parison with the best-estimate codes these evaluation models

require less detaila and a higher degree of conservatism as

well as a shorter computer running time by means of simpler

mathematical models and more efficient calculation techniques.

However, the licensing process attaches great value to a con-

sistently conservative approach with reapect to the choice of

the model and calculation assumptions.

For the problems connected with the siting of a plant (i)

the use of a very simple one-room SBLOCA-model has been accept-

ed. There the whole primary circuit is considered as one vessel

where the coolant is in thermohydraulic equilibrium and differ-

ent possibilities for phase separation axe foreseen. But for

the other problems an advanced evaluation model should be

available. Such codes Bhould be variable in nodalization and

consist of at least 8 to 10 control voluraina where the follow-

ing major components are necessary: The inner vessel consist-

ing of the core and upper and lower plenum, hot legs, pressur-

izer, and hot- and cold-side steam generator, cold legs and

the annulus. In contrast to LBLOCA the secondary side is im-

portant for removing the energy from the primary circuit, and

therefore an improved modelling has to be required. In lowest

order the steam generator can be modelled as a heat sink with

constant or time-dependent heat release. But this assumption

Is not conservative in all situations. Such a code should be

based on a homogeneous equilibrium model ezcept for the

pressuriser and the inner vessel where phase separation has

to be taken into account. This theraohydraulic regime seems

to be reasonable up to the moment-where the pumps are stopped

or reflux boiling modes arise.

Then a two-phase non-equilibrium model is required to describe

the physical phenomena correctly. But in the framework of a

conservative approach thennodynaiaic equilibrium and hydraulic

non-equilibrium maybe in the form of a drift-flux model can be

accepted to estimate the problems mentioned under (ii).

Further improvements are required for the following problems

(iii) to (v). This means for the primary side the use of one-

dimensional neutron dynamics in the core, improved modelling

of components, especially pressuriser and a lean generator,

and taking into account the thermodynamic non-equilibrium ef-

fects during injection and/or mixing processes. For the second-

ary side the steam generator and the most important parts of

the control equipment have to be modelled, especially in case

of small-size SBLOCAa. So a homogeneous model with bubble rise

and mixture level in the steam generator and the modelling of

mass and energy balances are required. For describing the

depressurization blow-down control valves and steam reduction

via the condenser and the atmosphere are necessary. For handl-

ing the long-term period of an SBLOCA up to 10,000 seconds of

real time the reduction of control volumina and m » .nission

of the momentum equation are accepted.

4. Aspects taken into account in providing SBLOCA-codes

Tlie analytical procedures for the evaluation of LOCA-

sequences are primarily directed to large bre"1' ̂ uiiditions

and are well tested there. Typical SBLOCA phenomena such as

phase separation processes with the formation of mixture

levels or counterflows in vertical or horizontal lines can

be described by means of these codes only in a simplified way.

Further problems arioe due to the specific design features of

a plant for adapted LBLOCA-codes as well as for SBLOCA-codes

developed elsewhere. In the primary circuit, such specific

design features for the Wïffiïl-440 reactors are: reduced lattice

distances in the core, si* legs, steam generator and pressur-

izer design, elevation of the different major components,

design and efficiency of the nuclear safety systems, especially

for the emergency core cooling system like inlet location, com-

bined injection modes, etc.
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On both aides the modelling of a lot of actuation criteria

lu the control equipment plays an Important role for ad-

vanced SBLQCA-codes.

last but not least the available computers and their

efficiencies influence very Btrongly the decision whether

on advanced SJBLOUA-code should be imported.

These aspects have to be taken Into account for SBLOCA-

codeo to be used for licensing purposes. For investigations

of siting problems or parametric studies of the major tech-

nological parameters of the reactor coolant system simple

homogeneous models with little nodalization are accepted.

The advanced small pipe break analyses for WWER-440 reactors

are carried out with a modified version of the well-known

RAMPA-code /2/ from the USSR. For the corresponding problems '

concerning the WWER-1000 reactor an advanced SBLOCA-code is

under development.

Finally, we would emphasize the code assessment which is

tackled at various levels. The control equipment modelling

on the secondary side in connection with the primary circuit

behaviour is tested in comparison with well-approved transient

models. The behaviour of selected components can be compared

with corresponding experiments. Standard problems are now

under investigation in the socialist countries, too.
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COMPUTER CODES DEVELOPMENT AND
APPLICATION IN NPPRI TO ANALYSE SMALL
AND MEDIUM LOCA

J. MiSAK, Z. BAZSÔ, J. KLEPAC
Nuclear Power Plants Research Institute,
Jaslovské ltohunice,
Czechoslovakia

Abstract

Soecifie problems of small 7..OC4 analysis ere shortly

discussed end basic approach need in NPPRI for this nnaly-

sin if described. Three types of codée are presently uoed-

coraplex primary and necondarv system transient behaviour

code with special attention devoted to the adequate repre-

sentation of controller*, classical multinodol codes of

PFI/P family end npecial fast-running code for small LOCf.

analysis. Vein characteristics of the codes nre given and

typical results of annlvnin are presented.

t. OBJECTIVE OP THE ANALYSES

Computer analyses of the.rmohydraulic transients are

usually used to prove that following ell denip.n nalfun-

ctionf" end accidents it in possible to maintain consequen-

ces within acceptable limits. This objective changes partly,

if edeauate design of the reactor and its safety system is

puarnnteed by e designer and reliable and safe operation

of t'ie given plant in of concern.

Practical problems facing the utility personnel in

relation to the accurence of accidents including small break

/SB/ LOCA shall be covered by operational instructions, which

have to be continuously improved. The attestions to be answered



by eueb instructions can be summarized no follows :

- 'Vhflt ore characteristic symptoms /changes of measured pare-

metere and signals available to operator/ for recognizing

the accident?

- 'Vbat safety related ^vtema ere lmnortant to maintain the

consequences of nn accident within acceptable limits?

- 'Vhat nutomntic actions of controllers and protection sys-

tem* tnke place during the aocldent?

- what additional manual notions of the personnel are nece-

snorv end/or optimal nn,d wb.Bt ia the renponee of the sys-

tem to each such individual action?

Ppnides the nbove-mentioned reasons also many other problems

important for the plant operation can be resolved by the une

of computer analysis,e.g. preparation of the personnel, the

analyiti/? of events thnt oould happen during plant operation,

the analysis of the pnfety aspects of modifications of the

technological equipment, etc. Only qualitative solution ia

often required, but generally manv pernmetricil calculations

are necennarv to provide suffiei' nt information for the ope-

rational personnel.

•

2. SPECTFIC PROBLEMS OP SMALL LOCA ANALYSIS

Decreasing the break area from the double-ended main

circulation pipe rupture to the rupture of small tubes with

diameters of several milimetorn, specific problems of SB LOCA

analysis arise. Theae problems can be grouped into two caté-

gories : they arc either 1/ numerical or/ physical ;

1. ive computation time of SO simulation is very long, if codes

originally developed for large breaks ere used. Thin in be-

cause of lonyi trunH ent time and becaune of long-term subr

cooled ntnto in the orimRrv circuit /if no special treat-

ment of momentum eouation is applied/. The long computation

time if in cdntrodiction to the need of many pnrsmetrical

cnlctila Hons.

?. IVe main physical phenomena which hpve to be described with

much greater attention thnn for large LOCf. nnalvsis can be

ftummnrizfd according the references /I,2/ end our own expe-

rience es follows.

2.1. Coolqnt dlachnrge through the break. Attention must be

devoted to the subcoolcd and snturnted water discharge,

that van be prevailing for many PB LOCA's. Mass flow rata

is very sensitive to the putlet channel geometry and hyd-

raulics as well as local stagnsnt fluid conditions upstraam

the break.

?,2. Phnse separation nnd mixture level formation. Surine r e s -

tively slow transient* becsupe of gravity the phase »epo-»

ration tnkes plPce leading to the bubble rise end mixture'

level formation in the vertical sections of the circuit

possibly with counter-current steam-water flow and to the

ntratified flow in the horizontal lines. Pecause of com-

olicatcd geometry it in difficult to predict this pheno-

menon accurately.

2.3. Hvdrowtatic forces. In the case of low coolant outflow,

and especially following the pumps stopped the primary

coolant circulation is governed by the geodetic heeds

that develop in the system.

2.4. Steam generator /CO/ heat transfer and secondory system

transient hehoviour. If the breok flow is not large enough

for the required energy removal from the core, SO heat

trnnsTer to the secondary loop ia very important. Tf the

circulation purapp nre stopped, 50 is of great importance

an a part of tho driving force for the natural circulation.

Various heat trnnnfer regimes must be considered in the

SG : single Dhase convection, two-phase boiling or conden-

sation in the primary side, natural circulation boiling or

single phase convection'in the secondary water pool.

2."». Peat transfer in the /reactor/ core. Cere oust be placed

on the possible core uncovering during the high-pressure

Dart of the transient and adéquate heat transfer correla-



loling by the

tions must be chonon for this situation. On the other

pide, reactor trip usually occurs and the core in efficien-

tly cooled down during the flow controlled part of the

transient with sufficient mans inventory in the reactor

vessel. No fuel rode overheating is probable as long as

the core in covered with water or with two-phase mixture

even in the pool boiling heat transfer regime.

3.6. Theriml non-onuilibrtnm effectp must be often taken into

account, especiplly in the preseurizer, if coolant flows

into the presnurizer through the surge linn during the

transient, ,

?.7. Effect of non-condensable gesep. Deprenaurization leads to

the release of dissolved gases from the primary coolant

affecting natural circulation and hent transfer, but nnj

accurate prediction ia not nolved at present.

On the other hrnd it has to be mentioned that they are some

phenomena, that can be modelled with more simplicity, e.g.

dynamic pump behaviour, flow end pressure oscillations, pre-

ssure differenced between various pmrts of the circuit etc.

3. COMPUTER CODES OP NPPHI FOB ANALYSIS

115

Onlv the coder» for thermal-hydraulic analysis of the

hlowdown nhape o<* LOCft will be dincuaned here. Tho present

Rt.ntup cpn be characterized as* follows :

- both our own codes UR well en forcing codes are used,

- special /simplified/ coréen are used for special subtasks

/mnnv florpmetricnl calculations ponniblfi/,

- more then one corle ir uned /if possible/ to solve each spe-

cial problem /the comparison of results compensates partly

the lack of experimental data/.

3.1." Thermal-equilibrium multinodal codes

Our cor»e IiSNKA /similar to IffiLAP 3/ is currently used at

present and the code WXAP 4/MOD 5 is now tested for the WEJl

440 reactor type olculhtiona. Both cedes arc eo .colled codes

of the first generation. Primnry circuit is represented by arbi-

trary" number of control volumes /nodep/ which ore orhitrnrily

connected by nunctionR. Tho mens and energy balances are written

for volâmes, the momentum eauotionr ore written to determine

the flow? in the .iunctlon*. Tbene models are eouilibri.um in'

Drincinle both from thcrmodynamic and mechenicol point of view

but some mechanical non-enuilibrium ia added by bubble-rine

mortel" find Blip moi el p. The codes of this family are so well-

known that no further explanation is necessary.

The ability of the •codes to model SB LOCA is very limited.

The reasons are :

- computation times are very long,

- the coden often fail if pressure differences between nodes are

small /for the quiescent portion of LOC/1./.

- numerical inaccuracy of the calculation can be substantial

for low coolant outflow,

- the description of physical phenomena is (insufficient for

SB IiOCA's /thermal equilibrium can not be accounted for,

hydrostatic forces ere calculated only roughly, modelling of

the SO and secondary ciiouit ia toe simple, the detailed

description of controllers is not included in the coden/.

Recause of these reasons we use the code LENKA only for re-

latively lftrpe breaks with equivalent diameter ~'200 mm for

real times maximnlly Rêverai hundreds of seconds. The primary

circuit in represented onlv by few nodes /usually les.*) then 20/,

but even in such enne the computation time sevcrnl hours on

the IPK 370/148 comouter.

3.?. Complex primary fnd secondary aVstem transient behaviour

codes.

For the modelling of the dynamic behavtur of the plnnt

ns a whole §|tjjs^pgcial attention pieced on the representation

of controllerâVmô3Ifiea version of the code DYW.MTKA /USSR/.



The code hop been developed for wide spectrum of operational

évente anr) occident*, e.fl. reactivity insertions, pump count-

downs, broskp in tbe «team linen end/or fecdwater linen in

the flnoondnry lytera, lopr> of feodwntor supply, change* of tbe

turbogenerator loading, turbine trips, various malfunctions of

control nnd protection system* and-nfter the modificBtio'n-teleio

nmnll leaks from tbe prlmnry circuit.

Schematic representation of the modelled system is

shown in fig. 1. Each, circulation loop can be modelled sepa-

rately together with ell important equipment, e.g. horizontal

If-tube fltenm generator, pûmes, main isolation vnlvea. Frenau-

rizer is connected by the surge* line to the hot line of one

loop and by the «prey svatera line to the cold line of the loop,

ictive core is divided into arbitrary number of .fuel channels,

neactor power is influenced by the control rod's movement, reacti-

vity feedbacks end V>y the changea of borid acid concentration.

The secondary svatem model includes secondary side of SO, feed-

water lines as well An steam lines /in the present version up

to the turbine, new version with a description of the rent of

the secondary system in Under development/. All important con-

trol and protection ftvatcme in primary as well as secondary

circuit ere modelled, e.p.reactor power control, reactor protec-

tion fl"ntem, primary coolnnt volume nnd pressure control, se-

condary svatem prenrure control, secondary feedwnter flow con-

trol, turbine nower control.

For a mathematical description, the system if subdivided

into arbitrary number of flow sections and plenums, each of

them being described by manq end energy balance eniintions. Ye-

men turn equations for honoeenous incompressible flow is written

for eflch circulation loop and for each fuel channel in the core

witb an assumption of the axinlly independent flow /except the

loop, with presnurizer/. fgsuuiptions of thevmal equilibrium and

homopenity nre aoplicd for all parts of the BVRterns except the

nrefisurizer /generally the the mal non-enuilibrium ie considered

between separated steam nnd water/ and SG secondary Ride /sepa-

rnted nbapei* in thermal eoulllbrium/. In addition to the coolunt

iHR'fl, energy and momentum balance »lso neutron kinetics,

conduction in the fuel rods Bnd in the walls, circulation

vnlvep, controllers end protection nvtem ele, are described by

reirpective equotionn. Number of equation» can be up to 1000. -

For the integration of tbe differential equations 8 coa-

binations of various method if used the Runge-Kutta method

with différant time t?tep* for different aquations, the Euler

method for the eouatione with constant right sides, special

reactivity dependent methods for neutron kinetics equations.

Ppoic time step can be oui te long /vO,05-0,1 n.

Most important limitations for applicability of the code

for S n LOCA enelysi.fi ore :

- the computation time is lonp.jtypically one time step of the

transient need* about ?-3 a of CPU time on IB" 370/148 com-

puter; typicel total CPU time for/w 10 min of real time is

about 4,15 hours,

- the coolant outflow mupt be low in relation to the loop mass

flow rate /thin limitation doe's not exist if the leakage io

from the pressuriîer/,

- no phone separation is accounted for and extensive boiling

If not allowed in tbe primary circuit,

- the prenisurizer can not be completely filled by the liquid,

- heat trannfer in tbe SO is not predicted adequately if heat

in removed from tbe secondary to the primary side.

of these reasons tbe codo is usually applied for SE

'1 only for thf> initial portion of the accident /several mi-

nutes of the real time/ when there is a eubcooled liquid or

low ouality two-oha.se mixture in the primory circuit nnd when

tbo controllers nnd protection nvptems actions -substantially

ofTect the course of an aeoir'fnt. For the lonfr-tnhn part of

accident, the cPlculntion continues nepnrptplv by another fB»t—

r'inninp ccio.



3.3. flteat-running SR \oC!\ analysis code

'Hie new corto SLAP /Small Lonk Analysis Pro^rera/ hos been

rteveloppd in NPF'RI mainly to overcome difficulties with very

lon/r computation time*. In principle, it in milltinodal cole

modelling the nrimnrv pyptem bv the chain of control volumes

nrbitrertlv connected by .lunations. Several closed loops can

be formed frcn thepo volumes and junctions.

Two roost important simplifying assumptions which are

considered to bo ncpUcebli' for £P LOOP. Bre :

- the pressure in the nvptpn le spatially uniform,

- thr inertia of the coolant In the functions in neglected.

Onttonollv the prnnnure in the pruseurizfir and/or in hydro-

nccumulators can be nsmuned different from the aye ten pr ensure.

/Generally, it would bo potrible to model tho system b.y several

rrroups of control volumes with spatially uniform pressure only

within one .«rroup/.

Other r-diPumÇions for the description of physical phenomena

ere very fdmilnr to thc?e of P.RLAP 3, taking into account some

aOditionial reouiroments for FB LOCA analysis :

- the orepRurizer csn be optionally modelled as B non-equili-

brium noflr, if nf-cesfiarv,

- hvdrontntic forces ore calculated in dotoil for any shape

of the control voluneB /penerollv non-cylindricel/,

- hunt transfer with ppimary svptern̂  boundaries is considered,

- all pofiblR heat transfer regimes'in both directions between

primnrv end secondary Hdp of the PG nre modelled.

Time detmndpncio* of the reactor thermal PDv/ê , speed of the

circulation numpfi, and necondary ryatem tempcroturo' must be

roenified i" innut functions for the present voraion of the

cor>e. These ppi'tial models will be improved in the future.

To illustrate more cleorlv the method of solution we

•show the banic coolant balance nauationp, written generally

for i-th thermnl equilibrium node :

bnlnnce :

" (in)
41(0Vt = MlQ +41(0,

Energy balnnce :

"i = "io + vi(P-

(out)i ,-. (ftl)>

(in) (in) (out) (out),h ° h /+

Equation of ntate :

n/

Symbols used in these «ouations are

H i o - H i

(An)

volume of the i-th node,

time step,

total coolant mass in the node at the be-

ginning and ct the end of the.time step,

respectively,

totol enthalpy inventory in the node,

average values of mBns flow rotes between

the node under consideration and adjacent

nodes within time interval /Tot%.
 +àw;

corresponding enthalpies ore h^1 £oa

- average mess tXovr rate of thecoolant injec-»

tion and leakage for i-th node; correspon-

ding enthalpies are h^AD|, h^L)

- uniform prensure in thp system at the time .
T Jo '+4i| respectively.Tpoint? o o

- average value of the thermal power to the
coolant through the node boundary

- am atnte dependent thermodvnemic functions.
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For two-phose mixture they can he expressed in terms of

--tv...-i,»<.>.. (vi\ nt,a nofln<fic volumes (v) on saturation lines
eouat.ionr? must be written, one for each closefi loop in the

system. These enuations are momentum equations which hove go-



IIH For two-phoae mixture they can he expressed in terms of
enthalDles (h) and spécifie volumes ( W on saturation lines
as follows :

Ml
f2i h - v h l / ^ v - v /

Proper expressions for nutocooled and superheated coolant con
bt found for exemple by linearization of the more accurate
eouations /possibly for each time step/.

After some rearrangements the following equation for
each node can be derived :

Un) (in), ^out)

H ) ° (
(

)- hi

(out).

)

where

p -

Number of equations /5/ la equal the number of control volumes.
The sum of all eountions fives

Un)

If we assume for simplicity that coolnnt properties, therranl
power to the node ond flow rates Q£ ', 0^ 'are constant during
one time step and canal to their initial values, the equations
/5/ form e sv.Ttem of eouationn w>iich arc linear with respect
to tbe m̂ p.» flow rotes O^ln\ ' t )

w i c
G.'out) and non-linear with respect

to p. As can be eaailv shown, to obtain a full system of al-
pebraic enuations for ell unknowns G}1"', G^mt\ p, additional

enuat.ionn must be written, one for eooh closed loop in the
nvstem. The«e enuationn arc momentum equntions which hove £e-
nernl fona /for n-th cloçod loop/ :

(pump) (grsv) (lose)

l.o. the sum of pressure differences due to the pump, grovity
Bnd pressure losses is eounl to enro. The equation /£/ con be
erprosspd in terms of the mnnn flow rates Qj / In individual
functions of the closed loop PI? follows :

The flurafltion is river nil junctions connected into n-th closed

loop. I.*nt eoustton /9/ can be linfiarized with respoct to 0-*,

giving the new equation :

= 0 /to/

Number of equations /10/ is eaual to the number of closed loops.
F/iuatione /1f>/ together with /5/ form the full system of nlge-
hraic enuationn for unknownn oi ', GS° ', p, which are linear
with respect to 0 and non-linear with respect to only one
unknown p. With the proper combination of an iteration proce-
dure ond a solution of nvstem of linear equations the new values
of G and p enn be found relatively simply.

Usual nodnlization used for VVBR 440 reactor SB LOCft
analysis is shown in Pig.?. All vertical components of the
primary system are represented by one node. With such nodali-
zntion the code can he renlly considered as a faat-running
code. Of course, the time step ia problem dependent but for
many situations the time step can be up to some seconda nnd
in puch ca^es thn code can be faster thnn reel time.

Tt should be mentioned that code is Bt.ill under develop-
ment end mibntantial improvement!! of physical modela as well as
numerical methods nre expected.
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4. RESULTS OP

Several results will be shown here to demonstrate) the

capability of the codes for LOCfl analysis. A1.1 resuite corres-

pond to different modifications of WEI? 440 type reactor.

First caie in the rupture of one of the two surge lined

0 200 between presBurizer and primary circuit, if brenk is

ni?numod to occur nenr itn connection to the hot lino. The

nodalizetion for this calculation in shown in Tig.3. Some

results obtained hy the code M1NKA ere shown in Fig.4. For

this cnlculntion it was conservatively assumed that coolant

injection to the primary circuit -in only from accumulators.

Immediately after the break being initiated reactor trip

ocourp because of very rapid pressure decrease and simultane-

ously all circulation oumps were switched off. In spite of

decreeing man» flow rate through the core within several next

seconds hent la removed efficiently from the core -and fuel

rods are cooled down without danger of boiling crisis. Coolant

outflow from the prepeurizer is much lower then from' the prima-

ry circuit mainly because of high resistance of the surge line.

At about 40 s accumulators start to inject wnter into both

reactor plenums. .'t •"-'80 a the reactor vessel is completely

filled with water providing (rood cooling conditions even with

low raina flow rate through the core. After B0 s the calculation

oredlcti rnpid flow oscillations probably of numerical origin

because of low comprcpsibility of woter in the reactor vessel

and bocnunr of low pressure differences between adjacent nodes.

Next two calculations were carried out by the code DYNAMIK/I

for the pystem without accumulators, nssuming that normal and

emergency high pressure injection systems work correctly.

The first of the two calculations represents one steam

gennrntor tube rupture:, leading to the primary coolant outflow

to the secondary pyntem /Fig.5./. Pecause of the leakage the

nvstera pressure and the level in the prensurizer decrease,

reactor Dower nnd prioinrv coolnnt températures beinp practically

constnnt. At about '\J250 .« pressure in nearly stabilized due to

the pressurizor hentrrn operntion but pressurizer level conti-

nuer? to decrease in npito of the fact that normal injection

oumpp were put into operation between 20 nnd 40 seconds. In the

secondary aidr of SO there are some level oscillations due to

the controller notion but secondary pressure is kept nearly

eonptTint by tho turbine volves, f-t obout 600 s the low pre-

nsurizer level nroduces a signal for the emergency high pre-

ssure injection pumps switching on, leading to the pressurizer

level as well as pressure increase. After 650 s pressure io

controlled by tho preosurizer oproy system operntion. Because

of high boron concentration in injected water the reactor in

"lowly phut down. During the couree of nccident operators can

identify the TO with rupture and to isolate the loop by the

isolation valven without any risk for core. If this action enn

he done within first 5 minutes, it is evon possible for certain

time interval to continue the operation at lower power level

up to the final décision.

LBst case corresponds to the pressuriser safety volve conti-

nuously stuck in open position with steam outflow from the

.ijrofsurizer. This cose con be used also as on example of the

interrelation bntween tho codea MNAMIKA and flL/.P.

The first 6 rain of traneient wer» calculated by DYNAMIK.'j

with an aipumntion thnt 1'PT emergency Dumpn will not be put into

operation /Fig.6./. Rnnid pv«tem deprespurizotion in this case

cennot be stopped neither by pressurizer heaters nor by normal

coolant injection to tho circuit. Reactor in shut down at/-—25 s

rpcnuse of low svstem pressure, fit about ?65 s coolant in the

UDpor plenum starts to boil esrpulsing water through the surge

line to the preapurizer. The prensurizer level starts to incre-

BPG rooirtlv and at/~"36o s the pressurizer is fuel of liquid

makinp imposnible further colculation by DYNAMIC. Aa o result of

calculation also boundary conditionn were obtained as an input

Function? for the onnlvni? of the same transient by SLAP /i.e.

time dependent reactor power end secondary temperature/.

Fome results oF calculations by fSLt.P arc shown in Fig.7.

Rimulifvinp idenl instantaneous phrse separation wnn considered



In all vertical ports of the orimRrv pystera for this calculation.

Kraergeney IFPI pumps wore nsnumod to be automatically switched on

at 70 n because of lc* level but at 160 a they were assumed to

be nenuDlly switched off pfter reaching the nominal Jevel. By

the solid Unan in Tip.!., results of ealculntton for the hypo-

thetical assumption that these pumpn will not be more switched

on, arc rrtiown. At about 340 s primary pressure nearly eqwnl*i to

the neeondnrv system prei?nure end primary coolant in the upper

plenum pt.nrti» to boil. The pressurizer is completely filled by

the linuid at 3S0 s nnd remeina full up to more than 2000 s of

real time. TMp f^ot leida to the rapid ineronne of the coolant

outflov; through the nsfety V9lve. Primary avntein pressure in

povernnd hv operator notions on tho secondary side and it is

slowly decreasing. Decreasing water level in tho upper plenum

reached at 581 s the hot lint? nozzlo elevation and was stnbi-

lized at this position up to 1900 a when it started to decrense

plowly again. No core uncovering was predicted during 2200 s of

transient.

The seme results of SLAP are also in Fig.8., where liquid

. inventdrieii in different parts of primary circuit ore schemati-

cally shown P.t different time points.

Of course, if emergency inriec'ion <pumpp are agnin swit-

ched on at 700 s /dashed lines in Pig.7./ during next 500 s the

rune tor will be filled with water nnd core coolinp will be

annured.
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166 T E S T M 0 D E L S A N D SOLUTIONS FOR THE
MODERATOR CIRCUIT FAILURE IN PIIWR ATUCHA I

M. GOLDSTEIN, H. I'ALAMIDESSI, J. PORTO
Coinisiôn Nucional dc Energfa Atômica,
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Abstract

Recurrent failures due to cracks in a moderator-circuit pipe in

Atucha 1 Nuclear Power Station, were investigated. Thermal cycling fatigue

waB suggested as main cause of failure by temperature values measured on

outer wall of pipe. Suspecting the presence of stratification between cold

and hot water in a turbulent zone, a model test with a transparent acrylic

pipe was deviaed.

The presence of temperature stratification and oscillation of the

interface region WBB clearly visible, and confirmed by temperature

measurements at the inner wall of pipe. In spite of the dissimilar values

of significant parameters, between operating conditions in the station and

In the test model, evidence of stratification, as being the main cause of

thermal fatigue and subsequent mechanical stress, seems to be rather sound.

Further Btudies with a simplified mathematical model worked out in a

digital computer, confirmed the stratification hypothesis. Possible

solutions to the practical problem are briefly discussed.

INTRODUCTION

ATUCHA I Nuclear Station, located 120 km from Buenos Aires city, came

into operation in 1974 with 340 HU gross elpctric output. The reactor is a

PHMH type, with two loops, each one composed of a primary and a raodpratar

circuit.

Each moderator circuit 1B connpcted to its own primary circuit

Hi rough an auxiliary pipe ("fppdwater line"), in order to back up tlip

cooling function of the primary circuit when this runs out of service. This

is accomplished by means of a suitable valve operation.

During normal operation, and according to the original design, a

small flow of water coming from the modprator system flows through this

feedwater line, to avoid a temperature rise around the valves, due to the

different temperature values of the primary and the moderator circuits, i.e.

300° C and 140° C respectively.

During the last six years, cracks through the wall pipe in tiie

feedwater line were detected In five occasions, four of them with coolant

leakage.

The failure zone was located in all cases at the samp place; in thp

bottom of the pipe and close to a flange (Fig. 1).

The analysis of this problem, UBiug the information obtained from

temperature and strain detectors, like that obtained from metallographic

analysis as well, showed that the main cause of the failure is due to

thermal fatigue produced by thermal stratification inside the pipe, and to

meachnlcal stress produced by thermal strains, the latter being restricted

by mechanical aupports. The thermal atratification was confirmed by direct

observation in a half-size teat model built in an expérimental circuit,

where temperature detectors were installed in the inner surface of a

transparent feedwater line: due to of the feaoibility of temperature

measurements inside thiB pipe, strong temperature fluctuations, due to the

interface fluctuations, were observed just in the failure zone-

As said before, the small flow of water is injected (during normal

operation) into the feedwater line through a small hole in a relief valve,

connected in series with the S012 control valve (both valves are Bymbolizpd

together by S012 in Fig. 1).

Temppraturp behaviour of the damaged zone, both during start-up and

normal operation, was analyzed with data obtained from the outer surface of

the pipe (1).



This analysis shows a strong temperature difference between the upper

and lower parts of the pipe In the failure zone, the temperature values

being 260 and ISO0 C respectively. On the other hand, meta 1lographic

analysis showed that crack growth takes place from the inner part to the

outer part of pipe. As a consequence, some kind of stratification interface

was assumed to be present in the pipe, with a very probable fluctuation

capable oE inducing thermal fatigue in the adjacent material.

In view oE these considerations, the nuclear station authority decided to

perform a teat by closing the 6012 valve in order to obaerve the temperature

behaviour in aeveral points of the failure zone. The reaulta of this test

are shown in the table included in Fig. 1; there can be seen that the most

critical point (most significant maximum and minimum temperature values

during the test) is the point B, located just in the zone where the cracks

were generated.

This fact suggests that any eventual oscillation in the interface can induce

strong thermal fatigue at point B and its neighborhood. And these are the

points where the crack occurrence waa more frequent.

Unfortunately, the temperature values are measured in the outer

surface of the pipe, therefore, no information relevant to the temperature

vs. time behaviour in the inner surface can be obtained, specially when fast

fluctuations are involved.

Fig. 1 also showa a typical temperature vs. time curve during the

test, and there it is clear that, for example in point A, temperature rises

with a time constant of about 20 minutes, after the bypass is closed.

But this time is associated with the heat diffusion over the whole

pipe, and has nothing to do with the temperature variation due to the

interface oscillation.

As the room where the pipe is installed is a "very hot" place (Btrong

radiation), and the pipe itself cannot be used for exhaustive testing, it

was decided to perform an experimental model test outside Che station, on

which any proof necessary for the analysis could be fulfilled.

MODEL TEST:

This teat waa performed at a hight pressure teat loop (UEAP) at

Ezeixa Atomic Center of CNEA. As the main purpose in building HIP model

test set up was to observe the hydrodynamic behaviour inside the fepdwatrr

line, a transparent pipe of acrylic material waa used, according to

experiences in similar problems (2).

The portion of the feedwater line which undergoes the failures makes

an angle oE IS reapective to the horizontal plane, ma indicated in figs.

1 and 2.

This portion (in the test model) is connected to a five-inches

diameter pipe of stainless steel which simulates the primary line. The

diameter of the feedwater line (acrylic) ia four inches. The actual

diameters in the nuclear station are: 24 inchea for the primary pipe and 7,5

inches for the feedwater line.

It can be seen, consequently, that while the feedwater line ia, in

the model, hslf the Bize of the real one, the "primary" is much smaller, but

this makes no difference due to the fact that the only necessary condition

in the interconnection zone is to have a strong turbulent flow through the

primary pipe.

The information to be obtained from thiB experimental model has two

basic requirements:

I) Location of thp thermal stratification (if any) and the follow-up of

its time behaviour.

2) Measurements of temperature values in th.- inner surface of th=

Eeedwater line at the critical points B, G, II, I howed in Fig. 1.

with and without the by-pasB operating.

This by-pass function (injection of cold water in the feedwater line)

is produced by a dosing pump which supplies 25 liters/hour at a température

oE 15° C.



The temperature in the equivalent primary circuit cannot be higher

than 70° c, due Co the rigidity loss in the acrylic material. Therefore,

the stratification oust be expected to take place at a density ratio of 1.02

(in the nuclear station this ratio is 1.23).

Table 1. alloua the basic differences between parameters in the

nuclear station and in the teBt model, related to the valuea concerning the

failure.

Primary temperature

(coolant)

NUCLEAR STATION TEST MODEL

Injection flow

(by-pass)

140 l/hr 25 l/hr

Temperature of injected

water

140" C

Reynolds Number

(primary)

25 x 10 3.7 x 10

Internal diameter

(primary pipe)

0.60 m 0.10 m

Internal diameter

(feedwater line)

0.19 0.10

Internal preasure 110 atm slightly above

atmospheric

TABLE 1. - Differences between parameters.-

I he four temperature detector» have a sensitivity of IQ/i V/ C, with

a time, constant, including that of the temperature transmitter, of 0.4

seconds. Consequently, only temperature fluctuations faster than half a

second are not observable.

RESULTS Of THE TEST MODEL: (All the events were recorded on video tape).

When the primary flow reached value of 110 ton/hour, a atrong

turbulence was observed in the zone located between the orifice plate and

the primary pipe, as expected.

The temperature slowly increased uniformly in all four pointa B, G,

II, I, up to the maximum value of 66 C.

Then, blue coloured water at a temperature of 15° C, was injected

into the feedwaterline, at a rate of 25 literB/hour. Thp first water coming

into the pipe was colourless, however the atratificot ion waa almost

viaible. It waa evident and very remarkable when coloured water waa pumped

in.

The interface surface was horizontally advancing through the pipe,

with many disturbances, except when the foremost end arrived to the failure

zone, close to the orifice plate.

In thie zone, fluctuations of the stratification interface were

observed, in such a way that the water colour around point B waa changing

alternatively between tranaparent and blue.

The causes of this fluctuation, aa it was obaervpd are due to

stochastic "bundles of tubulence" crossing the orifice plate, and pushing

the cold (coloured) water toward the rear part of the feedwater tine,

rising, at the same time, the level of the stratification surface.

Whenever this bundle of turbulence is absent, the level of the

interface goes down and cold water goes forth toward the primary pipe,

sweeping the point B, and so on. The situation ran be desrribed in another



way: while the injection of cold water into the feedwater line is

continuous, the drainage over the failure zone is discontinuous.

These two externe situations are shown in Fig. 3, i.e. when the

failure zone is cold and when it i» hot.

The average period of this fluctuation, according to temperature

measurements and to visual observations as well, i« about 15 seconds. In

Table 2 are shown the temperature values measured at the points B, G, H, I.

According to these results, all values are independent of the

Btratificiation, except at point B, where the temperature is strongly

variable, up to 45X of the temperature difference between the primary and

the by-paaa.

NUCLEAR STATION TEST MOIJEf.

TEMPERATURES by-pass opun by-pass closed by-pass open liy-piiss rl«si«il
0 C {J t

I 55

240

245

235

250

260

260

251)

it'i.l - 64 .5

63

63

65

62

60

62

TABLE 2. - Temperature measurement s In the nuclear stnt ion and I lie tcsL nxidel

1B9

This ratio could well be higher in the nuclear station, due to the

fact that there the water injection is produced at a rate twice the value in

the test model, consequently, the stratification interface may be expected

to be located closer to the orifice plate.

This last argument is supported by the following two facts:

1) The temperature measured at point B in the nuclear station is rather

the same as that of the injected water when the by-pass is open ( Fig. 1 &

Table 2 ) .

2) When, in the test model, the flow coming from the dosing pump was

halved, the stratification interface moved back by 3 cm. Then, the low

temperature value at point B in the nuclear station can be explained if it

is accepted that there the interface is nearer the orifice plate than it is

in the test model, sweeping the failure zone with cold water during longer

time than the turbulent hot watef does. In other words, while in the

nuclear station the point B is mostly 'Void", in the test model it is mostly

"hot".

Fig. 4 shows a temperature oocillograra obtained from measurements in

the point B during normal function condition, i.e., with the by-pasa open in

the test model.

The vertical arrows indicate the almost instantaneous cooling by the

interface fluctuation.

HUHERECAL TEST HOPE!.:

Simultaneously with this experimental model, and following the

planned scheme, simulation test by computer was performed with a numerical

model using finite elements (3). ; Ï ';

It consisted of a model in which the feedwater pipe was simulated by

two parallel' plates of infinite length in the direction normal to the pipe

axis. ' •.',,,.'

Mater injection was simulated at a temperature value of 100 ç, and

the temperature in the primary was fixed at a value of 300° C. Owing to

the rathe.r expensive charges of ru. ning the codes, an approximate evaluation



inn was performed using a rough mapping of finite elements. Distribution of

temperatures and point velocities were obtained.

Fig. 5 shows the more significant isotherms obtained between the two

plates.

A neat interface is not visible there, although an almost continuous

stratification is present.

However, this result is not inrongruent with the experimental one,

taking into account the model approach.

Therefore, the best first step for the final solution consists in

avoiding the thermal violence, closing the by-pass or perhaps preheating the

feedwater line, although this sscond alternative seems to be a rather

expensive one, due to the difficulty of working in a "hot" place.
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In-
CONCLUSIONS

Obviously thermal fatigue seems to be one of the main causes of the

cracks initiation. Thermal strains, stress corrosion, residual stresses,

etc., can well complete the mechanism for propagation of cracks.

The by-pass elmination could be the first step for the solution. Although

this solution iraplie» a design modification, the nuclear station authority

is analysing thia possibility. Host of the cracks appeared, as said before,

in the lower part of the pipe close to the orifice plate (point B), or, in

other words, where one of the two ends of the elliptical interface "works".
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In all the failures the cracka showed a tendency to spread in the

circumferential direction, except in the latest one, which was detected

during a cold shutdown inspection and was observed to be in the axial

direction, with a size of 10 en.

3) "Estratificacion". Sergio Ideleohn, INTEC, CON1CET, UNL (internal

work).

After this latest failure, the feedwater line was replaced by a new

one but with an internal shirt of S m thickneaB.

The counterpart of the «liirt, taking into account all this analysis and

according to previous experiences in other countries, is the possibility of

its failure, sooner or later, in a similar way as the feedwater line doer>,

unless a regular and preventive inspection is done.
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ASPECTS OF SMALL-BREAK LOCA ANALYSIS
USING FEW VOLUMES

J. ERIKSSON
Studsvik Energiteknik AD,
Nykoping, Sweden

Abstract

FIG. 5 - Isotherms in the numerical mode.

application problems in small-break LOCA
analyses may arise when the available
computer has limited capacity and when the
code used, in our case the RELAP5, is rather
detailed. The eflect on the results due to a
simplified schematic nodalisation - by
lumping small and differently shaped volumes
and heat structures - has therefore been
investigated. By applying certain lumping
criteria an essential reduction in the
required computer time was achieved, still
having satisfactory calculation results. Tha
jnsensitivity of nodalization is partly a
consequence of the global conservation of
mass and energy.

1 INTRODUCTION

When applying detailed thermal-hydraulic codes,

in this case the RELAPS, on reactor systems the

computer costs are often experienced to be quite

high. In particular, that may be the case for

slow transients as in a SBLOCh. Sometimes

calculation of the whole transient real time can

be afforded once only assuming an input deck

being prepared ultimately correct. This

situation is, however, quite unrealistic, since

the final detection of errors in a bulky input

follows from test calculations covering a part

of the transient. These test calculations, as

part of the input data preparation, already

involves essential computer costs.
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Simplifying the schematic modelling of the

thermal-hydraulic loop geometry is obviously ona

way to decrease computer costs. Therefore the

question of which impact on the calculation

quality the use of few volumes and few heat

structures might have is important.

To get some experience on the volume-combining

problem two test calculations done under a

Nordic project on small-break LOCA calculations

(SfiK 3) were repeated by using roughly half as

many volumes. For this purpose some simple rules

were derived to get proper geometric data when

lumping differently shaped volumes and heat

structures. These rules are derived in chapters

3 and 4 while some general considerations about

the risks involved in lumping volumes are given

in chapter 2. The two test calculations are

briefly presented in chapter 5 and some conclu-

sions given in chapter 6.

2 MAIN PROBLEMS WHEN USING FEW VOLUMES

Combination o£ thermal-hydraulic volumes and

heat structures is a twofold problem. Besides

stating rules for combining modelling elements

the numerical scheme of the code would also

affect the lumping selection rules for a best-

estimate physical description along the flow path.

Some details of the reduced volume input

preparation are expected to require particular

attention:

a)

193

To comply with integral mass and energy
conservation the region of the break
should remain reasonably detailed in
modelling. That means that volumes in

the reverse break flow direction should
reproduce the void conditions well also
in case of a low total number of
volumes in the loop.

The RELAP5 version used Involves no
explicite level tracing. The
simplification of using a homogenous
void in each volume brings two main
errors. Firstly, by the voided mass
flow into neighbour volumes the mixture
level gets an additional diffusiveness.
Secondly the heat exchange with
structures becomes overestimated
compared to that of a distinct mixture
level description.

Unfortunately, the errors due to lack
of the mixture level tracing are
particularly influencing small break
transient calculations in which levels
move or develope during essentially the
whole transient. The only recipe in
such cases will be to keep vertically
oriented volumes reasonably short.

The change of the void over a volume is
uniformly calculated as corresponding
to the physical void Increase from flow
Inlet to outlet of the volume. This
causes, for example, a void
overestimate for the core region and
correspondingly an underestimate for
the Bteam generator primary aide
region. Accordingly the surface heat
transfer particularly in the core and
the steam generator, will be Inadequate
when volume lengths are chosen too
large.

1 COMBINING HYDRAULIC VOLUMES

With the aim to reduce the number of modelling

volumes some questions arose:

ja how to combine geometrically
~ volumes of different shape

b how to represent internal wall friction

c which volumes may be combined.

Of these questions the first ona, a, finds its

answer from conservation principles while the

answers to question to, and ç must be Influenced

by the loop layout. See Also the previous

chapter 2.

3.1 The shape of the combined volume

Four volume-related integral quantities should

ideally be conserved

the total mass

the volume-integrated enthalpy

the volume-integrated vector momentum

the volume-integrated mechanical
energy.

Unfortunately, the vector momentum, which is

linear in the velocity, and the mechanical

energy being quadratic in the velocity cannot

generally be simultaneously fulfilled.

As the total mass and the total enthalpy are

assumed to require conservation of the whole

volume (of combined volumesl, the area-to-length

ratio remains to be found. As the mechanical

energy is essentially negligible compared to

enthalphy. changes while the momentum influences

the pressure calculation, the integrated

momentum is chosen as basis for the

area-to-length ratio. Assuming a constant

density the combined integrated momentum is

I = I
i

(Eq II

with Ai the area, L, the length, and v, the

velocity with respect to the individual volume
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of

flow

of index i. Since v. « c./A. with c, the volume

I = p c L = P
(E<j

In most cases the same flow c, » c, , c » c, is

expected in all volumes being combined Into one.

The combined area is then given by

A = i AjLj/l.
i

(Eq 3>

This simple averaged volume flow area is indeed

also recommended in the RELAP5 "Users Guide".

3.2 The hydraulic diameter

The hydraulic diameter D is the main input

parameter for the fluid-to-wall friction calcula-

tion. Consenquently, also a combined volume

quantity for the D should be determined to

conserve, in a best way, the wall friction

pressure drop AP . over the combined volumes.

The wall friction term of the momentum equation

has a form of

4)

Here p is a homogenous density, X the wall

friction factor, and v the .homogeneous velocity

Unfortunately, the velocity dependence in X

prevents a universal new D when combining

differently shaped volumes. Assuming, however,

laminar flow condition the X is proportional to

the reciprocal of the Reynold's number Re

K 1_
~ |vlD {E<* 5|

and thus

(Eq 6)

Since v is proportional to the inverse area a

combined pressure drop

«Eq 7)

follows. In case of combining circular ducts

with the hydraulic diameter equal to the

geometrical diameter the combined hydraulic

diameter

D = ^4L/(nA Ï
i ' *" l (Eq B|

follows and it is now different from the

combined geometric diameter obtained from Eq 3.

As an example, assume two ducts of equal volume

but one having a ten times smaller cross section

area than the other one. From Eq 6 the combined

hydraulic âiamter D appears to be only .78 of

the smaller geometric diameter "of the two

volumes. This Is a direct consequence of a lower

flow velocity in the combined volume which has a

diameter 1.35 times that of the entered smaller

geometric diameter.

In reactor applications turbulent flow

conditions occur frequently. Prom the implicite

Nikuradae's formula for the friction coefficient

X an approximation

may be used for turbulent flow with Re < 50000

Instead of Eq S . Equations corresponding for

Eqs 6, 7 and 8 are then easily derived.

* COMBINING HEAT STRUCTURES

The computer time required by the heat structure

calculations will amount to an essential part of

the total computer time in case of LOCA

calculations including all structures coupled to

volumes. This is apparently one reason why

modelling of the heat structures is often

restricted. Actually, the heat returning during

the depressurization from the constructional

materials is of such a magnitude that a

modelling of all heat structures in question

has to be considered.

A combination of two ore more differently shaped

heat structures, with the same material

properties, ought to fulfill the following

conditions.

a conservation of the structure volume to
~" conserve storaged heat

b conservation of left and right hand
surface areas for reason of total
surface heat transfer

c conservation of heat conductivity to
~ have the same total flow through the

structures.

These three conditions are generally

contradictory.

From requirement c the combined heat conductivity

(in slab geometry) should satisfy

a * I * X (Eq 9a)

with A. the surface area and d. the thickness of

the i-th heat structure. Since d. » V,/A,Ai'
V, being the volume, Eq 9A rewrites as

(Eq 9b)



Assuming the volume conservation critérium,

point a, a heat flow area A follows from Eq 9b

i * i * * (Eq 10)

Contrary, conservation of the heat flow area,

point b, gives with Eq 9b an other relation

V = (I A?)/<I A?/V\)
11)

Now, assume two heat structures to be combined.

They have the same heat flow area A, = A 7 but

different thicknesses such that Vj • 2 s Vj.

Then Eq 10 gives A - 2.12 x Aj instead of

2.0 x Aj and Eq 11 gives V » 2.67 x V} instead

of 3 XV.. Therefore the heat conductivity

concept, point ç, should be abandoned and the

rather self-evident combination of the point a

and the point b principles accepted. For the

test calculations therefore inner as well as

outer surfaces of tube formed structures were

conserved.

5 TEST CALCULATIONS

Test calculations have been performed for two

experiments to get some experience from reduc-

tion of the number of volumes to about half as

many.

S.I Calculation for the LOFT L3-6 experiment

This experiment was assigned as the International

standard problem ISP 11 and was a small break

simulation for a PWB type reactor.

Figs la and Ib show the breakdown of the loop

schematic from 64 volumes and 31 heat structures

to 34 volumes and 20 heat structures. Thereby

the computer requirement to calculate 500 sec of

the transient turned out to be reduced from a

CPU/real time quotient of 22.0 down to 4.2. This

result essentially confirms an expected total

reduction due to the lower number of volumes

tliemaelves but also to an increase in the

transport limit time step. Figures 2 to 5 show

some comparisons between the two calculations.

Most apparent is a difference in the primary to

secondary heat transfer as a consequence of

different voids in the steam generator primary.

5.2 Calculation for the FtX-II 3031

experiment

The second comparison was done for a split

break experiment done with a larger break

area but otherwise with similar conditions

as for the ISP 15 experiment conducted with

the FIX-II loop.

A calculation using SB volumes was repeated

after a reduction to 29 volumes, see Figures

6 a and 6 b. In the two calculations wall heat

structures of the thickness of 10 p'jr cent of

the duct inner diameters had been included to

all loop volumes. The break mass flow. Figure 7,

and the pressure decrease, Figure 8, were quite

similar and, moreover, the comparison with the

experiment was also satisfactory.

However, in the few-volume calculation the

number of core volumes had been reduced from 10

down to 4. Consequently the collapsed levels.

Figure 9, were dissimilar already before the

break opened. After the break time also diffe-

rent water contents in the core were built up.

Attention was drawn to a considerably different

behaviour of the fuel surface temperature in the

region of 50-80 per cent of the core heated

height. Figure 10. Despite the similar loop

pressures in the two calculations the hydrau IC

scenarios in core turned out quite differently

causing essentially no fuel cooling from about

25 sec in the 29 volumes calculation.

In this test the CPU/real time quotient reduced

from 30.8 to 11.9 for the 70 seconds transient.

Hereby the time step was mostly not controlled

by the transport limit but by the REI.AP5 mass

error control which detected problems in some

cases of junction counter current flows.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Two comparison tests are certainly not suffi-

cient to consolidate specific rules for the

purpose to reduce the number of schematic

calculation elements. Nevertheless, some aspects

discussed in chapter 2 were essentially confir-

med by the two tests.

The loop integral quantities of mass and inte-

grated enthalpy govern fundamental similarities

in the pressure time-dependence, if the break

flow is similar. Attention should be given to

the development of the volt, before the break but

also to the initial mass, which should more

correctly be the true ma-s rather than one

satisfying some measured two-phase level.

195
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Fundamental to the succesa of modelling schemes

is the variation of the void. Obviously the

length of volumes should be a kind of inverse

proportional to the rate of change in the void.

This will reduce errors in the mass distribution

and in the void-dependent wall friction and heat

transfer. To fulfill such a rule during a whole

LOCA transinet is far from possible using a

limited number of volumes. However, special

attention must be given to the core and the

steam generator alternatively the steam separa-

tor.

By the RELAPS input of the volume hydraulic

diameter the wall friction could be reproduced

independently of the volume shape. Unfortuna-

tely, there is by the input no remedy to manipu-

late also the interphase friction which some-

times greatly influences the mass distribution

in the loop.

Figure la

Nodalisation for LOFT
L3-6 using 64 volumes.

Figure 1b

Nodalisation using 34
volumes.

LOFT liWUT OATA SET TEST L3-6

Figure 2

The steam dome pressure.

rinE(SEC)
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Figure 3

The break flow rate.
The interpolated fuel
surface temperature at
30 Inch.
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2 0 0 NON-EQUILIBRIUM EFFECTS IN FLASHING LIQUIDS

G. EGELY
Centrai Research institute for Physics,
Budapest, Hungary

Abstract

A two-tlultl model Is discussed, which Is able to describe Lhermal and
mechanical nonequlllbr iutn, as «ell as some existing computational
methods and the difficulties of modelling.

In the paper a two-fluid model is discussed briefly, which is

Able to describe thermal and mechanical nonequllibrium. In the

second part of the paper, the difficulties of modeling are dis-

cussed, along some existing comutational meghode.

Introduction

There is a relatively new trend in safety codes, that is the

application of two fluid models instead of the previously used

homogeneous ones.

Homogeneous codes tend to overpredlct masB flow state, altough

for most case3, lite slow transients and long duta its results

are acceptable. However, there are a number of cases, when its

applicability la severely restricted, like

a./ co-current flow for annular, annular dispersed flow»

h./ co-current flow for flashing liquid for short nozzles)

c./ counter current Elowi

d./ phase séparâtioni

e./ cold water injection, mixing problems.

Generally these problems are approximated with more succès with

multi-fluid models. Usually only two fluid models are used, like

RulapS, TRAC, CATHARE, but there are attempts for the introducti-

on of three phase models for the cold water injection, and annular

The swlU-h from homcgeneous /or/and drift flux/ models la luo-

fluld models Is a nuucssary, liut not easy step. Let's «;xantliit>

what ate the nuijor obstacles In this switch.

a.I Financial - the computer time demand will Increase,

because the number of equation» and Urn number of U>ri»M

will increase.

b./ Mathematical: New forms of numerical Instabilities might

arise, but most recent numerical methods are aille to cope

with them.

c.l Physical; The interphase mass, momentum and energy trans-

fer terms are to be determined, for every possible flow

regime.

d./ Technical: The initialisation of interface area for sub-

cooled, pool or superheated flow.

One aim of this paper is to tackle the last two problems, and to

suggest a solution for a part of the problems.

A complete non-equilibrium model has been developed and tested

with the Super Moby Dick Experiments.

Limitations of the present model

a./ bubbly flow,

b./ initial number and radius of the bubbles are to be speci-

fied by the user:

c.l long computer time requirement)

d./ steady state ID flow calculations.

The specific aim, of this model is to establish a working set of

Interface transfer terms, and to test already existing models. In

this model, the interface area, the mass and energy exchange terms

were calculated with the help of a bubble growth model [l 1 ,

where the growth of the bubble Is calculated from the ambient

pressure. The advantage of thia method, that the ambient près-



sure Is an arbitrary function- In [2 ] Rlvard and Travis suggest-

ed a model based on the Ples3et-2wlck bubble growth model. How-

ever, that has been developed strictly for constant superheat

- and for flashing liquids its application Is somewhat dubious.

On Flg.l. and Fig.2. the pressure and temperature distribution

is shown around a spherical bubble.

The mixture mass conservation:

Mixture momentum conservation eauatlon

On Fig.3. and Fig.4. the bubble growth calculations are plotted

with test results.

The bubble is described in a Lagrangian coordinate system,where

the combined mass and momentum equation yields!

The difference of Momentum Equation

m * '
- # • *

and the vapour temperature within the bubble ie calculated from

the solution oE a heat conduction equation around the bibblei

The combined model

In order to describe the two-phase flow, the abovementlon»d mo-

del is "inserted" into the following steady-state two fluid mo-

del. It conteIns only S equations, because the vapour la assumed

to be saturated at the interface.

The conservation equations are as follows.

The vapor maBS conservât Inni

- ÎF, -

Mixture Energy Conservation

Sin

The independent variable Is z, /the axial channel length/ the

dependent variables are P, « , Vm, Vv, em.

231 f, *" v- ii In Bo. HI and /2/ the independent variable Is the time, due to

the nagranglan coordinate system.
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202 This problem Is easily circumvented with a R/t/ - • R/z/ substi-
tution, that Is the time Is replaced by the z duct length

and

and
dtZ dz Z

The transformation Is done with the help of "chain" rule

Let y = ff r that la dR _ dR dz v

4.
that Is

As Eq./2/ can be rearranged as

the combination of Eq./8/, /9/ and /1O/ yields

191
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The vapour temperature integral will remain essentially th» same,

only R Is transformed in I he nominator of the Anlegral, tluil Is

T,= Te-

With Eq./12/ the system of cc'<servation equations Is closed, that

is we have Eq./3/ - /7/ and Eq./12/ - /13/ to describe tde I wo

phase flow.

Unfortunately, ttu numerical solution Is not straightforward, duu

to the integral Eq./13/, which actually represents the time de-

pendence of heat conduction through a thermal boundary layer.

Therefore an integro-dlfferentlal system is given, where the

solution Is obtained with a time consuming iterative process.

This system is only a mathematical and physical framework, thu

solution depends on the constitutive equations to a signifi-

cant degree.

The momentum transfer terms /that la wall friction. Interface

drag and added mass/ are taken from /3/, here only summarized:

Wall friction: 0.011He»,'l

Is
or reduced to a first-order diff. equation with the above'

mentioned y -r- substitution, E<|./11/ isseduced to:

I\2I

drag correlation:fid e

Where

o.tn

1161



Virtual mass Ti,tfm = <X O< if. C^

Where the in irai sssss coefficient: C tV. ' <

Now only the initialisation problem is left, that is how to se-

lect the rar.'ber of bubbles, and their radius. In the previous cal-

culation a constant- has been used, namely 2 . 10 /m . This is a

definite simplification, because bubbles are not created simul-

taneously. Moreover, a certain superheat is necessary in order to

start bubble nucleatlon, and according to test results, the number

of bubbles depends on surface roughneBs and the amount of the dis-

solved material In the liquid.

In the case of chemically almost pure water, nucleatlon takes

place at higher superheats for glass surface, than for polished

steel. Apart from problem, bubbles are created not only on the

wall, but on the dissolved gas or rust particles. If the primary

loop contains borated water. Its behaviour in case of choked

flow might be different again from chamlcally pure water.

Some of the problems are describe in f O b y Ishli and Kocamusta-

fagoullarl.

At present, these is not enough test data to verify theorlstlcal

models, or these models are too crude. The nucleatlon mechanism

Is not the same for superheated liquid with adlabatlc walls, or

heated walls with aubcooled liquid.

The flow rate lus also

density.

an effect upon the nucleatlon site

Additional problems arc created In the highly turbulent liquid

flow, because the merging/break Ing of tlia bubbles chan>|c HIP In-

terfaclal area.

Now after this long list of real difficulties, let's nee how cllf-

203 ferent codes handle the abovementloned problems.

In the Rt'C,AP5 and TRAC PFl the actual bubble diameter 1» calcul.il

ed from the Weber number. By definition:

p. //"

that Is

The expression shows howevet the Inherent problems associated

with this type of approximation. Take for example a simple case,

where there is an Increasing pressure drop In the two phase flow.

The bubble will grow due to evaporation and the pressure drop.

The relative velocity will Increase also, due to the steadily In-

creasing gj . But this correlation predicts the opposite trend,

which Is In contradiction with test results. Apart from this,

different Weber numbers are used In the codes /TRAC-7.5, BELAP-

1.24/.

There are again arbitrary restrictions for the maximum/minimum

values of bubbles, not supported with test data.

The mass transfer coefficients are calculated differently in the

two codes.

In RELAPS the Is obtained from a correlation

/IB/

the liquid-Interface heat transfer ks Ai / T e " T
s a t '

The heat transfer coefficient could be calculated from the Plesset-

Zwlck correlation

n l^o^
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o.r

and the higher value is chosen. As it was mentioned earlier, ths

Plesset-Zwlck relation is valid only for constant superheat,while

the validity of Eq./21/ is criticized by Lee 5 .

The French Cathare takes an other course. Based on the Super Moby

Dick experiment, the momentum heat and mass transfer correlations

were set up semi-empirically 6 . This approach requires a very

wide study of Influencing parameters, /for example dissolved gas

and impurities/ which is get to be done.

Here qle = f^p, he, hv, Ve, Vg, « , a)

and the thermal non-equilibrium is assumed to be in the form of

q n = tfp, Ve, Vg, <X J (he - he B aJ

and assumet to be proportional to f> for bubbly flow, and

/Vg - j/ to annular and transition flow, wher j is the volu-

metric flux.

For example

A cr*
for bubbly flow

and

it* 6-10 _p5—C^~j} for higher void fractions.

The shortcomings and limitations are rather obvious for these

modela. Important parameters are neglected - like lime - what

Is a necessary parameter to describe heat conduction through the

bubble Interface. The interface area is inproper for the TRAC,

and omitted in the CATHARE. The reason Is obvious - the difficulty

to involve properly these parameters to say nothing of the tur-

bulent effects.

Conclusion

The bubble-growth model. Inserted into a two fluid model, is ab\r>

to describe thermal and mechanical non-equlllbrlum. However,due

to the high computation time requirement. Its direct application

to transient codes is not feasible yet.

The Interface transfer terms, used in present safety codes con-

tain very rude simplifications, which should be Improved.

The following fields should be studied experimentally and theo-

retically! a./ Turbulent effect for the Interfacial heat transfer

and Interface area.

b./ Bubble nucleation mechanism, the effect of major in-

fluencing parameters.

Notations

A

C

U

F
f

g

p
it

Re

V

X

z

Greek

nozzle area

coefficient /drag, virtual mass/

diamoter

force

friction coefficient

gravity constant

pressure

bubble radius

Reynolds Number

velocity

quality

duct length

Letters erf void fraction

<4 surface tension

tf> density

'J diffuser efficiency

M viscosity kinematic

V viscosity dynamic

V duct Inclination angle

\ heat conduction coeff.

Subscripts

b

d

g
1

I
m

o

P
vg

VIII

w
V

•o

1

T

c
q'

bubble

drag

gas
interphase

liquid

mixture

initial condition

particle

diffusion velocity

vi rtual mass

wall

vapor

ambient

enthalpy

Temperature

heat capacity

linear heat flux
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PREDICTION OF CRITICAL FLOW OF SUBCOOLED
AND SATURATED WATER AND COMPARJSON WITH
THE MARVIKEN FULL SCALE EXPERIMENTS

agreement with the data than other methods do. Besides
that, the method Is relatively simple to use since
its equations give the flow in an explicit form.
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P. PERSSON, J. FLINTA
Nuclear Safety Board of the Swedisli Utilities,
Nykôping, Sweden

Abstract

A method develo, d for the predict, ion of critical flow of subcooled

and saturated water is compared to Che Harvlken full scale experiments

and some other relevant data. It is shown that this method gives better

agreement with the data than other methods. Besides that, the method is

relatively simple to use since its equations give the flou In an explicit

form.

Introduction

A large number of methods for prediction of critical

flow have been published. As compared to LWR con-

ditions essentially all methods are based on small

scale experiments.

After the release of the Marviken full scale tests,

fig. 1, there is a better basis for the selection of

the most accurate correlations.

EPR1 has recently performed a comparison between
some of the most common correlations and the Har-
vlken experimental data. None of the methods
correlates the data quite satisfactorily and there
is a need for a more accurate method.

A method developed by J. Flinta has been studied
and compared to the Marviken and some other relevant
data. As outlined below this method gives a better

Physical Model and Equations

The method is based on the concept of a driving

pressure difference which is limited by the choking

pressure. When the void fraction of the two-phase flow

exceeds 0.8 the liquid is split up which gives the

maximum driving pressure drop and thus a maximum flow

rate. The details of the method are described in re-

ference 2. Only the final equations are presented here.

a. Saturated Hater

The critical mass flux is given by:

"flash

where

D'ch

kg/m', s (I)

= density of water at the choking pressure

= 0.80 : the void fraction as calculated by th<

homogenous model, i.e. from

h. - h, 1
U-a) + I

(2)

'ch choking pressure difference, i.e. the

difference between the saturation pressure

and the pressure for which a = 0.8



F o r û p c t ) F l i n t a h a s g i v e n t h e f o l l o w i n g e q u a t i o n - '

(3)

where p = c r i t i c a l pressure, 22.t HPa.

b. Subcooled Water

The critical mass flux is given by:

sub "su

where

red red

C = a flow coefficient for entrance effects

i 1.0 with addition of the short tube

restriction

Apsub = subcooling pressure difference

ûpnucl = n u c l e a t ^ o n pressure difference

ùpnucl = reduce<* nuci .press.diff. =

red

For ûp n u c| Flinta has given the following equation:

fiPnuc1 m P <'-P/Pcr>/
9-Z ( 5 )

For water with dissolved gases Ap , = 0

The equations above apply to orifices and short

tubes. For longer tubes, single phase and two-phase,

flow reistance parameters are Included in the equations.

Comparison with Experimental Data

The Marviken Tests

In Marviken 27 different blow down tests were per-

formed. The initial vessel pressure was 5 HPa in all

tests. For each test the pressure and the temperature

in the vessel were recorded. From the pressure history

the mass flow rate could be evaluated. Typical pressure

and flow curves are given in fig. 2-3.

The test parameters are given in a table below.

From the blow down curves the time when saturation

pressure was reached could be observed, (3).

Comparison with Correlations

In the EPRI study the whole measured blow down trans-

ient was used in the comparison with different

correlations, (1). Typical examples of such comparisons

are shown in fig. 4.

In the present study, however, only three points on
the blow down curve were used:

t. The start point which gives the mass flow rate at

a subcooled temperature.

2. The point when the saturation pressure was reached.

3. The end point of the transient.

In this way a better overview of the data is obtained.



The subcooled mass flux for all blow downs are shown
together with the Flinta correlation In fig. 5. There
is a good agreement when a value of 1.3 Is used for
the parameter ç In equation (4). For some other
pressures the mass flux versus subcooling Is given
In fig. 6.

In fig. 6B the equation (4) has been applied on a
short tube with ç = 1.4 where bubble nucieation on
the tube wall makes the nucleation pressure difference
to go to zero. A few apKl1able points measured by
Jendry (tZ) are shown in the figure.

In the saturated region the mass flow rate at the
start of the saturation pressure in the Marviken
test and the end of the transient were used. These
points and points from several other sources are
shown In fig. 7 together with the correlation as
given by equation (1).

In fig. 8 mass flux as predicted by the methods
evaluated in the EPRI study are shown. They are:

Homogenous Equilibrium Model (HEM)

Moody1s Slip Model

Henry-Fauske Non-Equilibrium Model

209

As can'be seen the Flinta correlation agrees better
with the Marviken test data than the other correlations
do.

For some of the blow down transients as presented in
the FPR1 report the mass flow rates predicted by the
Flinta correlation are added, fig. 9-12.

Experimental Data at Higher Pressure

Since the Marviken data are limited to 5 MPa no com-
parison can be ma'de to full scale data in the whole
LWR pressure range. Some data at higher pressures
have, however, been selected and plotted in fig. 6B
and 7. The experimental values shown in fig. 68 and
7 cover a diair.ter range from 3.5 mm to 500 mm and
show that the critical mass flux is independent of
the outlet diameter. The good agreement with the
Flinta correlation Indicates that this correlation
can be used with high accuracy also at high pressures.
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216 TRANSITION FROM SINGLE-PHASE FORCED
CONVECTION TO FULLY DEVELOPED BOILING

L. MARÔT1
Central Research Institute for Physics,

Budapest, Hungary

Abstract

An advanced computer code for the complete analysis of a complex

thermal-hydraulic system should be capable to calculate a number of

hecit transfer regimes.

The correlation*for the calculation of wall heat transfer do not

perfectly predict Ihe true physical process and they cannot ensure

smooth transition at the boundaries of Lhe individual regimes

of heat transfer. It often happens that expressions for two adjacent

regions supply different values for the heal transfer coefficient at

the boundary.

The discontinuity of the wall heat transfer fuctions can easily lead

to numerical problems or result in inaccuracy of the calculations.

Examples are given of how the problem of wall heat transfer is

handled in some widely used codes (TRAC, DMIFAN, BELAP5) and a new

solution is explained for the case of partial boiling heat transfer

which ensures smooth transit ion at the boundaries.

1. Introduction

An advanced computer code for the complete analysis of a

complex thermal-hydraulic system should be capable to calculate

a number of heat transfer regimes.

The correlations for the calculation of wall heat transfer

do not perfectly predict the true physical process and they can-

p.ot ensure sfcooth transition at the boundaries of the individual

regiraes of heat transfer. It often happens that expressions for

two adjacent regions supply different values for the heat trans-

fer coefficient at the boundary.

The discontinuity of the wall "neat transfer functions can

easily lead to numerical problems or results in inaccuracy of the

calculations.

In the next paragraphs examples are presented, how the prob-

lem of wall heat, transfer is handled in the best favoured codes

and a more or less new solution is explained in the case of par-

tial boiling heat transfer.

2. Wall heat transfer correlations

In a thermal-hydraulic loop different regimes of heat trans-

fer can exist in the different zones of the system. In audition the

heat transfer regime can change at a given position if the- process

is a transient one. In the different computer codes the selection

of heat transfer correlation is made in several ways.

Computer code TRAC [.\J :

The TRAC code generates a boiling curve to the problem /see

Fig.!./.

I
u

o

single ^ucleote'lransitionj film boiling

phease Iboiling iboiling

liquid

*CHf

t. Generalized boiling curve

Tw surface temperature

Temperature subscripts

S = saturation

CHF = critical heat flux

MIN = minimum film boiling



Selection of the heat transfer coeffctent is made on the basis

of wall temperature. The correlations available in the code .ire

summarized in Table 1.

Table 2.

Table 1.

Heat transfer correlations of the TRAC

bai line curve

Regime of
heat transfer

Single phase con-
vection

Nucleate boiling

Transition film
boiling

Film boiling

Boundaries
of the regime

Tw < Ts

TS < TW < TCHF

TCHF < TW<TF.Bmir

W > F.B min

Name of
the correlation

Qiffus-Boelter |2;

CHEN |3|

Linear interpola-
tion in log-log
diagram

Bailey 4'

Heat transfer correlations of the URITAN

boilina curve

Regime of
heat transfer

Single-phase
convection

Subcooled
boi1i ng

Nucleate
boiling

Transition
film boiling

Film boiling

Boundaries
of the regime

x < -O.O5

-O,O5 < X < O,O

O.O < X < O,9

0,9 < X < O,99

X < 0,9"»

Name of
the correlation

Dittus-Boelter J2|

Modified CHEN ^6 J

CHEN i*31

Cosine interpolation

Dittus-Boelter [2|

Computer code DRUFAN [sj :

The DRUFAN code apply the same method as TRAC only the pa-

rameter for the selection of the heat transfer coefficient is

different. Heat transfer regimes are separated using the local

equilibrium tjjality.

The boundaries of the regimes and the correlations are list-

ed in Table 2.

Computer Code RELAP5 fVJ :

In the RELAP code a heat transfer surface is determined

in the form of the function q = f/x, jT^I, The surface is il-

lustrated in Pig.2.

The other independent variables determining the heat flux

/pressure, mass flux, etc./ are considered as parameters of the

surface.

The boundaries of the heat transfer regimes can be defined

as the solutions of the correlating equations for the neighbour-

ing regimes.
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218 Ali the above methods ensure that the correlations predict

the same value at the boundary of two adjacent regimes however

they cannot ensure smooth transition at same place.

3. Heat transfer in partial bolting

Partial boiling is a transition region between forced con-

vecttve heat transfer and fully fitveloped boillno as it is illus-

trated In Fig. 3.
T)
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•Single-phase liquid
-Classicol pool boiling curve (dashed)
•Nucleate boiling
'Transition boiling

Film boiling and single-phase vapor
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Fig. 3. Sketch of the boiling curve

It is Intended to ensure stnmth transition between these

regions then It Is necessary to >inow the boundary points of the

partial boiling region and to ftilfill the following boundary con-

ditions:

Fig 2. RELAP heat transfer surface

furthermore

If ùTw = ûi

and



Function that can satisfy the above boundary conditions con-

tain four constants. They can be determined by means of the boun-

dary conditions. Unfortunately the unknown constants cannot be ex-

pllcltely expressed from the equations. The solution which has

been found is similar to the procedure applied by Bowring [9] .

Superposition of the forced convective and fully developed

boiling heat flux components seems to be appropriate for our pur-

pose however the component should be multiplied by a "relaxation

function" ensuring smooth transition at the boundaries. The equation

predicting the heat flux is the following:

iQ n IXI

n\

and for the"relaxation function" it is proposed to use

Iff commercial surfaces are applied the best value of H is

equal So 3.3 and it is recommended to calculate K by means of

the formula proposed by the present author [lo ] -

.It
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Eç./5/ was compared with Russian experimental results, pub-

lished for water in ref. [11] . Excellent agreement between mea-

surements and calculations was experienced in a range of atmos-

pheric and 0.9 relative pressures.

Nevertheless, if one uses surfaces specially prepared it is

advisable to determine both K and N by performing direct ex-

periments. The single-phase forced convective heat transfer coeffi-

cient œan be calculated from the wellknown Dlttus-Boelter relation-

ship 0 3 .

The boundary condition that the first derivatives should co-

incide at point "1" results in the following expression for the

unknown exponents m and n

IA T

The value of the constant n can be determined by fitting

to experimental results. A rough comparison with experiments shows

that n = 3 gives satisfactory agreement between measurements and

calculations.

Expressing the heat flux with the'wall-superheat the final'equation

is obtained

til

3.1 Boundary points of the partial boiling region

31ke superheat A T H Q which is necessary to activate bubble

generfitting centres in forced convective flow can be determined

by the method proposed by Bergles and Rohsenow [l2] . They applied

the Hsu concept to the prediction of subcooled boiling in forced

connective flows. The concept is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Qlte Incipience of boiling is at the point where the curve

represintim the superheat necessary for cavity activation touches

the Une of the thermal boundary layer temperature distribution.

At loser wall-temperatures only single-phase convective heat trans-

fer exiists, at higher walltemperatures a range of cavities gene-

rate .uipour bubbles.
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range of active coviles

tftonv

ISq./8/ indicates the range of cavities being active at a given

wallsuperheat and cT .

Boiling sets on when the discriminant is zero ant thfa re-

sults in

Substitution of

and

yields that

Fig. 4. The HSV concept

The curves In Pig. 4. can be equated as:

a./ superheat activating a centre with radius R
c

~6AT -

b./ boundary layer temperature distribution

The solution of eqs/6/ and /7/ for Rc yields that

/12/

At the point where nucleate boiling begins the heat flluc is
equal to that of the forced convective single-phase heat transfer,
consequentely it can be written that

Fig.5. shows the evolution of the thermal boundary layer
after boiling is set on and the heat flux is further increased.
At the tangent point /onset of boiling/ the activated bubtlfe gene-
rating centre hase just the same effectiveness as the ccnjœtive
heat transfer. On increasing the heat flux the approximate straight
line of the thermal boundary layer intersects the curve of nucleation
/line b/ and further on a range of cavities are active. It can be
expected that cavities larger than R C Q are less effective and cont-
ribute less to the heat transfer compared to the cavities .*ith size



On the contrary, centers smaller than R contribute probably

more to the heat transfer. The activation of the less effective

centres is responsible for the relatively slow increase in heat flux

with the superheat.

y dislance from the wall

«too»

dislance from the wall

range of active
centers in case ,,b"

liquid superheot

Fig.6. Onset of subcooled nucleate

and fully developed boiling
On can write for the heat flux at point "1"

Tig. 5. Criterion for the onset of fully

developed boiling.

If the heat flux is further increased line "1" Is reached in

Fig.5. wher. the largest activated cavities have just the size of B c o.

From this point any increase of heat flux is accompanied with acti-

vation of exclusively more effective cavities and it is plausible to

suppose that this is the point where fully developed boiling begins.

As regards the point where fully developed boiling starts it

can be determined by utilization of the triangles In Fig 5. i.e.

/16/

JL
and

1141

/IS/
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Solution of eqs./ll/, /14/f /15/ and /16/ results in the

equation defining the superheat at the onset of fully developed

boiling:

mi

Unfortunately eq,/17/ can only be solved by Iteration.

4. Comparison with experiments

To represent the applicability of eq./4/ comparison has been

made with experiments publisched by Millier [13] .

It has to be noted that the single-phase convective heat trans-

fer coefficient has been calculated from the Dittus-Boelter cor-

relation while for the curve of fully developed boiling MUller's

result has been adopted.



222 Results are shown in Figs. 7. and 8.. The agreement between

measured data and the calculated dotted lines is satisfactory. The

deviation seems to be the result of the poorly predicted con-

vectlve heat transfer coefficient. Viien the predicted heat trans-

fer coefficient agrees with the experimental one then the calculated

.curve fits to the measurement quite well. Fig.7 shows the case

where the liquid was almost saturated and Fig.8 presents data ob-

tained with two different subcoolings.

p s 1,52 bar
10*

2

10-
J/
h-
- v sISm/s

2 * 68101 2 « 6 <J«[*C]

Fig. 7. Comparison with MuHer's experiments [i3]

6 *TW['C]

Tin=120'C. v

Tin=120'C. v=6,0 m/s

Tin= »5'C. v eO.75m/s

Tin= »5'C, v = 6.0m/s

Fig. 8. Comparison with Miiller's experiments[i3]

Conclusions

Superposition of the convective and boiling heat fluxes fitted

to the boundary conditions by means of a "relaxation function" has

led to e. correlation that can solve the problem of the heat trans-

fer in the partial boiling region. The correlation was checked

against experimental results with good success.

Application of the "relaxation function" using different ex-

ponents in the superposed components of the heat flux can ensure

smooth transition at the boundary prints.

h

nf

k

K

m

n

N

P

P'

Nomenclature

specific heat

heat transfer coefficient

latent heat of vaporization

conductivity

multiplier of the boiling
heat flux

constant

constant

exponent of the boiling
heat flux

pressure

pressure derivative along
the saturation line

heat flux

Tw = Tw" Ts

ùt . = Tsub s

x

cavity size

temperature

superheat

-T, subcooling

steam quality

thermal boundary layer
thickness

"relaxation function"

density of the saturated
liquid

density of the saturated
vapour

surface tension



Indeces

boil fully developed
boiling

conv single-phase con-
vective heat trans-
fer.

0 onset of nucleate
boiling

1 onset of fully de-
veloped boiling

x intersection of the
convective heat
transfer and fully
developed boiling
curves

1 liquid

g vapour

s saturation

w wall
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PRETEST ANALYSIS OF PMK EXPERIMENTS

L. PERNECZKY, I. TÔTH
Central Research Institute for Physics,
Budapest, Hungary

Abstrtct

The PMK test facility, currently under construction at ihe Hungarian
Contrat Research Institute for Physics (CRIP) is intended to investigate
the dynamic behaviour of WWER-type pressurized water reactorj, in particular
during a small-break LQCA. These reactors have some unique features, such
as six loups in the primary circuit, horizontal steam generators, loop
seals in both the hot and the cold legs, and shrouded fuel assemblies.

Fre-lest calculations for the first lest series and their results are

presented and their influence on test facility design optimization and

code modelling is discussed. The calculations were made for a one per

cent break in the «.old leg, a 3.3 per cent break of the pressurlzer,

and steady-state natural circuit ion. The codes used were REl,AP'i|MOD3 and

M006.

1. Introduction

The PMK test facility will be constructed at the Central Re-

search Institute for Physics /CRIP/ to investigate the dyna-

mic behaviour of WVJER-type plants, mainly during a small-break

I.OCA. These plants have some unique features, such as 6 loops

in the primary circuit, horizontal steam generators, loop seals

both in hot and cold legs, shrouded fuel assemblies, etc.

The test facility is described in detail in another paper fl] ,

here it is introduced in a schematic way in order to make under-

standing of the following chapters easier. The facility is a model

of the primary circuit of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant, a sche-

matic drawing of the latter and the former are shown in Pigs. 1

and 2, respectively.

The operating pressure and temperature of the model are 16 MPa

and 623 K, respectively. Because of the Interest in gravity do-

rainated processes, such as single- and two-phase natural circu-

lation, elevations are the same as in the NPP, with the exception

of the lower plenum and pressurlzer. The volumetric and power

scaling ratio is l:2O7O. The core is modelled by 19 electrically

heated rods. The 6 loops of the NPP are represented by a single

loop, the broken loop is modelled by hydraulic resistances.

Pre-test calculations have been performed for the first test

series. Results of these calculations are most useful in diffe-

rent ways. In the early stages of the design of the test facility

PMK behaviour could be compared with that of the NPP that helped

us to pinpoint areas where design modifications were necessary.

It was of special concern, whether the facility without a broken

loop can adequately model LOCA processes.For expérimentateurs it

Is Important to know beforehand the phenomena to be expected dur-

ing a given test: this is useful for planning necessary interven-

tions, for adjusting the data acquisition system and for cliosing

the optimal position and type of the instrumentation.

A series of pre-test calculations also helps code users to get

familiar with the problems of system modelling by the computer

program. Code limitations to describe a given phenomenon can be

identified and experience can acquired to perform "blind" ana-

lyses.

The paper presents results of code calculations for the first PMK

test series. Lessons learnt from these analyses as to PMK design

and code modelling are also discussed.

2. Computer Code Analysis

Pre-test analysis has been performed by using the mod3 and mod6

versions of RELAlM.The former is Implemented on CRIP's ES1O4O

computer, while the latter was made available to us by the IAEA

through its Assistance in Uses of Computer Codes for Safety Ana-

lysis programme. It is planned that the fast running SMABRE code [3J

will be used at VTT in Finland for small-break LOCA analysis and

quasi-steady-state natural circulation will be investigated by

the LUPO code. [4].
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Calculations for three Important experiments of the PMK test

series are discussed below. A comparison is drawn between re-

sults obtained for the PMK and the plant. The nodallzaticns

in RELAP4/inod3 and mod6 for the NI'P and the PMK facility are

presented in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The pJant is modell-

ed by a broken and an intact loop, while PMK has only one loop.

The computer analysis is expected to answer questions, Buch as

what is the difference in intact and broken loop behaviour and

how can the single loop PMK design model the plant.

2.1 Cold leg break of 1 per cent

Three different cases are presented here, case A./ being a cal-

culation for the Paks Power Plant while cases B./ and C./ dis-

cuss results for the PMK test facility. The two latter differ

only in the modelling of the loop seal: In case B./ the PMK hot

leg follows the centerllne of the Paks hot leg tubing, while

in case C./ a shallow loop seal Is modelled that Is expected to

describe the passage of steam more accurately /see Fig. 5/.All

cases were run without accumulator injection and it was supposed

that only one of the three high-pressure safety injection /IIFSI/

pumps Is working . The secondary side of the s team generators

was at constant pressure throughout the transients.

General thermohydraullc behaviour can be compared for the three

cases on the pressure-time diagram, Fig. 6. The break Is opened

at 10 s. After the reactor is scrammed at 4O s the depressurization

rate increases and the pressurizer is emptied at 75 and 120 s

for the reactor and the PMK, respectively. The difference is due

to an Input error In cases B./ and C./, where the initial pres-

surizer water volume was too high. With the pressuriser empty

depressurization is enhenced until steam generated in the core

begins to accumulate in thé upper plenum thereby resulting in a

slight Increase of system pressure. In this period there is little

difference between the NPP and PMK pressure levels: cases D./

and C.I lie somewhat lower due to an input error causing rela-

tively larger break flows in the PMK than in the plant.

Mixture level In the upper plenum continuously decreases, at

about 4-500 s it reaches the hot leg elevation and steam Is

passing to the hot legs. Because of the loop seal in the hot

leg the steam cannot pass directly to the steam generator /SG/,

but first it accumulates in the reactor side of the loop seal.

This situation detrimentally influences the natural circulation:

loop and core flow rates are decreasing and since the steam pro-

duced in the core is trapped in the loop seals system pressure

is increasing. /At 470 and 570 s in cases B./ and C.I, respec-

tively/. In case A./, this effect is unforunately overriden by

a step-decrease in core power at 640 s, due to an input error

at restart.

Finally, coolant level decreases in the loop seal on the reactor

side sufficiently that steam can pass to the SG collector on the

inlet side. However, since the collectors have a dome well over

the horizontal tubes at the highest level, steam will practically

not pass to the SG tubes, until the collector dome has not been

filled up. The variation of mixture level in the collector is

shown in Figs. 7, 8 and 9, for cases A./, B.I and C.I, respec-

tively. Mixture level starts to drop much earlier in cases A./

and C.I, than In case B./, showing the influence of loop seal

modelling. It is interesting to point out that in case B.I the

collector is mixture full until the level on the other side of

the loop seal drops so far that it is cleared, after that mo-

ment it is iiisinly saturated steam that passes to the collector:

this explains the fast decrease or the mixture level in Fig.8.

On the contrary, In cases A./ and C.I the collector 1B alimented

by low quality flow for several hundred seconds ..while after

970 and 67O seconds, respectively, flow la mainly saturated steam.

The difference in these timings 1B partly caused by the inad-

vertant decrease in core power at 64O s In the NPP calculations,

but also the lower break flow and the relatively larger SG col-

lector volume in the same case may have an influence.

Whan, finally, the mixture level in the collector drops to the

elevation of the SG tubes, steam is passing through the SG and

condensed: this leads to increased mass flow rate through the



226 loop and the core and also significantly decreases system pres-

sure. In the PMK calculations primary pressure stabilizes slight-

ly above the secondary level. Indicating the Importance of the

heat sink. It la not before primary circuit coolant level drops

to the break elevation / ~>1600 s in case B.I /, when primary

pressure becomes Independent of the secondary one because of

steam venting through the break.

System pressure behaviour in this period is to some extent diffe-

rent in the calculation for the NPP. This is a result of the

different nodallzation schemes adopted for the plant and PMK

/Figs. 3 and 4/. The former has the possibility to analyze broken

and intact loop behaviour. Until about 900 s there is little dif-

ference between the two types of loops: this is evident from

Fig. 7 as well. However, at 102O s it Is only the broken loop

collector level that drops sufficiently to let the steam pass

to the SG tubes, the intact loop collector remaining mixture full

until 1240 s. This means, of course, that the pressure reducing

effect of steam condensation is much less accentuated in these

calculations.

The calculations have proved that the PMK facility can be ex-

pected to reproduce the most important phenomena following a

It break. Lessons Aearnt from these investigations as to PMK

design and RELAP modelling will be summarized in chapter 3.

2.2 Break of 3.3 per cent on the pressurlzer

Since the THI accident, the consaquences of a PORV stuck In open

position on the preaaurlzer have been analyzed throughout the

world. This corresponds, in the case of the Paks NPP to a break

of 3.3 ». Mthough calculations for this problem have not yet

been closed down, some of the preliminary results arevorth men-

tioning.

At a TM1 type accident, when the I1PSI pumps and the safety in-

jection tanks /SIT/ yo into operation, the pressurizer is comp-

letely filled up with water. That means that the latter looses

its "pressuilzer* ability and system pressure Is dictated by SIT

pressure until these are not emptied. A comparison of PMK and

plant calculations gives a good opportunity to discuss modelling

aspects of the safety systems, since exact geometrical scaling

could not be assured. /Water and total volumes are scaled, but

ret £JT < rosit section and elevation/. The following characteris-

tic points should be checked: starting time of SIT injection,

closure time, Injection flow rate at quasi-steady-state operation

and when going into operation.

The analysis for the Paks plant was performed by RELAP4/mod3

using the nodallzation of Fig.3. It is known that, of the two

critical flow models, that of Moody does not work correctly in

this version: the flow rate is time step dependent. Therefore

the Bonic model has been chosen, but, since this option produces

significantly lower flow rates than the Henry-Fauske /1IF/, the

Homogeneous Equilibrium /HEM/ or the Moody /M/ models in mod6,

the break cross-section was increased to match initial flowrates

calculated by mod6. A comparison of the results obtained with

the different flow models for the first 30 s of the transient is

presented in Table 1.

Figures 10, 11 and 12 show system pressure evolution, break flovt

rate and pressurlzer mixture level variation, respectively. De-

pressurlzation rate la higher in PMK that is a result of higher

flow rate: the matching of flow rates at break initiation un-

fortunately does not assure agreement during the course of the

transient. SIT injection thus Is Initiated somewhat earlier in

PMK-. at 61 s, against 68 s In the NPP. A rise in the pressurlzer

mixture level can bo observed already at 46 and 62 s for the PMK

and NPP, respectively: this is a result of flashing in the hottest

parts of the primary circuit. However, this phenomenon is soon

overridden by SIT injection! the cold water from the accumu-

)alors first condenses the steam in the primary circuit and

than fills up the pressurizer.
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Figure 13. shows the summed mass flow rate from two SITa for

the Paks plant, here the first peak attains 46O kg/s. In the

PMK calculations the originally planned Injection line of 26 mm

diameter was used erroneously without any orifIcing, yielding

a first maximum of 4.04 kg/s, much too high to be reduced by

orlficlng. The present design envisages an Injection valve

of 15 mm diameter, the analysis with this geometry and the

orifice of the necessary size is under way.

2,3 Steady-state natural circulation

To calculate natural circulation In the plant or the PMK, first

poses the problem of defining a consistent set of input data for

the code, in our case the RELAP4/mod6. One phillsophy to do this

is presented in Pig. 14. From measured pressure distribution at

nominal operating conditions of the paks NPP loss coefficients

can be deduced from code calculations. In the PMK we wish to

have the same pressure distribution that will, however, result

In different loss coefficients. It can be assumed that loss co-

efficients are unaffected by the flow regime. Thus natural cir-

culation conditions for both the plant and PMK are calculated

using measured initial conditons and the respective loss co-

efficients derived for the nominal parameters. It can be then

checked how the steady-state solutions agree with the measured

ones and whether the calculated NPP pressure distribution agrees

with that of the PMK.

In reality, the above philosophy could not be fully applied.

For the nominal conditions the ltinary described in Fig. 14 was

followed, although some differences between the measured and

calculated pressure distributions had to be tolerated, in order

to avoid negative loss coefficients. PMK and NPP results could

be matched, as It Is shown in Fig. 15.

To perform the second step, for natural circulation, proved to

be difficult with REUVP4/mod6, since prescribed loss coefficients

22) can not be input to the code. Instead, an initial pressure distri-

bution has been modified with the aim to obtain the loss coeffi-

cients of the nominal conditions, but to achieve complete agree-

ment would have needed too many trials. The same agreement In

pressure distribution, as presented in Fig. IS for the NPP and

PMK could not be reached either.

Results of calculations performed at 4.5 % of nominal power

showed that measured and calculated natural circulation flow

rates /or core At/ agreed within 6 », while the difference bet-

ween PMK and the plant was 4.5 %.

Two "numerical experiments" have been performed by RELAI'4/mod6

to assess the planned methodology of steady-state natural cir-

culation tests in two-phase conditions. The latter could be

attained by depressurizing the system to saturated conditions

by opening a break and steady-state could be reached by closing

it again. Of course, the system would then repressurlze: the

aim of these calculations was to investigate the repressurl-

zation and stabilization.

Both calculations were restart-runa of the 1 % break case, start-

ing from 400 s. Simultaneously the break was closed and the

power held constant at 3,8 % nominal power. Because of the low

power level, steam soon disappeared in the circuit proving that

single-phase natural circulation assures sufficient cooling of

the core at the given power level. Therefore, in the second cal-

culation, power was increased to 10 t at 400 s. This lead to an

important pressure increase from 52 bar to 69 bar in 300 s,

whlls core flow rate decreased from O.46 to 0.415 kg/s in the

same interval. Two-phase conditions were maintained, although

stabilization has not been reached yet. Further analysis will

be performed in the field in the near future.

3. Conclusions

Importait lessons have been drawn from pretest calculations that

permitted on the one hand. Improvement of the PMK design and, on



228 the other, an accumulation of experience for running different

versions of RF.LAP4 .

3.1 Lessons concerning PHK design

One of the most Important questions was, how the single-loop

design of the PMK facility would affect the small-break LOCA

behaviour of the system. This problem was addressed partly by

comparing broken and Intact loop behaviour In the NPP, partly

by direct comparison of plant and PMK processes. Analysis of the

1 % break results shows that in the first part of the transient,

before coolant level drops to the elevation of SG tubes, broken

and Intact loop behaviour are fairly similar /Fig. If. Tha de-

viations can be explained by differences In the input to the

calculations. More important differences occur after steam enters

the SG, in the period until coolant level drops to the break ele-

vations: the effect on system behaviour should' be analysed yet.

Ho significant differences are expected between PMK and the NPP

resulting from the single loop design for the case, when the

break is on the pressurlzer - but results presented here are not

sufficient to judge this. Although flow rate in the loop to which

the pressurizer is connected is perturbed significantly, flow rate

reversal does not occur. Thus SG behaviour will probably not be

too different in the broken and intact loops to Influence system

parameters.

It can be expected that the larger the break the less accurate

the PMK modelling will be, because of the single-loop design.

However, because of the high depreasurization rates different

phenomena, such as reverse heat flow in the SG dominate the

processes [2} .A correct response of the PMK le probable if

loop flow can be modelled adKquAtelyt this mainly depends on

good modelliny of break flow. Detailed investigations will be

performed still to define optimal break flow modelling in

PMK. Also the role of SITS will have to be analysed with res-

pect to tltis point.

Problems In obtaining the pressure distribution along the loop

has been discussed in detail. At different locations, the code

Included additional loss coefficients into the calculations in

order to match Liie prescribe d pressure distribution. If these

additional coefficients are large with xespeet to the original

ones, it is to be analysed, whether this Is a result of simpli-

fications in computer modelling or modifications are necessary

in the PMK design. Such modifications are relatively easy to

make in lines connecting to the primary circuit, e.g. pressurlzer

surge line or SIT Injection line, while usually a compromise has

to be sauglit In the case of the primary loop [lj .

The calculations with different loop Beal geometries have point-

ed out the importance of these.In spite of the code analysis sup-

porting the presumption that the shallow loop Beal models that of

the Paks NPP more correctly, the effect will be addressed by

experiments as well, using different loop seal geometries.

Volume scaling is an important feature of the PMK facility, how-

ever, that does not Imply that different portions of a given

volume are scaled properly. An example, when pre-test calculations

proved a shortcoming of the PMK design, is the lack of' modelling

of the uppermost volumes of SG collectors. Too small a volume would

result in earlier depressurizatlon of the system. PMK design haa

been modified in order to take this effect into account.

3.2 1/essons concerning computer modelling

The series of pre-test calculations have largely improved our

understanding of computer modelling by REXAP4. The experience

obtained covers such aspects as to what type o? problems one

should not use mod3 at all, if one has /even limited/ access

to mode. A typical example Is a case where the saturation line

Is crossed very slowly: mod3 consumes a prohibitive amount of

computer time, while mod6 passes without problems.

Chosing among the critical flow models in RELAP has always been

a contrcversial affair, and even more so, if one tries to use
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mod3 and raod6 for the same problem. Table 1. presented a com-

parison of most widely used models, but It has to be emphasized

that it only Includes steam flow, while a much larger scatter

can be observed at low quality ojf subcooled critical flow

Another point of uncertltude In RELAP4 Is the use of the bubble

rise model. It has been extensively used In the pre-test calcu-

lations presented, for want of any reliable Information, adopt-

ing values proposed in the program manuel. However, it ia re-

alised that incorrect valu 3 may significantly affect phenomena,

like steam accumulation in the upper plenum, In the SG collectors

and, of course, phase separation process in the pressurizer In

the case at a PORV blowdown. In order to Improve our understand-

ing of the application of the bubble rise model, CRIP in co-

operation with the Osterreichischea Forsohungszentrum Seibers-

dorf will analyse different simple experiments to see how the

results are affected by changes in the parameters of the model,

Relevant Informations will be apporteel by the r" . experiments

as well.

Junction modelling needs some experience, first of all in case

of vertical junctions connecting volumes with bubble rise. He

ran into a special problem when modelling the junction between

SG collectors and tubings. The junction cross sectional area

was chosen to equal the sum of the tube cross sections and junc-

tion elevation corresponded to tha mid-hlght of the tubings.

This led to the fact that the upper edge of the junction was

much lower than the elevation of the uppermost SG tube», with

the result that the mixture level had to drop wall below- the

tubes at the highest level, before steam could enter the volume

representing these. Another surprises mixture passing through

the junction was of low quality until the mixture level In the

collector dropped below the junction centreline, thon changing

abruptly to saturated steam. The problem is being Investigated:

one solution could be to connect the two volumes by several

junctions above each other, but, it le believed that U B B of the

horizontal slip option might be a solution to the problem as well.

Finally, let us remark that RELAP4 is not the ideal code for pre-

test calculations, mainly because of the high computer costs. Of

course, it permits to analyse most thermohydraulic phenomena in

detail, but it is not suited for parametric studies. The latter

could be performed by fast running codes, such as SMABRE, that,

we hope, will still be used to this purpose for the PHK. It is

our feeling that two such codea could ideally complement each

other.

It was also mentioned that tu follow the modelling philosophy

outlined in Fig. 14 for natural circulation would be very dif-

ficult with RELAP4. The LUK> code could be used to perform this

analysis: for steady-state natural circulation problems this

code is expected tc> prove a useful tool.
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COMPUTER STUDIES ON THE APPLICABILITY OF
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PLANTS*
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Abstract

An analytical study is described which investigates the effects of
different parameters and different selected programme options on
scaling distortion with respect to real processes.

The study uses the intermediate-break test LOFT 1,5-1 as a reference and
employing RELAP4/M0D6 several models were tried for the LOFT reactor.
Since the aim was to simulate the behaviour and the time sequence
rather than to duplicate the experiment in al l aspects, the number of
volumes was reduced to 20 and less*

1. INTRODUCTION

A number of important thermohydraulic reactor safety

experiments has been done in the LOFT (Loss of Fluid

Test) F a c i l i t y in Idaho F a l l s , Id. USA.

In applying the re su l t s o£ these experiments the scal ing

problem must again be considered. I t has two c lose ly

interrelated aspects:

- Scaling of the t e s t apparatus to a Pressurized
Water Reactor and

- Scaling of the t e s t resu l t s to understand the behaviour
of a PWR because when doing the f i r s t scal ing task a
number of compromises was unavoidable (_ !_?•

* This work was performed within an International Atomic Energy Agency Research
237 Contract.

This paper is solely concerned with the second aspect.

To our knowledge it has been addressed by a few authors

only /"2, 3, 4, 5, 6_7, all using the computer code

RELAP 4.

In principle their approach was to use an input deck

which gave reasonable results for a given test and

modify it according to the parameters of the facility to

be compared. This approach certainly gives valuable results.

As a nuclear steam supply system is a very complex system,

however, it is difficult to sort out the different effects

of different parameters. Furthermore it is difficult to

assess to which extent different selected program options

Influence the result.

As an example for this point a cold leg break might be

considered:

The amount and enthalpy of the fluid which goes from

the downcomer to the break depends on a rather delicate

balance between

a) the break flow, which Is mainly dependent on system
pressure and the quality of the fluid delivered to
the break,

b) the flow from the intact cold legs - mainly dependent
on the quality of the fluid delivered to the pumps
and their behaviour and

c) the flow through the bypass between upper plenum and
downcomer.

For a given experiment a nodalisation and choice of
options which is considered successful will cause the
fluid to flow in a way consistent with experimental
results. If this model is used e.g. for different
geometrical configuration it might force the flow the
same way as above which might not be consistent with reality.
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and vary some characteristic parameters to be able to

assess their influence.

We feel that our goal must be to understand what is going

on in the test apparatus and the commercial PWR and the

influence of the input parameters, options etc. rather

than to approach the experimental results as closely as

possible. Therefore this paper concentrates on describing

our work for finding a good input model and on under-

standing the influence of different parameters.

2. THE METHOD

• Choosing the intermediate break test LOFT L5-1 as a

reference test and using RELAP 4/MOD 6 several models

were tried for the LOFT reactor. They had 2o volumes or

less as compared to the usual 4o volumes and more. The

rationale behind this reduction in volumes and conse-

quently junctions is following:

- The aim is to understand what is going on In the
experiment and to simulate the behaviour and the
time sequence rather than to duplicate the experi-
ment in all aspects,

- a simpler model does not necessarily mean less
realistic results,

- a simpler model Is easier to understand,

- a simpler model often needs less computer time.

M. Mazzini, H. Cerullo and others of the (Jniversitâ degli

Studi di Pisa tried similar ideas with good results. Their

thrust, however, was different from ours as they did a

posttest analysis of the LOFT test L3-1.

At the same time the influence of a number of options was

investigated, especially homogenous and bubblerise.

Finally we arrived at model 3 with 17 volumes, 24 junctions

8 heat slabs. With this model we present the Influence

of the bypass between downcomer and upper plenum by

varying the bypass size parametrically.

For this presentation only the blowdown phase is con-

sidered because beginning with accummulator injection

entirely different phenomena are encountered.

3. THE LOFT REACTOR

The base for our current work is the LOFT reactor. It

Is a 5o MWj. pressurized water reactor. It is heavily

Instrumented with about 9oo instruments.

A number of experiments including large, intermediate

and small braks, severe core transients, anticipated

transients without scram and others have been run.

LOFT consists of (Fig. 1) .-

- A reactor vessel with s downcomer, a lower plenum,
a 1.5 m long nuclear core and an upper plenum,

- an intact loop (simulating the 3 intact loops of a
commercial 4 loop plant) with a hot leg, a pressurizer,
an O-tube steam generator with the secondary side,
two primary coolant pumps and a cold leg with injec-
tion points for the accumulator, high and low pressure
injection systems,

- a broken loop (simulating the broken loop in a 4-loop
plant) with a hot leg, a steam generator simulator
(simulating mainly resistance), a pump simulator
(simulating resistance only), a hot leg break orifice,
a hot leg quick opening blowdown valve, and a cold leg,
cold leg break orifice and a cold leg quick opening
blowdown valve. These valves open to the

- suppression fink which simulates the containment.



4. THE TEST LOFT L5-1

As our base case Is LOFT L5-1 a simplified description

of this test is as follows £~7_7:

L5-1 simulates a single 14 inch accumulator injection

line break (one of four) in a commercial 4-loop PWR.

The experiment was initiated from 47 MW and 14,87 MPa

by opening the broken loop cold leg quick opening blowdovm

valve. Scram followed at a system pressure of 14,19 IPa

and the ECC high pressure injection lo.6 MPa. The pumps

were tripped after 4s. The main feed pump was tripped

on reactor scram coincident with the steam generator

steam control valve beginning to close. This valve was

fully shut at 12 s. The fuel cladding thermal excursion

started at Io8 s. The accumulator injection (at 1.6 HPa)

started at 186 s. The maximum fuel cladding temperature

of 715 K was reached at 198 s.

5. MODEL 1 (Fig. 2)

Model 1 consists of 2o volumes, 25 junctions and 7 heat

slabs. Three volumes are used for the core, each with

one core heat slab. In the lower slab 37% of the total

power is produced, 47% in the center and 16% in the

upper heat slab.

The lower plenum, the core volumes and the upper plenum

are stacked on each other, each with a Wilson bubble

rise model and vertical slip junctions. The broken loop

hot leg is one homogenous volume. The prèssurizer is

modelled as one volume with the Wilson bubble rise model.

In the blowdown it runs empty in about 14 s as compared

to 15.S s in the experiment.
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The intact loop hot leg is homogenous and in the steam

generator primary hot leg side the Wilson bubble rise

model is used. The steam generator secondary side is

one volume with the Wilson bubble rise model. The steam

generator primary cold leg side is homogenous. Each of

the steam generator primary volumes has one. heat slab

into secondary side. The piping between steam generator

and pump is homogenous. No loop seal is modelled.

The two LOFT pumps are combined Into one. The HPIS,

LPIS and the accumulator are tripped by the pressure

in the intact loop. The accumulator is one volume with

complete separation. It is filled with air and water.

There is one homogeneous upper downcomer volume to

allow the bypass to the break and one homogeneous lower

downcomer volume. The two broken loop cold leg volumes

are homogeneous . For the break flow in this and all other

calculations which are presented in this paper the

Henry-Fauske and the homogeneous equilibrium model with

a multiplier of l.o are used.

Two heat slabs - one for the lower part of the downcomer

and one on the lower plenum transmit the ambient heat

loss.

The running time of this model on the IBM 3o81 was

very high, the cpu to real time ratio was up to 35

for a part of the blowdown. The reasons were mixture

level crossing problems and instabilities caused by

water steam inflow from the broken and intact hot legs

into the upper plenum which was already void.

So mixture level smoothing was applied which increased

the computing speed a little. The results are reasonable

until the accumulator started to inject water. Because

RELAP 4/MOD 6 is an equilibrium code there is no

straight forward way to model coexisting steam and
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culation and restrict the following calculations to the

time before the accumulator injection.

With model 1 the pressure decrease is only a little

faster than in the experiment (Pig. 3). This would

usually have been taken as a good result, in reality it

happened rather by chance; as no structural heat (LOFT

has rather large filler blocks in the downcomer) is taken

into account In the model the pressure decrease should

be quicker than in the experiment. The homogeneous down-

comer delivers too much water into the upper downcomer

(Pig. 4) thereby causing a slower pressure decrease.

These two effects nearly compensate each other resulting

in an acceptable pressure decrease. As too much water is

lost through the break the core dries out too soon (Pig. 5).

As the frlctional loss of the pump was too small due to

an input error the pumps delivered too much steam later

in the transient causing a faster pressure decrease from

about 12o s onwards. Therefore the accumulator began to

deliver at 142 s as compared to 185 s in the experiment.

The following seems worth mentioning: In the experiment

it takes about 12 s from the start of accumulator injection

to the time of the peak clad temperature of 715 K.

The present model gives a clad temperature of 7 27 K (Fig. 6)

after about the same time interval. This would often be

considered as a very good agreement; as shown before it

is sheer coincidence. This Is an example that for a

computer simulation it is not at all sufficient to achieve

reasonable quantitative results; without having modelled

the physical reality sufficiently such an apparent good

comparison can be worthless.

In order to avoid many of the problems encountered with

model 1 a rather radical approach was chosen:

6. MODEL 2 (Fig. 7)

Model 2 consists of 14 volumes, 2o junctions, 7 heat slabs.

The core volumes and the upper plenum were combined into

one volume to reduce mixture level crossing problems and

to study the effect that here the steam is saturated

as long as the whole volume is not void. The intact

loop hot leg and the steam generator primary hot leg

side were also combined. All volumes between the pressure

vessel bottom and the steam generator top were stacked

upon each obher. The homogeneous broken loop hot leg

of model 1 not only caused problems by water mixture

running into the void upper plenum; in reality the steam

will collect at the top of the steam generator simulator

so that first water will be expelled into the upper

plenum and then steam. So it was modelled as a volume

with complete separation. The junction is placed at an

elevation that the part of the volume above the junction

equals the volume from the upper plenum junction to the

top of the steam generator simulator and the part below

the rest. Though no substantial void occurs in the system

until around 6o s into the transient the calculation with

the bubble rise model is slow and cumbersome. As a cal-

culation with homogeneous volumes (except broken loop hot

leg, steam generator secondary side, pressurizer) runs

much easier and gives nearly identical results it was

decided too run this and the following runs homogeneous

until a given void occured in the system.

Then the Wilson bubble rise model was applied to the lower

plenum, core and upper plenum, intact loop and core bypass.

The frictional loss in the pump was corrected. With this

model the cpu to real time ratio dropped to 2 for the

whole transient.

Compared with model 1 the pressure decrease (Fig. 8) is

faster from about 6o s into the transient. The reason is



that the piping between the steam generator top and the

pump inlet is now modelled as a Wilson bubble rise volume,

so that after a certain time more steam is delivered from

the Intact loop cold leg into the break. The difference

in flow through the junction intact loop cold leg

- upper downcomer and the junction upper downcomer -

broken loop cold leg is provided by the lower down-

comer (fig. 9)• As this volume is also modelled with

the bubble rise option it also delivers high enthalpy

fluid which also causes a faster pressure decrease.

The accumulator Injection begins at about 13o s. As

the core and upper plenum are modelled into one volume

all heat available in this volume is used to produce

saturated steam. Therefore less water is present in the

core than in reality where superheated steam is pro-

duced above the mixture level. Therefore the mixture

level drops earlier than above (Fig. lo) and the clad

temperature excursion begins later (Fig. 11).

As the coolant is still saturated steam the cooling is

better than before so that e.g. the temperature of the

upper heat slab is above saturation temperature but

still decreasing. Only after the whole core is voided

superheated steam is produced and the surface temperatures

rise as usual. The small temperature decrease before

is caused by the (unrealistic) steam binding of cold

accumulator water.

7. MODEL 3-A
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As it is evident that only one volume for all core slabs

and the upper plenum gave unrealistic results, the volume

1 of Model 2 was again split into three core volumes and

the upper plenum. So model 3 consists of 17 volumes,

24 junctions, 8 heat slabs (Fig. 12). The volumes from

the pressure vessel bottom to the steam generator top

were again stacked upon each other. Junction 2o is

Intended for lower plenum injection and was not used

for this work. Junction 21 is used for our later dis-

cussed bypass calculations.

For testing of this model and comparing to the other

models heat slab 8 was not used. The bubble rise model

was activated only after voiding In the system had begun.

This model was tripped by the collapsed level in volume 2.

With this model a cpu to real time ratio of 6 was achieved.

The pressure decrease (Fig. 13) is nearly identical to

the decrease in model 2. Correspondingly the flows to and

from the upper downcomer volume (Fig. 14) are nearly the

same (the spikes after accumulator injection ara unrealistically

caused by the program). The mixture level drops later

than In model 2 because less water is evaporated 'Fig. 15) .

It also drops later than in model 1 because the lower

downcomer delivers less water into the break as it is

now modelled as a bubble rise volume.

So the two lower core heat slabs never totally voided and

their temperatures did not rise above the saturation line

(Fig. 16).

8. MODEL 3-B (BASE CASE)

Because LOFT has large filler blocks in the downcomer heat

slab 8 was modelled for the structural heat (v = 2.6 m ,

0 = 33.5 m 2 ) . With this modified model 3 the accumulator

injects water at about 15o s. The pressure drop (Fig. 17)

is now slower because there is more energy in the system.

The flow (Fig. 18) from the lower downcomer is bigger

because steam is produced by the structural heat. Because

water is evaporated by the structural heat the mixture

level drops earlier (Fig. 19) and the core heat slab

surface temperatures are higher (Fig. 2o).
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This model 3-B is now our base model tor our first

scaling work on intermediate break LOCAs.

Because there exists a bypass downcomer-upper plenum

or downcomer-hot leg (Fig. 21) in every PWH for which

no exact information exists one part of our scaling

work was to test the safety relevance of this bypass

in case of intermediate break loss of coolant accidents.

We installed junction 21 between downcomer and upper

plenum and made calculacions for a bypass flow of 5%

and lo% of the total flow.

For the 5% bypass the pressure drop is nearly the same

as in the base case (Fig. 17).

The mixture level drops later (Fig. 22) because the

lower pressure in the upper plenum - caused by the

bypass - hampers negative core flow and increases

positive core flow so that more water stays in the core.

The core surface temperature excursion begins later

(Fig. 23) and the temperatures at the time of the accu-

mulator injection are lower than in the base case.

As expected the effects are in the same direction and

more pronounced for the case with a lo%,bypass.

lo. CONCLUSION

An increased bypass does not change the depressurization

rate significantly. It causes later voiding of the

core and thereby lower clad temperatures.

The results indicate that LOFT intermediate break

results are prototypical for commercial PWBs and

the results seem to be realistic as far as bypass

is concerned.

As it was mentioned before when describing model 1

we feel that it is very important to check all cal-

culations if they fullfill the physical reality.

E.g. in one of our calculations it happened that the

thermal excursion for all three core heat slabs began

exactly at the same time which is unrealistic. This

was caused numerically by waterpacking problems. To

overcome this problem we reduced the minimum time

•step size. Another example - not a numerical one -

are our calculations where the structural heat was

neglected.

In all calculations we used for the break flow the

HF-HEM model with a multiplying factor of l.o and

for modelling bubble rise the Wilson bubble rise model.

As we feel uneasy to use these models mechanically

we began a study of these problems together with

Mr. Toth, KFKI, Budapest.

The work presented above is part of the results of an

International Atomic Energy Agency Research Contract.

We would like to express OUÏ: sincere thanks'to the - •

IAEA for providing us with excellent working conditions.

The complete results which include also work on full

length (3.3S m) core and the structural heat influence

can be found in the final report:

G. Sonneck, H. Pfau, H. Koinig:

"Computer Studies on the Influence of Some Scaling
Distortions on the Results of an Intermediate
Break in LOFT" (OFZS-Ber.No. 4217, May 1983).

We hope that IAEA makes it possible to continue this

work so that new results can be presented soon.
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TABLE 1

MODEL 1

MODEL 2

MODEL 3A

MODEL 3D (Base case)

DYPASS 5%

BYPASS lo%

Tiine(s) of
accumulator injection
(+ 2.5 s)

ISo

13o

i3o

15o
145

145

Tlme(s) of
temperature excursion
(t 2.5 s)

8o

7o

85

75

85

9o

Sla
ace
<i

7io

61o

535

755

675

66o

Slab temperature (K) at
accumulator inject ion time

2.5) K
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MODELLING OF SMALL-BREAK LOCA FOR
NPP KRSKO USING RELAP5/MOD1 CODE

M. GREGORIC
Institute "Joief Stefan",
Ljubljana, Yugoslavia

Abstract

Experience with RELAP5/Modl code at Institute "Jo2ef Stefan" i s
discussed. Modela of PWR Krsko are described with detai ls on
D-4 Bteam generator modei. Integral system model was attempted
and due to small progress replaced by lumped loops model, with
basic hydraulical and thermal similarity t o the plant and baste
controls of presaurizer pressure and level. Seperate Models were
constructed tor steam generator, reactor, pressurizer and sa ie ty
systems Including plant control and protection systems. 1 he
problems encountered are outlined. Some resul ts of the ongoing
analysis are shown.

Introductlon_

Snail break LOCA'a have been adreased in past few years
extensively by vendors, ut i l i t i es and licencing authorit ies
Working Cor the last two in the case oC PWR Krèko. Institut
"Jozef Stefan" was ashed to develop our own SBLOCA analysis
capabilit ies. We had some experience with large LOCA on
RELAP4/Mod6 and BRUCIi and containment analysis with
CONTEMP-LT-28, and we decided to try with &ELAP5/Hodl.

Having accès only to a small CYBER
difficulties with the Installation.

172 with no LCÎ1 we had

255

In 1981 we obtained the code, Cy 1 from NESC data bank, which
was installed a year later, with the help of lAtiA and colleques
from Finland. Model preparation work started last tall but soon
initial progress was slowed down due to unexpected behaviour ot
the code or instalotlori or both. Separate models were built and
studied for steam generator, pump and cold piping, reactor and
pressurizer and also Edward's pipe problem. Until
implementation of Cy 18 in Hoy 1983 no real progress was
achieved. Then we made an additional lumped loops model, as
educational tool first, but which will be expanded with more
complex models for components in the near future. Work is In
full progress now and first report for the utility is sceduled
by the end of november 1983.



256 Model development

Model development (or PWft Krsko USB a difficult task for us,
since there was no PWK benchnark available, and descriptions in
the KELAPS/Modl Manual were not atlway self explanatory. Un the
othet hand we have gathered substantial data base on MrfR Krèko
from RELAP5/Hod6 work. Very valuable were results fro» startup
tests , like pump coastdown curves, presaurlzer response on spray
or heaters actuation, instruaientation delay, rod drop time,
Measured coolant flow, accumulator discharge flow etc.

First, we attempted to build an Integral system model <Fig. 1)
like we did with KELAPS/nod6, but we could not possible get all
the bugs out of the input model. We didn't know why, but we
suspected our Installation or CY 01. To test the size of model
we could possible run on our computer we tried Edwards pipe
benchmark with 100 volumes end 100 heat structures and it run
succesf ully.

Separate models. Ones it was evident that progress on the
integral system model stoped, we took it appart and tried to
build separate models for reactor, presaurizer (with pressure
control, level control, PORV and safety valves), steam generator
(with level control, turbine valve, PORV and safety valves) «nd
pump with cold piping. Smaller models were easier to handle, yet
until Cy 16 Implementation progress was very slow. With Cy IS
RELAP5/Modl conditions for performing steady state runs are very
good. So far we aucceded to initialize ateam generator, reactor
and pump model.

Croasflow aection is soda-led with 2 volumes in primary and 2
volumes on secondary only and again it la difficult to «xpect
proper heat transfer rates. To get more realistic values one
attempt waa to Increase heat transfer area in preheater section.
The model 1B now ready to be Implemented in the integral ayatema
model, but with smaller recirculation rate, than we believe is
In reality.

It seem», that 0*4 steam generator with split flow will
challenge to ua for a while.

bs a

Lumped loop» model

To make a fast running. Inexpensive teaching tool for ourselves,
to se* the affect* of the model and to follow overall trends In
plant behaviour we decided to mahe lumped loops modal. This Is
a very «Impie model consisting of 36 volume:)» and 8 heat
structures (Fig. 4). It has the sane overall hydraulic
characteristics at subcooled conditions, and same temperature
'distribution. Presaurizer includes pressure (heaters, sprVoy) and
level control (letdown? charging), power operated relief valve
end safety valves. Heat loss to containment is also modelled.
Steam generator has turbine valve, power operated relief valve
and safety valves. Reactor control hae only scram table. For a
transient, appropriate trlpa are added. Even with the
simplified model, many rune were needed to get reasonable steady
state. First' runs were done with constant heat rate to reactor
heat structure» ot get proper hydraulics conditions, then
reactor kinetics model was coupled to heast structurée.

Steam generator model

Kr&ko nuclear power plant haa Weatlnghouse U-4 steam generator,
with preheoter section ' (Fig. 2). To cure the vlbrational
problems of U tubes In crossflow preheoter, Weatlnghouse split
the feedwater flow, 70 X through the main nozzle to the
preheater and 30 X through auxiliary feedwater Inlet above
downcomer. In our model (Fig. 3) we tried to take thia
modification Into account. Primary side was modelled with 9
volumes, and secondary side with 12 volumes and 16 heat
structures. Due to lack of data (temperature distribution,
pressure drop, flows - inside the steam generator).
Initialization phase was rather difficult. We observed the
following: first, solution ts stable for certain recirculation
rates only, second, heat transfer In U bend and preheater
section was very low. We could not trace out the reasons for
instabilities. For heat-transfer In U bend area RELAP5/ltodl
switched In some cases to post critical heast flux values, maybe
too soon. Our nodalization Is coarse, BO first we will try to
Increase number of nodes In hope to reduce this problem.

Result»

Unfortunately» there are no results from Integral system model ,
yet. With simplified lumped loops model we made several
auccesful runs from 300 to 500 seconds transients. We studied
the model response to main coolant pump trip, assuming reactor
will trip on 90 X coolant flow, and at thé same time turbine and
feedwater valve to steam generator will close. Auxiliary
feedwater would start on low low steam generator level. Some
results are shown in Fig. S through Fig. 6. Pump la tripped in
20 second. Flow compares reasonably with measured data.
Pressure drop In system le substantial, due to coolant Taverage
drop. Analysis did not take Into account primary letdown
Isolation on low pressurizer pressure, which might reduce
primary pressure drop.

We also studied the model response to a stuck open pressurizer
power operated relief valve, assuming reactor,
will trip on low pressurizer pressure. Main



coolant pump are runing troughout the transient. Transient
•tarts in 20 second, with sudden opening of PORV. Some résulta
ara shown on Fig. 7 through Fig. 6.

Control system are functioning; due to pressure decrease
proportional he-ter» are on full power and backup heaters cone
on. Charging Is Increased to the maxl*um, but can not cope with
th« leak.

Conclusions

Safety analysais with RELAP5/liodl at Institute "JoSef Stefan" Is
ongoing. The very first results were shown. Lumped loops model
Is functioning satisfactory, second loop and detailed sodels for
the steam generator, pressuriser, resctor and safety systems
will be added succesively. Heat transfer modes used by
RBLAPS/Hod6 will be studied fot batter understanding of steam
generator model behaviour. . -..*egral system model will be
benchmarked against avallsi.... " snt startup teets and
operational transients data.
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257 . Figure 1 : PWR Krsko in tegra l system nodal izat ion Figure 2 : Westinghouse D - 1 steam generator
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Figure 3 : D-M steam generator nodalizat ion
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FAST SIMULATION OF
SMALL-BREAK LOCA (SBLOCA) TRANSIENTS

J. MIETTINEN
Nuclear Engineering Laboratory,
Technical Research Centre of Finland,
Helsinki, Finland

Abstract

The pressurized water reactors (PWR) have been designed to
operate in the way that normally only liquid exists in the
primary circuit. In the primary break accidents, however, the
primary pressure decreases as a consequence of the coolant
discharge and a two-phase condition may occur. The simulation
of two-phase thermohydraulics is quite complicated and demands
a lot of computer resources. Large computer code packages,
like REIAP5 and TRAC are aimed for small break LOCA (SBLOCAJ
simulations of reactor systems. With limited computer
resources the large codes are not practical, because typically
a lot of computer runs with parameter variations are needed
for understanding of the two-phase transients. For extensive
parameter variations a simplified two-phase model SHABBE has
been developed. The basic physical models are similar to
those in the large simulation codes, but by making some
simplifications the fast running simulation of StiLOCA is
possible. The verification of the two-phase code with plant
data is not possible because the accidents leading to the two-
phase condition are so rare. Instead, experimental results
from small scale facilities are applied. In the case of the
SMABRE verification the LOFT results were used. The
applications of the code include separate plant analyses. The
code has been installed as a two-phase model into the Loviisa
training simulator.

1. INTRODUCTION

In loss of coolant accidents (LOCA) the coolant inventory is

partially or totally lost until the emergency cooling system

refills the primary coolant systam. The large LOCAs, like the

rupture of a primary circulation pipe, are rapid transients,

where the plant operators have no possibilities to react and

in the operator training these have oidy a demonstrative

meaning. TV,e consequences of the SBLOCA, like a rupture of

purification line tube or an inadvertant opening of the

pressurizer relief valve, depend on the operator actions.

Thus the readiness for the SBLOCA simulation is essential in

the evaluation of proper operator actions in the case of

SBLOCA.

The model, called SMABRE has been developed for fast-running

analyses of SBLOCA-type of transients /2/. The code includes

the thermohydraulic description Bimilar to that in the large

system codes like RELAPS. With some simplifications, the

simulation of the small break transients is considerably

faster than in RELAP5.

In Finland there exists two WER-440 type pressurized water

reactors (PWR), which includes six primary loops and two

turbogenerators. The WER-440 reactor differs in some details

from a typical western PWR-concept. In the steam generators

the heat exhange tubes are horizontal and the water amount in

the steam generators secondary side is considerably large.

Each primary loop has two isolation valves so that the steam

generators can, if needed, be isolated from the primary side.

The Loviisa training simulator, owned by Imatran Voima Oy

(IVO), and delivered by Nokia Electronics was taken into

operation in October 1980. It includes a complete copy of the

control room, only some components of minor significance are

excluded. The SMABRE code has been included as a two-phase

model to the training simulator /l/-

2. PHYSlCftL FEATURES OF THE TWO-PHASE MOPEL

In SMftBRE five conservation equations are solved for the

steam-water mixture. These are the mass conservation equations



for the mixture and steam, the energy equations tor the water

and steam and one momentum equation for the mixture.

In transients and small LOCAs, which are typically calculated

by SMABRE, the pressure differences between primary circuit

components are relatively small. Hence, is is practical to

solve the time dependent behaviour of steam density and

saturation temperature, like there exist only one system

pressure. The place dependent distribution of these may then

be solved separately using stable, relation methods. With

this simplification the disturbances propagating with sound

velocity are filtered and the timesteps are not limited by the

sound velocity.

In the model, two different mesh volume types may be defined.

The water and steam in a volume may be either as a homogeneous

mixture or a volume may be separated to the liquid and steam

filled parts by the mixture level.

In every mesh volume the thermohydraulic state is defined by

the following parameters

- water mass

- steam mass

- pressure (defines steam density and saturation temperature)

- water temperature (defines water density)

- steam temperature

- wall temperature

- Reynolds number of flow.

The geometry of the mesh volume is defined by volume, flow

area, wall area, wall mass and inclination of axis.

Using the staggered mesh method of the discretized numerical

calculation, the flow rates are computed in the junctions

we connecting the mesh cells. The flow rates are described by

- volumetric flow of mixture, where steam and water components

may have different velocities

- steam flow portion in the volumetric flow.

In the horizontally directed junctions the flow may be either

homogeneous or steam and water may have different velocities

assuming that the drift flux velocity depends on the void

fraction in the adjacent volumes. In the vertically directed

junctions a pressure dependent drift flux velocity is assumed

for water and steam. The drift flux velocity defines the

relative velocity between steam and water as a function of

void fraction.

The critical mass flow through the break to the containment or

secondary side is calculated as a function of local pressure

and enthalpy. The model is based on the Moody model, but the

theoretical flow rate must be multiplied ny a coefficient of

typically 0.6 to 1.0, which is found by the study of

experimental results.

The heat transfer rates between the coolant and fuel rod or

wall structures are calculated by the heat transfer

correlations. The following heat transfer modes are

calculated: convection to water or steam, nucleate boiling,

limitation with critical heat flux, film boiling and bulk

boiling and condensation of steam. Between water and steam

the condensation and flashing heat transfer is computed.

The heat conduction equation and the energy balance equation

of heat structures is solved only for the fuel rods and the

steam generator tube walls. In other structures only the

energy balance is solved.

In the pump model the head and torque are computed from the

pump characteristics. The single phase data is based on the

original pump tests. For two-phase performances the two-phase

/ '



266 multipliers similar to the pumps in the Loss of Fluid Test

Facility (LOFT) are used.

3. TWO-PHASE MODEL IN THE TRAINING SIMULATOR OF WER-440

The two-phase model was included in the simulator software

afterwards, when the acceptance tests of the simulator were

performed. The backfitting of *the two-phase model was

performed so that the original models had to be changed as

little as possible. The communication of the two-phase model

SMABRE with other models is described in Fig. 1.

The present nodalization includes 26 mesh volumes. A model

with 61 mesh volumes has been found better in some small LOCA

transients and the installation of this model is under way.

In Fig. 2 the most detailed SMABRE nodalization used for WER-

440-analyses is presented.

In the simulator the link between the three dimensional core

model and SMABRE is formed by the heat transfer coefficients

between the fuel rod cladding and the coolant. The void

fraction feedback of two-phase flow to the neutron kinetics is

yet neglected.

The secondary side is calculated with the original simulator

models. The interface between the primary model and secondary

model is the heat flow rate through the steam generator tube

wall. The heat flow rate is calculated by SMABRE.

The injections from makeup pumps and emergency coolant pumps

are calculated in the special model for pipe line networks,

which uses the primary pressure as a boundary condition •

The leakages through the break and pressuriser relief line are

calculated in SHABRE on the basis of the local condition near

the break or the pressurizer relief valve inlet.

The installation of the two-phase model in the Loviisa

training simulator lias considerably enlarged the training

program. In addition to the training, the simulator has been

used-for the research purposes. An experimental validation

project of one of the safety parameter display system (SPDS)

concepts, the critical function monitoring system (CFMS) has

been carried out as a joint project between IVO, VTT, the OECD

Halden Reactor Project and Combustion Engineering Inc. /3/.

The two-phase simulation has created a basis for the further

development of the simulator. The feasibility study on the

development of the radioactivity release model has been made.

The radioactivity release may be caused by the core power

excursions or by the core overheating during the two-phase

transients.

4. ASSESSMENT OF THE CODE

In addition to the version installed in the Loviisa training

simulator, SMABRE also exists as an independent code the CDC

Cyber 173 computer.

The independent version of SMABRE enables the flexible

assessment and further development of the code. When the

improvements have been made in the code and thoroughly tested

on the CDC, the changes can then easily be done also in the

simulator. For the assessment of SMABRE the small break and

transient experiments carried out at LOFT have been analysed.

At present the analysed cases are the LOFT experiments L3-5,

L3-6, L8-1, L3-7 and L6-8. In the experiments L3-5 and 1,3-6

the 2.5 % break in a cold leg was simulated. In L3-5 the

primary circulation pumps were stopped at the beginning of the

transient, while in L3-6, the pumps were left running

throughout the transient. The experiment L3-6 was followed by

the core uncovery experiment LB-1. In L3-7 a very small

leakage was simulated and in 1.6-8 the primary circuit response



to the power increment was studied. The nodalization used for

LOFT-calculations is presented in Fig. 3.

The examples about small LOCA results are seen in Figs. 4-6.

Typically in a small LOCA case several plottings for

pressures, temperatures, flow rates and void fractions must be

compared to the measured data. The assessment of SMABRE is

performed together with RELAP5 assessment, because the

parallel use of a large system code and a fast-running

simplified code has been found useful.

5. APPLICATIONS

After the TMI-accident the stbdy of nuclear power plant

behaviour in different slow situations leading perhaps to two-

phase conditions became actual. SMABRE-code has been in

Finland one tool in studies of Loviisa WER-440-type of PWR

and possible future plant concepts.

The following applications may be listed:

1. In SBLOCA analyses the break size has been varied between

0-10 %. The main topics in studies have been the risk for

core uncovery and possible damages due to overcooling of

the pressure vessel material.

4. The rupture of steam line in the secondary side causes an

overcooling of the primary loop. The effect of this

overcooling to the pressure vessel structure has been

studied.
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2. The unexpected opening of pressurizer relief valve has

been studied due to the same reasons like SBLOCA.

3. The rupture of steam generator collector has bein analysed

for the evaluation of possible radioactivity releases to

the environment.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE
DOEL-2 STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE

E.J. STUBBE
Tractionel Engineering,
Brussels, Belgium

Abstract

A sleam generator tube ruplure which occurred on 2 June 1979 at the
Doel-2 nuclear power plant in Belgium is analysed based on available
plant recorded data and on-siie computer diagnostics, with numerical
limitation using the RELAP5/M0D I computer code. The objectives
ieie to improve understanding of the observed phenomena, to draw
oncluslons for procedures and .system design and to assess the
apabiI it les of the RELAP5 code. The numerical simulation of 2700 seconds
t the transient is described and the conclusions drawn ?or the procedures

and control systems are given. Also t'.ie limitations encountered in the
use of REI.AP5/M0D1 are stated and solutions are presented to overcome
difItcullies.

INTRODUCTION

STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURES(SGTR) ARE A SPECIAL CLASS
OF SHALL BREAK LOCAS WHICH ;

- HAVE A RFLAT1VE HIGH PROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE

- PRESENT A CERTAIN RISK TO THE POPULATION (CLASS IV ACCIDENT)

- INDUCE COMPLEXE ASYMMETRIC PLANT TRANSIENTS
- REQUIRF DIFFICULT OPERATOR INTERVENTION AT ALL PHASES.

SUCH TRANSIFNT OCCURRED ON JUNE 2, 1979 AT THE DOF.L-2
(2 LOOP. 392 M E PWR) POWER PL \ AT THE END OF HEAT-UP
PHASE

M S TRANSIENT iS ANALYSED BASED ON

- AVAILABIE PLANT PECORDED DATA AND ON-SIlt COMPUTER DIAGNOSTICS
- NUMERICAL SIMULATION USING RELAP-5 MOD 1 CODE.

WITH THE OBJECTIVES

- TO UNDERSTAND THE 0BSFRVF1 PHENOMENA

- TO IMPROVE THE EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

- TO IMPROVE THE PLANT SYSTEM DESIGN

- TO ASSFSS THE RELAP-5 CODE CAPABILITY

CHRONOLOGY OF THE EVENTS:FIG.1

WlIlôIUJfi-EVEIII
. LEVEL DECREASE IN PRESSURIZER (POINT B)
. PRESSURF DECREASE IN RCS (2.5 BAR/MIN.)
. LEVEL INCREASE IN S.G. B
. MAXIMUM ACTIVITY IN BLÛWDOWN CHANNELS

DIAGNOSIS : SGTR IN S.G B

eLILG&ILQH-eUftSE
. OPENING OF ATMOSPHERIC STEAM PUMP VALVE IN S.G A
. PRIMARY PUMP IN AFFECTED LOOP TRIPPED (REDUCES HEATING)
. ADDITIONAL CHARGING CAPACITY ADDED
. SAFETY INJECTION SIGNAL GENERATED ON LOW PRFSSURE
. UPS! STARTS AND STABILIZES PRESSURE
. LOW LEVEL IN S.G. A ACTIVATED TURBOPUflP DRIVEN
BY STEAM DISCHARGE FROM EQUi S.G.

. OPERATOR STOPPED STEAM DISCHARGE FROM AFFECTED S.6.

POINTS IN
FIGURE 1

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)
(F)
(6)
(H)
(I)



272 , OPERATOR STARTS 2ND P M P AND USED FULL PP.ESSURiZER SPRAY (J)
. SPRAY WAS STOPPED WHEN PRESSURIZER LEVEL GOES OFF-SCALE
AND PRESSURE STABILIZES (K,L)

SAEEIÏJNJECIIQN.ÇQNÇELLING.PHASE
. CIRCUIT LOGIC FAULT DELAYED TRIP OF FIRST HPSI PUMP (M)
. LAST HPSI PUMP STOPPED (POINT N) AND PRESSURE DROPPED (0)
. COMPRESSED AIR SUPPLY HAS TO BE RESTORED TO OPEN LETDOWN (P)

TEMPERATURE IN AFFECTED S.G. STILL 180°C AFTER 15 HRS
NITROGEN INJECTED TO PREVENT FLOODING OF STEAHLINES,
AND TO AVOID STEAM COLLAPSE ON COLD WATER

NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE TRANSIENT

QBJECIIYES

- IMPROVE UNDERSTANDING OF THE DIFFERENT OBSERVED PHENOMENA
- EVALUATE IMPACT OF SAFEGUARD SYSTEMS ON RCS ENERGY BALANCE

AND COOLANT INVENTORY
- ESTIMATE BREAK FLOW RATE AND RELEASES TO ATMOSPHERE
- ASSESS THE CAPABILITY OF THE RELAP-5 CODE FOR SIMULATING
SUCH EVENT

S1MULAIIQOEB1Q0 = 2700 s BFTHEEN POINTS A AND L OF FIG. 1

- TIMING OF EVENTS

NQOfiliSAIlQN (FOR REIAP-5, MOD 1, CYCLE 1<O

- 136 VOLUMES, M O JUNCTIONS AND M 5 HEAT SLABS
- SPECIAL MODELS : - S GTR BREAK MODEL : VALVE

- AFW SYSTEM : 2 MP + 1 TP (CONTROL BLOCK)
• CVCS : TIME DEPENDENT JUNCTION AND VOLUME
- PRESSURIZER SPRAY AND HEATERS
- HPSI : WITH COMPENSATED BACK PRESSURE
- STEAM GENERATOR ATMOSPHERIC DU!*P VALVE

FIG. 2
i

: FIGURES 3 TO 7

GENERALLY OVERALL GOOD AGREEMENT EXCEPT FOR :

- PRESSURE UNDERSHOOT AT 500 s (FIG.3): CAUSED BY ANOMALOUS CONDEN-
SATION AND ABSENCE OF MODELLING 1NC0NDENSABI ES IN PRESSURIZER

- HPSI PRESSURE STABILIZATION AFTER 120Q s : DATA FOR CUT-OFF
HEAD TOO LOW

- PRESSURIZER WATER LEVEL (FIG.4) : AT 2M0Q s LEVEI GAUGE READING
MUST BF CORRECTED FOR HIGHER WATER DENSITIES

- INTACT S.G. WATER IEVEL (FIG.6) : INPUT DATA FOR ATMOSPHERIC
STEAM DUMP VALVE CAPACITY TOO LOW

ANATOMY OF SOME IMPORTANT PHENOMENA

BREA.K : BREAK MASS FLOW RATE (FIG.7) : INITIALLY 15 KG/S (300 GPM)
POST EXAMINATION REVEALED LONGITUDINAL CRACK OF ABOUT 7 CM.
CAUSE : PROBABLY SCC ENHANCED BY EXCESS TUBE 0VAL1TY



CQQLÔML1NVENIQBY:
. NO STEAM VOIDING EXISTED IN LOOPS OR VESSEL
. HPSI CANNOT INCREASE VOLUMETRIC COOLANT INVENTORY.
THE WATER ADDITION FROM HPSI AND CVCS IS COMPENSATED
BY BREAK FLOW AND COOLANT CONTRACTION.

. PRESSURIZER SPRAY VERY EFFICIENT TO REFILL PRESSURIZER.

. CONTRARY TO PRESSURIZER LEVEL GAUGE INDICATIONS, THE
PRESSURIZER DID NOT LOOSE STEAM SPACE.

CQQLDQWH_QE_BC§ :

. AT 3OOO s, THE ENERGY EVACUATED BY THE BREAK IS FULLY
COMPENSATED BY HEAT INPUT FROM THE CORE DECAY HEAT
AND PRIMARY PUMP.
COLD WATER INJECTED BY CVCS CANNOT COOL THE RCS.

. DURIN6 INITIAL COOLDOWN PERIOD (BETWEEN 1200 AND 1500 s)
SENSIBtE METAL HEAT ACCOUNTS FOR ABOUT 15 % OF THE
ENERGY BALANCE, HENCE STRUCTURAL HEAT SIMULATION IMPORTANT.

£QQLDQWil_QF_AFFECIED--S1GiJ_

. VERY STRONG TEMPERATURE STRATIFICATION IN S.G. THE U
TUBE BUNDLE IMMERSED IN COLD WATER, THE STEAM DOME
ISOLATED.
ONLY POOR HEAT CONDUCTION EXISTS THROUGH S.G. SHELL AND
INTERNALS

. ACCIDENTAL DISTURBANCE OF STRATIFIED LAYER COULD LEAD
TO STEAM COLLAPSE ON COLDWATER -> WATERHAFLMER.

RELAP-5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

RELAP-5 MOD 1 CYCLE 11 EXECUTED ON CDC CYBER ]76
TIME STEP ! CONSTANT AT 0.1 SEC PER STEP DURING 2700 s TRANSIENT.

LIMITATIONS :

- LACK OF RESTART LOGIC FOR TRIPPED PUMP. USE TDJ LOGIC
- NO RESTART MODIFICATIONS ALLOWED ON HEAT SLABS.
- DURING HPSI, EXCESSIVE CONDENSATION OSCILLATIONS IN SURGE LINE
SOLUTION : - INCREASE FLOW RESISTANCE IN SURGE LINE

- USE COMPENSATED PRESSURE CONTROL FOR HPSI BACK PRESSURE

- WATER HANG-UP IN PRESSURI7ER DURING SPRAY CAUSED BY ANOMALOUS
INTERFACE DRAG.

SOLUTION : - SIMULATE SPRAY IN EACH VOIDED VOLUME

- MASS FLOW OSCILLATIONS IN INTACT S.G A AND EXCESSIVE MASS ERROR

SOLUTION : - INCREASF REVERSE RECIRCULATION RESISTANCE
- RFSET MASS INVENTORY AWAY FROM FLOW REGIME LIMITS

- EXCESSIVE STFAM CONDENSATION IN S.G DOME WHEN COLD AFW IS
INJECTED. LEADS TO DROPPING S.G PRESSURES

- RSTPLT TAPE HANDLING IS EXPENSIVE TO USE FOR RESTART INITIALISATION
ONLY

SOLUTION : COMPACT TAPE TO ESSENTIAL DATA FOR RESTART

273



274 IMPACT OF EVENT ON PROCEDURES AMD CONTROL SYSTEMS r.ONCi U S I O N S .

- ISQLAIlQJ.QF.âFEECIEQ-SxG,
. DETAILLED CHECK LIST OF SG VALVES
. IF S.G. CONDITIONS BECOME CRITICAL (TEMPERATURE. LEVEL)
STEAM DUMPING TO CONDENSOR OR ATMOSPHERE ALLOWED.

. KEEP AT LEAST PUMP OF IfiTACT LOOP RUNNING IF POSSIBLE
(EXTERNAL POWER, CAVITAT1ON)

BENEFIT : . RCS COOLANT INVENTORY CONTROL (SPRAY)
. AVOID USING PORVS
. AVOID STEAK VOIDS IN LOOPS
. REDUCES RISK OF PTS

SAFEIÏ.IÎJJECÏIOW.SLGIJâL

. LOGIC MODIFIED TO GIVE BETTER OPERATOR CONTROL OVER
HPSI

. COMPRESSED AIR SUPPLY ISOLATION REMOVED TO PHASE B

P.BESSUBIZEBJ.EVEL..UHI3QI.

. USE ADDITIONAL MEASUREMENTS SUCH AS TEMPERATURE AND PRFSSURE,
OR COLD AP GAUGE

. HPSI NO LONGER CONTROLLED BY LEVEL GAUGE

THE INCIDENT HAS BEEN CONTROLLED AS PRESCRIBED AND
DID NOT AFFECT THE ENVIRONMENT

THE PROCEDURES HERE REVIEWED TO IMPROVE OPERATOR CONTROL
AND INTERVENTIONS

PLANT AUTOMATIC ACTIONS WERE CHANGED TO HAVE OPERATOR
CONTROL OH VITAL SYSTEMS SUCH AS HPSI AND COMPRFSSED AIR
SUPPLY

LESSONS LEARNED
. MAINTAIN AT LEAST 1 PRIMARY PUMP OPERATIONAL
. DO NOT RELY SOLELY ON THE NORMAL PRESSURIZER LEVEL GAUGE
READING

, A CONTROLLED RELEASE OF STEAM FROM AFFECTED S.G. IS
TO BE RECOMMENDED IF CONDITIONS WARRANT IT.

THE NUMERICAL SIMULATION ENHANCED THE UNDERSTANDING OF THE
OBSERVED PHENOMENA AND YIELDED VALUABLE INFORMATION ON
RCS COOLANT INVENTORY AND RELEASES (BREAK, S.G.)

RFLAP-5 CODE IS CAPABLE OF SIMULATING SUCH TRANSIENT
PROVIDED THE USERS

- HAVE A THOROUGH UNDERSTANDING OF THE CODE MODELS
AND ITS I IMITATIONS

- DISPOSE OF A GOOD DATA BASE COVERING COMPONENT AND
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS AND OPERATOR INTERVENTIONS.
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CANUU LOCA EXPERIMENTS
COMPARISONS WITH THE FIREBIRD-III
AND RELAP5 CODES

A.C.D. WRIGHT**, G. PROTO*, A. ALEMBERTI*.
G. BIMBO*, M.Z. CAPLAN**

* Nucleare Italiana Reattori Avanzati SPA,
Genoa, Italy

** CANDU Operations,
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited,
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada

Abstract

The thermohydrauii.es computer codes FIREBIRD-III and RELAPS have been

used to simulate a cold water Injection experiment done at Hestlnghouse Canada

Incorporated and a blowdown plus injection experiment done in the RD-12 loop

at Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment. The cold water injection

experimental facility contains two parallel horizontal CMlDU-like channels,

each containing a 6-m long, 37-element electrically heated bundle. RD-12 is an

Integrated facility containing pumps, boilers and two electrically heated tesc

sections in a CANDU-like figure-of-eight configuration-

Parametric trends have been studied by simulating several additional

cold water injection experiments using FIREBIRD-III.

The predictions of the two codes are compared to measurements. Overall,

the predictions are reasonable, although some discrepancies occur. FIREBIRD-III

predicts channel refill time well at high Injection pressure; however, it

underpreclicts channel refill time at low injection pressure. RELAPS predicts

channel refill time well for the low pressure test. Oscillations observed

during refilling are qualitatively predicted by RELAPS, although the amplitude

and frequency are overpredicted.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper 4esr jes the simulation of thermohydraulics experiments
(1)

k \«îifc&«i, tv=»tl-a:ot»tax chiinn«l9, using the câd'âS FIREoWDmlH and

FELAP5 . The experiments were done to provide data tor coae

))OliZOftt.&\ «jeomefcry l a relevant Co CANOU reactor3 (31

The code3 FIREBIRD-III and REMPS are described in son» detail in the

following Section, F I R E B I R D - I I I is a major tool foe safety analysis of CAHDU plants

RELAPS is used worldwide for safety analysis of light water reactors.

The FIREBIRD-III simulations were conducted by CANOU Operations

personnel, while the RELAP5 simulations were performed at NIRA.

The predictions of both codes ara compared in detail with measurements

from two experiments. One, cold water injection test SOB, involves refilling of

two parallel, full scale horizontal, heated channels at low injection pressure.

The other, test B7907, is a slowdown plus injection experiment done at the

RD-12 facility of Vfhlteshell Nuclear Research Establishment. In general, the

predictions of both codes are reasonably good.

In addition, FIREBIRD-III predictions are compared with several cold

water injection tests to summarize the parametric trends. Predictions for

one of the high injection pressure tests are examined in more detail to provide

insight.

THS CODES

FIREBIRD-HI

FIREBTRD-JII is a thermohydraulics network code which solves the

one-dimensional thermal equilibrium fluid conservation equations for single- and

two-phase flow in a pipe. The conservation equations, together with the equation

of state and constitutive equations., are reduced to a system of ordinary

differential equations by volume nodalizatlon. This system is then solved

implicitly. Slip and drift correlations are available as a user option to

treat unequal phase velocities. Rewetting is assumed to occur whenever a node

becomes saturated.

FIREBIRD-III is equipped with a "hot pin" sheath temperature

calculation which is uncoupled from the bulk thermohydraulics. If the

two-phase mass flux is calculated to be less than 245 kg/ra -s, the flow is assumed

tO be Stratified. Upper rods are assumed to be steam cooled in this situation.

Homogeneous equilibrium {laid property derivatives are ilsconvinrama

it pllSSe tianSiXYWS, Wv tlREBItiD-IIt, the derivatives ace adjusted to be continuous

through the pYiaae transitions, the enthalpy range over uhl<rh the dBXlvatlMBS oia

smoothed is fixed in the code, a3 determined by matching one point in the pressure

transient for cold water injection test S69.

SELAP5

RELAPS is a digital computer program which solves the one-dimensional

conservation equations for each phase, assuming equal pressuras for the phases.

The equations are coupled by expressions for the interphase heat and mass transfer.

RELAPS HOD 1 Release 14 required modification to allow the temperature

of the Time Dependent Volumas to vary with time.

Since RELAPS was designed for LHR analysLs, it does not model heat

transfer in a stratified horizontal channel. Further• no specific rewetting

model is Included in the code. Hydraulically, stratification is assumed whenever

the mass flux is less than ISO kg/ra -s.

The numerical solution uses a Taylor series expansion of the fluid

property derivatives, truncated at the seccr^ term. No smoothing is introduced

at the transition from two-phase to single-phase. This leads to a mass error

at the transition, which can be reduced by reducing the time step. However,

in general this is not sufficient to ensure numerical stability.

COLO WATER INJECTION TEST FACILITY AMP PROCEDURE

The cold water-injection testa were carried out by Hhiteshell

Nuclear Research Establishment personnel at Westinghouse Canada Incorporated.

The test program was funded equally by Ontario Hydro and AECL.



Figure 1 is a schematic of the test facility, showing Instrumentation.

The test sections are located 5 m and 10 m below the headers* Each test section

consists of a horizontal 103-mm ID Zr-2 Clow tubs containing a 6-m array of

37 indirectly electrically heated rods. Injection to both headers is supplied by

a pump whose discharge pressure Is controlled. The outlet header is fitted

with a fast-acting valve in a pipe leading to a catch tank. Opening the

valve creates a break whose size la governed by a sharp-edged orifice.

Thermocouples are provided for fluid, pipe and heater surface temperature

measurements at various locations throughout the loop. Fluid pressure and

injection flows are also measured.

Th« tests were carried out In the following manner: initially the system

'a' filled wivh superheated steam. Bundle powe. was then Initiated. The break

triggered when any of the rod surface thermocouples exceeded a prescribed

.up : cature. Mien the system pressure fell below the injection pressure cold

'liter pogan to flow into the headers. The test was terminated when the heater

surfaces were completely rewet, and a steady subcooled flow had been established.

In some of the tests only the bottom channel was used, and/or Injection

•ater was supplied to the unbroken header only. The test channel powers ranged

f om SO to 300 kH, and injection pressures ranged from 400 to 3000 it Pa.

COD, COMPARISONS WITH TEST 508

Test S08 used both parallel channels, with injection to both headers.

Importai.t test parameters are given in Tabla 1.

For both code simulations. Initial (break Initiation) test

conditions, including fluid, pipe and heater temperatures, and fluid pressures

were taken as inputs. The measured injection pump discharge pressure and

the downstream-of-Ute-break pressure were input as time-dependent boundary

conditions.

REIAP5 Results

Due to strong pressure and enthalpy gradients, « » potential exists

for numerical oscillations in the transition from single-phase to two-phase.

2Ï9, To minimize this effect neighbouring volumes must be as similar as possible.

The two-temperature, two-velocity models were selected for this

simulation and the multiplier discharge coefficient was taken equal to 1.0.

RELAPS underpredlcts the inlet (unbroken) header pressure (Figure 2)

immediately following Injection. This indicates that the RELAP5 non-equilibrium

model is insufficient. The assumption that one of the phases is at the saturation

temperature leads to too much condensation during the mixing of cold vater with

steam.

The pressure underpredlction leads to an overpradlctlon of injection

flow (Figure 3). The predicted pressure begins to rise after the headers are

Cull, and the feeders and channels become saturated. However, because of the

overpredicted flow, the channel inlet is predicted to begin rewetting about

30 seconds early (Figure 4 ) .

The predicted quenching temperature agrees well with the data. The

overall circuit refill tine is overpredicted by only 20 seconds (Figure 2).

This good agreement Indicates that the discharge flow is well-predicted.

Pressure and mass flow oscillations can be noticed in the prediction

and in the experiment both at low and high frequency The former, observed

during feeder refilling, are about the eame as experimentally seen. The latter

which are due to the channel rewetting, show a frequency and amplitude two or

three times greater than the measured values. This discrepancy is due to the

lack of feedback between the flow regime prediction and the heat transfer mode.

As a consequence, all the heated rods of a given volume are predicted to be

Involved simultaneously in the stored energy release. In the experimental

transient, stratification causes rewetting and energy release to proceed from

the lowest rods to the highest rods. Consequently, the vapour generation rate

is more controlled and the oscillation amplitude and frequency are lower than

predicted.

The experimental mechanism leads to a faster rewetting as shown In

the Shaath temperature comparison (Figure 4). Nevertheless, the average trend is

well predicted as are the most 3igniEVca.«. «heuxmna utvlch take place In the

refilling transient.



280 Figure S compares measured and predicted Clows In the Inlet feeder of

the bottom channel. Qualitatively, the agreement is good, apart from a

general early prediction of the oscillations. The measurement Is not as accurst

as the Injection flow measurements (Figure 3) but can be used as a

qualitative Indication of oscillation characteristics.

FIREBIRD-III Results

Figure 6 compares the predicted inlet header pressure with the

measurement. The code underpredlcts the minimum pressure reached during the

filling of the inlet header. This is related to the lack of thermal non-equilibrium

in the cod" Without property derivatives smoothing the depressurizatlon rate

would be evan greater. The underprediction of header pressure causes an over-

prediction of injection flow (Figure 1).

FIREBIItP-IIl COMPARISON WITH TEST 569

Test 569 used the bottom channel only, with Injection to the inlet

header only. Important test parameters are given in Table I.

Figure 10 compares the predicted inlet header pressure with the measurement.

The code slightly overpredicts the depressurization during the first 15 seconds

when cold Injection water is filling the header. However, the overall agreement

is reasonable.

Figure 11 compares the measured and predicted sheath temperatures for

the top rod at the outlet of the test section. The code overpredicts the

heatup rate prior to turnaround. However, the turnaround time and channel refill

time are well predicted.

In predicting a channel refilling test, two of the most important

parameters are the channel refill time an-i the sheath temperature turnaround

time. Figure 8 illustrates the definition of these time* In terms of a typical

top rod sheath temperature transient at the outlet of a channel. The sheath

temperature turnaround is caused by a reduction in the steam temperature. In

this case, the cooler steam is produced when Injection water reaches the Inlet

of the heated bundle and evaporates. Channel refill is signalled by aubcooling

of the top outlet rod. in Figure 8.

FIREBIRD-III TRENDS FOR COLD WATER IHJECTIOM TESTS

To outline the parametric trends and provide an overview of FIREBtFD-III

capability, predictions for 6 cold water injection tests are summarized in this

Section. Table I gives the test conditions.

Figure 9 shows tha predicted and measured sheath temperatures for the

top rod at the outlet of tha top channel. The prediction is for tha "hot pin".

The overpredicted injection flow leads to an underpredicted turnaround and

refill time.

The code predicts channel flow oscillations during the refilling of

the inlet feeders. These are manifested as oscillation* in the predicted

inlet header pressure (Figure 6) in qualitative agreement with the measurements.

FIREBIRD-III does not capture the higher frequency oscillations associated

with refilling of the heated channels.

Overall the FIREBIRD-III predictions for test 508 reproduce the basic

phenomenology of the experiment.

Figures 12 and 13 compare the FIREBIRD-III predictions with the

measurements for refill time and turnaround time, respectively. The predictions

are good at high injection pressure (greater than 2 MPal when channel refilling

flows are strong. The code underpredicts channel refill and turnaround times at

low injection pressure (less than 1 MPa) when refilling is slow. As discussed

in tha comparisons for tests 508 (low pressure) and 569 (high pressure), this is

at least partly due to an underprediction of pressure during the mixing of

cold water with steam In the headers. The pressure transient is better predicted

for high pressure test3.

The header depressurization predicted and measured in the cold water

injection tests is not predicted to occur during emergency coolant injection in a

CANDU reactor. Thus, the experiments provide a severe test of the codes.



EXPERIMENT B79O7. FACILITY AMD PROCEDURE

Experiment B79O7 was carried out on the RD-12 loop at Whiteshell

Nuclear Research Establishment. RD-12 Is a light water pressurized loop which

has the same configuration and components (heated horizontal channels, boilers,

headers, feeders and pumps) as the primary heat transport system o£ a CANDU

reactor (Figure 14). Components are not geometrically scaled to reactors.

The test simulated was a 0.361 en Inlet header break with injection.

The loop was brought to its initial steady state by running the pumps at 2100 rpm

and setting each directly heated test section at 920 kw. Tha break was initiated

by opening a fast acting valve. At this tine (time 0) the boiler feedwater was

turned off. The test section power was decreased to 7* at 2 s. The Emergency

Coolant Injection (ECI) isolation valves were manually opened when the primary

heat transport pressure dropped to the injection pressure (5.1 HPa(a)). The

experiment was complete when the loop was Cull and cold.

The pressure transient i.-id the total refill time (670 s) are thus th«

most representative parameters of the overall circuit response.

As no information is available on RD-12 two-phase pump behaviour, the

Semiscale pump characteristics were assumed. However, the FIREBIRD-HI pump model

uses coolant properties at the pump suction while RELAPS uses coolant properties

averaged between the pump suction and discharge. This will result in different

predictions of pump behaviour for i.ach code.

RELAPS Results

The reference case was run using the abrupt area change option at the

break and the inertial effect of the volume upstream of the break was

arbitrarily increased. A sensitivity study of break discharge was performed by

changing both the multiplier discharge coefficient and the inertia of the break

junction.

CODE COMPARISONS WITH EXPERIMENT B7907

This experiment exhibits a late stagnation. That is , the depressurlzation

of the broken header i3 balanced by the degraded pump head at Pump X, resulting

in a near zero header-to-header pressure drop across the broken test section.

This lov pressure drop results In low test section flow (< 1 t/s) as well as a

long circuit refill tJUne (̂  600 s) providing a severe test of the cades.

After tbe break, the primary heat transport aystsro starts to blow down.

During the blowdown phase (0 to 20 a), the circuit pressure is controlled by

the break and the boiler secondary tide. The secondary side remains an effective heat

sink due to the power reduction to 7* at 2 s. When the pressure reaches 5.1 MPa(a)

the ECI valves open (20 s). This is the start of the refill period.

During the refill period, the boilers become a heat source. The circuit

depressurization Is now predominantly controlled by the outflow through the

break and the inflow of cold <20*C) injection water. The pressure In the

injection tank is input to the codes as a boundary condition. Therefore the

281 ECI flow is a function of circuit pressure.

The reference prediction for the broken header pressure (Figure 15)

is reasonable except for an overprediction during the middle of the transient

and an underpredlction in steady state. The total refill tijne is also

overpredicted by 100 seconds. The pressure overprediction la related to the early

prediction ot upstream pump head recovery (Figure 16). This leads to an

underpredlction of energy discharge but an overprediction of mass discharge.

The effect of break area was studied by reducing the break area to 80»

of its actual value (Case A ) . This produces a good prediction of refill time,

but the overprediction of pressure remains (Figure 17). The pump head was

predicted to recover early for Case A also.

Finally, a run was done using the correct volume upstream of the break,

and eliminating the abrupt area change option (Case B) • The pressure transient

is reasonably well-predicted (Figure 18) but the refill time is strongly overpredicced.

This is believed to be caused by an overprediction of mass discharge between 100

and 200 seconds. The overprediction begins after the temporary recovery of

the pump early In the transient and is sustained by the cold water injection to

the broken header.



2fi2 RELAP5 provides a reasonable prediction of the RO-12 circuit phenomena.

For this ease, the RELAPS pump treatment does not adequately predict the pump

behaviour. The discrepancy in predicted punip behaviour nay be related to the

differences between the Semiscale pump and the RD-12 pump. The boundary condition

corresponding to the secondary side is another source of uncertainty.

FIREBIRD-III Results

Figure 19 shows the FIREBIRD-III prediction of the pressure in the

broken header. The agreement i3 very good. This results in a good prediction

of the onset of Injection (20 s) and the refill time (S2O s ) .

FIREBIRD-III predicts the late stagnation period as seen in the

experiment. Figure 20 shows the predicted header-to-header pressure drop across

Test Section 1 to be in good agreement with experiment.

The top and bottom pin sheath temperatures in the first test section

node are shown in Figure 21. The first sheath temperature excursion is consistent

with that of the test. The temperature is overpredicted later on due to an

underprediction of header-to-header pressure drop as a result of an underpredictlon

of pump head (Figure 22) during this time. The consistent agreement of predicted

sheath temperature and pressure drop indicates that the stratification threshold

of 245 kg/m 2-s assumed in FIREBIRD-III is reasonable for RD-12.

F I R E B I R D - H I captures the circuit phenomenology and shows reasonable

agreement with experiment. For this case, the FIREBIRD-III pump treatment gives

a good prediction of pump performance.

SUMMARY

FIREBIRD-III predictions have been compared with data from several cold

water Injection experiments and an RD-12 blowdown plus injection experiment. The

predictions are good at high pressure. Channel refill time and sheath temperature

turnaround time are underpredlcted at low pressure. This is at least partly due

to an early underpredictlon of the system pressure during the mixing of cold water

and steam in the headers.

The simulation of KB-12 test B7907 shows that FIREBIRD-III can

reproduce the basic features of a blowdown plus injection in a figure-of-eight

circuit. Circuit pressure and refill times are well-predicted, as is the

stagnation in the broken pass.

RELAP5 has been successfully used to simulate cold water injection

test 508 and RD-12 test B7907. The results show that the code can handle

the complicated phenomenology of the refilling of parallel horizontal

channels (test 508). This also holds true for a circuit prediction in

which break and pump flows and voids fluctuate (test S7907).

The RELAPS results obtained for test SOB appear to be better than for

test B79O7, although from a numerical point of view test SOB was the more

difficult. Discrepancies in test B7907 can be attributed to uncertainties in

the two-phase behaviour of the RD-12 pumps and uncertainties in the secondary

side boundary conditions.

In test SOB, RELAPS overpredlcts the steam condensation rate during

cold vaster injection. This occurs to • lesser degree in the FIREBIRD-III

prediction, in spite of the homogeneous equilibrium assumption. The FIREBIRD-III

pressure minimum prediction is better because of the property derivatives

smoothing treatment.

The lack of RELAPS heat transfer modelling in a stratified channel

affecta the prediction of stored energy release from the heaters. However,

the pressure and flow oscillations are qualitatively well predicted. In

FIREBIRD-III, the oscillations are damped.

Différences between the FIREBIRD-III and RELAPS predictions for test

B79O7 are related to the different treatment of the pumps, and different

treatment of secondary side boundary conditions.
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Test
No.

SOS

569

S83

511

521

771

TABLE I

Cold Water T-.jectlon Tests Used for Coda Veri f icat ion

Injection*

BH

IH

Number of Break Injection Channel
Channels Area Pressure Power

(cm2) (kPal (kH)

•III - Injection to Inlet header only

Bli - Injection to both headers

2.67

S.07

8 9 0

3000

8.07

1.20

B.O;

1.20

3100

840

380

2000

100/100

300

300

1 0 0

SO

300

(ALL DIMENSIONS IN mm)

<P> PRESSURE TRANSDUCER

^ FLUID TEMPERATURE THERMOCOUPLE

Q | SURFACE TEMPERATURE THERMOCOUPLE

FLOWOntFJÇEpjA
TOTAL

HEADER
31.8
IBB

PUMP

ROD SURFACE THERMOCOUPLES
SPACED 600 APART AXIALLY

FIGURE 1 CWJT LOOP SCHEMATIC WITH
INSTRUMENTATION (NOT TO SCALE)
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A METHOD FOR ASSESSING REACTOR
CORE COOLING WITHOUT FORCED CIRCULATION

W.[. MIDVJDY, RE. PAULS, P. SERGEJEWICH
Nuclear Studies and Safety Department,
Ontario Hydro,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Abstract
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Under some of the postulated accidents of the
CAMDU PHWR, electrical power to the heat
transport (HT) pumps may be Interrupted
resulting in the loss of forced circulation.
Experiments and analyses indicate the existence
of two modes of natural circulation which can
provide adequate core cooling at decay power
levels. These are thermosyphoning (single-
phase or two-phase) and intermittent buoyancy
induced flow (IBIF).

A lumped parameter 1BIP model, for application
to heat removal below the headers, is developed
and verified against pertinent experimental
data. For heat transport above the headers,
the various mechanisms and limiting phenomena
are addressed.

NOMENCLATURE

A - Cross sectional area

Cf - Flow coefficient

C p - Specific heat at constant pressure

E - Energy

g - Acceleration due to gravity

h - Specific enthalpy

H - Vertical distance

K - Partition factoi

I* - Heated Length of Channel

to - Mass Flow rate

M - Mass

Mj - Mass of liquid in channel above
end-fitting connection

M2 - Mass of liquid removed from channel
during end-fitting heat-up in first
cycle

p - Pressure

P - Channel Power

Qrc - Heat rejection rate via reflux
condensation

t - Time

T - Temperature

v - Velocity

p - Density

T - Characteristic time

Subscripts

avg - Average

CH - Channel

EF - End-fitting

f - Saturated Liquid

Ft ~ Uqaid

g - Saturated vapour

i - Components of the channel or
end-fitting

o - Initial condition

rej - Rejected during venting

W - Subcooled water
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INTRODUCTION

Under nonnal operating condition» of a CANDU PHWR
(figura 1) Che fuel is well-cooled by reactor coolant
circulated by the heat transport (HT) pumps. Thi»
coda of fuel cooling may be disrupted or may
deteriorate under various scenarios where the
electrical power supply to the HT pumps is
interrupted. Thi* paper examines cooling of the fuel
under upset or accident conditions where forced
circulation of the HT coolant Is unavailable. The
reactor accidents in which core cooling witnout
forced circulation is expected to remain adequate are
as folows: 'a) HT LOCJk (small break impaired loop
and large break intact loop): (b) Design Basis
earthquake (OBE); (c) Secondary side LOCAi and (d)
Lass of electrical power.

STEAM PIPES

• LIGHT WATCH STEAM

P I UGMT WAICfl CONOENSATC

f j ^ HCAVV WATER COOLANT

P I HEAVY WATER MOOERATOR

MOUEHATOB HEAT EXCHANGER

FlGUHE 1
CANOl) R«icior Simplified Flow Oiaorim

The predominant nodes of coolant circulation expected
under 'no forced flow' conditions nay be categorized
es follows:

( a ) Single-phase Thenaosyphoning : The coolant
remains fully sufccooled. The gross loop flow
i s unidirectional and relatively steady, and is
driven by the density difference between the
cool downflov and warm upflow legs. This fora
of natural circulation has been observed in
CANDU Reactor theraosyphoning tests , in figure
of eight experimental loops and numerous tines
in operating stations.

(b> Two-phase Thermosyphoning: The coolant is
subcoQlsd upstream of the core and two-phase
downs-trsam of the core, particularly between
zhe headers and the steam generators. The
gross flow is uni-directlonal and nay be steady
or oscillatory but i s continuous. This form of
natural circulation has been observed in
experiesntal test rigs-

(c) Intermittent Buoyancy Induced Flowr This mode
occurs if fcvo-phase thennosyphoning were to
break down. It i s characterized by
intermittent flow in individual channels. This
flow is generally co-current in individual
chancels/feeders but not necessarily
uni-dirsctional for a l l the channels.

Bltiough the single-phase and two-phase
thennosyphoni.ig nodes are reasonably Well understood,
-he transi'ion to, and behaviour during Intermittent
Buoyancy Induced Flow UBIF) have, until recently,
bees less -e l l understood.

This paper discusses 1BIF and ptesents a lumped
parameter -ype model which captures the key features
of the process. The experiments used to verify this
soctl are described and the results compared to
predictions. The thermal-hydraulic processes and
linits which occur between the headers and the steam
ger5r.ar.0rs end within the steam generators are
discussed.
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Qualitative Description

Intermittent buoyancy induced flow refer» herein to
the buoyancy driven mode of core cooling which occurs
If unidirectional, continuous flow breaks down. Both
IBI? and continuous thermosy phoning cooling modes are
bucyaaiy driven. However, IBIF cooling differs a»
follows: (al heat i s transferred from the channels
co the stsac generators via steam *nd liquid flows
which may be counter-currentt (b) there need not be
any flow over the top of the steam generator O-tubes
and, nost importantly, (c) tile flow through the fuel
channels siay be intermittent. Should there be flow
over the cop of the steam generator Unbends, some
chtanels say experience IBIF while other channels
experience conditions characteristic of "classical"
thsrmosyphaning. The only requirements for the ready
validation of intermittent buoyancy induced flow core
cooling are; (1) sufficient coolant inventory to
ensure that the feeder connections at the headers are
flooded/ (2) low (decay) reactor powers and (3) the
availability of the steam generator heat sink.

The teat transfer path can be divided into three
distinct regions, each of which has Its own limiting
criteria and heat transport modes. These three
regions are: ta) from th« channel* to the headers.
(b> from ih« headers to the steam generators, and
<c) across the steam generators.

Frcn a- hydraulic standpoint, a zero header-to-header
pressure drop with zero net flow through the
channels, provides the most conservative init ial
conditions for the first of these three regions. The
thermal hydraulic transient behaviour of the
channels, as evidenced by the "Standing Start"
texts :1J. can be illustrated by the following
localized experiment.

Assume that the flow through a channel i s ini t ia l ly
sero and that a uniform temperature distribution
exists when the channel power is instantaneously
stepped-up (see Figure 2.(a)). After this occurs;
the channel, including the fuel, the pressure tube
and the fluid inventory, starts to heat up. For
convenience, we conservatively neglect heat-up of the
channel end-fittings during this period. Once
saturation temperature i s reached in the channel

FIGURE 2
Interminent Bouyancv Induced Flow Model

I Figure 2.(b)) steam will be produced, thus exposing
some of the upper fuel elements to steam. Fluid will
then migrate (flow) to the end-fittings where any
steam will condense. The latent heat liberated
increases the end-fitting temperature
'(Figure 2,(c)). By the time one of the end-fittings
and the associated piping, up to a vertical pipe
section( has been heated to the local saturation
temperature (Figure 2.Id)), steam would penetrate to
the vertical feeder and channel "venting" would
begin. This venting results In a positive driving
head across the channel, due to the density
differences between the fluid in the inlet and outlet
feeders, which in turn drives a relatively high flow
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296 through the channel (in either direction) • This
"flushing" of the channel continues until the stored
heat Is removed and the channel is refilled (Figure
2.(e)). After this time, « relatively low channel
flow continues due to the positive density driving
head established. The magnitude of this flow and the
channel power will détermine whether this flow is
steady or produces periodic venting. The criterion
for these flow regimes it discussed later*

The heat which is transported to the headers Bust be
transported to the steam generators as a second link
In the eventual rejection from the system. In this
aecond link of the heat transfer path, co-current or
counter-current flow In the connecting pipe*
transfers heat fros the header* to the ste&n
generators. The possible flow patterns includes
1) slngle-phaso co-current flow, 2) two-phase
co-current flow, 3) single-phase counter-current flow
driven by convection currents, in which hot liquid
rises within s downward flowing colder fluid annulus.
and 4) counter-current «teaa-llquid flow. In the
latter node, steam rises to the steam generators,
condenses and the condensate flows back to the
headers along the pipe walla. The flow pattern
encountered depends on the fluid temperature, and on
the coolant Inventory in the HT System.

The IBIF Model

A relatively simple analytic il model capable of
predicting the maximum teoroerature of a fuel kleaent
has been developed. The model is based i.r. pert on,
and will be shown to capture the important features
of, the "Standing Start" experiments discussed in
Section 3.

The control volume considered for the "Standing Star:
Tests" (Figure 3.) consists of the following
components! 1) a fuel channel, 2) two end-fitting
simulators with connecting pipes., and 3) horizontal
sections of the feeasr piping adjacent to the
end-fitting simulators*

The feeders joining the headers to the er.d-tittings
are considered to be outside the control voleae and
to provide the dxiving foxce for net flow through the
channel.

Control Volumi

1 - Full Chirmal
2 - End-Fining Simulator* with Contacting Pipf t,
3 — Horizontal Sactiont of Iht Faadar Piping

Adiactoi to Iht End-Fitting Simulators

FIGURE 3
••Standing Start" Ten Control Volume

The characteristics (mass of metal, heat capacity,
flu!4 inventory) of components li> and (Ï), for each
•ide of the channel have been lumped together, and
are hereafter referred to as "the end-fltti=g*.

It is assumed that:

(a) The system is geometrically symmetric about a
plane perpendicular to the channel at its
old-point 1

(b) The fuel bundle and pressure tube at any
cross-section nay be treated as a lumped
thermal mass:

(c) Hea". generated is stored in the lumped mass or
transferred by convection to the fluid; axial
heat conduction and heat loss to the
surroundings are assumed to t-i negligible,

(d) The system is initially (time To) filled

with water at. temperature To and pressure

Pch'

(el An axially uniform power P is applied to the

channel at To and remains constant with time.

According to the qualitative description of channel
behaviour given, the following sequence of events,
and the corresponding characteristic time intervals,



are considered for the first venting period ("first
cycle") i

(a) In the characteristic time period T o to
T-, the channel {including fuel elements,
pressure tube and coolant inventory) heats up
from the initial temperature to the saturation
température (Figure 2.(a)(b!). At T 2. tmlk
saturation is reached and steam generation
begins. Due to the radial power distribution
in the bundle, the elements in the outer ring
heat-up the surrounding liquid at an earlier
time I T J ) . The time X j_ is defined by,
T 1 - Ij/WF, where the radial flux factor
(RFF) is the ratio of the maximum eleraent power
to the average element power. Steam generated
prior to Tj is assumed to condense in other
parts of the channel.

The heat balance equation for this period of
time is:

ECH

where

«^P'FL.CKI^S - TO»< a )

i.e., the heat
generation in the
channel during this
time interval.

This process continues until the "steam-water"
interface (which Is assumed to be horizontal)
is lowered to the level of the channel outlets
to the end-fitting (Note: this process i*
extremely rapid and is estimated to last only a
fraction of a second). From this time onward,
steam will migrate to the end-fitti.igs through
both channel outlets, and eventually additional
fluid mass (H2) will be removed from the
channel. Knowledge of these masses, in turn,
aakes it possible to approximate the number of
fuel elements submerged and contributing to
steam production.

The heat balance equation for each end-fitting

can be written as:

EIN ~ EO0T " EEF. '

where: E Ï N « 0.5{ M^-hf + M2hg>

( 3 )

M

O

E M h
'•OUT OUT Q

is the energy entering
one end-fitting

h + h, is the energy leaving
o £ t h e

system

system
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For T o - 0, the duration of this first
characteristic time interval lsi

-.2 -
(E(HiCpi)CH •

(2)

(b) During the time interval from ïj to Tj,
steam, which is generated in the channel, flows
to both end-fittings where it condenses. The
latent heat of the condensing steam heats the
end-fittings until one or both reach the local
saturation temperature. Fuel in 'the voided
part of tha channel is conservatively assumed
to heat up adlabatically. By 73, venting of
the channel begins (Figure 2.(d>). It Is
assumed that the 3team generated in the channel
initially displaces a certain amount of water
(H}> from the channel into the end-fittings.

EEF " {E(MiCpi»EP

(MCp)

FL.EF

is the mass of fluid

leaving from one end of

the system

is the increase in

energy of the end-fitting

Using these expressions, Equation (3) may be
solved for H3.

The energy entering the end fittings
can also be determined aa a fraction of the
total amount of heat generated in the channel
during the period Tj to T3.



ced 298 Introducing the "energy partition factor" K,
the characteristic time T3 can be expressed
as:

T3 « T2 • "l "f * H2

2E
where K -

CH

P K

FL.CH FL.CH

(4)

(5)

used

(c) During the time interval T3 to "4, flow
is driven through the channel by the positive
driving head resulting from the density
difference between "inlet" and "outlet"
feeders. At T4, the channel and both
end-fittings are completely filled with water
(Figure 2.(et) and the heat ~accumulated during
Tn to T 4 has been removed.

In order to deternine the duration of venting
and refilling, th« following system heat
balance equation is used:

where:

MSQUT

mavg is the average fluid mass flow
rate into the system;

is tha mass of steam generated and
ver.t"d from the system during
period TJ to T4

The above equations incorporate two assumptions;
(a) all heat rejection takes place via venting of
saturated steam, and (b) at the end of the
characteristic time interval T 3 to T4 the
system is again completely filled with liquid. The
latter assumption inplies that all fuel elements
revet and are at essentially the same temperature as
the coolant.

The terms of equation (6) can be defined as:

(8)

\

(9)

p to

leg

3

g

g

irces.

where: ETQ, ET2, ET4

E T« -

are the energies stored
in the system at TO,

T2 » n d T4,
respectively,

Is the heat generated in
the channel during
period T3 to T4,

is the heat rejected by
flow through the channel
during period T 3
to T4

The mass balance of the system for the time interval
considered is given by:

•

- V " (7)

(11)



Substituting equations (10) to (13) Into (6)
solving It for T4. the following Is obtained:

3h

and

Aavo'ho - V "

(single-phase liquid flow without tolling in the
channel) or 2) intermittent flow, similar to that for
the period in to T4, but with significantly
smaller characteristic times and temperature rises.
It is possible to predict the flow regime by
introducing a 'diaenslonlass "intermittent flow
criterion" (IFC), defined as:

* '"VFL.CH

" V -

ICF •
m (h, - h )

t o (14)

T - T

m (h - h ) - P
avg g o

(12)

Physically, this criterion establishes whether or not
boiling can occur in a channel with the given power
input and flow conditions. If IFC< 1, an
intermittent flou regime is expected.

The maximum possible temperature of a fuel element
during the period ï n to Î4 (duration of the
critical first "cycle") is calculated as:

adiabatic * V
U3)

steam cooling
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It is conservatively assumed that once steam is
produced in the channel ( Tj,), the top element
heats up adiabatically until venting begins at X 3.
During the period of venting and refilling ( T 3 to
T 4) f the fuel elements are considered to be cooled
by a laminar steam flow. h very low value of the
Nussalt number, Hu'4.36, is used for "his period, and
the temperature of tha superheated steaa is taken to
be constant and equal to the peak fuel element
temperature at T3 (end of adiabatic heating). In
reality, the steam temperature would probably drop
to a lower value due to the propagation of a quench
front through the channel and generation of steam at
saturation temperature.

After T4i two different flow regimes are
possible. These possibilities are: 1) steady flow

In cases where the second "cycle" is expected (IFC <
1), essentially the same model can be used -ith the
following modifications: (a) the channel conditions
at T 4 (end of the first "cycle") determine the
initial conditions far the second "cycle"; (b) an
initial flow through the channel Js included; and (c)
due to an established flow towards the hotter
end-fitting, only this end-fitting need be heated up
to saturation temperature prior to crediting venting.

VERIFICATION OF THE IBIF MODEL

In order to assess the validity of the IBIF model
presented in Section 2, the model is verified against
appropriate experimental results. These results are
obtained from the "Standing Start" experiments 111,
performed specifically to investigate I3IF in CANDU
reactor channels and piping, i.e. to detercine the
fuel and channel heat up rates, and heat transport to
the headers of an initially cold horizontal channel
containing stagnant fluid with the fuel at decay
power levels.

Two series of tests were conducted using the bottom
channel of the Cold Water Injection Test (CHIT)
facility at Westinghouse Canada Inc. (WCI) in a
single channel configurationll). H schematic of the
facility is shown in Figure 4.
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FIGURE 4
Sche-naiic of "Sunding Sui t" T«st Loop

Table I

CWIT Facility "Standing Start" Test Condition»

System Pressures (MPa)
Channel Power (kW)
Initial Temperature {°C)
Injection Line Orifices (mm)

0.2, O.S. 1.0
SO, 100, 200
32, 100
13 .3 , 49.2 FIGURES

Typical ' IBIF' Sequent* • •

Four parameters were systematically varied in the
test series. These were, the injection fluid
temperature, the injection line resistances, the
system (catch tank) pressure and the channel power-
Table I gives a summary of the test conditions used
in the experiraents.

All tests, with the exception of 4 few low power
tests, exhibited all the phenomena associated with
IBIF. Some experimental results, which clearly
display the IBIF sequence of events are shown in
Figure 5.



During the first 40 seconds the channel heats up to
saturation temperature as evidenced by the plot of
rod surface temperature. Subsequently, hot fluid is
transported simultaneously to both end-fittings. The
symmetry of the facility can be inferred from the
similarity of the fluid temperature plots in the
pipe* connecting the two end-fitting simulators to
the channel. During this period, the upper heater
rods increase in temperature at a rate close to the
adiabatic heat up rate (see rod surface temperature
plot. Figure 5). The onset of venting can be
determined from the trace of void fraction within the
"outlet" feeder at a location one mette above the
channel centre-line. Once venting begins, steara
cooling of the heater roâs becomes much more
efficient resulting in a narked decrease in the rate
of temperature rise.

"Quenching** of the elements is observed to occur
prior to rewetting, i.e., once the "quench"
temperature is reached, rapid sheath cooling occurs",
followed by rewetting when the sheath temperature
falls below the Leidenfrost temperature.

After the initial cycle, th« flow in the channel
exhibits two possible nodes) either steady flow
through the channel or periodic venting. These two
modes are illustrated in the void and hot pin sheath
temperature plots shown in Figures 6 and 7. It can
be seen that the subsequent periodic venting is of
shorter period and results in lower sheath
temperature excursions than the first 'cycle'. The
IFC parameter described earlier may be used to
calculate the system parameter boundary between these
two modes (see Figure 8).
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FIGURE 6
Steady Flow After First Cycle

( IFO «I

FIGURE 7
Periodic Venting Alter First Cycle

FIGURES
Intermittent Flow Criterion for

Initial Fluid Temperature of !00°C



The results from the Standing Start Tests are
compared to the predictions of the IBIF model
described In Section 2. The parameters of primary
Interest are t [, l j , T4 and the maximum sheath
temperature. A comparison is shown graphically, for
the hottest heater pin, in Figure 9. The following
observations can be madet

a) T\ and T3 are well predicted. The heat-up
rate between T} and T3 and the temperature
to», the hottest pin at t 3 are also well
predicted. This means that the assumption of
adlabatlc heat-up rate during this period is
reasonable.

600.

ISlFModtl
T| • Time to Local Sllurtfton

Timl Vtnttng Slant
r« • TimtChsnnil Rtlilltd

0.000
200. 400. 600.

Timf M
800. 1000.

FIGURE 9
Comparison of Experiment*! Results with ISIF Modil

(b) Th« venting period ('4 - T3) is gtmvfally
overpredicted. This means that the mass
£lowrat« calculated in the modelling during the
venting and refilling period is conservative.
The test results suggest that the heat transfer
from the sheath during this period Is much
higher than the prediction. In some cases
zeaperature "turnaround" occurred due to steam
cooling prior to the arrival of the quench
front.

(c) The overall heat-up period {T4 - Tj) is
overpredlcted for most case*. This contributed
to the overpredlction in sheath temperature.

(d) The experimental results show that the maximum
sheath temperature increases with subcooling,
other things being equal. The prediction also
captures this trend, although on an exaggerated
scale because of the conservative heat transfer
coefficient in the time interval from t j co

HEAT TRANSPORT ABOVE THE HEADERS

Two codes of heat transport from the headers to the
steam generators are most likely to be encountered.
The first is the single phase and/or co-current
two-phase flow. This flow regime is characterized by
a. nez forward flow around the loop, similar to
nosaal operation, and relatively high system
inventories. The second mode is encountered in a
"highly" voided system and consists essentially of.
steam flow from the core to the steaa generators with
a counter-current flow of condensate back to the
core. This mode is generally referred to as reflux
condensation and is not expected to be encountered
for tr.e postulated accidents specified earlier. The
reflux cooling mode is e limiting case, analysis of
which will bound the heat rejection capabilities.

The sreao volume flowrates to the steam generators,
required to remove energy from the core as a function
of system pressure are inversely proportions 1 to
systea pressure. For systen pressures above 1 HPa,
the volume flowrates are relatively low and do not
vary greatly with systea pressure. At lower
pressures, the flow rates are high and can restrict
counter-current flow, if present, dus to a phenomenon
known as flooding.

Flooding is the flow limiting process, when for a
given vapour flux, the counter-currer.t liquid flow
attair.s a maximum which cannot be further increased
wi^ho-t decreasing the vapour flux.

In most accident cases, under IBIF conditions, most
if nci all. of the channel flows in a pass are in the
sane iirection (usually forward). This is due co
higher outlet side temperatures developed during the
flow rundown, which in turn causes a net flow around



th« loop to develop. The presence of > net flow
through the core in each pass doe4 not exclude the
possibility that channels in the pass can have IBIF
in opposite directions. This net flow 1* usually in
the forward direction, i.e.. towards the ROH, due to
the feeder hydraulic resistances ar.d temperature
distribution between inlet and outlet piping at the
tice of thennosyphoni ng breakdown. Under these
conditions, t-.he flow in the risers is co-current and
is nor liaitvd by flooding. Only under very low
inventory steady state conditions will the heat
transport from the headers to the steam generators be
primarily via counter-current steamAlquid flows.
That is, the condensate will flow counter-current
along the pipe walls back to ths core»

For a flooding limited flow, there will be no net
flow over the steam generator U-tubes. K worst case
will be one in which there are no asymmetries in the
loop to induce a net flow through the steam
generators and in which heat transport is required
from all headers equally. An analysis of this equal
heat transport scenario, is therefore a lower bound
of the actual heat transport capability.

With equal steam flows up each pipe connecting the
headers to the steam generators assumed under
steady-state conditions, ths conservation of mass
requires that the steam mass flowrate and liquid mass
flowrates be equal. The limiting heat transport
capability under this condition is given by the
flooding limit. Using these constraints, it is
possible to calculate the non-dimensional superficial
steam and liquid fluxes !j*, jjl, as a
function of system pressure and reactor power level,
required to remove all core heat and compare them
with available flooding data. These are shown in
Figure 10. Also plotted are the Wallis flooding
curves for air/water flows in vertical pipes 15), and
some of the latest data for flooding in piping
networks obtained by S. Banerjee, et al{6|.

0« 0

Non-Oimtntiontl GIB Flux V \9'

FIGURE 10
Non-DimEiuional Fluid Fluxed in Piping Abovt HtxJm

as i Function of Svsttm Pftjsurt

Using the lower liait of Banerjee's data to determine
the maximum power rejection at flooding conditions as
a function of pressure, the results are plotted In
Figure 11. Also plotted is the steam generator heat
rejection limit, which is detailed next.
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Syiltm Pituuri (Mt>t)

FIGURE 11
Header to Steam Generator Hiat Transfer Limltt

in th* Reflux Condensation Mode

The fluid flows in the steam generators can vary from
single-phase to two-phase and co-current to
counter-current* For steam generators with
significant void in the U-tubes, heat rejection via
reflux condensation (RC> is expected* In the
limiting condition, where no fluid is carried over
the top of the U-tubes, heat rejection is totally by
reflux condensation.

The flow pattern found tn RC is Illustrated in
Figure 12. Condensation occurs within the two-phase
flow region shown. IVbovo this region, there is a
single-phase slug of water* This column of water
gives rise to a gravity head which opposes the
pressure head driving the steam flow into the tube.
The length of this column will be such that the inlet
steam flow rate assumes the "flooding" value and the
net mass flux across the tube inlet becomes zero.

Experiments show that for CRNDU type steaa generators
at near-atmospheric pressure, the limiting or
flooding steam velocity. Ug. will be approximately
constant, with a value of approximately 5 m/s.

This velocity is essentially Independent of the tube
flow area. The flooding velocity is Inversely
proportional to the square root of pressure. Thus,
an estimate for the flooding velocity at • certain
pressure can be obtained using

0 flood = 5- ./ —
1 V P

where p o is atmospheric pressure.

FIGURE 12
Reflux Condensation in a Vertical Steam Generator Tube



It i» of Interest to not» that, even though th«
flooding velocity decreases with increasing pressure,
the increase In steam density and henc* total
enthalpy transported 'P gug • * • nfg'' ^ s much
greater* The net result is an increase in heat
transfer with increasing pressure*

The minimum amount of heat reaoved from the steam,
for a single tub», corresponds to the latent heat of
vapourisation (hfg) of the staan flowing into that
tubs, i.e., steaa superheat is neglected* Therefor*,
th» •inimun guaranteed heat removal capability of a
«team generator under reflux condensation <QRC> can
be calculated by:

" ug flood hfg A °g

where A is the total cross-sectional area of the
s~teatt generator tubes*

For system conditions which are below the curves in
the Figure 10, the heat transport mechanisms above
the headers will be more than adequate to remove the
decay heat.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper includes a detailed description of IBIF
and a model which has been verified against
experiments having prototypic geometric and relevant
thermal-hydraulic conditions. The model is shown to
capture the key features of IBIF well and to predict
reasonable, but conservative, peak sheath
temperatures.

Limits to heat transport from the headers to the
steam generators and heat rejection to the secondary
side of the steam generators have been analyzed.
These may be applied along with the IBIF model to
specific postulated CMïDU reactor accident scenarios
in order to assess fuel cooling under decay heat and
near full coolant inventory conditions.
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Absttact

The problems related to the calculation of the core barrel response

to a pressure shock wave generated for example by a pipe rupture or

a main coolant pump rotor failure are discussed. The validity of

the expressions derived for numerical solutions is verified using a

simple experimental setup which is also described. The validity

range for the expressions is given.

FROBLœS_AND_t!MlTA'nONS_IN_HÏ£ROÇ^

L.Peâ{nka,b..Cechura, Skoda Plzen,Power Engineering Division
V.KuSelka,National Research Division for Kochine Design,Praha

Introduction

Maximum Design Accident or Small-break LOCA are charactail-
zed by a transfer of large or only a limited amount of energy
in the coolant,thus one of the principal problems of safety
analysis is to demonstrate that in the resulting transient re-
sponse of reader inner parts, the components which are immer-
sed into coolant ere neither breached nor impermissible defor-
med.

In the following '.He special problem connected with the core
barrel response calculations to pressure shock wave generated
for example by I/.CP rotor accident or pipe disrupture is dis-
cussed.

Bazic oquationa

It has been learned over the lost 15 years that separate,
uncoupled analyses of fluid mid structural response are often
quite unsatisfactory because of the strong feed-back that ta-
kes place between the structural response and the behaviour
of fluid and energy source.

Under this assumptions the equation of motion of thin-wa-
lled circuler cylindrical shell which is coupled by i'luid gep
with pressure vessel and baffle,can be writen as

(1)

(2a)

(2b)

in which

U^ ... radial displacement of the shell
9*. ... generalized coordinate
1^ ... damping coefficient
ri ... mass of the shell
•t ... generalized acting force
f?$ ... radius of the shell
Am... beam function for given boundary condition

JL=X(t,K>)moiial index
Oj£... circular frequency with respect to surround ing coolant
<|̂  ... added mass coefficient
if ... angle
/A ... number of circumferential waves
YH ... number of axial half-waves

To solve the equation (2o,b),the •/&/.(£) t Oj^ and Oj must be
known.For the calculation ot-f^, (-L) the method published by Pen-
zes [lj can be used.If vie know the eigenfrequencies of shell



in air, Ji^ (no problems occur using c lass ica l formulas op com-
puter codes as BOSOR or SAP IV),the CcJ/ can be calculated
well-known formula

At
(3)

In the following the problems and limitations connected
with caculations of c£ are described.

Problems and limitations, cf cVn,m

For q, „ the following formula io valid

If the coolant ia only inside of core barrel, 4 f t m can be
expressed os £2j j—j —I -

~4 ^fi~~T
-•/•.i»

(4)

t5a)

(5b)

R^ ... inner radius of the shell

c ... speed of sound

h ... thickness of the shell

and for coolant out of CB the approximate formula takes pis-

ce [3]
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(6 )

outer radius of CB

inner radius of pressure vessel

z2,m*.

If the coolant is simultaneously inside and out of CB, then dAm
•<ti.+ c!le .From the nature of equations 13),(5) and (6) it is

evident that for calculation of CJn ,, the iterative process

can be used.In the first step the alternative of A (4) in the

fora '

(7)

i s recommended.

Protleos_i i) _nuB)6ri£3l_ solution:

J j in the case of two .'irate coaxial sheila couplod by fluid
butwaen them,and it' thu outer shell ia assumed to be rigid
(system OB-pi'eaaura vfcaael),ihe coincidence frequency

c " L
i s dominant fur the dynamical behaviour of the system (jil
At frequencies belo<v Oc the effect of fjuid on the shall
i s always» involved in added mass; above &(. tne add s i moss
can be positive or negative;in the la t t er case the effect
of the flui.J on the thr-ll i s apringlika.Die hydrodynamic



BQD.V approaches inf inity at the herd-wall acouatio resonant
frequencies of thu fluid,representing in f in i t e ly large pre-
ssure induced in the fluid aa a result of shell motion

(i)the calculation of j ^ f i j i s performed in wide range of va-
lues <n and rm, .Equetiona (5) and (6) are valid toe A i l ,
for W =0 the expressions

takes place.In this case the formula (7) i s not valid but
the alternative of ât-W -1 i s racommonded.The values
greater than 1 are also possible

J>)the troubles are especially connected with the calculations
of Beasel funstions Jm and modified Beasel functions Tf,
higher order thon m i. 10 and for argumenta 1» '̂ > ?0.Accu-
rate polynomial approximations «re valid only for orders
/* =0 and 1 with error |£f leas than 2.2.10"'.For the hig-
her orders i t ia possible to use the reçurent formulas

( 6 )

but the error |£| in consequence of addition and multipli-

cation by 2n/x step by step increase and our experience su-

gest that for f» =4 end small argumants of x the calcula-

ted value Jj U'i or fj (X) la absolutely smaller than the er-

ror |f |«A possible starting point of how to go round the-

se difficulties, ia in using tabulated values for 4̂ /t- ̂  10.

In'case of small arguments ^ ^ " X " * 0 well known expressions

are recommended.

For orders/n^-10 there exists only one chance, i.e. the use

of equations (9) with simultaneous reducing of demanda on

the accuracy. In the Fig.l the results of calculations of

for Of « £ 32,1 é m g 32 are given.The diocontinui-

ties for/* =9,10 and Mi =16,32 are caused by substituting

equations (8) by (9).The discontinuities in the range

22 are the result of the accepted decision to use ex-

pressions (9) as decisive ones.

As a result of our calculations the reduced values of (T^ ,

i.e. c£ m =0.8 (see Fig.2) have been derived and the respon-

se of CB has been calculât) d.The results are given in table

Tl for both values of o £ m .It ia evident that the diferen-

cies between radial displacements W£ It) are very slight.

lime

p]
O.5.1Ô4

0.8.1Ô4

1.0.1Ô4

1.2.ÎÔ4

1.4.1Ô4

1.6.1Ô4

1.8.1Ô4

2.O.1Ô4

2.2.1Ô"4

2.4.1Ô4

2.6.104

2.8.1Ô4

(f exactly calculated

4.13544.1O"4

6.76151.1O"4

7.53713.1O"4

7.97121.10"4

8.45852.10"4

8.70355.10"4

8.71405.10"4

e."64166.1O"4

8.62984.10"4

8.65920;10"4

B. 62692.10"4

8. 53 569.10"4

reduced values of (T

4.16935.1O"4

6.78673.10"4

7.504 54. K T 4

7.99227.1O"4

8.44988.10"4 •

8.70236.10"4

8.71063.10"4

6.63904.10"4

6. 62918.10"4

8.66067.10"4

8.63607.10"4

8.53210.10"4

Table Tl

E-.tporimenial vérifieatiL-p.

In order to verify the accuracy of previous expression:1., a ve-
ry simple experimental set up has been developed,aee Fig 3."he
variable thickness of outer wnter loyer has oeen realized i<-
sing concrete-fi l led s t ee l rings with vari^blo rcdius,ooe
fig.4.The arrangement for inaide wntor layer was aici51 ir.only
the circular steel shel ls f i l l e d again by concrete has been i;-
sed,eee Fig.S.Aa an excitint! i'oroa UIG elefl u-od./uaoioj or <J-
jectromagnetie vibratory device has been eppJi'1.



The reouj ta of our expérimenta arc very AnterbsLmg. For the
inside water layer the following conclusions ere vnlii

- for the ratio B
o/Pi < 0.4-0.6,tha expressions J'.r fully f i l -

led cylindrical shell can be used

- the ratio RQ/B1 =0.968 ia probably a Uniting value above
which begins a spontaneous ooouronce of infinite added-aasa.
In the range of O.9É8 <HQ/B1S 1 the system ahell-water Layer
has been chaotic,i.e.no significant resonant frequencies ha-
ve been found.

For the out-of water layer the résulta are analogous.if the
ratio R,/R2 > 2.5-3,tha expressions for infinity water layer
liave been applied and the value of ÏL-./H2=1.0^B i s probably the
lower limit for the infinite added mass,because tat 1 <R,/X2<
1,068 no resonant frequencies have been found.
The practical applications of our results aj"3 in 1ve rcgiana.
For the purposes of analytical studies ths biun-.'- -.lui Coi u-
aing very simple formulas for an infinite water leysr or fuJ-
ly filled shell are known.On the other hand,for tiv2 develop-
ment of experimental set up (for example model of reactor)
for atudiing the effects of small-break 10CA on the inner parts
of reactor,the limiting values RQ/Rj =0.966 or IU/R2=1.0C-8 and
the hard-wall acoustic reaonant frequencies of the flur'ii -
should be respected in order to conserve the laws of mechani-
cal and hydrodynamics", similarity.

I t ia evident that in the center of attention of amall-breok
U.CAs ore thu Iherir.ohjdruulic^ aspects.On the other hand,in tha
safet;,' report cast be documented that during the above-mentio-
ned event tlis i.ictc-i' parts of rr:.ni'ify circuit are not breached.

The niic of tiiis pr»psr ia to concantrata the attention to a
spfcci.iJ c;si."a c>r proiil ÎI'I.I connected with the inner parts.the-
se t.rob]eoi.-. •tva to LO devotod l'uriner attention.

Hererencea

Tl] Fenzfcj L..S, ;Theor.v of fump-Induced Pulsating Coolant
Treasure in Fressurised Water Reactorj.
l.ucl.Kngng.anJ Deiiign 27 (1^74),pp.l76-iae

[2] '.'.arburtun G.fJ. : Vibration of a Cilindi-ical Shell in «in

Acdii^tic l.ediuni.

Journal V.cchanical Engng.Science 3(1961),

PP.6S-Î9

[3] Kld^f.er);a H. : Clio sin|.-3yfied uxpre&sian for tha calcu-

lation of tie

ll'ivate cm:

J4*J Au Tiang U.K. :l'he ^-<irJjjibiiiic mass at frequencies above

coincidence.
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THERMOSYPHONING [N THE CANDU REACTOR

FIG. 5.

N.J. SP1NKS, A.C.D. WRIGHT, M.Z. CAPLAN,
S. PRAWIROSOEHARDJO
CANDU Operations,
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited,
Sheridan Park Research Community,
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada

Absii.c'

Thermosyphoning is defined as the natural convective flow of

primary coolant: over the boilers. It is the predicted mode of heat

transport from core to boilers in many postulated scenarios for CANDU

reactor safety analysis. Loss of pumping of the primary coolant is a

common feature and reactor power is invariably at decay power prior to

the end of pump rundown. The scenarios encompass a wide range of primary

coolant inventories and secondary side conditions.

CANDU primary pumps are provided with high inertia flywheels

which, on loss of electrical supply, provide a forced flow of coolant whilst

power is reduced to decay level. Subcooled (single-phase) thermosyphoning

is predicted for this and the more probable accident scenarios. Single-

phase thermosyphoning tests are done during commissioning of CANDU

reactors. Recent tests at Gentilly-2 and Point Lepreau have confirmed

predictions for the 500 KH(a! design.

Boiling (two-phase) thermosyphoning is predicted either under

reduced primary coolant inventory conditions or if the coolant make-up system

is inoperative during boiler depressurization. In the latter case a

pressuriser compensates, in part, for shrinkage of the primary coolant as

it cools down. In any event, two-phase thermosyphoning is predicted for

the less probable accident scenarios only.
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JJ2 The paper describes the important thermohydraulic characteristics

of thermosyphoning in CANDU reactors, *s predicted by a transient thermohydraulics

computer code, and describes experiments dona for the purpose of verifying these

predictions.

IMTKOPUCTION

The CANDU reactor has several modes of decay heat removal.

The boilers and primary pumps provide the normal mode. The shutdown

coaling system has independent heat exchangers and pumps and can remove

decay heat at pressures up to nominal primary system pressures. Thermosyphoning

is the mode of heat transport to the boilers in the absence of any forced

circulation of the primary coolant.

Thermosyphoning is defined as the natural convective flow of

primary coolant over the boilers. It is the predicted mode of heat transport

in many postulated scenarios for CANDU reactor safety analysis. Loss of

pumping of the primary coolant is a common feature of these scenarios and

reactor power is invariably at decay power prior to the end of pump

rundown. The scenarios encompass a wide range of primary coolant inventories

and secondary side conditions.

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of one loop of a CANDU primary heat

transport system. It comprises two passes of the coolant past the fuel. Thus

the coolant sees core 1, boiler 1, pump 1, core 2, boiler 2, pump 2, core 1, etc.

Each core pass includes about 100 horizontal fuel channels each of which is

connected by an inlet and an outlet feeder to larger diameter inlet and outlet

headers. Large diameter piping connects the headers to the boilers and pumps.

The tops of the boiler U tubes are located typically 11 m above the headers and

the headers are located typically 7 m above the channels. The total height is

18 m and density differences In this height provide the buoyancy force for

thermosyphoning.

CANDU primary pumps are provided with high inertia flywheels which

on loss of electrical supply, provide a forced flow of coolant whilst power is

reduced to decay level. Subcooled <aingle-phase) thermosyphoning is predicted

thereafter for this and the more probable accident scenarios.

Boiling (two-phase) thermosyphoning is predicted either under reduced

primary coolant inventory conditions or if the coolant maks-up system Is

inoperative during boiler depressurization. In the latter case a pressurizer

compensates, in part, for shrinkage of the primary coolant as it cools down.

In any event, two-phase thermosyphoning is predicted for the less probable

accident scenarios only.

Thermosyphoning requires a heat sink at the boilers. Water is

provided either by the normal feedwater system, the auxiliary feedwater pumps

or, on depressurization of the secondary side, by an emergency supply system.

CANDU thermosyphoning capabilities have been studied analytically

and experimentally. The results of these studies are summarized below.

2 . 0 TI1ERHOIIYDRAULIC CHARACTERISTICS

A transient thermohydraulics computer code FIREBIRD has been used

to study the characteristics of thermosyphoning in the CANDU primary heat

transport system as a function of coolant inventory and secondary temperature.

The Important characteristics are:

1) The nominal system flow increases with increasing system void up to

a maximum at 20* void. Thereafter void penetrates to the cold leg

of the boiler so buoyancy forces reduce whilst frictional forces

continue to increase.

2) Two-phase flows increase with decreasing secondary temperature,

see Figure 2/ because primary pressure is lower causing flashing

of water to steam in the vertical components rather than boiling

in the horizontal fuel channels. This enhances the buoyancy forces.

3) Channel flow stratification can occur if its flow is low enough.

Figure 2 shows where stratification is possible for an average

channel. Stratification could be encountered in a small region

at low system void but is more likely encountered at high

temperature (pressure), high void.



4) Channel and system flow oscillations are possible depending on

coolant inventory and secondary temperature. Periods range from

1 to 3 minutes and are governed by fluid transport time. Amplitudes

reach limit cycles where the channel flow is subcooled during

the high-flow part of a cycle but stratified during the low-flow

part of a cycle, the temperature rise of exposed fuel is not

large (about 2Q0°C). Even with channel flows that, on average,

would stratify, oscillations give periodic revetting and therefore

provide good fuel cooling.

The oscillations themselves have be an the subject of separate
(2.3)detailed studies

(2)Channel flow oscillation1*' are caused by the delayed response of

buoyancy force to flow change. During the low flow interval, steam generated

in the horizontal channel is transported to the vertical feeder, on arrival

at the feeder the large buoyancy force induces a large flow that in turn floods

both channel and feeder. The process repeats.

System oscillations can be described as a periodic maldistribution

of system void at the two ends of the reactor. An excess of steam between

core and boiler at one end displaces liquid and so reduces the tiovi in the

upstream core pass and increases the flow in the downstream core pass. Less

upstream flow produces even more steam at this end. Mora downstream flow

produces even less steam at the other end. At the limit cycle, void collapses

completely but momentarily at one end and then similarly, a half cycle later,

at the other end.

3.0 VERIFICATION

The above predictions are supported by comparing code predictions to

full-size horizontal channel tests, reduced-size system tests and reactor

commissioning tests.

».» Early 600 HW(e) reactor predictions have been compared to recent

single-phase thermosyphoning commissioning tests at the Gentilly-2 and Point

Lepreau reactors. Tests were done for a range of powers typical of decay

power. Test flows were obtained by a heat balance using the measured core

power and measured temperature rise from inlet to outlet header. Predicted tlous

were within the measurement uncertainty for the Gentilly-2 tests, as can be seen

in Figure 3.

System thermosyphoning experiments were done in a reduced-size

lectrically-heated single-channel-per-pass representation of CANDU, called

RD-12. Following pump rundown, flows, pressures and temperatures were

treasured as the loop was drained at given secondary temperature. Pass-to-pass

flow oscillations started at low system void and continued to high void.

Thermosyphoning provided good heater cooling up to a very high system void.

Code comparisons have been made with a range of RD-12 tests. All

significant trands and phenomena were captured. The occurrence of oscillations

at the onset of boiling was predicted as was the growth of the limit cycle with

increasing system void. Figure 4 compares predicted to measured flow in each

of the two non-boiling regions (between boiler and core in each core pass).

This particular test had a pressurizer connected to one outlet header so the

flow in one pass was not perfectly out of phase with that in the other pass.

The period was somewhat overpredicted.

Single channel and parallel channel tests have been done in an

electrically-heated facility employing full-size components below the headers.

Tests were done by supplying water to the headers usually at a small header-

to-header pressure drop as is characteristic of thermosyphoning. The tests

showed the flow to be generally oscillatory, converging to steady two-phase

flow at small inlet subcooling and steady non-boiling flow at high inlet

subcooling. The flow stratification threshold was taken directly from steady

two-phase flow tests in this faci .ity.

Figure S compares predicted to measured upper-pin temperature for

a channel test which exhibited flow oscillations. This particular test had

a near zero flow or "standing-start" initial condition with a near zero

header-to-header pressure drop boundary condition. Temperatures above

satuiation were caused by exposure of upper pins to steam during periods of flow



3j4 stratification in the horizontal channel. Rewetting was caused by a large

buoyancy-induced flow which developed when steam from the channel penetrated

to the vertical feeder.

The timing of revetting is overpredicted. This is caused by a

weakness in modelling the difference in phase velocities in stratified two-

phase flow. The predicted steam flow rate from the channel is too small,

delaying the time of steam penetration to the feeder. This modelling

deficiency makes the code conservative for application to "standing-start"

scenarios. Instead an algebraic model, called IfJIF is used for predicting

the timing of the first revetting.

The code ovsrpredicts the time below saturation (predicted

770 - 560 seconds, measured 470 - 3S0 seconds, see Figure S) because the flow

in the low-flow part of the cycle is overpredicted. However, some uncertainty

in predicting the oscillations can be tolerated because the temperature rise

during an oscillation is small'

S.o CONCLUSION

The effectiveness of single-phase thermosyphonlng in CANDU has been

demonstrated in reactor commissioning tests. Code predictions show that

two-phase therinosyphoning is particularly effective at low pressure because

system void is concentrated in vertical components where the buoyancy force

produces flows considerably greater than in single phase. Two-phase

thermosyphoning flows are lower at high pressure. Channel flow stratification

can be expected for system void greater than 30%.

Code calculations have successfully predicted reactor convnissioning

tests and semi-scale system tests, the latter including tests which

exhibited flow oscillations. Code predictions capture the qualitative feature:

of channel tests but overpredict the period of oscillations. This leads to

some uncertainty when applied to reactors but the temperature rise during

oscillations is small.
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